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[Jebanon: the latest example
f UN peacekéeping action

the maintenance of international peace

,Che swift establishment of the United Na-
orns interim fôrce for southern Lebanon,
ÎNIFIL, on March 19, 1978, in response
p`Lebanon's charge of "naked aggression"
Py Israel, marks a further extension in the
tomplegity and the mandated responsi-
iilities of United Nations peacekeeping.
kni instrument that had been overtaxed in
;hé Congo, abused in Cyprus and actually
1xp1elled from the Sinai, peacekeeping was

D a yeailonetheless reintroduced in the Sinai and

as Golan Heights in 1973, and has now
been thrust into the Lebanese crisis.f 11

4ven nhôugh subject to its special failings and
t to: ^eldom free of criticism, peacekeeping has
lffice beén effective as a component of the

^ro'ader United Nations commitment to

and security.
Since UNIFIL has only recently com-

pleted its first authorized life-span of six
months and since the general situation in
Lebanon remains so volatile, no current
treàtment can do it adequate justice.
Nevertheless, its unique mandate, its ac-
^tit=ities and, as we shall argue, its consid-
^-rable success to date provide some basis
forj comparison with other operations and,
in ^;eneral, sufficient evidence of the grow-

d and,mg, effectiveness and legitimacy of United
1 and Nations peacekeeping.

iment ^ In May 1958, widespread revolt broke
that^ut in Lebanon. In June, responding to

.cepts the claim by President Camille Chamoun
at an^of lmassive, illegal and unprovoked inter-
other;Vention in the' affairs of Lebanon by the
tents,UnitedArab Republic (Egypt and Syria),

tlié Security Council established the
lcomeiUriited Nations Observation Group in
:e to. Lébanon, UNOGIL, by a vote of ten to
31dg.,^noiie, with the U.S.S.R. abstaining. Its

hfuriction was to ensure that there would
fbe^ no illegal infiltration of personnel or
arms across the Lebanese borders and,
Jo -this end, the Secretary-General, Dag
Hammarskjold, defined its role as limited
strictly to observation. Its size was estab-

Z^ Wiseman teaches political science at
the University of Guelph. He was made
pèâcekeeping his principal field of
research. The views expressed here are
tüose of Dr Wiseman.

lished at 550, contributed by 20 nations,
and its total cost was approximately $5
million, apportioned as part of the regular
budget. It had a life-span of only six
months, during which time it was able to
provide little evidence of the suspected
infiltration. Nonetheless, its presence did
help to shore up the pro-Western govern-
ment of President Chamoun. However,
when that government was further threat-
ened by a pro-Nasser coup in Iraq,
Chamoun requested military aid from the
United States. In July 1958, 14,000 Ma-
rines were landed in Lebanon to stabilize
the situation. Simultaneously, British
forces entered Jordan. UNOGIL, though
outwardly compromised by this action,
was held to its original mandate. Directed
by a General Assembly resolution to make
"such practical arrangements" as would
facilitate the withdrawal of U.S. and
British troops from Lebanon and Jordan,
the Secretary-General did increase the Stability
strength of UNOGIL. For this and other quickly
reasons, stability was quickly restored, restored
foreign troops were withdrawn by early
November and one month later UNOGIL
was disbanded.

However, since UNOGIL had failed
to confirm the immediate cause of its own
creation and had been subjected to con-
troversy on account of the U.S. military
presence, which deadlocked the Security
Council and moved the issue to the Gen-
eral Assembly, its polittical justification
was clouded. Coming so soon after the
Suez crisis of 1956, it bore the stigma of
Western intervention.

Broader scope

Though there are striking parallels be-
tween the events of 1958 and 1978,
UNIFIL is much broader in scope and
significance. In escalated reprisal for a
Palestinian commando raid on Tel Aviv
that killed 35 persons and wounded 70,
Israel launched a determined invasion of
southern Lebanon designed to root out
Palestinian liberation forces from the area
between its border with Lebanon and the
Litani River. The action resulted in casu-
alties on all sides and caused a stream of
250,000 hapless refugees to flee northward
towards Beirut, beyond the immediate



battle area. The Israeli purpose was
largely accomplished. However, the al-
ready chaotic ' and- inflammable situation
in Lebanon, involving an inef£ectual cen-
tral government, civil war between Chris-
tian, Moslem and Palestinian forces in
and around Beirut and a forcibly inter-
ventionist Syrian army of 30,000 men
acting as a Pan-Arab peacekeeping force,
was made even more explosive by Israel's
action. It also threatened direct confron-
tation between Syrian and Israeli forces.

Denying any responsibility for the
Palestinian commando operation, Lebanon
brought the issue to the attention of the
Secretary-General on March 15 and on
March 17 called for an emergency meet-
ing of the Security Council. Israel,
charging "continuous acts of terror and
violence", did the same. A meeting of the
Security Council in which Lebanon, sev-
eral other Arab states, the Palestine
Liberation Organization ( PLO ) and Israel
were invited to participate, was called im-
mediately into session.

ilNIFIL mandate
In the highly-charged atmosphere, the
debate was characterized by rhetoric, pro-
paganda, charge and counter-charge. Even
so, the draft resolution submitted by the
United States was adopted by a vote of
12 in favour, with Czechoslovakia and the
Soviet Union abstaining and China, which
was opposed to the idea of peacekeeping,
not participating in the vote. Resolution
425 called on Israel "immediately to cease
its military action against Lebanese ter-
ritorial integrity and withdraw forthwith

[and decided] to establish imme-
diately under its authority a United Na-
tions interim force for southern Lebanon
for the purpose of confirming the with-
drawal of Israeli forces, restoring interna-
tional peace and security and assisting
the Government of Lebanon in ensuring
the return of its effective authority in this
area". Though it charged Israel with
aggression and was unwilling to agree that
UN troops be given functions "not proper
to them in regard to the transfer of effec-
tive authority in that region to the Gov-
ernment of Lebanon", the Soviet Union
did not veto the resolution, on the
grounds of the support it had received
from Lebanon and other Arab states.

The mandate was further defined and
elaborated by the Secretary-General's re-
port, which was adopted as Resolution
426. The size of the force was set at 4,000.
The operational guidelines adopted were
those for the two peacekeeping forces in
the Middle East - the United Nations
Emergency Force in the Sinai (UNEF)

and the United -Nations, DisengagemTeât ct
Observer Force on the Golan Heig °c,};^^cal
,(UNDOF) - , with the renunciation^rab ô
force except in self-defence, which inclu&c,livurri
"resistance to attempts by forceful mel, the
to prevent it from discharging its du^oûld i
under the mandate". The expenses of c,us" fi
force were established as expenses of 'ornpet(
organization under Article 17, Paragra[icl pef
2, in the amount of $54 million. Follow^)e{ratic
the pattern of UNEF and UNDOF, üaent in
General Assembly assessed the membf what
states, from the most-developed to tpt'ry. p
least-developed, in amounts of descendiicûlty f
order.

Effectively, UNIFIL was chargPeployn
with the formidable task of interveningin the
a critical situation, both domestic 9 hej Sei
international. It was introduced into trzous c
area before the establishment of a ce
fire, which it had to ensure and confi
It was to supervise the withdrawal
Israeli forces and ensure the absence
hostilities over a densely-populated ai
of 450 square miles.. UNIFIL is far m
than a force interposed between s
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parties that have agreed in advance f Stafl
the general objectives of a peacekeepiroops
mandate. Domestic Lebanese politics, t^^ Nc
instability of the Government, the actio^?y1VIai
of the. PLO and the support it rec6is part
from friendly states, the strength of t
Christian forces and the support they
ceive from Israel, the purposes and actic

naneni
xcludE
hough

of the powerful Syrian military presero,ropos(

in Lebanon and the persistent civil vFrnce
that involves all parties on the batôf Lebi
ground - all these are factors afEectifa 94mo1
the outcome of UNIFIL's mandate ^I pre
southern Lebanon. It must, therefore, e loanc
gage in sensitive political negotiatioiARrov
with both state and non-state actors tliCo>Znci
are subject to erratic and volatile polïtiV•S.S.]
and military behaviour. The scene ticipati
reminiscent of the Congo in 1960-19aaised
Since the successful operation of UNIF-a??angi
cannot but contribute to the Israeli oand pi
jective of ridding southern Lebanon réa. F
forces hostile to Israel, the difficulty of tŝ ûPply
UN in steering a neutral course is patArPeacek

All this UNIFIL was called upon Canad^
accomplish under circumstances in whi{mnce,
the U.S.S.R. disagreed with the transferllabout
effective authority to' the Government s^{ Inc
Lebanon, which, if carried out, would haalTead;
eliminated the PLO from the area it h* _;con
used as a staging-ground for raids i111 (the j
Israel. The Soviet Union also expressPND(
grave reservations about paying its asses'In Ifaci
ment for the force, and closely monitor^!t t!
the activities of the Secretary-General cl , ed
ensure that all would be done with tl ?nits
approval of the Security Council. Ti ln9ve
Secretary-General was forced to act wi+
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agemvreai care and with sensitivity to every

Heigholitical nuance: For example, because of

ation.^ra'h objections and undoubted 'Soviet

incluioncurrence, his observation of March 19

il me^c, the Security Council that UNIFIL
s du$oûld prevent "unauthorized armed per-
^s of tr,n's" from entering the zone of UNIFIL
s of tompetence was altered to read "to ensure
ragrafie^ peaceful character of the area of
ollowi,l,érations, and to that end control move-
OF, tient into and out of the zone". The issue
membf what forces should be allowed or denied
to fntry. proved a continuing source of dif-

3cendiiculty for UNIFIL.

chargtePloyment
eningÉn the interests of speed and efficiency,

;tic a+1re; Secretary-General drew, as in pre-
into t6ons cases, on the resources of existing
a cea?eacekeeping operations. Advance orga-
confiniLational and logistic personnel (Cana-
-awal 3ian, Swedish and Iranian) drawn from
sence JNTSO (the UN Truce Supervisory Or-
ted ar anization) , UNEF and UNDOF, arrived

far mc^ thin days under the interim command
n st^f -Major-General E. A. Erskine, the Chief
rance f Staff of UNTSO. In addition, offers of
keepi;r ôps were accepted from France, Nepal
tics, t^nd Norway; these advance units arrived

= acti' March 23. The unsolicited French offer

recei^ })articularly significant. The five per-

.I of trnanent members had been specifically

they éxc?luded from UNEF and UNDOF,

i acticLhaugh the Soviet Union had,. at that time,
preserprôposed such participation. This time

ivil vFrance, which helped to found the state

e batof Lebanon, reported that it considered it
afEectis "moral duty" to contribute "in order

►date in preserve the territorial integrity of
fore, eLebanon". As in all cases of composition,
)tiatio,00roval by the members of the Security
;ors ttCoûncil was requested and granted. The

politiV•S.S.R. may have opposed French par-
;cene ticipation, but there is no evidence that it
60-19traised any objection. In any event, this
UNIFRrrangement added considerable weight
caeli oand purpose to the UN presence in the
anon area. France, and later Norway, agreed to
by of tsupply the crucial element of any UN
paterPe^cekeeping force - that is, logistics.

upon Canada also. agreed, after initial reluc-
n whü-tsince, to supply a communications unit of
ansferiabôut 117 men for a period not exceeding
.ment !six{ months. Its logistic capabilities were
uld ha{alTeady stretched to the limit because
a it h,),of_;continuing participation in UNFICYP
ids in (tlie UN Force in Cyprus), UNEF and
xpress"DOF. The Canadian contingent was,
s asse,`tn fact, withdrawn after six months, the
onitorÉ^st time Canada had adhered to a de-
.neral clared intention of putting a time-limit
vith t.' °n; its participation in a UN peacekeep-

cil. Ti Ing venture.

act wii ; From the very first days of the oper-

ation, the complexity, sensitivity and dan-
ger of the situation became apparent.
Israel issued a cease-fire order on March
19, two days after Resolution 425, but
received an uncertain reply from the PLO.
(As reported in the New York Times of

March 22, "if they stop bombarding us,
we will not respond by shelling them,
but behind their lines everything is fair
game".) But the PLO was not the only
source of trouble. The first units to arrive
from Canada, France, Iran and Sweden
were sent immediately to the Tyre area,
along the Litani River, and also to the
temporary UN headquarters at Nagoura,
close to the Israeli border. Those that were
dispatched from UNDOF, and had to cross
the border from Israel, were met with
threats from right-wing Christian militia
under the command of Major Saad
Haddad. However, they were later allowed

to pass.
I

Then, on March 24, the French con-
tingent ran into trouble as it entered
Tyre. The PLO, which occupied the base,
did not prevent the entry, but they re-
fused to leave themselves. There were
numerous skirmishes and, on March 29,
UNIFIL suffered its first casualty when
a Swedish vehicle hit a land-mine. Never-
theless, as the strength of UNIFIL ap-
proached 3,000 by mid-April with the
arrival of units from Nepal and Norway,
and reached its projected complement of
4,000 with the arrival of Senegalese and
Nigeriàn troops at the end of April,
Lieutenant-General Ensio Siilasvuo, Co-
ordinator of United Nations Peacekeeping
in the Middle East, began to implement
his plan to push the deployment of UN
troops south of the Litani River with each
successive withdrawal of Israeli forces.

But the troubles continued. In the
first days of May, French and Senegalese
units came under fire at the western end Infiltration
of the line near Tyre, suffering several of armed
dead and wounded, as they tried to pre- Palestinians

vent infiltration of armed Palestinians and and Moslems

left-wing Moslems. At the eastern end of
the line round Marjayoun, the Norwegian
unit took the view that it had no right to
stop the movement in and out of its area
of local armed Christian militia on the
grounds that they were Lebanese. At the
centre of the line, Iranian and Nepalese
units tried to avoid taking a stand one
way or another. It was reported that offi-
cers of various contingents complained
that orders coming from the UN Secre-

tariat were "contradictory, unclear and
unrealistic". Such problems of general in-
terpretation of the mandate and specific
implementation are common to most
peacekeeping operations, especially those



Syrian ban
on movement
of assistance
to southern
sector

as heavily laden with political consider-
ations as the operations in Cyprus and the
Congo. Thare is also the problem of the
meaning of "the use of force in self-
defence", when a strict implementation of
the mandate by the officer in the field may
elicit armed action by the party concerned.

It wasthe frequency of such incidents
involving the use of force, the - extensive
and rugged terrain that had to be patrolled
and the delicate and sometimes dangerous
tasks to be performed that persuaded the
Secretary-General, after his personal tour
of the area, to ask the Security Council to
increase the total strength of the force
from 4,000 to 6,000, a request that was
granted on May 3. Fiji, Iran and Ireland
agreed to provide the additional forces.
The Secretary-General also requested
troops from Romania and several other
East European states. Refused in each
case, he was at least able to report to the
Security Council that he had made every
effort to achieve "balanced composition"
for UNIFIL.

Political considerations
As UNIFIL met with resistance in the
field in its effort to deploy its forces
throughout the area from the Litani River
to the Israeli border, and with continuing
difficulty in the fulfilment of the other
aspects of its mandate, much of the UN
activity was concentrated at the political
level. General Siilasvuo, General Erskine,
Secretary-General-Kurt %daldheim and his
Under-Secretary, Roberto E. Guyer, in
various visits to Beirut, Damascus and
Jerusalem, used their considerable skills
in prevailing on Lebanon, Syria, Israel
and the PLO to co-operate in enabling
UNIFIL to fulfil its mandate. Pressure
was put on Yasir Arafat to withhold hos-
tile action in the southern sector. The
French Ambassador in Beirut also held
discussions with Arafat to the same pur-
pose. But perhaps the most convincing
pressure came from Syria, which, though
it was party, with the PLO, to a mutual
defence pact and was opposed to Israel
in every way, placed a ban on movement
of troops and material assistance to the
PLO in the southern sector. Arafat agreed
to comply, and arrangements were worked
out to avoid incidents.

Heavy pressure by the United States
and the United Nations was also brought
to bear on Israel for rapid and complete
withdrawal. On April 6, Israel finally
agreed to a staged withdrawal. The first
stage was completed by April 14 in the
eastern sector, south of the Litani River
and adjacent to the Golan Heights. But
the pace was slow. In consequence,

Kuwait, acting in the name of the A l' `Ïsi
countries, insisted that the Security Coi;tivé
cil meet and take a tough- position om nrnmi
slowness of the Israeli withdrawal; at Î4I S;
same time, the United States raised nould
question of Israeli contravention of agje fro
ments by usi.ng American arms in co
invasion of Lebanon; and the Secreta»ité-c
General issued his third appeal for a ra,3fcérs
and complete withdrawal. Israel respond^fianc
with a further withdrawal by April N I FI
from positions comprising 65 per cent hnie
the area of original occupation. Elemenn es
of the Senegalese, French, Iranian ap5itio
Swedish units took over this area. IiieM
June 13 the Secretary-General was al.ere; e
to report that all Israeli forces were outiiIn^ e
Lebanon and the first phase of the ma,cort
date had been completed. But the retLie j
of the territory to effective Lebaneze Le
authority was still a matter to be resolvn,ed fi

In its withdrawal, Israel did not tvtir ?m
over to UNIFIL its positions along oarido
60-mile Israel-Lebanon border, but ^.en^,ini
stead handed them over to Major Saaun-^u
Haddad's Christian Maronite, force, w:^^) foll
which Israel maintained friendly and dperat
operative relations. It appeared, for a tiiratân
that Haddad would act on behalf of thrcqs,
Government of Lebanon when he followonsid
its orders and confined his men to bJmted
racks and attempted to hand over thrëé if
positions to UNIFIL. But other Christiâ^iliha,
elements of the Falangist Party and of tt?rces. l
National Liberal Party refused to acce' Tb
these orders and denied UN entry. Th^itlr w
feared that UNIFIL would permit t`elafive
return of Palestinian elements and, KA a
fact, Israel charged that hundreds Prces.
armed PLO terrorists had clandesti4cludil
returned to the south and that UNIFIIëd+;thE
had permitted the transfer to them of fo^ionl, b
and other supplies. 0he're

Though its forces were strategicalPy war
stationed throughout the area, UNIFlm111no
proved unable to assert full control J^na,%'=ai]
rival Christian forces clashed around the'ehulat
and the Government of Lebanon looke°ei^ts,
for a way to establish its own authori^vlt t]
in the area. To that end the LebaneTund e,
Government declared its intention a-Ten'era
sending in its own force by June 20. the 1ba
the meantime, bloody fighting broke oLrayage
in Beirut between the Christians and t]' j
Syrian troops - fighting that alternatr^ienew;
with uneasy, cease-fires during the ensuirAt the
months. Disagreement among the Chrioa^é h
tians, especially between the Falangis'^°rith
and the Chamounists (who support tl
Maronites in the south), also erupted in-
open hostilities. Finally, on July 31, tl
Lebanese Government did send elemen
of its reconstituted military forces into tl
south to replace the Maronite militia.

6 International Perspectives January/February 1979



the A^ Îsrael raised objections with the .still=
ity Cn t^çé Israel-Lebanon Miged Armistice
on or. ,mmission, established by UNTSO in
al; ât 48; arguing that Palestinian guerillas
aised noûld not be: allowed into the area, that
of ag*âe irontier should be kept open to allow
s in ^r contact between Israèl and the Mar-
ecreta»it.+controlled areas and that Maronite

or a ra^icjrs should not be punished for their
espond'fiance of the Lebanese Government and
April N IFIL. Nevertheless, a Lebanese Gov-
r cent nrrient battalion, apparently under Syr-
Elemern escort, moved towards a Maronite
nian apsition in a village policed by UN troops.
area. ^le pMaronites, however, held firm. Fears
was alere^ expressed that the Syrians would
re out '̂in entry into the area, and the Syrian

the maicort was withdrawn. On this occasion,
e relaie UN acted as intermediary between

Lebaneie Lebanese and the Maronites. How-
resolvver; fighting broke out between them and
not tu;v mid-August the Lebanese battalion
long t6andoned its efforts to enter the area.
but jeninniscent of August 1960, when the
or Sasun)umba Government of the Congo tried
ce, wii follow ONUC (the United Nations
and Jperation in the Congo) into secessionist
r a tii^atà.nga but was thwarted by the UN
f of thrces, the Lebanese Government gave
followonsideration to the redefinition of the
to bajnited Nations role to permit the use of

wer three if necessary to dislodge the Maronite
'hristialiliiia and allow the entry of Government
id of tri)rces. But no action of this kind was taken.
o acce' There was also the human problem
y. Thkith which UNIFIL had to deal, since
mit t}ela-tive bility had been achieved in the
^d^ !outh afstater the total withdrawal of Israeli
[eds Wcés. Many of the 250,000 Lebanese,
testineMluding about 65,000 Palestinians, who
JNIF.ied the battle-zone upon the Israeli inva-
r of foo1enl began streaming back into a zone

^he`re towns were smashed or obliterated
,egica]PY Nvar, where food was difficult to obtain
JNIF"d normal services disrupted or entirely
itrol paavailable. UNIFIL was called upon to
id thejegulate the flow, filter out dissident ele-
lookeDients, curtail internecine struggles and,

ithorifl^'3tH the help of a special humanitarian
ebane^nd established earlier by the Secretary-
-ion r-^en'eral, do all it could to help provide
20. Ithé basic human needs for a population

)ke otiravaged by war.
Lnd ti i
arnat Renewal
-nsuirAt the time of writing, the. original man-
Chrildat,6 has been renewed for a further four

angis'mDnths. However, determined efforts by
& tl
3d in-
; 1, ti
^men
ito t1
ia.

Lebanese forces to enter soüthernLebanon
have been forcibly repulsed, UNIFIL has
yet to, fulfil the second half of its mandate,
the establishment of its full control over
the area of operations and the return of
Lebanese forces. But, with the political
turmoil and frequent hostilities raging in
the north and with powerful Syrian -forces
entrenched on Lebanese soil, UNIFIL
also serves as a buffer and as a deterrent
to any attempt by the PLO or Syria to
disrupt progress of the Camp David frame-
work for peace by moving hostile forces
close-to the Israeli border. This is a silent
aspect of the mandate, not to be found in
Security Council resolutions.

There can also be no doubt that
UNIFIL, in the implementation of Resolu- High level
tion 425, functions at a high level of con- of political
tinuous and critical political involvement. involvement
Its role is broader than the forms,of inter- , for UNIFIL
position of UNEF and UNDOF, and well
beyond the limited observation of
UNOGIL. It can be likened to the com-
plexity of ONUC, but without the atten-
dant political confusion and financial
burden that threatened to wreck the UN.
On the contrary, UNIFIL adds to the com-
petence and prestige of the organization.

It may be argued that, in the present
era of search for détente, UN peacekeeping
is less subject to the hostile criticism and
partisanship that characterized the period
of the Cold War. Soviet restraint and
French participation are testimony to this
view. The successes of UNEF, UNDOF
and UNOGIL also provide the legitimacy
to the conception of UN peacekeeping
that may carry it to the next stage of
agreement in the Special Committee on
Peacekeeping Operations on the stan-
dards, planning, control and infrastructure
of peacekeeping for future operations.

As for UNIFIL; it will be some time
before its full effects can be assessed. It
will certainly face serious tests in the
foreseeable future. And, unless the Camp
David framework for peace is expanded to
include all Israel's neighbours, the need
for its existence will continue. But peace-
keeping is a vital part of the long and
precarious path to peace. There should be
no doubt that, in this case, peacekeeping
and peacemaking are inextricably com-
bined. Any echoes of past voices that
criticize peacekeeping for failures in the
process of peacemaking have no relevance
to the contemporary situation.



The future of growth
in advanced societies
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Expectations
heightened
by generation
of prosperity

International anxiety regarding the recent
economic performance of leading indus-
trialized countries tempts one to ask
whether something new and very fünda-
mental has happened that limits the ca-
pacity of men and governments to manage
economic affairs. Traditional Keynesian
tools seem inadequate to cope with the
present combination of unemployment,
inflation and monetary instability. Of
course, current economic problems do not
approach those of the 1930s, and perhaps
the anxiety is in part the result of a much
more sophisticated public awareness of
economic matters. However, expectations
have been heightened by a generation of
prosperity and steady increases in living
standards, and there is some doubt as to
whether these expectations can continue
to be met to the same degree as in
past years.

Two broad arguments may be put
forward. The first is that the economic
problems of the 1970s are the product of
an unfortunate coincidence of events and
that underlying elements of strength will
reassert themselves once these shocks have
been absorbed and overcome. The second
is that, for a number of fundamental rea-
sons, industrialized countries have reached
a plateau, and will not, for the foreseeable
future, experience the kind of economic
growth they enjoyed in the 1950s and
1960s.

The first argument is an optimistic
one. It acknowledges that developments
in the past five years have had an ex-

Mr Wright was until recently Deputy
Director of the Commercial and General
Economic Policy Division of the Depart-
ment of External Affairs and participated
in Canada's preparations for the Bonn
"economic summit". He had previously
served in Rome and at the United Nations
in New York, and has written several
earlier articles for International Perspec-
tives. He is now Economic Counsellor at
the Canadian Embassy in Tokyo. The
views expressed in this article are those
of the author.

tremely unsettling effect on the elem' 1815
of confidence and certainty on v,}, 1845
strong economic. performance deper, 1870
The legacy of several years of high ir 1^95
tion and the fear that it will accele; r K
again, slow growth, the rapid rise in^aÿ o
prices, and increased competition fiI avé t
the Third World have been major sh(nd di
for industrialized economies. The ai;^oiret
ment continues that, with sound finrig c
and monetary management, economic lvhén,
formance will turn round and confidF:ntérn
will be restored. érréd

Kondr
iustria

More pessimistic aiownw^
The second argument is more pessimis`vidély
It suggests that certain basic maladjin the I
ments - notably excess capacity that Or
emerged in key industries such as st,-lielthe
shipbuilding, textiles, artificial fibres, ^^ountri
some petrochemicals - will result in a g.eau, a
eral slowdown in industrialized countrptimis
after several decades of fairly ra;ented
growth. Export-led growth, which broûixasic c
a steady and rapid increase in li^aumbej
standards in many countries, can no lon.;ured.
be maintained in the face of such or,,
capacity. Fundamental adjustments l po
industrial structures, it is argued, will. ' av

necessary to cope with new realities, - teï

cluding shifting comparative-advan'`', go
relations with Third World counti ec

Such adjustments are always politia sit

painful because they inevitably inva! so,

high social costs such as unemploynn
and displacement of population. Yet, u1^0^^at
the adjustments take place, it is argJn inc
a return to economic stability and steif-^'wth
increases in real living standards will )n ecor
be possible. ^()ï'ial

"AtThe present worldwide slack in rp
nomic activity and the accompanying'{
flation make it difficult to assess whetbr°ntril
this more pessimistic argument is correIgT"wth
whether certain more fundamental rn!}1Ousin;
adjustments in economies may havel}lE ûp
long-term depressive effect on econfli
performance. Shorter-term cyclical pr'`1b`6rb
lems can easily be misinterpreted as be. W

1longer-term at times of economic slack'^'{^d i:



^^"ery long-term predictions. of eco-

Fie^Stalinist period for ideas inconsistent

^omtc performance are usually of limited
,1,e.' The Russian economist Kondratieff

udied long-term economic trends and
oncluded that there were 50-year cycles

long waves in the performances of West-
,!economies. (He was imprisoned during

th those prevailing in his government at
^e time.) The cycles he identified were
oughly the following:

{

1790-1815 upward

3 eler^^ ^-515 - 1845 downward
on v} 1^45 - 1870 upward

1870 - 1895 downward
depec, 195 - 1920 upward

high i;
accele Kondratieff attempted little in the
rise inTay; of explanation of these long waves
tion fiavé the cataclysmic effects of major wars
jor shund discoveries of large deposits of gold.
Che aNorietheless interest in his work and in
snd finrig cycles was heightened in June 1978
iomic when, in its annual report, the Bank for
,onfidEtinternational Settlements in Basle re-

erréd to a possible slowdown "of the
Kondratieff type". The possibility of in-
lustrialized countries having entered the
o^^nward side of a 50-year cycle was

ssimis`vidély reported in the press, particularly
zaladjLin ^he lead-up to the Bonn "summit".
that One way of tackling the question of
as st,-}iéther or not the leading industrialized

bres, ootintries have reached an economic pla-
: m a^.•eaü, and of judging the validity of the
countr,i,timistic and pessimistic arguments pre-
lY raented above, is to look at some of the
1 broa^,Isic qualitative factors that affect the
in liva'uiübers by which economies are mea-
no l013i3red. Such factors include:
ich as:
nents ^ - population growth

i, Will, = availability of natural resources
lities, technological innovation
dvant; - government participation in

ountr economies

,olitic = situations in developing countries
invi social factors.

Aoyn j,0
ation owthet, u, growth

arguZr' 'in countries, population
d ste2gT"wth has ceased to be a dynamic factor
will t1 economies. Populations are stabilizing.

Soïia1 and economic development usually
in resilt in more careful planning of family

sizé. The postwar "baby boom", which
whett,iying,^oltributed to much investment-led
corrégrowth after the Second World War (e.g.,

tal m'`h°using, schools), has now resulted in high
havelunemployment rates among young people

conoplbecause slow-moving economies cannot
al pr``1I`9,orb new workers quickly enough.

as be. While in industrialized societies the
slackc}Ald is now viewed as an economic liabil-

ity, in many developing countries the
child is still seen as an economic asset.
Developing-country populations continue
to grow rapidly in most regions, and they
may not stabilize before about the year
2050. Such growth is likely to have a dy-
namic effect on overall economic output in
developing countries, although its effect on
per capita income is clearly quite different.

Natural resources
Concern over the rapid exploitation of
non-renewable resources is at the centre
of some of the arguments that anticipate
physical limits to growth in the future.
There is a clear need to recognize that
some fundamental changes will have to
take place to respond to resource deple-
tion, e.g. adaptation on a massive scale
to new sources of energy for the post-
petroleum era. I

Raw materials
In general, the raw materials neces- harder to obtain

sary to fuel economic growth are harder and more costly
to obtain. and more costly than they once than ever before
were. Exploitation of cheap resources in,
colonies and the Third World led to easy
and rapid growth. The colonies no longer
exist and the Third World wants a
legitimate return for its resources. The
Organization of Petroleum-Exporting
Countries (OPEC) is a good example of
this. The cheapest and most accessible
natural resources in the industrialized
countries themselves have been exploited.
What remains will be more difficult to
obtain in terms of the input of energy,
technology and transport. This may act
as a brake on economies, although the
need to adjust to changing resource-sup-
plies can in itself be an incentive- for
various kinds of economic activity.

Efforts to economize on resources, to
find substitutes and to develop new tech-
niques for resource exploitation may pro-
vide an important stimulus in the future
to further technological innovation and
investment, and may be a major force in
generating new economic activity.

Technological innovation
Growth in industrialized countries has
been stimulated by quantum leaps in
technology - e.g., the internal-combus-
tion engine, electricity. Technological ad-
vance in recent years has tended to result
in more efficient processes rather than
new products. Often the advances are
"labour-saving", and thus job-destroying
rather than job-creating. There is a view
that the technological revolution may have
reached a stage of maturity in industrial-
ized countries, and that there are not
many major innovations on the horizon
that would create dynamic growth. Such
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Consensus
that governments
are costing
too much
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to apply.
certain social limits will inevitably hal:s;

^f ohlustration of a phenomenon to whi. Pk. _F7
use of a private automobile is a good ^est°r'
seeks some exclusiveness in his life. T'pPor
to congestion, while the affluent rr,ind ,
rounding area. Economic growth can lcndii a st
many other people have access to the 0çd
country house depends in part on hP3ght
others. The satisfaction derived frornpoea

they derive from goods and servi^ the
depends not only on their own consun$ains
tion of them but on consumption 4inger

dividuals grow richer, the satisfact
societies for quantitative growth. As ;iedio
nomenon that sets limits on the desirei0coP

There is another related social p'x°Pit

dustrial activity that have led to tra^(lus
tional economic growth. th!

has acted to check some forms of
ment grows as societies grow richer. T
met or exceeded. Concern for the envir,°'E' j'
portant once basic economic needs f' {'h

The quality of life becomes more f ji?e
adequate measure of human satisfactit1117z4
ditional economic indicators are an ;COU
At least for more affluent societies, +^rti"
Social factors [ié'a view is almost purely speculative. There

is at least an equal probability that major
.innovations will occur - in a number of
areas - solar and other forms of enerzw,
the seabed, space, agriculture - that will
have an important impact on economic
activity.

Government participation in economies
In many countries, the economic prosper-

downward swing in economic performanc^ °;
Because of the clear need for difficn ^^ el

ing percentage of the population is tuü
ing its attention away from materiÀécorc
goods (another car or television set) °püüo
better services and more leisure. It is ald;an f
argued, however, that further steps open
income distribution within industrializtthej rio
countries çeive(and between developed an, ^
developing countries) would have a stir`nstab
ulating effect on consumer spending. ftheN

a t3;ver

Conclusion ?thréat
0vérNo definitive conclusion of a trend towar^mént

greater or less dynamism over the longi:
term can be drawn from the eviden^p°nse:
Neither the optimistic nor the pessimis^questi
argument is overwhelming. It is certainl °^çia
conceivable that industrialized countrit abflut
are in the early stages of a longer-ter `^^^ngA

some wealthier countries in which a grol;

Enormous demand for material goods wgyp, '
released. A stage has been reached

At a certain stage of individi
wealth, a consumer's behaviour begins
shift in a way that may lead to his mak'v]
a lesser contribution to the gross nation
product in favour of a better quality,
life. After the Second World War, c
sumer behaviour provided a positive :
mulus to growth in industrialized societii

countries over the next generation, tl^ d
possibility should be b^rne in mind tht nO^ed
economic growth will not be adequate ° COng^

Can,
meet the expectations of wide sectors

ity of the last 20 years allowed expansion
of the public sector to a considerable
degree, notably in important social areas.
This expansion was broadly supported
and, it is argued, contributed to economic
growth. Even very conservative elements
of society were willing to see some spend-
ing of the beriefits of growth for the
common good.

An economic downturn, however, has
led to a surprisingly large consensus that
governments have gone too far and that
government spending needs to be cut
back. Governments are under widespread
pressure to reduce their role in society.
California's Proposition 13 is a dramatic
example. Although this might remove an
element that has contributed to growth,
governments are perceived by some as
getting in the way of progress through the
very size of the public sector, and through
over-regulation. It is argued that less gov-
ernment would free the private sector for
stronger expansion of economic activity.

Situations in developing countries

Whatever one's view as to whether certain
resource, population, consumer, techno-
logical and public-sector plateaus may
have been reached in the industrialized
countries, these clearly have not been
reached in the Third World. There is an
enormous amount of dormant consumer
demand throughout the Third World. The
need for improved infrastructure is ob-
vious. The scope for applying present
technology is considerable. The problem
is a shortage of investment and expertise.
The savings and capital, along with the
technology, remain in the industrialized
countries, while there is ample need for
its application in the Third World. Mid-
dle-income developing countries are at
present growing more quickly than any
other countries.

Meanwhile, in areas in which the
Third World has become industrialized,
its exports are having very disruptive
effects in less efficient sectors in the in-
dustrialized world..The Third World clear-
ly has a comparative advantage in these
areas (footwear, textiles). This has led to
excess capacity and the need for structural
change in industrialized countries.

structural adjustments in mdustrialrz



he '^^opula-Eion, egaggerated ` by the in-

:ieties, ati^nary experience of the pâst decade.

ire an ic0nomic relations among industrialized

atisfaci 11zmÉtries, in the past involving a division

more 4t lite fruits of growth, may in the future

needs e {'jLaracterized by an apportionment of

ie envir-°2e burdens of adjustment.

icher. Z :The necessary structural adjustments
ms of .9 cope with the circumstances faced in

to tra^dustrialized countries cannot be dealt
athi as effectively in a period of low

social p^'ro wth. Accordingly, it would be wrong to

desireFcept with resignation the prospect of

th. As iediocre growth for a prolonged period.

itisfact, Renewed efforts aimed at innovation

t servP , the energy and resource fields may act
consumgainst some of the more depressive

iption nger-term factors identified here. It also
d frornI^pears that the "engine of growth" that

on hPrght turn the process round in the next
o the svl eca^de lies in the Third World. While

i can lcnaustrialized countries are over-saving

^ent nd'^ under-investing, there are enormousZ
life. TpP-ôrtunities in the Thircl_ World. In-

r good estQrs are understandably cautious, wary
if political risk as well as normal businessto whi.

ibly haskj Even OPEC surplus countries, which

ndivid^
begins
s mak'v
nationj

uality
Tar, c
itive s
societi

are part of the Third World in terms of
political solidarity, tend, to invest their
surplus money in Switzerland or the
U.S.A.

The worst way to cope with this
situation would be to allow industrialized
countries and developing countries to
slide into confrontation. Unfortunately,
the causes of potential confrontation are
at the heart of the need for structural
adjustments in the future. Low-cost tex-
tiles, footwear, electronics goods and other
products from Third World countries try-
ing to industrialize are displacing the
products of less-competitive manufactur-
ers in developed countries.

While the Third World needs the in-
vestment and technology of the industrial-
ized world to achieve more acceptable
living standards, industrialized countries
need the dynamic effect on their own
economies of all the unfulfilled demand,
untapped skills and unexploited resources
of the Third World. Interdependence has
never had more real meaning, or consti-
tuted a more important challenge.

[ow "official" Ottawa
iews the Third World

oods wByp, V. Lyon, R. B. Byers and D. Leyton-Brown
rched
iagrr

is tu^
materiAccording to a recent survey of élite
set) opinion, four-fifths of the makers of Cana-

:t is a1d;an foreign policy agree that world peace
ateps depénds upon narrowing the gap between
trializthe^rich and poor countries. A third per-
)ed a-céive that the likeliest source of global
a sti,'n4tability in the coming decade will be

fthe^North-South tensions, while less than9- 1
a twentieth now perceive that the primary
threat is the continuing East-West rivalry.
i0v6r half believe that Canada's develop-

towar,^ent assistance should be doubled. Res-31 ongi
videno't'Onses such as these to the survey

siisfi`u;stions might well convince you that

ertainÎ°cial Ottawa is seriously concerned
)untrit ah"ut the Third World. You would be

R^rong.
er-ter,

; A similarly erroneous conclusion
cmancy might be drawn from the speeches of our
difficu;lE,3{,lers, most notably those of Pierre Tru-rializtfae^iu.

For example, in a moving but little
)n' tl not^ed speech to the Canadian Jewish
it thf, Congress in 1974, Trudeau said that if
qate cC,â
tors nada's presence in the world" was to

be judged by a "single criterion," he hoped
that it would be its "humanism, its pur-
suit of social justice ... Canadian foreign
policy would be meaningless if it were not
caring" and "our compassion must have
no geographic focus". In his celebrated
Mansion House speech a year later, he
went even further in demanding "an
acceptable distribution of the world's
wealth". Such statements have been noted
in Third World capitals, where no West-
ern leader enjoys a better reputation than

Pro f essor Lyon teac'hes at Carleton
University in-Ottawa; Professor Byers
and Professor Leyton-Brown teach at
York University in Toronto. They jointly
conducted the study upon which this
article is based. A table showing the
numerical responses to the questions dis-
cussed in the article is available from
Professor Lyon on request. The views
expressed here are those of the authors.
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Trudeau for personal commitment to the
cause of global equity.

Some ' of, the Government's actions
have been consistent with the Trudeau
rhetoric. Until 1976, the proportion of

act as a rule in Third World matters

;
tney need pay, little heed to his pose :
nouncements. Since they perceive Canaktive
participation in international developm"b^?^
to be essentially a matter of altruisn[ tiie
conscience, and nothing in which Can A]
has a vital stake, they attach low prior)rE^,gr
to meeting the challenges posed by [lgaec

Canada's gross national product com-
mitted to official development assistance
had climbed, steadily to ..56 per cent,
within hailing distance of the United
Nations approved target of .7 per cent.
Canada in 1977 took a useful initiative in
cancelling debts owed by the poorest of
the aid-recipients. It has recently been
active in the UN, and quietly effective,
in seeking to accelerate decolonization in
southern Africa. In 1972, Ottawa acted
quickly in receiving many of the victims
of Idi Amin's .racism. Despite consider-
able weariness, we continue to assist
Third World countries by being the UN's
most reliable supplier of efficient peace-
keepers. -

Embarrassing The shortcomings in Canada's res-
shortcomings ponse to legitimate Third World demands,
in Canada's however, are increasingly obvious and em-
response to barrassing. The proportion of GNP spent
Third World on development assistance dropped in

1976 to less than .5 per cent, and in 1978,
as part of an economy drive, the Govern-
ment cancelled the increase planned for
the following year. Canada long dragged
its feet in introducing the generalized
system of tariff preferences to benefit the
exports of less-developed countries. The
imposition in 1976 of quotas on textile
and clothing imports was directly con-
trary to Canada's commitment to the
New International Economic Order. Des-
pite belated support for a buffer fund to
cushion swings in commodity prices,
Canada retains a well-earned reputation
for niggardliness in the UN Conference
on Trade and Development and for op-
position to reforms of the international
monetary system that would benefit the
LDCs. Canada's exceptional influence in
the Law of the Sea Conference has contri-
buted to the sabotage of the "Common
Heritage" proposals that could have ef-
fected a really significant transfer of
resources to the very needy.

Discrepancy

How is one to explain this discrepancy
between promise and performance in Can-
ada's response to the rising demand for
global equity? Assuming, as is likely, that
Trudeau's personal concern is genuine, it
is unfortunate that he is not the autocrat
so often portrayed in Parliament and the
media. Indeed, in terms of Cabinet man-
agement, he is arguably the most consen-
sual Prime Minister Canada has ever had.
Ottawa officials and ministers certainly

Third World. Their diagnosis of ^^TS,
problem seems radical, but their po^tlé 1
prescriptions are conservative. ^^h

This is the depressing conclusioninlŸ
be drawn from the response to 35 TFiatior
World questions put to nearly 300 mi-^ L,'aï.i
ters, Members of Parliament and se^ieéd
officials in interviews conducted by ^asj'frE
authors as part of the Canadian Inter6tweE
tional Image Study (CIIS), which ae^cc
described in the Summer 1977 issueambly
International Journal. n inc

Ottawa's foreign-policy élite reacefeire
agrees that the rich-poor dichotomy posués,
the most serious threat to stability n17ün,
peace, and is willing to increase Candeople
aid budget. Aid, however, is what L0dl s,
Pearson and others have described as tanad:

"soft option". Though still relevant,,hif^
can scarcely begin to implement the strncqur
tural changes required if Third Wri^
poverty and dependence are to be '°m m(
leviated. When it comes to more significfl2e; C'
reforms, especially those that are po'hich
ically difficult, our foreign-policy mai.!oth 9
sing a different tune. By a two-t0 J^ ^ 1
margin, for example, those we intervie_nthus
rejected the proposal that Canada showo-'fif
speedily 'remove tariffs on imports fr'ver
developing countries. Asked to name üOm
most important problem confronting tern,
nadian foreign policy, less than a te,nPl^^
mentiôned one related to the Third Wo'hè? '
Similarly, when invited to rank the ryan'ad
themes from Foreign Policy for Canadi7tat?es
(the Trudeau Government's definit^hird

statement of 1970), "Social Justice", ^^h
'ationtheme embracing economic redistribuf,

and race equality, came a poor fifth, 7 eive
below "Peace and Security", "Sovereig ^°ie
and Independence", "Economic Gro^^^ ^$ t
and "Quality of Life". xPor

dian
A separate study of foreign-pol 1 y

priorities in the Department of Exte^°.^ç
Affairs was even more revealing, and ^^^^
turbing. This was conducted by Pro' e lgn
sors Brian Tomlin, Harald von RiekJwiLh t
and John Sigler. Fourteen carefuiment
selected senior officiais were invited Piité
weigh 77 specific foreign-policy objectiintere
derived from a study of internal promo
public statements. Only one primaror1a
concerned with the Third World - pa, fiuènc
in the Middle East - was placed in ,^ ; i
top 25. Dominating the top-ranked ,thcj
jectives were those having to do w
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atters,'ar^âda's material well-being, especially

his -104 related to the law of the sea. Ob-
e Cana^ti^ves involving global economic redis-
=velopn-ibt, Ition, or human rights, emerged right

dtruisn t tüe bottom.
ch Can "Although four-fifths of the Canadian
)w priojTeign-Policy élite corfcurred that non-
ed by i;med countries are significant in_world

is of QaIirs, they appeared to attach relatively
ieir po]^tIe Importance to the organizations in

hich these nations are predominant.
1clusiol0lŸ 13 per cent perceived the United
135 T]{ations, increasingly a Third World club,
300 mi^ galnmg in influence; 60 per cent per-
and sereived decline. The reduction in influence
3d by !as frequently attributed to the disparity
n InterCh#een UN voting and "real" power, and
vhich be consequent disregard of many As-
7 issue 'n?bly resolutions. The few who perceived

rf increase in the UN's stature often
te reapféired to the shift in its agenda to
omy p(^sués, such as poverty and race dis-
bility rumination, that matter more to more
Cana^eople than do the traditional Cold War

hat Lesnd-J security issues. For most of the
bed astanâdian decision-makers, however, this

4evant,hifï seems
the strpcôuraged.

ird Wô, '

more to be deplored than

to be 'on^onwealth
significfl?e^ Commonwealth is the organization in
are po°hieh Canada interacts most intimately
y mak0tI^ Third World countries. Unlike the

wo-to Nj it has engaged the wholehearted
itervie^ntliusiasm of the Prime Minister. Only
da sholwa-'fifths of the foreign-policy élite, how-

lorts frver, share his conviction that "the

name h°mmonwealth is a significant factor in
nting ^ternational relations". At least in prin-
n a te^iplé, the élite endorsed the Third Option,

ird Wofhe? Government's strategy to diminish
k the ;anada's dependence upon the United

,anadi65ta-^es, but only 3 per cent mentioned
definPird World countries as the likeliest

;tice" ^th which to generate countervailing re-

str
ns. By a wide margin, the élite per-tiô

ibut^aeived the European Community as a
fifth, ` ore influential actor in international af-
roereigÇâùs than the Organization of Petroleum-
Grow^Rp3orting Countries. In terms of Cana-

3ian priorities, the makers of our foreign
ign-po1 oli cy clearly regard Third World coun-
Extep .

triés as the ones that could most easily
ÿaPro,e ignored.

Riek
Twelve of the CIIS propositions dealt

carefulwith the motivation of Canada's develop-
men.t assistance. Less than a fifth of the

nvited Alité perceived it to be primarily self-
objectiintrested in any direct way, such as to
Trial

r)rnmote Canadian exports (6 per cent),
prima'.. a means to augment Canadian in-
d- peafiluence (9 per cent). Over three-quarters
A in sm« it as essentially altruistic - to help
nked `,fhed most needy (48 per cent), to close

the rich-poor gap (11 per cent), "humani-
tarian" or "moral" (11 per cent) - or as
a means to promote Canada's interest in-
directly, and in the long run, by con-
tributing to a peaceful international order
(8 per cent). Asked to name the country
that behaved most like Canada in inter-
national affairs, over half named one of
the Scandinavians (45 per cent) or the
Netherlands (9 per cent), while 29 per
cent cited a member of the white Com-
monwealth. A reason frequently offered
for the selection was that the other coun-
try shared with Canada a genuine concern
for the well-being of the weak and the
poor.

(Independently of the CIIS project,
one of the authors interviewed 71 foreign
élite members in 25 Asian and European
capitals; although by a smaller margin
(60 per cent compared to 77 per cent),
they also perceived Canada's aid as pri-
marily altruistic, and the largest portion
(49 per cent) concurred that, in its
general behaviour, Canada most closely
resembled those nice Scandinavians (39
per cent) especially Sweden, or the Ne-
therlands (10 per cent). Whatever the
factual basis, one must accept that Can- Image remains
ada's international image, both at home remarkably
and abroad, remains remarkably benign.) benign

Objectives

To gain a more comprehensive under-
standing of the values of the Ottawa de-
cision-makers, the CIIS interviewers asked
them to indicate the weight that should
be assigned 11 objectives in determining
Canada's aid policy. Four-fifths agreed
with the proposition that an important
objective should be "to assist those re-
cipient countries whose need is greatest".
Far less support was accorded such ob-
jectives as promoting Canadian exports
(52 per cent) or fighting Communism
(22 per cent). It is difficult to be certain
whether the élite attached less value to
these objectives, or simply considered
economic aid to be an inefficient means
to attain them. Other CIIS questions
revealed that Canadian decision-makers
are no longer militantly anti-Communist,
but more of them might favour using aid
to wage the Cold War if only they thought

it might work.
The objectivé given the strongest en-

dorsement was the promotion of stability
in the recipient countries. This is not
necessarily in conflict with the desire to
assist the most needy, which received
almost the same support. The respondents
may well have reasoned that economic
well-being is improbable without stability.
Not everyone recognizes, as has Mitchell
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Peacekeeping
second only
to the defence
of sovereignty

Sharp, that economic development is liI.e-
ly to %e disruptive. A clearer indication
of the élite addiction to the status quo
may be seen in its emphatic rejection of,
national liberation as an objective of aid
policy, and in the fact that only a narrow
majority concurred that "Canada should
restrict its relations with countries that
make racial discrimination an official gov-
ernment policy". On the other hand, four-
fifths rejected the proposition that "Can-
ada should take no responsibility for
helping to solve racial problems in Africa"
and, asked to rank 20 international actors
in terms of their impact upon the global
system, the élite considered only the
Palestine Liberation Organization to be
more negative than South Africa.

Canada's most active Third World
role has been that of peacekeeper. An
overwhelming. majority of the élite (94
per cent) agreed that this role should
continue. Only 14 per cent concurred that
"Canada should automatically volunteer
troops whenever the United Nations es-
tablishes a peacekeeping operation", and
many respondents volunteered that we
should be more discriminating than in the
past. Nevertheless, asked to evaluate the
importance of ten reasons for Canada to
maintain armed forces, the élite ranked
peacekeeping second only to the defence
of sovereignty, and well ahead of such ob-
jectives as "to help counter the Soviet
military threat," or "to maintain internal
security". Although the Third World has
been the locale for most of the post-1945
violence, and the area where all the UN's
peacekeeping has occurred, or seems likely
to occur, the élite's commitment to the
peacekeeping vocation seems unlikely to
be mainly attributable to concern for the
well-being of the developing nations. It
results also from pride in a role that has
brought Canada considerable distinction,
and concern for global stability. The
super-powers have avoided direct -con-
frontation in the many Third World con-
flicts, but the possibility remains that one
of these disturbances might trigger a
major war that Canada could not escape,
or economic dislocation that would pro-
bably injure Canada through the impact
upon its major trading partners.

The élite no longer appears to believe
that Canada's contribution to peacekeep-
ing is essential, or even that UN peace-
keeping in itself constitutes a major
contribution to global stability. Still less
does it appear to believe that Canada's
response to the demands for a New Inter-
national Economic Order are likely to
matter very much. Hence, even when the
desirability of global harmony is recog-

nized, the conviction often remains
Canada could afford to take a chea
ride in international development.
Canada fails to exercise this option, f1n^in
élite appears to believe, is primarily irc
cause its^ foreign policy :ïssubstanti^

J.a

ïnfîuenced by the morality and altruisn^l^e
the Canadian people. These qualitfi2kel
however, are perceived to be limit')olit^
Unless the élite is persuaded that Can'mp^
must respond more adequately to at
demands of the Third World to escuistab
serious material damage, it seems unlikhati, p
to alter the current policy priorities. x,oi
ternatively, it would need to be conviniNh i ch
that the Canadian electorate is nianü
moral, and more determined to shpic,ti;t
with the wretched ôf'the world, than b nan'
been assumed. There is little evidence^ecipi
strong popular resistance to Canad^ort f
modest role in the Third World. Therepf Ga
even less, alas, of a mounting demailh?ly
that Canada should do a great deal moi'elatio

The Canadian Institute of Puhli,,<ri
Opinion reported in 1975 that 72 per c0e^;e
of Canadians believed that the developread
countries should share in the resp4huGia
bility for Third World development, ^ ^?pe
over half (53 per cent) favoured anlhe}r
crease in economic assistance. On the , T
other hand, other polls have found ener
unwarranted degree of public satisfactiilefén
with, Canada's contribution to inter T
tional development, and a reluctance ^^'(4nt
make sacrifices in order to improve'I?aÏéal
performance; CIPO, for example, reporinal,'^ C:
in 1968 that two-thirds of the Canad tm?es
public rejected the proposal that tbCom
taxes.be increased as a means to. assist iportan
poorer nations. ',be ï^he

1acla; ai

lai

Variations fto strE

Striking variations exist within the foreiE Pre^ur
policy élite. Not surprisingly, the strong`more 1
support for doubling Canadian aid ca11 ski*ul
from the senior officials of the Canadian Iil had bi
ternational Development Agency whom 1pargn
interviewed. This might be discounted ^in ; f ra

the ground that CIDA has a vested intÉ Pease
est in a large development budget; tI Cana
cynic could also cite the self-serving F^-en

stinct that prompted a large majoritywithm
CIDA to reject the proposition that mc whô r
Canadian aid should be channelled throufhave c
effective multilateral agencies. CIDi 'lian f

sympathy for Third World aspiratior` ^O,n o
however, is well demonstrated by its r1
atively strong support for race equali! lea5it,
and national liberation, and the fact tt lffsj on
it was the only sub-élite to favour t. only i
speedy removal of tariffs on imports frt; flië a
less-developed countries. The CIDA o^°T'
cials were also the most likely to ins "d?cia
that the need of the recipients should tc`'era
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nains t}^ewj^asic criterion, and to reject:the pro-
a chea^r,ot ôn of Canadian exports as an impor-
ent. T(an f; (})jective of aid policy. -They were
ption, unanimous in opposing the use of aid as
narily i ^n^^ans to wage the Cold War.
)stanti,' 'The military establishment provided
lltruisnr:))c ; sharpest contrast. It was the least
qualiti2^-ely to perceive altruism in Canada's aid

3 limit)oli(;y, or to believe that it should be an
it Canamportant element. The military were the
y to (eas^ likely to locate the source of global
to escbisiability in the Third World, or to agree
.s unlik hat peace depends upon closing the rich-
rities. boor gap. They were the only sub-élite in
convinwhich a plurality agreed that an impor-

is mâaii il aid objective should be the contain-
to shiwc^nlt of Communism, and were the most
than Iinanimous in support of stability in the
,idenceÉecipient countries. They offered no sup-
Cana^ort for national liberation as a purpose

to strengthen ties with La Francophonie;

our ti on1'Y to IT&C in its willingness to exploit

Therebf Canadian assistance, and were the least
demahely to favour restrictions on Canada's

leal morela'tions with countries that make race
)f Pui91i,^<'rimination official policy. In view of
'. per O}iese responses, it would be difficult to
3eveloprf^d much altruism in the military's en-
respo^husiasm for Canada's role as a peace-
Zent, akeeber. Indeed, it seems possible that
^d an their coolness towards the aspirations of

On tihe Third World stems from a fear that
found t;ei1; rosity would be at the expense of the

tisfacti^iëfénce budget.
inter The senior officials in the Depart-

;tance ^^^o-.rit of External Affairs emerge as the
prove oateaucrats most concerned about inter-
repor!nal I Canadian politics. They were three
, anadf11??es as likely as Industry, Trade and
iat tblCommerce officials to agree that an im-
Issist {portant objective of Canadian aid should

be the promotion of cohesion within Can-
lada; and twice as likely to support using it

forei[Presumably External Affairs officials were
;trongImore likely to be knowledgeable about the
rid c2_;!sk°._ilful way Canadian economic assistance
idianI!bad been employed to undercut the cam-
yvhom1T'"'^ to upgrade the position of Quebec

inted,iii francophone West Africa, and to ap-
ed intÉ Pea'se the critics who used to argue that
get; tlCanadian foreign policy ignored the

ing i"FNench fact".This concern with cohesion
jority^^thm Canada should not surprise those
iat mc^al3ô recall that several Prime Ministers
thropi 113ye contended that the first aim of Cana-
CID^ dhan foreign policy must be the preserva-

iratior` ti0 n of Canadian unity. It is less easy to
its r,IE"I?lain why External Affairs should give

equalijloast support to proposals to eliminate tar-
act tu ^ I'I^^on Third World exports, and be second

rts frij the aid program to promote Canadian
DA oi E'X^orts. In conversation, External Affairs
;o insçt'^j ials are generally sceptical about the
iould lleverage to be gained over the policies of

aid-recipients, but as a group they are the
most likely to endorse the use of aid to
augment Canada's influence. They show
considerable sensitivity to Third World
feelings about maintaining relations with
countries that make race discrimination
official, government policy. In general,
however, External Affairs officials are con-
tent to leave to CIDA the advocacy of
Third World interests in the Canadian
policy-making process. Their complacency
is also reflected in the fact that they were
much the most likely to agree with the
optimistic prediction that by the year
2000 the distribution of the world's wealth
would be more equitable.

This facile optimism was rejected
most emphatically by the 19 young Exter-
nal recruits we interviewed; only 24 per
cent agreed with the majority of their
seniors, while 38 per cent withheld any
opinion. They were also decidedly more
willing to meet Third World demands.
Ninety per cent agreed that Canadian aid
should be doubled, compared to 53 per
cent of the External élite, and a third
favoured the speedy removal of tariffs on
LDC exports, compared to 18 per cent of
their seniors. Dare one hope that the re-
cruits will soon be influencing policy? Or
is it more likely that they will be condi-
tioned to adopt the complacency now
characteristic of the department?

Industry, Trade and Commerce offi-
cials were the most prone to perceive
Canadian aid as being essentially altruis-
tic in purpose. To judge by their responses,
however, this altruism is a fault to be
remedied. Three-quarters agreed that an
important aid objective should be the pro-
motion of Canadian exports, and less than
one-fifth favoured the speedy removal of
tariffs on Third World imports. Though
generally less insensitive to the LDCs
than the military, IT&C officials appeared
to be the least warm towards the Com-
monwealth and the United Nations, and
exceptionally unlikely to welcome the in-
trusion of moral considerations, such as
human rights, in the conduct of Canada's
foreign relations.

Ministers

We interviewed 11 serving ministers, and
ten who had been in earlier Trudeau
Cabinets. Their perceptions of the Third
World were generally similar to the bu-
reaucrats', but they - were considerably
more willing to accommodate Third World
aspirations. The Cabinet-level respon-
dents, for example, were likelier to sup-
port an increase in aid and the speedy
removal of tariffs. They were also more
disposed to limit relations with states

Facile optimism
emphatically
rejected
by recruits



practising race discrimination, and to
make the need of the recipients the pri-
mary criterion for economic assistance.
The ministers gave less support to the use
of aid to promote ' exports, but more to
the combating of Cômmunism. Their po-
litical sensitivity was displayed in their
relatively high support for domestic cohe-
sion as an objective of aid policy, and the
related strengthening of ties with La
Francophonie and the Commonwealth.
Politicians may be more inclined than
bureaucrats to shade their responses to
cater to the presumed views of the inter-
viewer, and several volunteered that they
would go further to meet Third World
demands if they thought public opinion
would tolerate it. Nevertheless, especially
in view of the strong statements by the
Prime Minister, it seems regrettable that
Canada's Third World policies are closer
to those advocated by the bureaucracy
than by our Cabinet respondents.

The only non-governmental élite in-
terviewed was a group of 36 academic
specialists in international relations. They
proved less likely than the Ottawa élite to
concur that peace depends upon closing
the rich-poor gap, and, perhaps in conse-
quence, fewer of them attached impor-
tance to using aid to promote stability.
They were the least likely of our sub-élites
to agree that Canada's aid has been essen-
tially altruistic, but approached CIDA in
their support for a doubling of the pro-
gram, and were relatively strong in sup-
port of cutting tariffs on Third World
exports. On most points, academic views
did not differ greatly from those of the
politicians and officials.

The interviews were conducted late

in 1975 and early in 1976 - before
shock of November 15, 1976. It `vould"he
comforting to believe that Ottawa pe,c;
tions have evolved in the interim, and b
now more sympathetic to the needs of.^cc1le
LDCs. With the persistence of Canac{ n^,1is
economic tribulations, however, and 4,rénch
renewed threat of domestic disintegrati;tuden
this hardly seems likely. Canadian liv;-^Y f
standards remain, very high by 9104,61 on
standards, and we consume more thanjtiv^re
good for our health, to say nothing of inéss,
souls. Worry about the threat to natior},Jllt is
unity is understandable, but obsessroûntr
with the problem can be counterprodk;nôwle
tive. One way to counteract the J'ana '
trifugal forces is to shift attention a,^at,ion
from domestic issues, which frequenEurop
divide, and to concentrate on the glo}!^jrel. as
concerns that can only be tackled ef T
tively if all Canadians pull together. ;:ion', ii

the postwar years, the so-called "goldhaye h
decade" of Canadian diplomacy, Canadparts
contribution to international causes i6lrnost
second to none. A revival of its intérrsiasm,
tionalist vocation could strengthen pnt.rqes
in Canada and support for its cent*^x^ibi
institutions as the obvious means to masiI in
an impact upon world problems. Frenc

To be internationalist in the Luntiers
Seventies, however, means to contribu prôvo
seriously to the establishment of equitddians
economic conditions for all peoples Qiiébec
help bridge the North-South gap that; part t,
the greatest scandal of our time. This mârkal
not happen without cost. Since the OtW of^he
policy-making élite does not perceive w^ nes
vital Canadian stake in this cause, it v consid,
have to be persuaded to act by a manif C',ânad
tation of popular demand far egceedi- dujarte
anything we have yet seen. , T.

latent
th6 rel
ôf; the

What does the future hold â' nte
for Canada-France ' ^relations .
By Neil B. Bishop

What does the future hold for relations with which France has fairly close coi
between Canada and France? In order to tacts, but its relations with France ar^
answer this question, it would be helpful among the most difficult to analyse a^
to know the present state of these rela- the most seriously threatened by latet
tions. Canada is one of the many countries instability. Indeed, any discussion of the

Dr Bishop did his graduate work in
French-Canadian literature. He is at
present doing postgraduate research in
Marseilles. The views expressed here
are those of Dr Bishop.

may be likened to a.stroll across a stret.
of quicksand.

This instability understandably sutl
prises the average Canadian and the ave[l
age Frenchman. It is, of course, the tasl,
of Quebecers and Frenchmen to describ'
the relations between their two group?
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)efore

an liv,Erl', fact he is Canadian tends to guaran-

woulak

ra per^^

1, and ^l`p but be impressed by the generally

eds of F-cellent quality of relations between
Cana,p,all.ish-speaking Canadians: and the
and Or.,e ch. He knows that as a traveller,

tegrati^t, ent or employed person in France the

>Y glovee; on the part of French people who are.
e tharq^w,^ re of his nationality, a degree of friend=
ng of ^nF^s, co-operation and even enthusiasm
natia hât is often denied the citizens of other

obsessioûntries. It has long been common
3rprod^n6wledge that it is in the interest of
the a^anadians visiting Europe to make their

ion awpai;ionality known, and there. are few
,equen£ûropean countries in which Canadians
ie glot3rd as well treated as they are in France.
ed efl !1 These excellent relations find egpres-
^ther. uü in Canada too. Many Frenchmen
"goldlra ^>e had occasion to appreciate, in various

,anadpar'ts of Canada, a real enthusiasm for
ises wa^ost everything French - an enthu-
interr € ism, it must- be admitted, that is some-

=^en pes observed in the same people who
cen e*bit a disappointing lack of enthu-

to masia,6m for or even understanding of their
French-speaking compatriots. The very

-he biùnderstandable anti-French sentiments
ntribu'prôvoked in many English-speaking Cana-
quitatfdiAns by General de Gaulle's "Vive le

i-
es - ^Qtiébec libre" in 1967 seem for the most
that^pait to have been short-lived. The re-

.'his r; mârkably successful 1977-1978 activities
Ottai of the Alliance Françaisé in Toronto bear
veive tivitness to the pro-French attitudes of a
, it v considerable number of English-speaking
nanif- Canadians, who represent almost three-
ceedi- qÿarters of the population.

The atmosphere of uncertainty or
latent instability is characteristic not of
th, relations between the two peoples but
ofI the relations between the two govern-
ments. This being so, such uncertainties
are even more surprising, objectionable
and unnecessary. France is evidently un-
cértain what kind of relations it wishes to
have with Canada, especially since Quebec,

f qûite naturally, is trying to develop closer
relations with Paris than is Ottawa.

e co Ânibiguities

ce a rpe attitude towards Canada adopted by

se ai Aléry Giscard d'Estaing and the French

later ^^,vernments formed since the 1974 Presi-

f the dntial elections has been more moderate

stret: in tone, and politer, than that of govern-

y st,
1 avE1
e ta,
^scrib
rouf'

of an English-speaking Canadian from
West such as myself. The English-

éâking Canadian, for his part, cannot

I11ents under General de Gaulle and
C^eorges Ponipidou. It is clear that the
equivoçal nature of present relations be-
tiveen Canada and France derives pri-
rriarily from the fact that these apparently

rmal, or almost normal, relations were

established after a period of open hostility
- so some. progress has been made. Cur-
rent ambiguities may escape the notice of
the, general public but will be, of concern
to close observers of Franco-Canadian
relations. Memories of visits to France by
members of the present Quebec govern-
ment, formed by the Parti Québécois, are
still fresh. The reader will recall the
problem of- René Lévesque, the present
Premier of Quebec, and his Legion of
Honour decoration; from Ottawa's point
of view, it was an insult to Canadian
sovereignty.

However, a far more striking example
of the ambiguities that still hang over Official visits
Franco-Canadian relations was provided emphasized
by the spectacle of the successive trips to ambiguities
Paris, in the months following the 1974 in relations
French Presidential elections, of Prime
Minister Trudeau of Canada apd the
Quebec Premier of the day, Henri Bou-
rassa. Of course, Mr Trudeau received an
official welcome worthy of a friendly coun-
try's head of government, and according
to French television he was to be seen
walking "arm in arm" with Gaullist
Jacques Chirac, his French counterpart at
the time. Mr Bourassa, however, received
an even warmer welcome, highlighted by
his attendance at a meeting of the French
Council of Ministers, a rare honour in-
tended to evoke what was tantamount to
a family relationship between France and
Quebec. And why not? Provided that the
special relations between France and Que-
bec do not hinder the development of spe-
cial relations between France and Canada.

Nevertheless, the example of Mr Tru-
deau's and Mr Bourassa's visits to France
shows that the lack of clarity that is
spoiling official Franco-Canadian relations
is largely the result of France's ambiguous
attitude towards the "two Canadas". This
lack of clarity, of course, is partly due to
the ambiguous nature of Canada itself and
to the uncertainties that, at least since
1867 - and especially since November
1976, when the Parti Québécois came to
power -, have affected Canadian political,
social and economic life. The dual nature
of Canada, and the potential instability
inherent in this duality, combined with
the manner in which France chooses to
react to it, explain the uncertain, even
uneasy, state of Canada's relations with
France today.

Auriol and de Gaulle
Yet such ambiguities have not always
typified France-Canada relations, and this
implies, of course, that they are not in-
evitable. Ample proof is given in a par-
ticularly interesting article appearing in



the current issue of an interdisciplinary
scholarly journal the very existence of
which indicates how good relations be-
tween the two countries could be. Etudes
ca.nadiennes/Canadian Studies has been
published annually in Bordeaux since
1975 by the Association française des

popular Canadian image of de Gau1lEesDo
a lunatic or monster. Guillaume also L14ai^s
serves a paradoxical liking for Canada
de Gaulle's part. It is not a questionElflûe
"forgiving all" but rather of developinilrdér
clearer perception of history in order
understand it better:

études canadiennes. Pierre Guillaume's
article, "Montaigne et Shakespeare: Re`- New.policy
flexions sur le voyage du Président Vincent Although Guillaume refrains from
Auriol au Canada en avril 1951", describes cussing the present state of relations
Mr Auriol's official visit and compares it tween Canada and France, he has v
with de Gaulle's visit in 1967. The author effectively described the historical con
also very effectively explains how General so essential to our understanding of th^
de Gaulle's view of Canada evolved from In spite of the fact that Giscard d'Esta
1940 on.

Guillaume argues. convincingly that
in 1951 Mr Auriol, President of a France
weakened by wâr and in quest of support
.from a rich and united Canada for French
positions within the Atlantic Alliance,
made a point of acting in the same way
towards English- and French-speaking
Canada and of publicly honouring such
myths as Canadian unity and the equality
of the two languages and two' linguistic
groups within Canadian society. Guillaume
links Auriol's attitude and behaviour not
to, personal factors but rather to his con-
ception, as President, of his country's
national interest. The author shows, how-
ever, that, even if the national interest of
France in 1951 had not required a united
Canada under a strong Federal Govern-
ment, the ideological and personal prefer-
ences of this socialist with little interest in
-Catholicism would in all probability have
precluded the development of closer rela-
tions with a Quebec whose political and
religious élites did not hide their disap-
proval of the kind of France he repre-
sented or their fond memories of Pétain,
the Vichy regime - and even the Ancien
Régime.

According to Guillaume, from 1940
onward General de Gaulle displayed an
entirely different attitude. This difference
can doubtless be attributed in part to his
ideological and personal predispositions:
de Gaulle, in 1940, presented himself to
French Canadians as a Frenchman and a
Catholic. It must primarily be linked,
however, to the fact that in 1958 he be-
came President of a France that was
stronger than the France of Auriol, a
France whose national interest, in de
Gaulle's view, no longer required a united
Canada and whose mission was to aid and
unite French-speaking peoples all over the
world. It should be pointed out here that
the Gaullist position on Canada is quite
logical and should give Canadians cause for
reflection on some points, as Guillaume's
article shows. It is time to change the
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may now appear to be merely vacillati'
passively between the opposing. types
Canadian policy that have successivt'-

r

been adopted by France - Auriol's p
federalist position and de Gaulle's pi 1
separatist stand ' - , to believe that thisl ugos
really the case would probably-be to vil ^^or
derestimate the Président of the Republ`lraws
He seems, in fact, to be one of the .mfl,'t ent
active promoters of the West's evoluti"izi;;
towards what he explicitly envisages a9001-esc
"new world order". That, precisely, I P
what one would wish for: not a ret><cn?I of
either to Auriol's policy or de Gau11ltlarge
but rather the elaboration of a new, clelc-h
position that'would take present reali.tpoGsib
into account. depart

Future development of French poliil""ip
towards Canada and of relations betwef'-tor .
France and Canada will depend on whE`t}1e3pri
the two countries feel their national intO ?"licy,
est lies. Mr Trudeau's desire to establi f"^ ^4'-nt
closer links with the European Econorr`°f- Om
Community while increasing- Canada's Y u; os
dependence from the United States 11a^ ieri
important in this regard. This twof< <'nrren
development will probably also depend <lddlc
the changing Canadian constitutional
political situation. However natural, a111 th-.'

even highly desirable, close economic a,'i0'Rarc
cultural ties between France and Quel" 11I dE
may be, it is much to be hoped that Fran 111 v,
will not overlook this exceptional opp^ ^^go`
tunity to establish, in every field of E- in boi
deavour, very cordial, and even specip,
relations with English-speaking Canada
well. The national interest of both cou `0Jia1,
tries is at stake.

.,TiThefImproved official and economic rd
tions could easily be built on the excelle
relations that already exist between tl `IU^tr:

two peoples. The governments of Fran t'rn w
and Canada bear a great responsibility f l
this respect; it is not normal for relatio '7°hal
between two countries so closely linked ^i^lter
history, culture and the sufferings of b ilence
world wars, as well as present and futui d+in
mutual interest, to be fraught with u- t;o^ fo

dhs
certainty and even suspicion. Howevt', pi



G 11Ff onsibility for changing this state of two countries as cordial as those that
e a so mairs also rests with the general public already exist between the two peoples:

Canada `d^ the media, which can and must How long will it be until the President
uestionûence their governments' policies in of the French Republic makes an, official
velopi:n^rd& to make the relations between the visit to Canada?
voide,y

from
P,â'stern Europe
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has vQ

nie ar'iosvards the Soviet-American détente in

al cont

of th, "
d'Estaambiva ence towards ddenteacillat
types

,.v Francine Friedman
ccessiv
iol's p
lle's p
at thisk-ugoslavia's dilemma. concerning its role
e to Vii ^orld affairs has increased as thedecade
epubl`lraws to a close. The Soviet-American

the ,m^iNténte. process promised, at the begin-
evoluti in:; of the 1970s, an era of peace and
ges a,^e escalating world tensions. But détente
isely, ph(j presented_Yugoslavia with the prob-
a ret>!eni, of how to maintain its large influence
Gaullt0arge relative to its population, size, and

ew, clcvt-1 of development) in the light of a
realitpossible superpower condominium. The

detlarture from government of President
h poliJ°•sip Broz Tito, who is a major unifying
betwrf^icfor in multinational Yugoslavia and
)n whc i}l^ principal architect of its nonalignment
ial inO'"l1cy, is imminent. The question of the
establi^ëxt^nt of Yugoslavia's unity and strength
conon et purpose in his absence has increased
ida's ii'Yugoslavia's ambivalence towards Soviet-
tates I-A"?erican détente. The process itself is
twofp'currently fraught with inconsistencies and
pend od(-^alocks so that even the promise of a
^nal arfa^^e in world conflict is endangered.
ral ar'In this situation, Yugoslav ambivalence

Rueb ith decade of the 1970s and the effect of
Franrth^ vagaries of the détente process on
oppi, YUjgoslav relations with the major actors

of e in both the East and the West warrant
speci e`^^nation.
nada Yugoslavia has achieved outstanding
i cou'`orllal, economic and cultural progress

siï^ce the end of the Second World War.
ic rel.` '^e formerly backward agrarian country
:cellerf h^s become a moderately-developed in-
en t}l austrial nation with a comparatively mod-
Fran t're working class.
ility Yugoslavia's present-day interna-
latio t"^nal status was, achieved through the
ted h rteterminatiori to maintain the indepen-
)f ts dence for which the partisans fought
futur rlWing the Second World War. It has tried
h tir toi foliow an :independent foreign policy
,veve despite its strategic location in the his-

'1ugoslav foreign policy's

torically-unstable Balkan area, between
the two military-political blocs, and in
proximity to the volatile Middle East and
Eastern Mediterranean areas. Further- Between
more, Yugoslavia is situated between two two systems
different socio-political systems but be- and belonging
longs to neither; it is a European country to neither
outside the European bloc system, a
Communist regime outside the organized
socialist community. As a result, Yugo-
slavia's concern has been to protect not
only its territorial integrity and political
independence but also its unique socio-
economic system of "socialist self-
management".

The country's situation is reflected
in its unique foreign policy. Having estab-
lished contact with newly-independent
countries of Asia and Africa in the early
1950s, Yugoslavia became a leader of the
nonaligned movement. The nonaligned
countries rejected great-power hegemony,
power politics and colonial relations as
well as the special role of the great powers
as political leaders and sole decision-
makers in international relations.

Yugoslav leaders publicly and con-
sistently emphasized that Yugoslavia's
national interest would be served best if
it followed its own ideological principles
without interference from either the Soviet
Union or the United States. In the eyes of
many non-Yugoslav observers, however,
the country's chosen policy of nonalign-
ment contradicts its desire for "socialist,

Dr Friedman is a Visiting Associate at the
Jerusalem Institute, studying various
aspects of Yugoslav federalism. Dr Fried-
man previously lectured in international
relations and comparative politics at
Temple University. The views expressed
here are those of the author.



Successful use
of non-alignment
to manipulate
superpowers
has increased

> influence

solidarity". The Yugoslavs are Commu-,
nists and, therefore, do agree with many
positions taken by the Soviet Union. At
the same time, however, they fear that the
Soviet Union might use this feeling as
an entry point in order to infringe ulti-
mately upon Yugoslav independence and
exert influence over its decision-making as
the price for the Yugoslav desire for
"socialist solidarity".

Basic tension
Thus there exists a basic tension in Yugo-
slavia's foreign policy. On the one hand,
the Yugoslavs desire to a certain extent
to placate the Soviet Union, which poses
a potentially dangerous and imperialist
threat to Yugoslavia (but also shares with
Yugoslavia certain common principles and
visions of a socialist world). This is
coupled with Yugoslavia's particular influ-
ence, by the 'example of its success as
a Communist country outside the Soviet
bloc, on other Communist parties and
states. The Yugoslav example could be
viewed by some impressionable Commu-
nist parties as an encouragement to defy
certain Soviet strictures on foreign and/
or domestic policy.

On the other band, the successful use
of the nonalignment policy to manipulate
both super-powers has increased Yugo-
slavia's power and influence in world
affairs far beyond what its size, location
and level of development would ordinarily
have indicated. The Yugoslavs have not
forgotten that they survived the 1948
clash with the Kremlin mainly through
massive co-ordinated trade and economic,
and even military, aid from the West. No
demands that would have compromised
Yugoslav independence accompanied
Western assistance. As a result, the Yugo-
slavs have maintained their ties to the
West more or less closely depending on
the intimacy of their relations with the
Soviet Union at any given time. Memories
of 1948 have insured that Yugoslavia has
regarded the U.S.S.R. with at least a
touch of caution no matter how friendly
relations between the two countries have
become.

Yugoslavia tends to react more
harshly to potential Soviet threats.than to
possible Western threats. For example,
the Yugoslavs- roundly condemned the
December 1976 statement of Helmut
Sonnenfeldt, Counsellor of the U.S. State
Department. Sonnenfeldt had suggestéd
that Yugoslavia should become less de-
pendent upon the United States and
should rely more on its own strength in
its relations with the Soviet Union. He
commented further that world tension

might decline if there were arf
"organic" relation between the So^ ,th
Union and Eastern Europe. Such rem^1dt
implied that the Yugoslavs might t fcrn
always be able to count entirel,, ,OnL
an American counterbalance to
Soviet imperialism as they had since ]^ }1
Until Sonnenfeldt's statement, Ainc1i p^,ss
foreign policy had seemed to, assume. e,^1
need to forestall Soviet attempts to 101,
tend hegemony over Yugoslavia. Such,;antli
American stand had allowed Yugoslag; 1 1'
to follow-a foreign policy based on egtraTi11 p
ing concessions: from both super-pou;&3r
by balancing the interests of one agai^(_^ lâr
those of the other. The Sonnenfeldt sta,,éner
ment impliéd,however, that this freec; tlée
of manoeuvre might not in the future h he
the American national interest. The Yi,,, ({ây
slavs responded to the Sonnenfeldt one
marks with loud and widespread criticis' siàe

On the other hand, the remarks filul
Secretary-General Leonid Brezhnev ai stru
the Warsaw Pact invasion of Czecha_ nâti
vakia in 1968 generated more than verl` nati
condemnations. Brezhnev justified this ttie
tervention in Czechoslovakia in a sta for t
ment, known.in the West as the "Brezhr' of n
Doctrine", of the limited sovereignty
socialist countries. The "Doctrine" ci dvûca
the defence of the socialist achievemen^TugôsP
that were being threatened by inznuness.desc
counterrevolution of the Czechoslovak "^n l'ZanI
formers" as the reason for the invasio, r^ctiv
The implication of this rationale was th, itient
the Soviet Union alone decided when tf` f*ob]
interests of the "socialist commonwealtÉ and.
took precedence over international lai sôurc
The Yugoslavs responded by developii tled
a new defence system to guard again ^ T
the prospect of a Czechoslovak-type inte.^'nosl
vention in Yugoslavia. It is clear, furthePo'alig
more, that Stane Dolanc, Secretary of tbhis ory
Executive Committee of the Presidency q>elcefi
the League of Communists' Central Comthait Y
mittee, was looking eastward when lalignm
warned in 1976: of ého,,

... this country wishes to make it quit thé di]
clear that it will not tolerate threats i thq' dé
its independent, sovereign and noiçe
aligned position from anyone or fro: pe
any quarter. To be sure, there are r { T
overt threats of this kind being mad1, ^konc
today; nevertheless, there have been in! pe:n'dei
stances of mischief-making from time 1' of the
time and various malicious conjecturc' Its' in,
are often heard about what will becon i+tii
of Yugoslavia tomorrow. Let it be we crease
understood that the future of Yugosls t( >^the
via lies in the further development r'o ne
the socialist system of self-managemen, 'i 1
and the policy of nonalignment, and lE; ri enc
there be no illusions that it might 1; n_ ali
elsewhere. i tite,

^met
cef



e a rf

the ^0n e early 1970s, both super-powers
ch ren^ o create a relaxation of tension in
might t fernational relations and to avoid con-
ntirely onl^tions with each other that, could

Eo p°SS!pcl {( u war. Initially, this détente process
since 19Jati } 1cartily welcomed by Yugoslavia as

Amerü ihle source of peace and disarma-
Issume ient and as a means of ending the
pts to old War atmosphere through the dis-,
I. Such -ln^ling of the blocs. After all, sincë
Yugosla,95o Yugoslavia had been on record as a
)n egtr4ri,1 proponent of peaceful coexistence.
)er-pow^^lvaïrd Kardelj, Yugoslav Vice-President,
se agai^,,0âred then in the United Nations
éldt sta,eneral Assembly:
s freedc the people of Yugoslavia cannot accept
iture be tl â e assumption that mankind must to-
'he Yud y choose between the domination of
zfeldt i aiie great power or another. We con-
criticis; siàer that there is another path, the dif-
marks f-,^ult but necessary path of democratic
nev at sti^uggle for a world of free and equal
'zecho; n tions, for democratic relations among
an verl nâtions, against foreign interference in
d this tlie domestic affairs of the _people and
a sta, f& the all-round peaceful co-operation

Brezhr' of nations on a basis of equality.
'ignty I To this idea of peaceful coexistence,
ie" ci^dvccated by many nonaligned countries,
wemerTÙg^oslavia contributed the idea of action
rnmi.nens c^lescribed by President Tito in a speech
wak "nn Rangoon on January 16, 1955:
nvasi( Active coexistence is active engage-
vas tir ment to ensure that all international
,hen hroblems, : even the most complicated
iweali' and acute ones, those that are the main
ial la, sôurce of international tension, are set-
Jelopi tled peacefully, through negotiations.
agair This contribution was one basis for

le inte^ru^oslavia's large influence within, the
furtheponalignment movement. With such a
7 of tlçltistory of leadership in the search for
ency4)eAceful coexistence, it is not surprising
11 Con,thait Yugoslavia, as a leader of the non-
!len ifaliinment movement, was in the forefront

of jhose urging détente. What, then, was
t qui,th dilemma in Yugoslav eyes regarding
eats th^ détente process of the 1970s, which
i noieGe ed to be pursuing the lines of "active,
r fro pe^mceful coexistence?"
are r { The problem was that since the

macl Se^ond World War Yugoslavia had de-
^en i pended on the particular counterbalancing
ime t, of the great-power blocs to help preserve
cture^ its^ independence and its unique social
ecom ?dIntity. As a result, it was able to in-

, we ('r^ase its influence in international affairs
gosl:; ti), the point where it was an important
,nt r c'ojinecting link between Eastern, Western
^men^ aïid nonaligned countries. It could in-
ad le^ fl ence the socialist development of the
ht bG n.` aligned countries while, at the same

^eténLe

1e, attempting to inject more liberal

ideas into the East. This influence was
due mainly- to its leadership position in
the nonalignment movement.

The beginning of détente, however,
heralded the end of the influence and
efficacy of nonalignment, which was main-
1y a movement in opposition to the Cold
War. As the détente process grew, the
nonaligned countries found that their
notion of themselves as intermediaries in
the Cold War struggle - a role that had
enhanced the prestige of the nonalign-
ment movement - had been negated by
the super-powers. The nonaligned coun-
tries were still insisting on the need to
abolish blocs even at the time when the
two blocs were negotiating over their dif-
ferences rather than threatening the in-
dependence of the nonaligned countries.

The détente era signaled the possible
end of bloc conflicts over various non-
committed areas or countries. Confronta-
tion politics were to be replaced by the
politics of negotiation as the super-powers
instituted diplomacy by conference.But
since the détente process was monopolized
from the beginning by the super-powers, Détente process
there was a tendency for them to try to monopolized
solve all international problems without by superpowers
necessarily communicating with other in-
volved countries. Yugoslavia discovered
that the status of smaller countries like
itself could be used as part of an agree-
ment rather than as an object of conflict
as it had been during the Cold War. The
outcome for a small country in such a
case, however, could conceivably be the
same -domination by a super-power -
though by a different method. Further-
more, there were none of the perquisites
for the small country that wooing during
the Cold War period had provided. Nor
was there the influence the country in
question might have garnered by keeping
both super-powers at arm's length.

The détente process thus raised in
nonaligned Yugoslavia fears of its position
under détente conditions. Its leaders be-
came more wary in their pronouncements
about détente. The Yugoslavs also had
very real misgivings about their future if
the United States and the Soviet Union
should agree on Yugoslavia's position and
then consider it a closed subject. On the
other hand, Yugoslavia, as a leader of the
nonalignment movement and one of the
major agitators for Soviet-American nego-
tiations to reduce conflict, could not op-
pose détente as such. Its name was very
closely linked to efforts by the nonaligned
countries to promote détente. Like other
small countries, therefore, Yugoslavia be-
gan to oppose détente as a manifestation
of "great-power domination".



Yugoslavia's
future in world
closely tied
to post-Tito
stability

Post-Tito era
It would appear that Tito was finally
acknowledging his mortality as he began
a round of visits in 1977-78 to major coun-
tries to try to insure Yugoslavia's con-
tinued viability after he left the.political
scene. The question remains, will Yugos-
lavia be. able to. cope successfully with the
changing world situation when Tito de-
parts, or will the world situation, and
Yugoslavia's own internal problems, prove -
overwhelming? More precisely, is Yugos-
lavia's return to the Soviet bloc, in an
ideological - or any other - sense, im-
minent, despite its own predilection for
nonalignment? The answers to these ques-
tions depend, of course, on what Soviet
intentions are towards Yugoslavia in the
post-Tito era.

The question of Yugoslovia's future
in world affairs.is closely tied to the degree
of internal stability Yugoslavia can main-
tain after Tito - the major unifying force
in the country - departs. The Soviet
Union, which most Yugoslavs consider to
be the real threat to an independent
Yugoslavia, might welcome a reawakening
of nationality. problems in the post-Tito
era. Such a situation could allow it in-
fluence over Yugoslavia's development.
Conservative forces in Yugoslavia itself
might welcome this if they believed that
the U.S.S.R. was the only country that
could protect Yugoslavia's Communist re-
gime against a liberalizing trend and its
federal system against too rapid a move-
ment towards confederation (trends of
the 1960s that could again rise should
over-enthusiastic reformers and nation-
alists gain sufficient power).

It seems more likely, however, that
the long-term Soviet interest would not
be in a break-up of Yugoslavia (though
the Soviet Union has been accused of
intriguing with Croatian nationalists, Bul-
garians over Macedonia, and pro-Soviet
groups within Yugoslavia itself). The
Soviet Union would probably prefer a
weak but unified Yugoslavia. Such a po-
tentially-pliable Yugoslavia would allow
the Soviet Union to manoeuvre for a
larger influence in Yugoslav policy plan-
ning as well as for naval and air facilities
on the Adriatic with access to the Med-
iterranean. If, however, nationality prob-
lems arose within Yugoslavia, the Kremlin
could justifiably worry about the stability
of the historically conflict-ridden Balkans
and the effect on Eastern-bloc countries.
Furthermore, a civil war in Yugoslavia
might invite super-power intervention,
which would endanger peace in the rest
of Europe.

If these nationality problems in-

creased in Yugoslavia to the point wh
there was a succession struggle, peace
the Balkans and prospective détente ûnl
Europe could be threatened. For instan^eréf
if a Croat opposition to Yugoslav learl^e^L
ship asked for United Nations protE^^tupéi°
f6r an independent -existence (a proi, s
made by some Croats in 1971), the Sov' -:Y.
Union would probably see this as a danooviét
to its vital interests and become involvt6, so
The United States, too, would almqotli .
certainly. be interested in the consequfoc
ces of such a development. Another pq95Us
sibility that could call forth Soviet actissi.4ta
would be nationality problems that badjbe
came so severe as to portend an an3emu
socialist revolt in Yugoslavia. rvéd

In a détente situation, the scri:?nite
could read a little differently. Détem nt
and a resulting lessening of tensions couyp o
also make the achievement of secun,idere
more difficult for Yugoslavia. As a coun^taljili
becoming - increasingly important- in t Y
eyes of the super-powers because of lniôn
geo-strategic location, especially in regainâe t
to the Middle East and the eastern M akia
iterranean areas, Yugoslavia promises Vugosl
be a subject of much superpower d^^,a:rd.s
cussion. porlan

the-imi
Non-intervention j hat t

Early indications of the détente proc4^,at-ustr
suggested that the super-powers weat wou
quite capable of negotiating with eacl+?{̂

m
other to insure their own interests ^the9 Yu
return for non-intervention in the vi re.al 01
interests of the other. If Yugoslavia wer0inmt

claimed by the Soviet Union as a vil', e1me

interest, the United States niight ^" ugosl;

tempted to ask for concessions in anoth TY
area important to it in return for ^(>e
"hands-off" or "look the other wa;for "so
policy in regard to Yugoslavia. Yugo
via's future might thus be taken out
its own hands, as its importance as
great-power pawn increased. Or a détenf
agreement between the super-powers coul

!ed^to :
Soviet
polt-T:
ai.t^mp
ing; a

conceivably - though not very probably tti un

result in an eventual military withdraws^ tles w
of the American presence from Europe t e`Ms
Yugoslavia, as part of its nonalignmen; effhrt
posture, is anti-bloc and should therefon; tnmE
be unrestrictedly pleased at the possibl, {'°-jord
disengagement in Europe; nevertheles "^ong
such a move by the United States wouli °^
leave the Soviet Union in a better positior, e ura
to re-absorb Yugoslavia into the socialis; 79 ®s,
bloc, if it so desired, should the counteI ^ rop
vailing force of American troops be abseni; flr ,

A possible alternative scenario woub s"} e
be little more pleasing to Yugoslavia: So;
viet disengagement from Europe throu^ `^ ^itt]

a devolution of -power from the KremlvI p^de
to the East European reginies could caus, ti^n ^
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oint vit
, peace
létente

rn Europe to undergo such up-

eâwals as to imperil the Yugoslav Com-

ûn st systeni as well. It would appear,
r instar heréfore, that a_ fundamental _change in
av leathe Éuropean situation managed by the
protectiuj}ër-powers would not be welcomed by

propo; ugôslav leaders.
the So` ,Ÿ.ugoslavia's ambivalence toward the
3 a danjo; iét-American détente is heightened by
involv^^ somewhat- ambiguous relations with.

!d almqotl . parties. Its dislike for the non-
^nsequFC,cist West was moderated in the early
other pa95(is by generous American and allied
iet actjs4gtance at a time when the Yugoslavs
that ^ad lbeen cut adrift by the socialist camp.
an an^et"mut Sonnenfeldt's speech in 1975

rvéd as areminder, however, that the
ie scri!Tnil,ed States still maintained above all

Détenn interest in world stability and some
)ns coipl of modus vivendi with what it con-
secur;;idtsed to be the leading threat to that

t coun^ ftal'ili ty, the Soviet Union.
t in f ^ Yugoslavia's relations with the Soviet
3e of i`1nion seem to have shifted perceptibly
n regarince the 1968 intervention in Czechoslo-
,rn Mei a3ia by the Warsaw Pact countries.
mises YuAoslavia's moderately-consistent tilt to-
wer di^^,ards the Soviet position on many im-

()ortant issues had been maintained since
hejmid-1950s when Khrushchov decided
hat the Yugoslav heresy was not as

proceiatâstrophic as Stalin had portrayed it.
^s welt vould seem, however, that the Soviet-
th eac^,Io^ invasion of Czechoslovakia frightened
rests Pei Yugoslavs so much that even Tito,
ie viR?red on the conception of international
ia we't=41nunist unity and socialist solidarity,
a vitbe hme somewhat sceptical of its value to

ght tVugoslavia.
Mott

I The younger leaders in Yugoslavia,
for orne of whom grew up without this desire
waylor^"socialist solidarity", might be tempt-

ugosltled to move even further away from the
out ^J^^ovietUnion than Tito has done. The

3 as Po^t-Tito . era could, therefore, witness an
létenf1Att mpt to magimize alternatives by giv-
s coul in^ a higher, priority to the question of
ably ; i lij unification of Europe than to warmer
draws, t1es with the Soviet Union. Already it
^urop' V that Yugoslavia's major political
nmer effort has shifted somewhat towards at-
^refo-'ta111ment of an unstructured but effective
)ssib' {'Aordination of foreign-policy positions
hele: 4,ong European countries. If Yugosla-
wou: °ia's nonalignment policy, which has
sitioj, £niuraced the Third World since the mid-
ciali 7 9t?Os, should be adopted as a model for
.te, Ft^ropean nonalignment in the post-Tito
bsen:,' £r^, Yugoslavia might be able to salvage
^,oo], s^'hr.e of. the 'influence the superpower
i: s, ni? nopoly of, the détente process has
roug `^^ittled away. Yugoslavia's truly inde-
emil Péodent, and not eastward-looking, posi-
caus' ti©n between the two blocs would make

it a natural leader of a newly-nonaligned
Europe. The influence ïTugoslavia could
exert within such a : powerfiil- .grouping of
countries could insure its continued viabil-
ity as-an independent country and replace
the conception of "socialist solidarity"
with, that of a "nonaligned Europe" or at
least a "European consensus".

Mixed blessing

On the whole, it appears that the Soviet-
American détente process beginning in the
early 1970s has been considered a mixed
blessing by the Yugoslavs. In his speech
at the Eleventh Congress of the League
of Communists in June 1978, Tito reiter-
ated that "détente between the super-
powers is an essential prerequisite for
the whole process of the easing of inter-
national tensions, preservation of world
peace and fostering of international re-
lations on the principles of active peaceful
coexistence". He called on the United
States and the Soviet Union "to make
serious efforts to transcend the present
unsatisfactory situation" arising from
"signs of a deterioration and increased
distrust". Tito thus appeared as a leading
advocate of Soviet-American détente. The
winding-down of superpower hostility
would be beneficial for all the world, help-
ing to ensure the continued existence of
the planet and opening up new avenues
for co-operation. Tito may have decided
that Yugoslavia would be under less pres-
sure from the Soviet Union in the pos-
sibly-chaotic post-Tito period if there
were to be the stability that the Soviet-
American détente could provide.

At the same time, however, the Yugo-
slavs still entertain some qualms as to
their situation under détente. Like many
others, they fear that the promise of ever-
increasing Soviet-American consultation Importance
and co-operation might see settlement of of ability
international problems without consulta- to mobilize
tion of less influential, but nonetheless public opinion
involved, countries. Yugoslavia, whose in-
fluence has rested primarily on its ability,
to mobilize public opinion in favour of
nonalignment, is thereby faced with the
prospects of declining prestige and power,
which, in turn, could spell an increasing
vulnerability to Soviet desires for
hegemony.

The current stalemate in détente has
provided an excellent opportunity to use
the nonalignment platform to push for
renewed movement towards détente. Tito
seized this opportunity during his travels
in early 1978 and stressed the need for
worldwide, and not just superpower, in-
volvement. This was an attempt to revi-
talize the nonalignment platform from

a



which to urge further progress towards
peaceful coexistence and to bolster. Yugo-
slavia's prestige as a leader of the move-
ment for détente. The rewards, however,
could be shortlived if the United States
and the Soviet Union should again em-
phasize bilatéral, rather than multilateral,
negotiations, with Yugoslavia's future as
a subject of those talks. Yugoslav leaders
might then be forced to end their, here-
tofore profitable balancing act and decide
between two courses (alignment with the
capitalist West being considered tanta-

Eastern Europe

mount to desertion of socialism). JAr
Yugoslavia have to agree to partici
in Soviet-influenced "socialist solidai; oii
in order to maintain its viability? he
should it try to lead the way tow^ûn i É
European nonalignment in an attemi 14atc,.
salvage its declining influence, esp,r above
in-the post-Tito era? It is no wondE r ri ion,li
Yugoslav leaders, faced with such a the, na
tentially difficult and dangerous situafi o prôb
-look upon the Soviet-American dét jlr
with ambivalence. t riés, i^
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Hungarian minority
in Romania
By Paul Pilisi

In September 1977, a Communist leader
and member of the Central Committee of
the Romanian Communist Party wrote an
open letter denouncing the violation of
the individual and collective rights of his
people. With a courage not often seen in
these times, this Marxist of Hungarian
origin criticized the deplorable way the
Romanian Party and Government had
dealt with the Hungarian minority in
Transylvania. On January 23, 1978,
Reuters confirmed from Belgrade that the
Romanian police had placed Karoly Kiraly
under house arrest because of his letter.
The matter at issue here is not just the
violation of the rights of an individual but
the violation of the collective rights of a
people forced to live outside the national
borders it has known for a millennium.
What reasons and motives exist for this
denunciation in a socialist country? In
answering this question, it is important
and helpful to examine various major
aspects of the current quarrel between
Hungary and Romania, two socialist coun-
tries, over the "nationalities" problem.
Sixty years "ago, in October 1918, the
Minister of Foreign Affairs of Austria-
Hungary presented the Act of Surrender
to the President of the United States,

Mr Pilisi teaches in the Department of
Political Science at Laval University. The
views expressed here are those of the
author.
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Woodrow Wilson. After the First W,hulT "an

War, thë Versailles system sanctioned' and in

balkanization of- Central and East'arc,tise
Europe. This policy, based on the d Wester

ocratic - principle of self-determinatior In

nations,. in practice gave rise to the oI1inion

pression of minorities. The political are 'cor
economic atomization of Central lievéd 1

Eastern--Europe, intensified between uah^; T

First and Second World Wars by rival `0"iâlis
among the new "national" states -(ead' ?^t qoc
which had several nationalities sharing "ta"", '
territory), favoured the growth of the T'^Tty,

fluence of the powers directly interesi ÿi'°L1Ps
Germany and the Soviet Union. 7 far As
apart by conflicts and disunited in tl c°n^err

efforts, the new national states bea thé mo

one by one victims or satellites of tht ual ig1
similartwo powers.

The lessons of their shared or sim wil

past experience have not led these ce TI
tries towards a democratic, voluntary a^ oy ;fhe
sensible reunion, but rather towards n, Goma
reversal of the earlier situation. The fl Delem
merly dominant peoples have become, Ij'any•

most of the new states, dominated min
ity groups. -ave a

miriori

Socialists and nationalists Rorüar

After the Second World War (the cau- th in
of which are fundamentally linked to 1„'l'enr

situation arising from the First Wo,, Hui=

War) , the Eastern European coun6^ (`ejell'
which had adopted the Soviet model hit

7^ts

socialism, were not capable of resolvi, tur^
the natiônalities problem. In MarB R0T a'

r



n). ^r eoBy, this problem is considered to be

3artici ^cted to capitalist society. The na-

he differences between Czechs and Slo-

the minority nationalities.

iolzdai; Sioiia^l bourgeoisie maintains and nour-
bility? i5he^it in order-to strengthen further the
y tow^̂,m of the oppressing mechanism, the
ittempftatc. In a socialist society, characterized
espéciphode all by collective expropriation (na-
)nder t^ionalization) of the means of production,
Lich a,the iiationalities issue disappears, for it is
situati,i pr9blem that is specifically bourgeois.

n dét, In fact, however, the socialist coun-
rie.,q in spite of clear doctrinal guidelines,

are incapable of settling conflicts between
na tiônalities. One has only to consider
the quarrel between the Serbs and Croats,

vahs; the Macedonian problem involving
+Bulgaria and Yugoslavia or the fate of
ahe Hungarian minority in Transylvania.

lMoreover, under the pretext of socialism,
soü1é countries, such as Romania, have
goné beyond the discriminatory methods
,and policies practised in the inter-war
FÿearS by "bourgeois" governments towards

`Since the Belgrade Conference on
iSecûrity and Co-operation in Europe, held
Iin the summer of 1978, the observance of

,t ^r, hum;an rights in the Eastern countries -
oned `and', in the U.S.S.R. in particular - has
East`arc,tsed sustained public interest in the

;he d We^,tern hemisphere. -
iatior In recent months, Western public

the, opinion has discovered that entire peoples

7ca1 are 'condemned to the fate that was be-

,ral lieved to be restricted to certain individ-

7een t'`t;d4, The public is learning that avowed
riva)' ^°c"alist political systems are using Marx--
(eacl' ?st ^octrine and the omnipresence of the
aring` st<ite, which is in the hands of a single
f the T),irty, to violate the right of national
eresttg`-1'01,^Ps to lead a collective life, at least so
n. Teffsr as culture and national language are
in tl,fcor'cerned. It goes without saying, using
bea the most elementary logic, that if individ-

of tr ual rights and freedoms are violated, then
similar rights of minorities and communi-

sim t1e^^{will certainly not be respected either.

;e co- This sudden new concern was sparked

ary by the dissident Romanian writer Paul

irds G0ina at a press conference held in
Phe fil' De^ember 1977 in Frankfurt, West Ger-
ome,^ m`^ny The young author, who had spent
ma pari- of his life in concentration camps,

gavé a stirring account of the violation of
minority rights in present-day socialist
Rorizania. Mr Goma, who was present on

cau thel invitation of the Komite für Men-

to S`'l'inrechte in Rumldnien ( Committee for
Wo. Hurnan Rights in Romania) and the

Lin6 (lesellschaft für Menschenrechte (Human

odel I'rtts Association), painted a dark pic-
solvi tul ,̂ of the fate of the minorities in

!rnnania and of the Hungarian minorityVIarr^ ^.j^ ^
r

in particular. It should be noted that there
are some 300,000 Germans in Romania
today, besides Ukrainian and Serbian
ethnic groups.

After this interview, the most influ-
ential and respected newspapers and
magazines of Western Europe (the Frank-
furter Allgemeine Zeitung, Der Spiegel,
L'Express and Die Welt, among others)
began to cover the problems of the Hun-
garian minority in Transylvania.

One French journalist did not hes-
itate to describe the policy of the Roma-
nian Government as actual "cultural
genocide". In the October 28, 1978, inter-
national issue of L'Express, the term
"ethnocide" was used by E. Bailby, who
had studied the question at first hand.
According to statements by the ' Hun-
garian socialist poet Guyla Illyés, winner
of the European prize for literature in
1967, the term is very accurate. The poet
accuses the Government, the Romanian
Communist Party, and in particular its
Secretary-General, Nicholae Ceausescu, of
"proceeding in the name of socialism to
liquidate the Hungarian culture in
Transylvania".

With the publication in 1976 of a
book documenting the changes in Tran-
sylvania by this Transylvanian author,
the problem of the Hungarian minority
had become a subject for thought in West-
ern Europe. The question acquired con-
siderable dimensions in September 1977,
when Kiraly published his open letter
denouncing the "tragic" situation of the
Hungarian minority in Transylvania.

What are the roots and implications
of the problem? Transylvania, an integral
part of Hungary and the home of the
national Magyar (Hungarian) culture,
was allotted to Romania after the First
World War. The homeland of three na-
tionalities (Hungarian, Romanian and
German), Transylvania became part of
Romania on June 4, 1920, under the
Treaty of Trianon, which reduced Hun-
gary's territory by two-thirds. Romanian
sovereignty was therefore established
without prior concern for the wishes of
non-Romanians, who nevertheless repre-
sented over 50 per cent of the population.
This, then, is when the whole Transylva-
nian problem began,in that the Romanian
Government was to disregard the guaran-
tees it had signed as a safeguard for
minority rights. Between the First and
Second World Wars, the chief monuments
to Hungarian history and culture were
systematically destroyed. The policy of
assimilation to which minority national-
ities are usually subject was applied.

The Treaty of Paris, signed on Feb-



Restriction
of individual
and collective
minority rights

ruary 10, 1947, confirmed Romanian
sovereignty over Transylvania. The 1952
Romanian constitution granted the status
of Magyar Autonomous Region to the
land of the SzekIers. For self-protection,
the Hungarian people joined the Comniu=
nist Party. The end result of the adminis-
trative reforms of 1956 and 1968, aimed
at dispersing and then assimilating the
Hungarian minority, was the abolition of
the Magyar Autonomous Region.

According to the 1966 census figures,
the Hungarian population numbers about
1,800,000, or 9.2 per cent of the popula-
tion of Romania. One-third of this number
lives in the large cities along the border
between Hungary and Romania, and con-
stitutes the majority group in the follow-
ing cities: Nagyvârad (Oradea), Szatmar
(Satu-Mare), Arad and Temesvâr (Timi-
§oara). Another third of this minority is
concentrated in the Szekler region, making
up over 80 per cent of the population of
the former districts of Csik (Ciuc),
Hâromszëk (Trei-Scaune) and Udvarhely
( Cluj ). The remaining third is spread
among the towns and villages of Transyl-
vania. Some 200,000 Hungarians live be-
yond the Carpathians, cut off from the rest
of'the Magyar population in Transylvania.

Since the administrative reform of
1968, a whole series of steps has been
taken by Romanian authorities in order
to restrict the individual and collective
rights of the Hungarian minority. These
measures generally focus on the areas of
culture, education and national develop-
ment. Recent decrees place very severe
restrictions on contacts among Hungar-
ians themselves.

Culture and education
The educational and cultural policies of
the Romanian Government continue, and
go beyond, postwar principles. As early as
1949, the Hungarian writers' union of
Romania was forced to join the Romanian
writers' union. Dissidents have been rel-
egated to the condition of labourers and
eliminated forever from the writing pro-
fession. Censorship of minority-group pub-
lications is stricter than censorship of the
ideological content of approved texts. The
decreasing output of the minority press is
blamed on a shortage of newsprint and
economic conditions in general. Censor-
ship guidelines set out limits, subjects and
proscribed words. However, since the be-
ginning of the 1970s, the Romanian Party
and Government have put the nationalist
policy in high gear and have been paying
special attention to the issue of minorities.
At the Eleventh Congress of the Romanian
Communist Party in 1974, Mr Ceausescu,

representing the Central Committee, stai
the Party's guidelines on this mati
Law 63, concerning, the protection of
Roznanian cultural heritage, which
from November 1, 1974, gives Romar^l
authorities the power to expropriate
wo rk s,of art, _ do cuments, church archi
and so on. Particularly valuable archi
belonging to two Hungarian secon^[
schools were quickly seized. This law
effect hands over property that is pari^
the Hungarian cultural heritage -
many respects richer than that of Rc
ania - to the Romanian Government.

In 1960, the Romanian Governm
began forcing the Hungarian-langur
universities in Transylvania to integr
with their Romanian counterparts. Desi
the suicide of one vice-chancellor, co
proceedings, harassment and "volunta
resignations followed. Schools and in'
tutes of higher learning are now alm^
all Romanian. For the few hundred Hi
garian students still following courses'
their mother tongue in departments of
former Hungarian university in Kolozsv
which has become Romanian, there i
almost no opportunities. The number `^N'ldbili
Hungarian secondary schools has bc Snéial
gradually reduced to the point where t nagionf
special correspondent for L'Rxpress , eds u
Transylvania affirmed in the October `solida
1978, issue that the secondary scho sory s
were disappearing. 1, oirkei

Hungarian primary schools are a11rc up.
being transformed into Romanian scho ac(;ept
in accordance with Party guidelines, (oûseq
excuse given being the "insufficient nu' helter
ber of Hungarian students". The primar pefson
education problem is much more sen i an w
in regions where the Hungarian minor For e3
is surrounded by a Romanian majori that t
In Moldavia, Hungarian schools have bE Cj^mar
suppressed since 1960 and the use of {,rames
Hungarian language banned in Catho frqm 1
religious ceremonies. Since the Romani, traine:
population in this region is Greek Ortl I4ira1y
dox or Greek Catholic, this ban has t` tile at
pure and simple effect of eliminating frt, ^axian
dom of religion - a right that is, ma foi spE
over, guaranteed by the constitution. 6S!nce

In addition, the textbooks distribut
to Hungarian schoolchildren are siml
translations of Romanian books. It is fr
bidden to use any other type of materi
Thus students have no source of knol
edge of their national culture and histor
except for information acquired at bon
These facts were noted in the open lett
already mentioned from Karoly Kiraly:

We were promised secondary and tec:
nical schools in which the language
instruction would be that of the natio
alities, and we are seeing these schoc
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as b;;nc^:ia1 mobility, usually compulsory, and
here national development are classical meth-
press ods used to weaken the influence and
ober solidarity of a minority group. Compul-

scho_ s,,ny social mobility separates Hungarian
^ woirkers from their ethnic and cultural

are al grdup. Under the labour code, they must
schc acëept a job offered in another area and

nes, oiisequently move. In order to obtain a
it nu hAter job, through opportunism or for
rima^ peisonal or professional reasons, Hungar-
seric; iaiâ workers will even change their names.

ainor Fwr example, many people are unaware
rajorit thilt the parents of the gymnast Nadia
ve bc ('âmaneci, the champion at the Olympic

of ;raines in Montreal, changed their name
atho from the Hungarian form Kemenes. The

mani, trâiner of the Romanian team, Béla
Ortl 14raly, has the same last name as that of
ias t` thé author of the open letter. The Hun-
ig fr, ;a^ian trainer and gymnast were obliged
mo- to3 speak Romanian in public, in accor-

)n. dance with directives issued by Ceausescu
-ibut oai Apri14 and 5, 1974.
siml The dispersal of the Hungarian pop-
is fc ulation of Transylvania weakens the in-

rteri; f3ûence of the minority and at the same
knov i.iine changes the ethnic make-up of the
istor, r^,ies. In general, a Hungarian is almost
hon aliways refused permission to move to a
lett lRTge city with a significant Hungarian
aly: I^4ulation, such as Kolozsvâr. On the

tec e^her hand, Romanian municipal author-
rge ities encourage the exodus of Romanians
atior t9 large cities having Hungarian popula-
-,hoô tns. For example, the population of

^ crease in number before oureyes;from
ear to year. Children are not able to

Rudy in their mother tongue;- compul-
s, I ry teaching of the Romanian language
^ introduced in kindergarten. The 1976
decree suppresses the right of Hun-

rian-language institutions of higher
arning to exist. The fate of Bolyai

t^niversity in Koloszvar (now Babes
-University) was shared by the Medical
and Pharmacological Institute in Maro-
svâsârhely and, following a high-level
c^ecision, the Istvân Szentgyorgyi art
school was changed into a Romanian
fâculty. Such steps have eliminated the
lâst pockets of Hungarian post-secon-
dary education. It is no secret that the
director of the Hungarian National
Theatre in Marosvâsarhely is a Roma-
nian who does not speak Hungarian.
ior is it a new phenomenon to see
Romanian mayors who do not speak a
ayord of Hungarian appointed in such
cities as Nagyvârad, Marosvâsârhely
and Szovata, which still have a Hun-
Harian majority.

Kolozsvâr increased from 167,000 in 1965
to 220,000 in 1976, but- the Hungarian
population, which totalled 75,000 in 1965,
had hardly increased in number by 1978.
For reasons of professional mobility, the
Hungarian rural population must leave
Transylvania and look for employment in
remote regions. This enforced mobility,
which particularly affects young people
fleeing the rural areas, explains in large
part the considerable number of Hungar-
ian workers in outlying industrial centres.

Ethnologists and sociographers, who
are concerned about preserving folk cul-
ture in villages and isolated regions, are
routinely harassed by the police. Their
instruments are often damaged while at
work, in "inspection" accidents. In most
cases they can find no employment and
the Hungarian Academy of Science ap-
points them as academic "corresponding
members", so that they can receive a min-
imum salary in the form of an honorarium.

Mail between Hungary and Transyl-
vania, as well as conversations on the
telephone and in restaurants, is monitored.
Regulations concerning visits between
Hungarians on either side of the border
prohibit a Hungarian from Hungary from
staying with relatives in Romania; the
only exception is made for visits with
immediate family members, which may
not last longer than three days. Violation
of the rules means an automatic fine of
$500 and the possibility that the next
visiting request will be refused. Despite
these restrictions, the Hungarians of Hun-
gary are going in greater and greater
numbers to Transylvania to show their
national solidarity. These tourists from a
"sister" country are not well received by
the exclusively Romanian staff of the
tourist industry. The tombs and mon-
uments of scientists or artists who have
contributed to world culture - for exam-
ple, the house in which Béla Bartok was
born - cannot be seen or are in poor
condition. This is the case with the tomb
of the Hungarian national poet Sandor
Petôfi, who was killed during the revolu-
tion and war of independence of 1848-49
by Russian troops.

Kiraly's open letter clearly recognizes
a gulf between socialist practice and
Marxist theory:

It is clear from these few facts that the
situation openly contradicts the consti-
tution, the Party's fundamental rules
and the principles stated in its official
documents. Not only does this conduct
go against these principles but it con-
travenes Marxist-Leninist beliefs and
totally ignores the most basic human
rights, ethical values and human dig-



nity; in sum, it goes against all the

things promoted by propaganda in its
most varied forms.

Moderating influence
The Kiraly letter sounded a new note in
the controversy involving the two parties
and governments. If this controversy has
not yet taken on an aggressive and tragic
nature, it is due to the moderating influ-
ence of Janos Kadar, the First Secretary
of the Communist Party of Hungary.

The meeting between Kadar and
Ceausescu in the summer of 1977 took
place in an atmosphere of discontent on
the part of the Hungarians of Hungary.
It produced uncertain results. The only
positive result of the meeting was the
relaxing of restrictions on the contacts
between the people of Romania and Hun-
gary. The border zone in which people can
circulate freely was extended by only five
kilometres (from 15 to 20). The three
main cities of the border region on the
Romanian side with a significant Hun-
garian population were not included in the
zone. At the present time, the Hungarians
of Transylvania are not allowed to visit
their families in Hungary more than once
every two years.

Public opinion in Hungary appears
to be increasingly hostile to Bucharest's
policies towards the sister minority. The
performance of plays by Transylvanian
authors in Budapest has been accompanied
by repeated demonstrations by young
people. On December 31, 1977, and Jan-
uary 1, 1978, the Budapest daily news-
paper Magyar Nemzet (The Hungarian
Nation) published two articles by Gyula
Illyés. The title, "Reply to Herder", is
symbolic, referring to the German philos-
opher and writer J. G. Herder, who in the
eighteenth century predicted the assim-
ilation and disappearance of the Magyars
since they had no ethnic or linguistic
relatives on the European continent. Illyés
wrote that a large Hungarian minority
was without a university and soon its own
language would no longer be taught.

The Romanian Government, for its
part, continues to ignore the nationalities
issue and intervenes only indirectly in the
debate. After the distribution of these two
issues of the Budapest daily was banned
in Romania, a reaction appeared in the
weekly publication Contemporanul on
February 10, 1978, in Bucharest. The
Romanian magazine did not discuss the
complaints expressed either by Kiraly or
by Illyés. The two historians working for
the publication, D. Berciu and C. Preda,
limited themselves to examining a study
that appeared on December 25, 1977, in
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the Budapest newspaper Magyar Hir
(The Hungurian Gazette), in whicl,
official theses on the historic rights of!"
Romanian people in Transylvania ;
again called into question. "What woTT`
me is the obstinacy shown by Party
cials, from the lowest to the highest lei; By
in refusing to " discuss these prôblet,`
wrote Kiraly in his open letter, in wl'
he still affirmed his Marxist beliefs. -

At the very moment when pu"
opinion, the Party and the Governmeni
Hungary expect some explanations fi,
Romania, the Romanian Party mainta
its silence and builds a personality c,
round the figure of Nicolas Ceauses`
President of the Republic and Secreta
General of the Romanian Commun_
Party. In January 1978, on the leadf
sixtieth birthday, this cult assumed
precedented proportions. On January ,
four pages . out of six in the jour
Scienteia were devoted to him; they c+
tained personal statements concerr
"the most beloved son of the people". f
Government official expressed his joy
"being a contemporary" of the man praif
by an obscure poet of the Stalin era
"the passion and the shield of our lanc
With last summer's strike of miners,
large number of whom belong to the Ht
garian minority, he became the natio
"honorary miner".

When will Comrade Ceausescu ts
ùp the honourable cause of the Hungar:
minority in the name of socialist int
nationalism?

In the
.

next lssue . .
William Epstein reported on the Unite.
Nations Special Session on Disarm4,
ment in our September/October issu^"
In the March/April issue he returns {
our pages with an analysis of subsequer.
Canadian disarmament initiatives. "Tl,
year 1978," he declares "marked a turr
ing point in Canadian disarmamer
policy." In that context he examine
the handling of disarmament question;,
at the UN's thirty-third General As
sembly last fall.
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i pui• A^tudy of the Comprehensive Test Ban
nnen : ( LTB ) negotiations since 1977 shows how

,ns fa st?4ky international disarmament diplo-

iainta Iliacy is and how disarmament diplomacy
lity (, is primarily about national policy rather
auses tha^n about global disarmament. 'Since the

!creta: acceptance of the Partial Test Ban (1963),
imun, the CTB has remained on the agenda. To

lead- da e, China and France have not joined

ned th l test-ban but France entered the anti-
iary : prliferation debate through its participa-

jour tion in the London Nuclear Suppliers
Ley c„ Croup (1975 onward) and in the United

icern N^tions Special Session on Disarmament
e". Q(1978) . At this session, China opposed

joy superpower policies verbally but played a
pra. uo^structive role by not challenging the

era consensus in the final document of the

lan se^sion. In signing this document, China,

ners, ^ wi ^ h other nuclear-weapon states, is now

ie Hr o) record in favour of nuclear disarma-

iatio nient as the final goal. Still, the CTB is
, heing negotiated at a time that the super-

t power détente is in trouble and there is

ngar noi consensus in the American foreign-
po+licy establishment about the future of
ti S.-Soviet and U.S.-Chinese relations.

m6ved the CTB negotiations to their
i In historical terms, a dual thrust has

present status. The Third World pressure
aÿainst the superpower arms race is grow-
ing. Even though UN statements are
riiualistic and verbal, the pressure from
ltrazil, Argentina and India is gaining

nite(.
irma,
lssue f,

ns to The real source of pressure lies in the
tuenl 4nergence of Third World nuclear options.
«TbQ Tfhe Third World plea to the nuclear-
turn-
cnenl
'line
tions+
As

dçsarmament Brazil fought unsuccessfully
^'omentum. At the 1978 special session on

tl^ eliminate a reference to the Non-
Proliferation Treaty (NPT), and it is

guable that today it would be difficult

I apon states to move towards disarma-
nient is a threat to the existing hierarchy
irï?cause any disarmament can unfreeze
t ile structure of global power and produce
an upward mobility of select regional
niilitary powers.

j The plea that the superpowers ought
to freeze the arms race and prepare for
d`sarmament is politically significant be-
(A,use it is accompanied by an implicit
t^reat that the failure to disarm is likely

get the Third World to accept the ban.

to increase incentives towards horizontal
proliferation. It implies a promise to slow
the acquisition of nuclear options if the
super-powers tone down their arms race.
So today_ the linkage between disarma-
ment diplomacy and nuclear-option diplo-
macy of the Third World nations creates
a new element in the context for super-
power negotiations. It is still a marginal
element but has potentialities nevertheless.

The second overt pressure towards a
CTB is related to the first one. Until India
exploded its nuclear device in 1974, there
was no question of linking the control of
peaceful nuclear explosions to a CTB. The
PNE element was added after the Indian
test. The reason for the addition is that,
even though PNEs are mostly dead as
engineering resources, they are alive as
diplomatic and political ones. So the PNE
argument is still alive theoretically - in
the Soviet Union, India, Brazil and Argen-
tina, in the language of the Treaty of
Tlatelolco (1967), and in the absence of
a technical consensus against PNEs in
the debates' of the International Atomic
Energy Agency and at the Conference of
the Committee on Disarmament. At the
international level, the isue becomes ur-
gent because the Soviet Union has an
important PNE bureaucracy. Secondly,
because of its irritation with China, Mos-
cow would like to have the right to con-
duct peaceful nuclear explosions as its
escape clause to a CTB agreement. So,
unless the complete defection of the Soviet
Union from the PNE case can be arranged,
the issue cannot be killed. This is the
background against which the CTB nego-
tiations can be studied.

The status of the current negotia-
tions for a Comprehensive Test Ban is

Dr Kapur teaches political science at the
University of Waterloo. This article is
based on research he did while on sab-
batical leave during the 1977-78 academic
year. He is the author of International
Nuclear Proliferation: Multilateral
Diplomacy and Regional Aspects, which
is to be published shortly. The views
expressed in this article are those of
Dr Kapur.

New element
for superpower
negotiations
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somewhat as follows.
Initially, the Soviet Union wanted to

exclude the PNE issue from the CTB nego-
tiations. On November 2, 1977, Leonid
Brezhnev offered to place a_moratorinm
on Soviet PNE testing for a limited time,
as well as to ban military testing; the du-
ration of these bans remains unspecified._
In diplomatic circles this is taken to mean
three years (the Soviet preference) and
five years (the Western preference). A
possible U.S.-Soviet bargain on this point
is that the United States would admit
that' PNEs are allowed in principle and
the Soviet Union would admit that ex-
tremely strict international control is
needed to conduct them. In this case, any
state (including the Soviet Union) would
have to justify its PNE requirement
before an international authority on a
case-by-case basis. The chances are that
perhaps one out of ten projects might be
approved after prolonged debate. The key
element is that the Soviet Union itself
would insist on strict international con-
trols and would accept self-restraint in its
PNE program as the price for its com-
mitment to non-proliferation.

The other problem in negotiating a
CTB concerns the issue of verification. A
combination of seismic monitoring, on-site
inspection by challenge, and national in-
telligence methods seems technically work-
able and politically acceptable to CTB
negotiators. It is, therefore, possible that
this issue cap be settled at the tripartite
level.

There is a problem, however, in the
linkage between the questions of duration
and of entry into force of the CTB and
the PNE moratorium. The Soviet position
offers two choices. The debate preceding
November 2, 1977, between the Soviet
and Western powers was to get Moscow
to discuss the PNE issue seriously. Mr
Brezhnev offered to do so in November
1977. The Soviet idea subsequent to
November 2 was to offer a choice: (a)
limited duration for the treaty (three
years) and immediate entry into force
subject to review by the parties. This
approach was based on the premise that
China and France would not join the
treaty and that it would be a non-universal
document. Alternatively, Moscow offers
an unlimited duration period, but with no
immediate entry into force until China
and France join.

Welcome discussions
For those who argue that the NPT provi-
sions must be implemented conscientiously
and that there should be a movement
towards disarmament, the tripartite CTB
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discussions between the U.S., Britai•^D
the U.S.S.R. are welcome. The concfifihi
defection of Moscow from its wholeh^Pv'
commitment to PNEsas a major aJ tL1
ment of the CTB debate so far. lNnlil^
the.PNE issue a théoretical one os
viewed as a non-proliferation measuri li
can be expected to influence the fo^laiI
policy debates in select Third !ie
nations. Therefore, even though the r?r? -
is currently meant to be a finite NE
ment, it has some infinite implicr're,
with respect to the PNE issue ale
strengthening the arms-control cobrn
uency of superpower decision-makin'e f
diplomacy. A CTB would freeze n^111n
testing and strengthen the super,pP
strategic dialogue. Britain's role i?tio
assist the two principals as a"rowe
broker" rather than to function as a'
cipal itself. So even a time-bound
moratorium buys time for the trippnt
negotiations and the superpower dia]' th
The underlying premise is that the lear
of UN members -and of China a°ll1
present marginal to the reaching of c!ent
ment on the test ban but that ChinP °
factor in Soviet thinking (in the 'or
run") and yet the dialogue is baseresi
"bilateralized" and likely to remain folit }

nent^the view of the superpowers.
At present a superpower dialogâ ayt

the CTB serves a number of purpnterÉ
Beca.use. of the difficulties of fosterinéni;
spirit of détente these days, the
debate creates an atmosphere for bilatg

he t^negotiations in a number of areas It hQ
instance, in SALT II. Negotiation
wards a moratorium can be a prepar o""t

^euiT
for a permanent ban on all testinget ^
spective of military or peaceful di^
tions. A moratorium now would also fiIhve
the military-technology situation aneali'
the same time leave the political po iispeç
of the principals intact because nelull'f
superpower could at present renouncr"^'1^
current positions and close all loopr^hus°

Soviet and American perceptioL^eal^]
each other are different and there t^ hB
consensus in the foreign-policy and n a.
rity communities about the central ljireF

° lpremises. The perception of issues `,^n,^X MU
respect to technical detail and' f

cerning political and psychological is,^P^,
E

the differences affect the narrow issu to
the CTB negotiations as well as^poni
broader political context in which
negotiations occur. For Moscow, the r`
egist not as bargaining chips. Geopo)
and geo-strategic considerations mal^;^s`
important not to renounce all op:,,,,-',W
without examining all implications, ert
India (a marginal actor in the CT13^,,ii
bate), the PNE option is important iT



S., Brira ^jntext of its evolving relations with

Che eon !,'hiri<^. On the one hand, it necessitates

s wl,c,lf,l, inties to normalize relations with China;

major ,> >1 die other hand, the Desai Government,
3o far. Mnlike the Indira Gandhi Government,
al one cas given the border issue more visibility.
n measur^ Elope there is no meaningful activity
ce the foi lat iri.g to PNEs but the deliberations of
Third hie International Atomic Energy Agency

ough theeuionstrate the practical possibilities of
a finite p^1 experiments. Internationally, there-
e implicr're, the issue is not quite resolved and
issue a0ried. It may be assumed that, once

,ntrol coNna has a strong nuclear status (say,
)n-makrn,^e to ten years hence), it may be able to
freeze mi')mthe disarmament debate. Even if this

e super!^i'F'^'ns, China may itself want a PNE

's role , p1ioii as an escape clause. The super-
as ap«'ers have to keep such possibilities
tion as a i iniiid.

e-bound A moratorium also has its uses in the
the trip nt ext of the play of bureaucratic politics

wer dia" the U.S. and U.S.S.R. It is far from
that the !ear that military bureaucracies in these
China a'untries are willing to accept a perma-
hing of jent freeze on military testing and retest-
iat Chin?g of existing equipment and technology.
,in the `^or is it certain that organizational in-
e is basierésts and rivalries can be curbed by
remain olit.ical leaders and that intergovern-

nental negotiations can escape the role of
r dialogô,lay-things for officials and bureaucratic
of pur aterests in order that the two govern-

)f fosteri"ents may make reciprocal sacrifices.

;^s, the ,°litically, therefore, as a temporary
e for bil0reement, the moratorium buys time for

he principals to work on their problems
areas -i^ hôme. Internationally, in the context of

otiationiost_NPT diplomacy, a CTB/PNE debatei prepar 1euti,alizes the national PNE debates andtesting :
iet keeps the PNE issue theoretically

-eful di^live, by shifting the discussion to the
1d also f ,eAm of Article V of the NPT. This
ation ar.^çhPct is important, because it practically
tical po:^^llifies the PNEs and yet theoretically
ause neiup1ements Article V of the NPT and
renounc)hus;
III looph

one of the NPT bargains.

xceptioctea l +issues

there i,7,B/PNE negotiations to date disclose
entraa In area of negotiability for a tripartite

la:,,reement if the issues are seen as: PNEissues v,
zonb7ol• accepting a finite CTB agreement;

ail and ^p^^Jementing Articles V and VI of the
)gical isl" P P; gradually drawing China and France
-ow issatoi the disarmament dialogue; and re-
vell as , ing to Third World pressure in
which ft^T t

o move towards nuclear disarmament.w, the i
If these were the

Geopolir^,$/I,NE agreement wouldlbe relatively
)ns ma^-Ra-s` to negotiate. But it is a mistake to
all op!s,i^

these negotiations primarily as an
ations, (^'xeTçise in intergovernmental negotiation.
ie

CTB^.;tller, the intergovernmental arena is
rtant ir

meant to work - out intragovernmental
debates in the U.S. and U.S.S.R. The
American debate seems more important
than the Soviet one: because Americans
seem to have a capacity to influence the
Soviet debate greater than the Soviet ca-
pacity to influence the American debate. A
number of considerations are involved
about the context of CTB/PNE -debate,
and we now turn to an assessment of these.

In de Gaulle's time, France was for-
mally the third nuclear-weapon state in
the world because of its maverick be-
haviour, because Britain was largely pre-
dictable and controllable in the nuclear
field by the American partnership, and
because China did not count much in
military terms. France, however, was
ignored by the two principals because it
chose to be ignored. Under President New posture
Valery Giscard d'Estaing, it has devel- for France
oped a new posture. It joined the Nuclear developed
Suppliers Group and entered the UN under Giscard
Special Session on Disarmament in a big
way as a nuclear-weapon state. However,
it will still be ignored because the strategic
dialogue is basically bilateral. France is at
present militarily stronger than China.
For example, the Chinese armed forces
still use anti-tank equipment of the kind
used by the Imperial Japanese Army in
the Second World War. It is possible that
China will make a quantum leap in the
modern era, and, taking such consider-
ations into account, China is the potential
third voice in international-security policy-
making. (Even the Federal Republic of
Germany has a greater impact than France
on alliance policy and disarmament diplo-
macy, and its involvement in thé interna-
tional nuclear trade and its space-research
activities based in Zaire merit attention.)
The rest of the world does not count at
present in nuclear and military strategy,
but it does count in UN diplomacy - and
this is a marginal factor the superpowers
consider.

Some movement
To date there has been some movement in
the CTB debate, but the superpowers
have not conceded anything of substance,
except that the Soviet Union is now will-
ing to accept a non-universal treaty and
thereby give China a chance to continue
its military testing while Soviet testing is
suspended for three to five years. The
Soviet-Chinese military gap is immense,
and on a military basis cannot be bridged.
So banning all tests is really a political
decision, and the underlying Soviet mo-
tives could include the following.

First, a moratorium can help develop
intelligence about Chinese intentions by

4
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Moratorium
helps leaders
to negotiate
with military
bureaucracies

giving China an opportunity to increase,
decrease or suspend its nuclear-testing
program during the life of the superpower
agreement. Secondly, the moratorium pe-
riod can be an offer- of time to China to
develop its idisarmament policy; the un-
derlying expectation is that China will do
something with this time rather than
merely keep criticizing the superpowers.
Thirdly, as noted earlier, the moratorium
period helps the political'leaders to nego-
tiate with their military bureaucracies and
other sectors in the domestic debates.
Fourthly, at the intergovernmental level
of perception, it can be argued that a
number of factors work against an Amer-
ican decision to .move quickly-towards a
CTB: (1) The United States has more
"pull" than the Soviet Union to set the
pace of negotiations in the latter and to
accelerate. the conversion of China to the
disarmament persuasion; conversely, the
Soviet leaders have less chance of con-
verting the Americans and the Chinese
permanently to a test-ban position. (2)
Because of the absence of consensus in the
American foreign-policy and security com-
munities, the Soviet Union (the Soviet
experts say) has to live with the prospect
of prolonged negotiation until the U.S.
can make up its mind about a permanent
ban. These factors thus recommend the
utility of moratorium as a time-buying
activity in superpower relations.

There is an additional explanation.
To avoid accepting the blame for failure
in the eyes of the Third World and of
American audiences, the Soviet Union
made its November 1977 concession on
PNEs with a view to putting the ball in
the American court. The premise is that
the American debate about a CTB has
yet to emerge publicly and the high vis-
ibility given to SALT II in American
politics does not denote the absence of a
CTB debate. Even the verificatiori issue

is unsettled in American politics, though
it appears to be a marginal issue in tri-
partite debate. Furthermore, there is a
larger question among Washington in-

siders whether the U.S. ought even to
negotiate with (as distinct from talk to)
Moscow. The argument is that American
military technology is superior to Soviet
technology, the Soviet economy faces in-
surmountable difficulties in the foresee-
able future, and the Soviet Union is an
expansionist regime with the outlook of
the principality of Muscovy in the fif-
teenth century. Hence no real settlement
with Moscow is possible and arms-control
agreements create a false sense of security
and a false expectation that nuclear dis-
armament is possible.
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A fnrmirlah1P tack

In this perspective, the task before S'We
strategists is a formidable one - viz.,pritr
to convert the Americans - to recogni^llin.;
the use of a permanent ban on testing iri
then to have them induce a ohang^i1irf
Chinese thinking to facilitate its e^s t
into the disarmament debate. Brezhnrrna
November 1977 announcement had, tl
fore, little to do with PNEs but a loéc^i
do with Soviet relations with the U.S,farni
China. Underlying the linkage of r<im
United States and China in Soviet ri
armament diplomacy is the opinion Vo^rl
the key to change in Peking's forEion
policy orientation lies in committingpnfé
U.S. to the idea of a comprehensive le (I
ban and then moving to involve Chinent il
that agreement. hird

Underlying this approach is the aea^c
ception in Moscow that the main probtisar
of China is internal. Until China's pô d;i
struggle is settled, it needs an exte42>
threat to justify its current military +ttiAe
foreign-policy orientation. For Sovietiriira
perts it is not a question of who the lea;i^`n ;-
is, as long as he is powerful and is
to commit China to involvement in Kera
policy debate on international sec&ir{ll^'
So, when the power structure in ChiOllun
ûrmly established, the Chinese will ;_ I

to think of their national interests?il{ft
which perspective Sino-Soviet relat'tnake
are not permanently hostile. The proAnen,ta
of reaching this conclusion is likely tof0re^g
slow. Militarily, China can be disregarCar

b t " t h . 1

e

by the Soviet Umon u, smce i as r
capacity to do political harm, " Sino-o,^e
adjustment is needed. One approach V-trent
encourage the Chinese leaders to indicM'f he
their willingness to join the CTB w}^'cli.a
they have reached a certain level of derFraciu
opment in their military technology al'"hit

their force structure. 01:34-11

Soviet disarmament diplomacy â
not rely only on American assistance, ;
Soviet/Third World connections are h,
ful. Encouraging China to come out of
self-imposed isolation in internationri
security policy by participating in intLT(
national-disarmament diplomacy is
opportunity and a danger for China. By
support' for disarmament would win ^
plause in the Third World, but there, At !,t
also danger: China could lose the opf'^laok
tunity to quickly militarize itself and f lea^
win a seat at the superpower table Q', Si^t
thereby realize its potential as the tb iden
major voice in international-security P., ^r^11^t

icy-making. To some extent, the gaule ' Zi(re
"zero-sum" because a China moving Pre,
wards superpower status is likely to tit f
its credentials in the Third World. Tor, ag^
China can blur the choices because it';



?ecently entered the UN and needs
before Sjmc>;(Q shape its diplomacy and make a

opinion Vorld behaviour at the recent special ses-

ie - viz., K^n tri bution. But once the novelty of
o recogn,,iriâ's presence -in the UN wears off
n testing hinâ will eventually have to support
a changhird World disarmament positions vis-à-

^te its eis i tie nuclear-weapon states in the dis-
_. Brezhj,rrnament field.
it had, tl The issue is becoming a practical one
but a leVciûse Third World nations have finally
the U.S,^arnt the art of working together, of com-
cage of xcrnnsing to establish a united front

Soviet û rzidst the nuclear-weapon states. Third

ig's foreion 6n disarmament and in international-
zmittingonférence diplomacy reveals this fact. At
hensive lie disarmament session, the subject was
Ive Chinr'entilated at the highest level and the

!hiril World pressure on the nuclear-

i is the eailon states increased. The session made
ain prohfisanmament a big issue in UN diplomacy
iina's prtnd another such session is likely in 1981-
an exte^^, at which time the nuclear-weapon
ailitary 4=1tés will again have to explain their dis-

Sovietirmament record. Since China has also
D the le,,;tgnéd the final document, which em-
and is ohti4izes the importance of vertical-pro-
lent in !iteration control, China may at that
11 secut'imc^ find itself on the other side of the
in Chin^^^tindary.
a will " It is possible, however, that the Soviet

iterests-^hitü on PNEs in November 1977 will

t relat"nake no difference because the funda-
'he pro!!Mentals in the American security and
ikely toforeign-policy debate are unsettled in the
lisregarQar^er Administration. One voice in the
it has ^^érican debate asserts that the U.S.,

iino-SoAkeJWestern Europe and Japan, ought to
roach is4rengthen the practices and institutions
to indic!'f peace and of economic and cultural
TB w^excfiange so that the Soviet system is

I of devgraclually reformed from within and the

ology !l'^;hits of peaceful competition and ex-
^C:hange are gradually institutionalized.

nacy
tance,
are h B6 ®k review
out of

The opposing voice says that disharmony
between- the superpowers is the natural
and permanent condition in their rela-
tions, and détente is a waste of time, since
it creates a false sense of security and it
is much neater to fight a Cold War or to
prepare for one than to prepare or practise
peace. At present there is no one in the
United States, including President Carter
and his adviser Zbigniew Brzezinski, who
can synthesize ideas and policies and
settle the debate. The negotiating con-
text for the CTB will, therefore, probably
remain mixed and inconclusive with regard
to the settlement of the premises.

In conclusion, a finite CTB agree- Agreement
ment is unlikely to settle the central is- unlikely
sues but it will create the "cosmetic" effect to settle
of movement, if not achievement. China central issues
is unlikely to join the CTB, and, there is
sympathy for its position because of its
problem with Soviet Union and because
of its inexperience with international-con-
ference diplomacy. India is important for
"cosmetic" reasons, but it is suspicious
of the CTB. The temptation to take a seat
at the table by signing a moratorium, and
thereby to acquire the right to consider
the future of the moratorium a few years
hence (in return for Indian acceptance of
full-scope safeguards), is a weak bargain
that does not appeal to a self-contained
India today. The real debate is still bila-
teralized, and this requires clarification
about the effects of the American debate
on the Soviet debate and vice-versa. The
CTB could symbolize the taking of a step
towards disarmament, but it is likely that
the principals are not yet ready to aban-
don all their options. The CTB debate has
consequently little to do with PNEs and
with the goal of nuclear disarmament and
a lot to do with intra-élite debates in the
U.S.A. and the U.S.S.R.

r^ntint^^ldmann's Jewish
y is

paradox
3hina. By Sidney Freifeld

win

there^A t the age of 84, Nahum Goldmann can prime and successful negotiator - and theze opp
lf look back on a crowded career as a Jewish Memorial Foundation .for Jewish Culture,

and lea^er extraordinary; at one in the as well as several lesser offices. This may
the a^;

G Y, period
the tb {tles, he held simultaneously the pres- explain why, when Pope John wanted to

i(lencres of the World Jewish Congress,irity
which be helped to found, the World Mr Freifeld, an officer of the Department

garrie Zi^hist Organization, the Conference of of External Affairs since 1947, retired in
wing prsidents of Major Jewish Organizations, 1975. His last post was Ambassador to
1. To th iConference on Jewish Material Claims Colombia and Ecuador. The views expres-

se it aglinst Germany - for which he was the sed here are those of the author.
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Goldmann
a provocative
dissenter

talk with a Jewish leader, he sent his
confessor, Cardinal Bea, to Goldmann and
the ,Cardinal said: "It's hard _to negotiate
with the Jews, because one does notknow
who best represents `them. For us, there
is the Vatican; for the Protestants, there
is the World Couri çil of Churches; but
when I investigated the present-day struc-
tures of Jewry ... it was so complicated
that I asked other Jesuits for advice.
They told me that you were the ideal man
to see, particularly the Pope of the Jews!"

If his awesome list of positions should
convey the impression that Dr Goldmann
has been a stodgy figurehead of the Jewish
establishment, this book quickly reveals
him as a provocative dissenter from a
number of Israeli policies and as a gadfly
who seemed to . derive satisfaction from
raising hackles and playing the maverick.
During his lifetime he achieved the not
inconsiderable feat of being attacked at
the same time by Zionists and anti-
Zionists, and by Israeli officialdom as
well as the Diaspora establishment. In
more recent years, during which he ap-
pears to have mellowed not at all, he has
not hesitated to criticize domestic ten-
dencies within Israel and, more conspic-
uously, important aspects of Israel's
foreign policy - in particular, its posture
towards the Arab world. He was critical
of Henry Kissinger's step-by-step negotia-
tions following Egypt's 1973 attack on
Israel, and he expressed preference - this
was before Camp , David - for seeking a
general settlement through the Geneva
conference that was then being considered.
He wanted the Israelis to commit them-
selves to evacuating the occupied ter-
ritories, while "the Arabs must formally
recognize the Jewish state". He feels, how-
ever that division of Jerusalem would be
"intolerable" and that "a solution accept-
able to all the different peoples and reli-
gions would have to be found".

Dr Goldmann has frequently drawn
the ire of Israeli leaders for his forays into
sensitive fields. At one time after 1967,
he was reported as about to meet with
Nasser and later with President Sadat;
more recently, he has been reported as
willing to meet with Yasser Arafat. He
comes down especially hard on his old
friend David Ben Gurion, a "clever, bril-
liant man, who had a statesman's per-
spective and the admiration of a man like
de Gaulle," but who "never forgives a
defeat, never forgets a humiliation, and
always wants to exact revenge". Gold-
mann was often critical of Ben Gurion's
policies towards the Arab world.

This volume is replete with Dr Gold-
mann's obiter dicta: on the the deficien-

cies of a world organized on the basi;
nation states, the sins of the super-po^,
and the virtues of neutralism for
and of a confederation of states et I"ari

nIanh
Middle East. He defines a politicio ,,,ut.]
one who takes account only of what
supporters want, and a statesman as rep3
who is concerned also with the needs^ ii
his adversaries because they are the
ple he must settle with. In his vl'
Israeli negotiators have to learn that^,rie
one is ever altogether right; absolute
tuations do not exist because the absoh4;r,,
is impossible to, reach. He is unhap^J),i3
that, because of the warsimposed upor
Israel had to start its existence as a st'
by concentrating on physical power ,'
also because, convinced of its own rig]
it often overlooks those of its adversai
and weakens its position in the eyes
the world.

What Dr 'Goldmann fears for ,
Jews, is not another holocaust but
loss of their heritage, "not murder
suicide". Jewish youth, he believes, iie'
a challenge: "To build an Israel whic}i
not content with having the best arm3
the Near East . . . which concentrt
instead on religious, cultural and so
creativity". He would like to see wc
Jewry, inspired by an Israel of peace t
justice, become a champion of the -
against poverty, illiteracy and inequal
demanding the abolition of the sovere"
state and the establishment of peace.I

When he founded the World Jew'
Congress 40 years ago, Dr Goldmann',
came a bête noire to some Jews in
West, who feared the Congress znii'
prejudice their struggle for equality
their own countries and wanted to fi'
stall any resurgence, of age-old charges,
conspiracy. Today the WJC stands
a wider acceptance of the view that Je
in many countries may have common,
terests and concerns, and that it is natu
that they should organize to advance th-

During a hectic life of considera
attainment, Dr Goldmann has dealt w
many of the world's leaders, from Ch.'
chill, Attlee, Roosevelt and Acheson
Pope Paul VI, Adenauer, Brandt, 7
and Ceausescu - and also, during '
Thirties, an emissary from the Hapsbi.,
family, who came to him with a sche
to enlist Jewish support for the restorat ,
of the monarchy, in return for which tY
would grant haven for Germany's 700,('
Nazi-endangered Jews in Austria, whi
the Hapsburgs believed, would therebÿ '
gain economic prosperity and cultural P)
eminence. Dr Goldmann expresses
decided preference for dealing with ",
ceptional persons", who, by his ovyn
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of .self through the utterances of contem-
poraries is narcissistic or reveals some
deep-seated insecurity, it needlessly tar-
nishes his image if not the record of his
accomplishment.

This lively volume is a good transla-
tion from the French original, but is
marred by a number of typographical er-
rors and editorial blemishes, e.g.: "I knew
Gromyko well when he was in office."

Goldman, Nahum. The Jewish paradox.
Translated by Steve Cox. New York: 1978.
Fred Gordon Books/Grosset & Dunlap.
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Treaty Information

Bilateral

Egypt, Arab Republic of

Development Loan Agreement between the

Government of Canada and the Government
of the Arab Republic of Egypt

Cairo, December 21, 1978

In force December 21, 1978

European Space Agency
Agreement between Canada and the Euro-
pean Space Agency concerning Co-operation

Montreal, December 9,1978

In force December 9, 1978
With effect from January 1, 1979

France
Agreement on Mutual Assistance between
Canada and France for the Prevention,
Investigation and Suppression by the Cus-
toms Administration of . Both Countries of
Customs Offences

Paris, January 9, 1979

Iran

Exchange of Notes constituting an Agree-
ment between the Government of Canada
and the Government of Iran concerning Visa
Requirements for Non=immigrants

Tehran, November 2, 1978
In force December 1, 1978

Italy

Agreement on Social Security between Can-
ada and Italy

Toronto, November 17, 1977
Instruments of Ratification exchanged

December 28, 1978
In force January 1, 1979

Korea, Republic of
Exchange of Notes constituting an Agree-
ment between the Government of Canada
and the Government of the Republic of
Korea concerning Textile Restraints

Ottawa, December 13, 1978
In force January 1, 1979

United States of America.
Exchange of Notes between the Government
of Canada and the Government of the United
States of America constituting an Agreement
concerning the Establishment, Maintenance
and Operation of four OMEGA Navigation
Monitoring Stations in Canada

Ottawa, July 26 and December 20, 1978
In force December 20, 1978

Exchange of Notes between the Government
of Canada and the Government of the United
States of America constituting an Agreement
amending the Technical Regulations an-
nexed to the Agreement between Canada
and the United States of America for Pro-
motion of Safety on the Great Lakes by
Means of Radio, 1973
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Ottawa, December 29, 1978
In force December 29, 1978
With effect from February 1, 1979

Exchanges of Notes (June 30, 1953)

Canada and the United States of
constituting an Agreement concernii
Installation of an Oil Pipeline from
to Fairbanks, Alaska

Ottawa, June 30, 1953
In forceJune 30, 1953
Amended by Exchange of Notes Mali

1960
Amended by Exchange of Notes Ap;

1962
Canadian Notice of Termination of.j

ment dated January 12, 1979, r`
effective January 12, 1980

Multilateral

Protocol Extending the Arrangemen
garding International Trade in TE
(Subject tothe following declaration)

"In depositing this Instrument of 1
tance, the Government of Canada dE
as follows:

This acceptance is made taking in
count the confirmation, by all Part
the Protocol egtending the Arrang
regarding International Trade in To
of the understandings set forth in th
clusions adopted by the Textiles Co.
tee on December 14, 1977, a copy of
is attached to the Protocol."

Done at Geneva December 14, 1977

Entered into force January l,'1978

Canada's Instrument of Acceptano
posited October 24, 1978

Entered into force for Canada Octob
1978

Final Acts of the World Administ
Radio, Conference for the Planning d
Broadcasting-Satellite Service in Freq
Bands 11.7-12.2 GHz (in Regions 2 an
and 11.7-12.5 GHz in (Region 1), Ge
1977

Done at Geneva, February 13, 1977
Canada's Instrument of Approval d

ited at Geneva,:December 13, 1978
Entered into force January 1, 1979

Convention on Future Multilateral a
eration in the Northwest Atlantic Fisb

Signed at Ottawa, October 24, 1978
Canada's Instrument of Ratification

posited November 30, 1978
Entered into force January 1, 1979

CORRIGENDUM: The first treaty listed a
"Multilateral" in the November/Deco
1978 issue of International Perspec
should read as follows (corrections shon
italics) :

Adopted at New Delhi, Novembra
cember 1956; revised Apri124, 1963,
Apri114-17,1969

Entered into force May 10; 1958
Canada's Instrument of Accession d^

ited October 24, 1978
Entered into force for Canada Octob^

1978

Y,
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anada's disarmament initiatives
mark return to active role

by William Epstein

T};E ,. ear 1978 marked a turning-point in Canadian

1,lisâ,i?iament policy. Canada had long been a sup-

^^nricr of disarmament and,.because of its wartime

rolé in helping to produce the first American atomic
had been an active participant in all the UN

ayE concerned with negotiating disarmament. But

s ;ti''iF nt years Canada has played a much less active

col f^. For more than a decade Canada had presented
iver t,,, ;,,,w major concrete proposals, being content to
to: lèâL c the initiatives to the two superpowers, which

ffice 4 tivé;re mainly interested in collateraI measures of arms

cAtrol rather than in disarmament measures that
^Yoûld really reverse the arms race. The activist non-

i)7n^d and Third World countries such as Mexico,
rl +n, Yugoslavia, and, to a lesser extent, India and

others made valiant and determined efforts to
çn^ rc that the disarmament negotiations were con-

-, t-(l with substantial measures of real disarmament,
lis" V: ith little success.

During the.same period, despite the achievement
o' eight multilateral treaties and a dozen bilateral
1i ierican-Soviet treaties and agreements mainly

ving to do with SALT, the arms race was neither
'I oralted nor even slowed. Indeed, it has accelerated in

an }}1 th its quantitative and qualitative aspects.
an !,'or example, in the last 17 years world military

^^! c^rnditures have increased from about $100 billion
i, ï, Cur to more than $400 billion. Even allowing for

epi< <^lation and the lessened value of the dollar, this
rtr, -ents a startling increase in terms of constant

thtJ: 1}'11ars. When the SALT talks began in 1969, the
enta[ lited States and the Soviet Union possessed, in all,

er than 3,000 strategic nuclear-missile warheads.
day they have a total of some 15,000 deliverable

f^ategic-missile warheads.
The most important and dangerous side of the

ms race is the technological or qualitative aspect,
It^rticularly in offensive weapons. According to various
fcial government estimates, from 25 per cent to 50
per cent of the scientific, engineering and technological
?nanpower of the industrialized states, and 40 per cent
{}i all research and development spending, are devoted
^ military purposes. So rapid is the pace of the tech-
rzological arms race that some scholars believe that, if
t?le number of weapons were redùced by 20 per cent
a'vear (i.e. not in.absolute terms but by 20 per cent of

the declining balance) for the next five years, that
would not by itself serve to halt the arms race or
really reduce the killing power of the. military arsenals
of the two superpowers.

It is a disturbing fact that, if all the arms-control
negotiations now proceeding at SALT, the Geneva
Disarmament Conference, the mutual force reduction
talks in Vienna, and the several other negotiations
now under way, were to succeed in their immediate
objectives, that would not result in significantly slow-
ing down the arms race. The slow pace of disarmament
negotiations lags far behind the speed of advancing
military technology. The world is on the verge of a
new, technological explosion in both nuclear and con-
ventional weaponry, and nuclear proliferation and
possible nuclear terrorism loom as increasing threats..

Strategy of suffocation
It was, no doubt, growing concern about the continu-
ing nuclear-arms race and the threat that it posed for
both human survival and human welfare that led to
à reawakening - of Canadian interest and efforts to
halt what has been aptly described as this "mad race
to oblivion".

A group of consultant experts was established by
the Department of External Affairs at the end of 1977
to help prepare the Canadian position for the UN
Special Session on Disarmament in the spring of 1978.
Mr Trudeau chose the special session as the first occa-
sion in his ten years as Prime Minister to appear
before the United Nations. In his address to the
General Assembly on May 26, 1978, he outlined a new
"strategy of suffocation ... to halt the arms race in
the laboratory". The importance of this major initia-
tive merits its reproduction at some length. The Prime

Mr Epstein is, a Special Fellow of the United Nations
Institute for Training and Research and a Killam
Visiting Fellow at the University of Calgary. He was
formerly Director of Disarmament A ff airs in the UN
Secretariat and was a special adviser to the Canadian
delegation to the thirty-third session of the General
Assembly. He is the author of The Last Chance:
Nuclear Proliferation and Arms Control (1976). The
views expressed in this article are those of Mr Epstein.
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Minister said:
The conclusion I have reached is that the best way
of arresting the dynamic of the nuclear-arms race

may be by a strategy of suffocation, by depriving
the arms race of the oxygen on which it feeds. This
could be done by a combination of four measures.
Individually, each of these measures has been part
of the arms-control dialogue for many years. It is in
their combination that I see them as representing
a more coherent, a more efficient and a more prom-
ising approach to curbing the nuclear-arms race.
The measures I have in mind are:
First, a comprehensive test ban to impede the fur-
ther development of nuclear-explosive devices. Such
a ban is currently under negotiation. It has long
been Canada's highest priority. I am pleased that
the efforts of Canada's representatives and those of
other countries stand a good chance of success
during 1978. The computer can simulate testing
conditions up to a point. But there is no doubt in
my mind that a total test ban will represent a real
qualitative constraint on weapons development.
Secondly, an agreement to stop the flight-testing of
all new strategic-delivery vehicles. This wouldcom-
plement the ban on the testing of warheads. I am
satisfied that, in the present state of the art, such
an agreement can be monitored - as it must be -
by national technical means.
Thirclly, an agreement to prohibit all production of
fissionable material for weapons purposes. The
effect of this would be to set a finite limit on the
availability of nuclear-weapons material. Such an
agreement would have to be backed up by an
effective system of full-scope safeguards. It would
have the great advantage of placing nuclear-weapon
states on a much more comparable basis with non-
nuclear-weapon states than they have been thus
far under the dispensations of the Non-Prolifera-
tion Treaty.

Fourthly, an agreement to limit and then progres-
sively to reduce military spending on new strategic
nuclear-weapon systems. This will require the de-
velopment of the necessary openness in reporting,
comparing and verifying such expenditures.
A strategy of suffocation ... will have a real and
progressive impact on the development of new
strategic-weapons systems. It will have that impact
in three ways: by freezing the available amount of
fissionable material; :by preventing any technology
that may be developed in the laboratory from being
tested; and by reducing the funds devoted to
military expenditure.

The second of the four points calling for a ban
on flight-testing of all new strategic-delivery vehicles
was completely•new. Although various proposals had
been proposed from time to time to halt the produc-
tion of new strategic nuclear weapons, this was the
first time that any official proposal had been made in

the United Nations for a ban on flight-testing. S
a ban is essential as a practical way of stopping
development and production of new nuclear-wea
systems.

It was not, of course, possible for the sp6
session to give full consideration to this new Cana
initiative, but it did decide that the various propo
presented to the session should be transmitted to k
appropriate deliberative and negotiating organs dfliii^ers "
ing with disarmament for further and more thor ^?n`le p
study. Among the list of these, specific reference n4:tivé
made to the "Proposals by Canada for the implemt7,
tation' of a strategy of suffocation of the nuc
arms race". ^ tiq^

In addition to this reference, the Final Docuiilt'
of the special session contained language that
similar in its intent o e strategy of suffocaf'
Paragraph 50 called for the "cessation of the qu
tive improvement and development of nuclear-wea^^ ^ i)']
systems" and the "cessation of the production of ^. bot
types of nuclear weapons and their means of delivE sfinding
and the production of fissionable material for wea; `( ^ tinue
purposes". Paragraph 51 called for "the cessation It The
nuclear-weapon testing by allstates within the frur ed t
work of an effective nuclear disarmament proces A gentin
Paragraph 89 called for "gradual reduction of milit4 a, in

^, nsoreibudgets on a mutually agreed basis".
^-On June 30, 1978, at the conclusion of the spec 1
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Assembly in the fall of 1978, Mr Pearson took persob^ C4-off n

stated in Parliament that he had "started a nf
mechanism in Canada and the department to di,
with disarmament questions". On July 13 _ he
nounced the creation of a new'Office_of the Adviser !
Disarmament and Arms Control Affairs in the depar ^^
ment, with Mr Geoffrey Pearson appointed as LiJO
armament Adviser. In addition to acting as princij
adviser on disarmament policy and beingresponsifl,
for following up the decisions of the special session,
was charged with strengthening Canada's role in f^
negotiations and with encouraging research and st;r,
ulating public information activities in relation
disarmament.

At the thirty-third regular session of the Genet

charge of the disarmament work of the Canadi
delegation and two of the members of the origiq
consultative group of disarmament experts were a
pointed to the delegation as special advisers.

General Assembly
Since this session followed so soon after UNSSOD, i
work and tone were largely determined by the spec
session. As.had been decided by the special sessia:
the First Committee devotedits full time solely
disarmament and-related international security qu
tions and 45, resolutions were adopted; about dou6
the number in recent years. The debates, althou
dealing with a number"of highly controversial subject
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g. SB somewhat lower-keyed than in the past because
ping ie absence of any competitive proposals, by the
-wea superpowers and also because the issues had been

spe
ana
ropo

d to
ns c Îv'7dership. The United States did not undertake a
or ti gle positive initiative and frequently adopted a

ncE 1 tiveattitude to many of the initiatives of others.
7 Soviet Union took two initiatives (on security

antees and on the non-stationing of nuclear

cum
at
cat

i tiv pons) that were mainly propaganda efforts, andnd
roo maintained a largely negative stance on the

zlly thrashed out during the special session.
The session engaged in a thorough and generally
tructive discussion of substantive issues but it did

é to advance the results of the special session.
United States and Soviet Union provided no real

osals put forward by other states.

France continued ° the role it began at UNSSOD
taking an active part in the session, but China
inized its previous role of minimal participation,

^nd both France and China maintained their long-
Clive-s, Arling positions ' that gave them a free hand to
eapc` «^r lue to build up their nuclear arsenals.
tror ^A'he non-aligned and Third World countries con-
frai düûol the active rolethey had played at UNSSOD.

oce^ A? ' >> dna, India, Mexico, Nigeria, Sweden and Yugo-
lht in particular, took a number of initiatives and

5pônsored or co-sponsored many resolutions.
spec :;4
Aff^ E âllow-up

ada played a more active role than for many years
co-sponsorednine resolutions. For the first time
ore than a$ecade, it launched a major initiative

P J presenting the resolution on thP nrn}'iihüinn nf

lep "p4duction of fissionable material for weapons pur-
s L' Poses. This was afollow.-up of the third'point of Prime
rncij, - ^ . ister Trudeau's "strategy of suffocation". The
)nsi'! ^£.naoian proposal, as was indicatéd by the Prime
ion, ^T nisier, was important both as a measure for limit
in ri the nuclear-arms race and for preventing the
st.! fùrther proliferation of nuclear weapons. The U.S.S.R.

on k}' jwever, opposed it as not going far enough since it
^ (1i^I not also call for a cut-off of production of nuclear

ene
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apons. Although the U.S. had proposed such a
tIt-off more than 20 years earlier, and had vigor-
ûsly supported it for several years, the issue had lain

4rmant for ten years. The U.S. was no longer a
ïtrong advocate of the idea, but it did vote for
Ott Canadian proposal, which was co-sponsored by
A stralia, Austria, Bolivia, Denmark, Ireland, the
^^rtherlands, New Zealand, Nigeria, Norway, Roma-
P;a and Sweden.
'[lhe resolution as adopted reads:
I The General Assembly,
Conscious that effective measures on a universal
basis are necessary in order to facilitate the process
of nuclear disarmament and the eventual complete

l mination of nuclear weapons,
''>nUinced that efforts to halt and reverse the

nuclear arms race will facilitate the prevention of
the proliferation of nuclear weapons and other
nuclear explosive devices,
Considering that the acceptance by all States of
binding and verifiable controls in the form of full
scope safeguards, on a non-discriminatory basis, on
all production of fissionable material, so as to
ensure that it is not used for nuclear weapons or
other nuclear explosive devices, would contribute
towards the efforts to promote non-proliferation,
limit further production of nuclear weapons and
facilitate nuclear disarmament,
Noting with satisfaction that the General Assembly
at its tenth special session recognized, in paragraph
50 of its Final Document, that the achievement of
nuclear disarmament would require, inter alia, the
urgent negotiation of an agreement, at an appro-
priate stage and with adequate measures of verifi-
cation satisfactory to the States concerned, on the
cessation of the production of fissionable material
for weapons purposes,

Prime Minister Trudeau addressed the United Nations
Special Session on Disarmament on May 261978.
In his speech, he advocated a "strategy of suffocation"
as a means of achieving progress in disarmament.
He is seen here at the podium of the Assembly.
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Requests the Committee on Disarmament, at an
appropriate stage of its pursuit of proposals con-
tained in the Programme of Action adopted by the
tenth special session, to consider urgently the ques-
t.ion of an adequately verified cessation and prohibi-
tion of the production of fissionable material for
weapons purposes and other nuclear explosive de-
vices and to keep the General Assembly informed
of the progress of that consideration.

The resolution was adopted by 108 votes in
favour, ten against (the Soviet bloc, except for Roma-
nia) and 16 abstentions (including France, India and
Argentina). China did not participate. This large
affirmative vote should encourage the Canadian del-
egation to pursue the matter actively when the new
Committee on Disarmament begins its work in Geneva
in 1979.

A çomprehensive test ban to prevent the develop-
ment of nuclear-explosive devices was the first of
Trudeau's four points and a long-standing Canadian
policy. Canada, therefore, also supported the Indian
proposal calling for a moratorium on testing nuclear
weapons and explosive devices, and co-sponsored the
New Zealand resolution calling for a comprehensive
test-ban treaty as a matter of the highest priority,
which could be considered at a resumed session of
the present General Assembly in 1979. The Indian
resolution was adopted by a vote of 130 (including
the U.S.S.R.) to two (China and France), with eight
abstentions (including the U.S.A. and Britain). The
New Zealand resolution was adopted by a vote of 134
to one (China), with five abstentions (including
France). Since the U.S.A., Britain and the U.S.S.R.
are making progress in their tripartite negotiations
for a comprehensive test ban, there is hope that agree-
ment on this measure of disarmament may be achieved
during 1979.

Although no specific or formal proposals were
made concerning a$ight-test ban, Mr Pearson re-
ferred to it in his statement in the First Committee
on November 21, 1978, as a "useful and feasible way
to seek to curtail the qualitative aspects of the arms
race". Mexico once again submitted its usual resolu-
tion on SALT which, inter alia, stressed the need for
qualitative limitations on strategic armsand regretted
the delay in achieving a SALT agreement. Canada
supported the Mexican resolution, which was adopted
by a vote of 127 to one, with ten abstentions (includ=
ing the U.S.A., the U.S.S.R., Britain and France).
China did not participate.

In addition, Sweden initiated a proposal for the
preparation of a new comprehensive report on nuclear
weapons, whereby experts would, inter alia, study
trends in the technological development of nuclear-
weapon systems and the implications for international
security as well as for negotiations on disarmament
of the continued quantitative increase and qualitative
improvement and development of nuclear-weapon sys-

Ottawa, December 29, 1978
In force December 29, 1978
With effect from February 1, 1979

tems. Canada supported the Swedish study, which
approved by an overwhelming" vote of 117 to p
with 21 abstentions, although all the nuclear poi p 7s
abstained. The new study is closely related to ic `
concept of the ban on flight-testing and, if prot co
undertaken, it is bound to come to grips with i fl`d pl
question. It is hoped that Canada will name Qà ons
expert to participate in the study who will en a
that the flight-test ban is given the most carefiii auc Aar-'
thorough consideration. on

Canada also supported another Swedish res letA el"
tion which is intended to facilitate the, reductzon^os,ihte
military budgets by having a panel of `egperts c^^?Ihe
out a practical test of a proposed instrument u,ü pro
standardized reporting on the military egpendit ^, g t
of states. This pilot test study is related to p
helps to promote the fourth point in the strat^ed
of suffocation. ^

Thus, in addition to the main Canadian effori
support of the cut-off, the other three points in
strategy were all covered in greater or less degree rej
the groundwork was laid for further steps towai
their future implementation.

Other measures

A total of 16. resolutions, the largest number on
substantive matter, dealt with nuclear disarmani
which confirmed the decision of the special ses^
that nuclear disarmament must be given the hig
priority.

The question of the use or non-use of nucl
weapons was a prominent -item at this session of
General Assembly. One resolution, initiatedby In
declared that the use. of nuclearweapons would b
violation of the Charter of the United Nations as
a crime against humanity and that the use of nucl
weapons should therefore be prohibited pend^
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nuclear disarmament. The resolution also req^rest%a?^t wit
all states, in particular the nuclear-weapon states, at -^lropos

f^alliucle^
^n.eari
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ance of nuclear. war, in order that the question of , 5<<dep
international convention, or some other agreemer^n(luding
on the subject might be discussed at that sessia•11{^4parti
The resolution was adopted by a vote of 103 to ^ S,111C
(all the NATO powers including Canada) with o>» Mal
abstentions (the Soviet bloc and a few others) , Ch t^lf bt^i

did not participate in the vote. l^e eith=

Another item dealing with the non-use of nlacl easy
weapons was put forward by the U.S.S.R. as a way reso:
promoting the idea of non-proliferation among no nnpo
nuclear states and also as a means of embarrassi

Lion ^the U.S.A. and its NATO allies. - It proposed
elaboration of a convention on strengthening gu
antees of the security: of non-nuclear states, whereb ,, .
the nuclear-weapon states would pledge not to use i
threaten to use nuclear weapons against non-nucl 'n3

submit to the Secretary-General; before the thu
fourth session of the General Assembly, propo
concerning the non-use of nuclear weapons and avoi
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4vhich`^ which renounce the production and acquisition
to nr

ar po

S.R. and Pakistan agreed to a compromise. Both

'd to ^iction or control. Pakistan proposed a counter-
prop convention whereby the nuclear-weapon states

with fl`d pledge not to use or'threaten to use nuclear
name eeà ons against non-nuclear-weapon states not par-
ill en^ o the nuclear-security arrangements of some
reful 4u ea_-weapon states; and whereby the nuclear-

^^^ r, a states would undertake to achieve the com-
h r( `let, elimination of nuclear , weapons in the shortest
uct^ ^' ;^ ^e time.
AS, he U.S. and its NATO allies were opposed to
ment proposals. The U.S. contented itself with pro-
endit^ôsng that the Security Council merely endorse the

to
strat

ovic.t resolution and France abstained. Both China

efforift-& not, however, press this suggestion to a vote;
Is m}sâil it done so, its proposal would probably have
gree rejected.
towwt 1In order to avoid a bruising showdown, the

é«,^o(J their draft resolutions to request that the
omn) ittee on Disarmament consider all the proposals

on a&,, without assigning priority to any. Both resolu-
nam adoptedpted by overwhelmingw

•
helm in

m
g majorities, , withhy
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higl^i^^ôar of the Soviet draft. China voted against the
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l- .,ance voted for the Pakistani resolution, but the
and the U.S.S.R. abstained. These votes well

;fr.-'Le the degree to which expediency, or their

clear weapons and which have no nuclear
as in their territory or anywhere under their

ed pledges made by the three nuclear powers at
pecial session in the spring, which were regarded

éss than satisfactory by the non-nuclear states.

dd b4ûrâi. i ,haal perceptions of their . interests, override

with
Chi

)ns a^ :.s of principle, particularly, but not solely,
nucl^67» _ the nuclear powers.
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Another Soviet initiative in the nuclear field
t with the stationing of nuclear weapons abroad..
roposed a resolution which, inter alia, called upon
uclear-weapon states to refrain from stationing
at weapons on the territories of states where

e are no such weapons at present. The resolution
adopted by 105 votes to 18 (all the NATO powers
uding Canada)_, with 12 abstentions. China did
participate in the vote.
Since Canada had decided not only to refrain
manufacturing or acquiring nuclear weapons for

lf but, in fact, also to withdraw from any nuclear
roté either for its forces in Europe orin Canada, it is

R^ e^isv to understand why it did not abstain onJ
Nolution rather than vote against it. While it is

oi impossible to do so, it is difficult to envisage other
n^v countries where the U.S.A. might need or want to
st^tion tiuclear, weapons in peacetime, and one can
only conclude that Canada voted as it did on grounds
?fasic NATO strategy and alliance solidarity.

The Assembly also adopted the usual resolutions
support of nuclear-weapon-free zones, namely

Protocols I and II of the Treaty of Tlatelolco, in
Africa, the Middle East, and South Asia, as well as
in the Indian Ocean (as a zone of peace). These
resolutions did not introduce important new elements
compared with the corresponding resolutions of
1977. Canada voted for all of them except the one on
the Indian Ocean, where it abstained together with
most of the Western powers, because of law-of-the-sea
considerations.

Canada co-sponsored a resolution on the prepara-
tion of a second review conference on the Non-
Proliferation Treaty in 1980. The resolution was
adopted by 122 votes to one with 16 abstentions
(including Argentina, Brazil, France, India, Israel,
Pakistan and Spain, none of which are parties to
the NPT). China did not participate.

Finally, a resolution was adopted on the initiative
of Iraq, co-sponsored by 38 Arab and some non-
aligned countries, which requested the Security Coun-
cil to call on all states under Chapter VII of the
Charter to halt the supply of all arms and military.
equipment, and all transfer of nuclear equipment,
material or technology to Israel. The vote was 72 to
30, with 37 abstentions, which was the smallest vote
received for an anti-Israel resolution in a number of
years. Canada, like the U.S.A., Britain, France and
most of the NATO countries voted against the
resolution.

Non-nuclear measures
'Somewhat surprisingly in view of the decisions of the
special session in this field, there was very little
discussion of conventional disarmament. One resolu-
tion was adopted by consensus as a follow-up to
previous ones on prohibitions or restrictions of use of
certain conventional weapons deemed to, be exces-
sively injurious or to have indiscriminate effects.

The Federal Republic of Germany initiated a
proposal, which Canada also co-sponsored, on con-
fidence-building measures. States were asked to con-
sider on a regional basis specific confidence-building
measures, and all states were invited to inform the
Secretary-General of their views on measures they
considered appropriate and feasible. The resolution
was adopted by 132 votes to none, with two absten-
tions. All nuclear powers voted in favour.

Belgium proposed a comprehensive study by the
Secretary-General with the assistance of governmental
experts on all aspects of regional disarmament. The
resolution was adopted by a vote of 93 to none, with
40 abstentions. Canada joined all the NATO powers
in the affirmative vote. The Soviet bloc and a number
of non-aligned states abstained.

As in previous years, the Assembly also adopted
by overwhelming majorities, including Canada,
Western- and Eastern-sponsored resolutions on the
prohibition of the development and manufacture of
new weapons of mass destruction. Two resolutions on
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chemical and biological weapons were adopted by
consensus, one calling for the early conclusion of
a convention on the prohibition of conventional
weapons and the other on the holding in 1980 of a
r2viéw. conference on the Convention on Biological
Weapons. Canada co-sponsored both resolutions.

This session of the General Assembly was also
highlighted by the approval of nine studies to be
undertaken by governmental and non-governmental
experts, by far the largest number ever approved, and
sorely needed in order to provide greater understand-
ing and wider knowledge of the subjects. Canada co-
sponsored two French resolutions for studies on an
international disarmament fund for development
and an international institute for disarmament re-
search; and voted in favour of the other seven dealing
with disarmament and development, disarmament and
international security, nuclear weapons, military
budgets, regional disarmament, an international satel-
lite-monitoring agency (also sponsored by France),
and the work of the Advisory Board on Disarmament
Studies.

In a vote that is somewhat strange to the author,
however, Canada joined the four nuclear powers and
some other Western states in abstaining on the deci-
sion (taken by a vote of 100 to ` none, with 23
abstentions) that the UN Secretariat . produce an
anti-war film at a cost of less than $200,000 -for
dissemination in schools and to the public.

Finally, in the field of information and publicity,
the Assembly: approved the guidlines prepared by

the Secretary-General for the establishment of a
program of 20 fellowships on disarmament, to be
started during the first half of 1979; set out. some
guidelines on the dissemination of information on the
arms race and disarmament; and adopted a resolution
on the implementation of a measure taken at the
tenth special session-namely, the proclamation of the
week starting on 24October of each year as a week
devoted to fostering the objective of disarmament.
All these resolutions were adopted by consensus.

Considerable attention was devoted by the
Assembly to the machinery for disarmament delib-
erations and negotiations. " Seven :resolutions were
adopted, including a decision to hold a second special
session on disarmament in 1982. These resolutions
dealt with: the agendas and work of the Disarmament
Commission and of the Committee on Disarmament;
the implementation of the Program of-Action adopted
by the special session and the elaboration of a com-
prehensive program of disarmament; the transmission
to the deliberative, negotiating"and studying organs
of the 33 proposals (including the Canadian one) sub-
mitted to the ""special session that were not fully
considered by it; the review of the membership of
the Committee on Disarmament; and the continuation
of the work of the Ad Hoc Committee on the World
Disarmament Conference.

Ottawa, December 29, 1978
In force December 29, 1978
With effect from February 1, 1979

Another agenda item that led to cônsidE
discussion was that dealing with the strengthenii
international security. Four proposals were subn
which were only tangentially related to disarma
rather than being directly concerned with the su6
They were: a Polish declaration on the prepaT
of societies for life in peace, which was a r,
lengthy propaganda document; a Guyanian resoii
on non-interference in the internal affairs of st
calling for the elaboration of a declaration on
subject; a Yugoslav omnibus resolution reaffi
the position of the non-aligned countries on a n
of previous UN resolutions on various problems
as colonialism, disarmament, the new internati
economic order, the Helsinki Final Act, the dis
tling of foreign bases, etc.; and a Venezuelan 1
lution on the situation in Nicaragua, expr
concern over the domestic situation there and
threat it "posed to the security of the'region.

The Polish resolution was adopted by an
unanimous vote, with only the U.S. abstaining . (
ada reluctantly voted for the Polish resolution,
plaining its reservations about the insufficient
phasis on human 'rights in the resolution and
constitutional problems involved for Canada.'
Guyanian resolution was also adopted by a large
firmative vote, but Canada abstained alongwith
NATO members. On the Yugoslav resolution,
U.S. and Israel voted "no" and Canada joined
other NATO powers in abstaining. The Venezu
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resolution was adopted by a somewhat smaller j}
jority, with Canada voting in the affirmative althe. i4l
the U.S., Britain and France abstained along wrtZ'I
number of African and other countries.

In general, the session may be regarded as aom,
structive but not particularly productive follow-at
UNSSOD (except, perhaps, in terms of the nurnbei't ti,
resolutions adopted! ). More countries than ever
fore, and in particular the smaller ones, became
tively involved in the disarmament work both
regards the debates and the sponsorship of resi,'
tions, whichmay indicate an increased interestl

disarmament in general and perhaps also their grea
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feeling of competence in the subject. While it is narï
possible to say that any specific or concrete meas o
of disarmament was brought nearer to achieE t^Iiosec
as a direct result of the session, the program of w 1
and studies outlined ^for the Committee on Disar, rlv u:
ment, the Disarmament Commission, the Secrets, , EP3unr
General and the member states will certainly N
them fully occupied during .the forthcoming year,
will provide new opportunities for real progress.

From the Canadian point of view the session tlt üeld,
especially noteworthy in that it marked the res '^ TI
tion by Canada of an active rolein the disarmam r^ore t
field and the taking of the first steps Along the ra ^e
of implementation of the new Canadian disarmam ^ le re;
policy set forth in the strategy of suffocation. rees
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anada, NATO and the neutron bomb

an mid-1977 to early 1978, the "neutron bomb"
a subject of widespread debate in Canada and

er countries of the North Atlantic Treaty Orga-
tion. The issue of deploying in Central Europe

érican enhanced-radiation warheads (ERW) for
Lance battlefield missile and -for the eight-inch
propelled cannon was _presented by NATO au-
ities in Brussels as one of military necessity,
ing from the superior offensive capacity of Warsaw
t armoured ground forces.
The weight of public opinion in this country and

éVewhere, however, turned decisively against deplôy-
t. ERW were viewed as dangerously provocative
risis situations, likely to cause escalation in the
nt of war, and in any case of dubious moral
racter.
This difference between what was said to be the

e by NATO authorities and what was judged to
the case by the general publicwas highlighted in
il 1978 when President Carter postponed the
duction and deployment of ERW. Did his change
ieart affect NATO one way or another? And how
the Government of Canada react?
Seven or eight defence ministers attend the

,iings of the NATO Nuclear Planning Group
PG), which are chaired by the Secretary-General
ATO. Iri 1977, the NPG appeared to be in favour

deploying ERW, but the United States wanted
licit governmental confirmation, from its main
es at least. There were several important and in-
uctivereasons for this caution.

In accepting' ERW, America's allies would be
epting for the first time nuclear weapons designed
Darily for close-range defensive nuclear war, as

posed. to crisis-deterrence, or wartime escalation to
e use of strategic forces.

Secondly, the military utility of ERW lay in their
riv use against concentrations of tanks and military
rauiznel. Efficient deployment and use would re-
ire initiatives by battlefield commanders, prompt
11lln•ization from political authorities, and probably

early use along the forward edge of the bat-
^':^ja.

Thirdly, these military dispositions, though not
17,ore than changes of degree in themselves, would

mrnence a shift in NATO strategy away from "flex-
le response" covered by American strategic nuclear
rces towards a form of 'forward defence dependent

By Hugh Macdonald

on nuclear firepower deployed within the theatre. The
United States would thereby gradually lessen its stra-
tegic liability to spread a war in Europe beyond the
region itself. ERW would facilitate this in a double
sense. The low blast effects of ERW would (sup-
posedly) "make it possible to save West Germany
without destroying it"; but at the same time it would
become possible to fight a "limited" nuclear war in
Europe while lessening the risk of escalation to inter-
continental nuclear systems.

Fourthly, the United States had begun to seek
allied understanding of the dynamics of theatre nu-
clear forces on both sides of the military balance in
Europe. American force-improvements in operation
since the early 1970s have been directed towards
a smaller arsenal of lower-yield (more "useable")
weapons. Soviet force-improvements have been to-
wards an increasingly large arsenal of not-so-low-
yield weapons. The interaction of these deployments
was revealed in the mid-Seventies, when a number of
analyses of force postures, weapons effects, budget-
ary trends, and Soviet and NATO options, suggested
that a hitherto presumed NATO advantage in theatre
nuclear systems probably had - or soon would - be-
come a crucial, perhaps decisive, initial disadvantage.
The most probable form of Soviet offensive would be-
come an armoured ground attack from "ready-to-go"
positions, initiated by selective nuclear pre-emption.

Finally, there was concern about the impact of
ERW on arms-control negotiations in Vienna, because
within NATO these involved a delicate balancing of
the interests of several major allies. Rapid moves to
deploy ERW would risk a collapse of consultation
within the alliance and set back arms control in
Europe; but too much time spent considering the
arms-control implications of ERW would crucially
delay short-run defensive improvements in NATO's
force posture.

Had these considerations been clearly presented
publicly, the neutron-bomb debate would have been
very different. The public would have become aware
for the first time that fundamental changes in Soviet-
American strategic deterrence had unfavourably

Dr Macdonald is Résearch Associate at The Centre
for Strategic Studies of the University of Alberta.
The views expressed here are those of Dr Macdonald.
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altered the strategic situation of Western Europe, and
that the stability of the military balance in that region
was now jeopardized more by regional nuclear options
- on both sides - than by Soviet tank numbers. Con-
sequently, ERW deployment would have appeared in
its proper context - as a palliative of NATO's con-
ventional weaknesses in the front line but, by the
same token, as a marginal addition to the nuclear
firepower already available in the region as a whole.

Sacrosa.nct doctrine

However, NATO's ten-year-old doctrine of "flexible
response", with its "built-in" assumption of escala-
tion dominance, remains sacrosanct. Thus, officially-
inspired press comment favouring ERW could not
emphasize their political-strategic context. Instead "
their battlefield "virtues" were stressed. ERW were
presented as "clean" because of low yields, low col-
latéral damage, relative absence of fissile by-products,
accuracy and lethalness against tank crews, and as
"just another weapon" with the unexceptionable qual-
ity of killing by massive doses of fast neutron radia-
tion. Moreover, NATO claimed that deploying ERW
would increase deterrence and would not lower the
"nuclear threshold".

ERW do have low yields, owing to miniaturiz-
ation and efficient engineering of the warhead. They
are less immediately destructive than equivalent-yield
fission (atomic) weapons, being based upon a pre-
dominant fusion (thermonuclear) reaction, which is
optimized to yield radiation over blast and heat. Be-
cause their radius of effect is greater for prompt
radiation than other effects, ERW detonated at spe-
cific burst-heights against given point targets can kill
military personnel without extensively damaging sur-
rounding structures - which low-yield fission weap-
ons cannot.

Other things being equal, there is no reason to
think that planning to destroy a tank offensive with
ERW rather than by other means would undermine
deterrence, which is a structural relation between
material capability and political credibility on both
sides of the East-West balance. To deploy ERW
alongside other capabilities and assert that their use
would be defence against armoured assault is per-
fectly believable. But ERW probably would lower the
"nuclear threshold", which is fundamentally deter-
mined by a political calculus of means and ends for
each side separately. If NATO deployed ERW, their
use in the event would be certain; but deploying ERW
for this obvious purpose would equally certainly re-
inforce the present Soviet emphasis upon nuclear pre-
emption. Thus ERW possess a limited but significant
military potential against concentrations of manned
vehicles and large-scale offensives; their deployment,
however, would exacerbate the dynamics of theatre
and regional nuclear systems, which are, in general,
significantly unfavourable to NATO.

Ottawa, December 29, 1978
In force December 29, 1978

With effect from February 1, 1979

Moreover, ERW require a small fission-tri
that in practice limits the proportion of prompt

I
t

diation to other effects to about 50:50; which mr^san
that collateral damage cannot be eliminated. A;4^
fast-moving and widely-dispersed targets, ERIV1R^
yield and low-blast combination would be inefl'ic^IIP^este
which might lead to heavier collateral damage t^"
use of fewer low-yield fission weapons. The partic16^ay

bu on
systems chosen for ERW are open to criticism; Lad. ee
allegedly has poor survival and command-and-con

f
^-ue P+,Stp

qualities, and is too expensive, while the arti ,,ffiltio
cannon lacks range compared with Soviet artill ^

o'viet r
The Pugwash Council has contradicted the claimt^^l^aie-ran
ERW are "clean", stating that "the neutron bo
would generate strong induced radioactivity by n
tron capture in the soil . . . and . . . long-las
somatic and genetic effects . .: cast grave doubts
the assertions . .. that its use would minimize k
to non-combatants". Finally, developments in r
conventional-weapons technology; such -as preci
guided anti-tank weapons, offer an alternative -
far more flexible - strategy of defence, which i\,
is anxious to exploit.

"Foxy" look
It is scarcely surprising that NATO's position loô'
"foxy" to the man in thestreet, to parliamentary ,
positions, to the press, to many academics and
course, to the dewy-eyed,idealists of the peace groi
A formidable barrage of counter-fact and option
soon set up against ERW.

Of all the claims made in public comment f,
ERW, it was the quasi-moral usage "clean" 14
provoked the greatest uproar. This epithet provi ,
a handle for a"moral" campaign against ERW.
cialist opinion in Europe;prompted by a Soviet c
paign of feigned distaste and heavy political innuemi
denounced ERW as instruments of capitalist class
terests for egterminating the masses while preservi
private property. Precisely why the masses in questi'
should be driving across West Germany in Sov'4
tanks, and why capitalist interests should choose ti
country to fight an aggressive war in defence of t,
vate property, were riddles that remained larg
unnoticed.

But, in any case, NATO's cumbersome machin,;
for political consultation was thrown well' and tn',
out of gear. From a mid-1977 position wherein, depl,
ment of ERW seemed agreed on by the main all
with others such as theDutch more or less oppos,
and yet others such as the. Canadians more or 1:F
undecided,public controversy delayed any final dE
sion at year-end NATO meetings. Then the Americ
position began to change. President Carter embarh
upon a complete, personal reconsideration - stron'
supported by "liberal" arms-control advisers - 8J
as the American position shifted, irritation rose
Europe, becoming quite pointedly public in Bonn.
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n to worry. He feared that ERWwould become;
nother technical "bargaining chip"in the stra-
arnls-limit.ation talks ( SALT) withtiut being

iyed, rather than, as he himself had strongly

in European arms-control 'negotiations after
only after) a NATO decision to deploy ERW
een taken. In the end, President Carter decided

liostpone production pending further NATO con-
tion. But his clear aim in asking for comparable
t restraint in deploying further SS-20 interme-

B-range ballistic missiles was to unload the ERW
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from NATO military policies and place it firmly
e context of nuclear-arms control, whether "stra-

or "regional".
In all of this there was an undue amount of
lation and outright contradiction in statements of

Ottawa's pôsition.
Initially, the Minister of National Defence,

Barney Danson, said Canada's position was undecided
but stressed the "reduced-blast" character of the
weapon and the need for rational appraisal of its
broader implications, which went "quite beyond" the
narrow question of military utility. Several months
later, when speculation arose in Washington about
the use of ERW as an arms-control "bargaining
chip", or as an example of unilateral "restraint"
demanding some Soviet quid pro quo, the Minister
suggested that ". . . perhaps we should take this and
give it to the Russians". But, early in April 1978, a
new set of emphases appeared; the Government's
policy was "still evolving", it was not going to be
rushed on such an important matter, and anyway this
was an American problem, which did not bear directly
upon non-nuclear Canada.

You were saying...

At press time we had received 339 responses to the questionnaire en-
closed in the January/February 1979 issue. Of these, 237 (70 per cent)
were from individual readers and 102 (30 per cent) were on behalf of
institutional recipients. Here is what we have learnt so far:

1. How long have you been
receiving International Perspectives?
Five years or more 40%
Two to five years 41%
Less than two years 19%

3. How would you rate the magazine
in terms of your reading?
Essential 13%
Very useful 43%
Desirable 25%
Marginally useful 15%
Not useful 2%

2. Why do you read it?
For professional reasons 76%

For personal reasons 21%

4. Should an alternative publishing
arrangement be concluded, would you
be prepared to subscribe to lnterna-
tionalPerspectives at a commercially-
competitive subscription rate?
Yes 45%
No 42%

In calculating the replies to Question 4, we had to create a new category
to accommodate those who made a conditional response. These accoun-
ted for 12 per cent of the respondents.

Where percentages do not total 100, it is because a few respondents did
not answer all questions and the figures have been rounded to the
nearest whole number.
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The Greater Game:
implications of the Afghan cou

By David Van Praagh

"I am only a beginner at the Game, that is sure." -
from the novel of the same name by Rudyard

Kipling.

For the best part of a century, the tion of India in 1947, the "game"
British raj in India played what was continued. Rulers of the Soviet
called the "Great Game" against Union exerted persistent pressure
Czarist-Russia for paramount influ- towards the warm waters of the
ence over Afghanistan. At stake in Indian Ocean, while the United
endless international intrigues, mil- States, later joined by Iran in aid
itary operations and economic pres- programs, blocked Soviet domina-
sures was control of the historic tion of Afghanistan, whichshares a
gateway to the subcontinent. It was 1,500-mile border with the Soviet
the stuff from which Kipling could Union.
weave a tale like Kim. The bloody overthrow on April

Despite severe losses at the 27, 1978, of the ruling members of
hands of the untamed Afghans, the the Mohammadzai clan, Afghan-
British imperialists succeeded in istan's educated élite, appears to
securing the traditional invasion have ushered in - or helped to set
route to India. This was partly due in motion - a Greater Game.
to establishing an intelligence net- The Russians not only over-
work dependent on not-so-innocent came the last barrier, to control of
operatives like the young Kim, Afghanistan through previously out-
partly due to setting up an emir in lawed local Communists. The coup
Kabul in 1881 from whom the also put them in a position to in-
Afghan royal family descended. fluence decisively events in both

After independence and parti- India and the oil-rich countries of
the Middle East - above all trou-

Mr Van Praagh is a journalist spe- bled Iran.
cializing in Asian affairs and inter- The turning of Afghanistan
national development issues, and an into a"demoeratie republic" spon-
Associate Professorin Carleton sored by the Soviet Union has Asia-
University's School of Journalism. wide implications. It may be part of
He was South and Southeast Asia a pattern extending from the Horn
correspondent for The Globe and of Africa to Indochina. Certainly it
Mail of Toronto from 1965 to 1972, is no coincidence that the Soviet
during which time he revisited - Government has recently concluded
Afghanistan several times. Mr Van treaties of peace and friendship with
Praagh is completing two-books, the Communist governments of
on the Indian subcontinent and Ethiopia, whose forces have reached
Southeast Asia in the past 20 , years. the Red Sea opposite Saudi Arabia,
He continues to write for a number Vietnam, whose forces have con-
of Canadian and U.S. newspapers, quered Cambodia; and Afghanistan.
and does frequent commentaries for A future chronicler of the
the Canadian Broadcasting Greater Game may note that it
Corporation. The views expressed showed even less Soviet respect for
here are those of Mr Van Praagh. the spirit of détente and non=inter-

ference in other nations' affairs
the game played with Cuban
in a number of African catin
But we in the West, to parap
Kipling, are only beginners at
Game, that is sure. Perhaps
United States in -particular,
the Carter Administration, will
its innocence and, like Kim, a
quickly to Asian reality thr
tutoring by more experienced if
serving players. The new
gular association" of China, J
and the. United States is confro
by serious challenges and a
to respond strongly, possibly °
other partners.

Unlikely locale
The harsh Central Asian lais
Afghanistan seems.an unlikely p
for events to shake the contindr
the world. A landlocked, back
rigidly Moslem country withoul'
or even railway, Afghanistan
characterized by rugged moun

^- the, Hindu Kush, or "Killa^*all ado
Hindus" - and equally fearsc^ ed
deserts. Its often handsome tnf pai
men and nomads could cajag
straight out of thé Old Testamea'-, •ÉJE, hi
except that many carry home m^rlIgni,
guns. It is uncertain hbw I- a
Afghans there are, but the pop lm©Wn

^ ,^
tion of 15 million or more is 6ng C
the poorest in the world. 1H to t

Following a brief visit by port
ident Eisenhower to Kabul in 1^ tt^ Kal
the United States put roughly ets
dollar into aid to Afghanistan cl^ hes
every two dollars of Soviet Lil
tance, though Moscow alc tacess
equipped and trained Afghanist
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forces. The two superpowers

United States was

ed power and irrigation proj-

oviet and U.S. road-builders
jfghanistan found themselves
r rating in creating a transpor-

i network where none had

istéd before the mid-Sixties, the

ov1éis building roads south from
_^ River and their Central

republics, the Americans
,fiin, them east and

^ between Iran and

4i oried Khyber Pass
Pakistan and the

ticnntinent. Wheat from

d into bread in a
et-built bakery in
l. Some aid projects
h as showpiece air-

were extravagant

M6nnecessary, but Af-
tan began slowly to

ge from its back-
ess, with some ame-

s that were more
nced than rebuilt or
nded structures left
id by the rdj,such as
narrow, dusty high-
s of India and

^917j; tan.
This modernization
encouraged by King

^h+<lmnad Zahir Shah, a
" "'n lan^a„i
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back
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"Killei
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volent, popular monarch who
descended from the emir es-
hed by the British in 1881. The
en in the royal family set an
iple for removal of purdah, and
King nurtured a cautious dem-

içratic experiment. A constitution
^ adopted in 1964 - the Afghans
sed to follow any foreign models
parliament was brought into

g and two popular elections
e held, but without officially-
gnized political parties. How-

as early as 1968, a group
wn as Khalk was identified as
g Communist and having close
to the Soviet Union. Its student

porters held flash demonstrations
Kabul University and in the
ets of the capital for "homes,
hes and food for all".
Liberalization of the political

cess came to an abrupt end in

July 1973 with ' the overthrow of
the King, who was visiting Italy,
by, Mohammad Daud. Daud and
his brother, Mohammad Naim, were
first cousins of the King, and Daud
was , his brother-in-law; the two
brothers had effectively ruled Af-
ghanistan before King Zahir took
matters into his own hands to bring
about a democratic set-up.

It was widely believed at the
time of the 1973 coup that the
Soviet Union would control the new
government. Moscow may have been
behind the abolition of the monar-
chy with its opening of Afghanistan
to a number of foreign influences.
But Daud continued to take U.S.
and Iranian economic aid for his
new republic. In 1977 he allowed
a new constitution to be adopted.
And he not only came close to
agreement with Pakistan on the dis-
puted border between the two coun-
tries, but quickly made frierids with
the Janata Party Government of
Prime Minister Morarji Desai after
the people of India voted Indira
Gandhi's Congress Party, which was
closely linked to Moscow, out of
power in March 1977.

Afghanistan's improving rela-
tions with Pakistan under President

Daud appear to have been a key
factor in what happened next. Per-
haps even more important was the
astonishing turnabout in India from
an authoritarian government in eco-
mic step with Soviet five-year plans
to a democratic government com-
mitted to rural development on the
village level. Turmoil in neighbour-
ing Iran, undermining the power

and position of the pro-
Western Shah, while fed
from Afghanistan as from
other outside sources, is
not likely to have been an
immediate objective of
the Communist coup in
Kabul. But the turmoil
following on the coup
vastly strengthened the
Soviet hand in the region.

Hardy Pushtu tribes-
men - or Pathans, as they
are called in Pakistan -
live on both sides of the
Afghan-Pakistani border.
The Afghans never ac-
cepted the British
imposed Durand Line
separating their country
from undivided India's -
later Pakistan's - North-
west Frontier. Starting in
the Fifties, they called for
a tribal homeland, to be

called Pushtunistan. They have
never made clear how much this
notion encompasses. But if Push-
tunistan ever came . into being, it
would tear away much of present-
day Pakistan, which since 1971 has
been without its old east wing, now
Bangladesh. Even as a propaganda
ploy, the demand for Pushtunistan
has led to suspension of diplomatic
and trade relations between Pak-
istan and Afghanistan. The Soviet
Union has supported this Afghan
claim against Pakistan, a U.S. ally
in the Central Treaty Organization.
Moreover, India under Prime Minis-
ter Jawaharlal Nehru and later
under his daughter Indira Gandhi,
from time to time joined Afghan-
istan to squeeze Pakistan on the
Pushtunistan question, partly to
counter Pakistani demands for a
plebiscite among Kashmiris.
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However, Daud, a Pathan
whose family came from Peshawar
on the Pakistani side of the Khyber
Pass, and who had been a loud ad-
vocate of a tribal homeland, signal-
led Pakistan in the last months of
his rule that he was ready to accept
the Durand Line. This was a relief
to the Pakistani generals, many of
them Pathans, who had reimposed
martial law on the, country as a re-
sponse to violent protests over
Prime Minister All Bhutto's claim-
ed victory in elections shortly before
the Indian popular vote ousting
Mrs Gandhi. Anything that would
help hold Pakistan together was wel-
come. Tribal unrest in the North-
west Frontier Province and in
Baluchistan to the south had not
disappeared with the deposition and
imprisonment of Bhutto. Tense ri-
valry between Punjabis and Sindhis
in Pakistan's other two provinces
increased with the sentencing of the
former Prime Minister to death
upon his conviction for alleged par-
ticipation in a political murder.

Meanwhile, in India the un-
egpected defeat of Mrs Gandhi re-
presented a setback to the Soviet
Union whose severity was not fully
appreciated in the West. The So-
viets had spent years and billions
of rubles and much industrial and
military hardwareon tying New
Delhi to Moscow politically, eco-
nomically and militarily. While Mrs
Gandhi's Congress Party did not
quite embrace- the pro-Soviet Com-
munist Party of India on the federal
level ( it did so on the state level),
Indian armed forces were dependent
on Soviet weapons systems, . Indian
heavy industry was dependent on
Soviet technology, and Indian non-
alignment had been compromised in
most eyes by the treaty of peace
and frienship concluded with the
U.S.S.R. prior to India's forcible
conversion of East Pakistan into
Bangladesh.

Suddenly, with the defeat of
Mrs Gandhi, this whole edifice was
in danger of falling,not all at.once
but gradually. Soviet Foreign Min-
ister Andrei Gromyko and ranking
Soviet military officers rushed to
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New Delhi to shore it up, Prime
Minister Desai even went to Mos-
cow and East European trade dele-
gations continued to troop to India.
But the nature of the Janata Party's
new development strategy spelt di-
minishing Indian reliance on Soviet
economic and possibly military as-
sistance. It called for emphasis on
agriculture, the village and cottage
industry, as prescribed by Mohan-
das Gandhi, instead of state-owned
heavy industry on the Soviet model.
And, while India could hardly be
expected to align itself under Desai
with the United States and the
West to the same extent it had
aligned itself with the Soviet Union
under Mrs Gandhi; President Carter
told a responsive Indian Parliament
at the beginning of 1978 that "for
the remainder of this century and
into the next", the world's dem-
ocratic nations would increasingly
consulton how to adjust common
values to meet social and economic
challenges.

There is no way to prove that
the Soviet leadership saw its great
investment in India.placed in such
jeopardy by Mrs Gandhi's ouster
that it instigated the Afghan coup
as a way of dramatizing Moscow's
regional presence. But, even if the
Russians only seized on the coup
as an unexpected windfall, there
is no doubt : that its implications
spread immediately beyond Afghan-
istan. It represented a Soviet victory
after a bad year for Moscow round
the world in 1977: Egyptian Pres-
ident Anwar Sadat's visit to Israel;
the Indian elections; perhaps above:
all the growing strength of the post-
Mao, pragmatic, anti-Soviet leader-
ship in China; and, evenin Europe,
mounting discontent in the Soviet
bloc while Spain, Portugal and
Greece groped-their way from right-
wing dictatorships to viable dem-
ocracies, and the Communist Parties
of France and Italy were unable to
share national power even after
breaking with the Soviet Union.

The circumstances of the coup
itself remain unclear, and there are
several versions of events. But there
is no dispute on some points. Soviet
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power as a result of action by
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iestion. At a greater distance,

thûugh Sinkiang touches the Pamirs
Afghanistan, China's leaders, in

11'1 ^r paranoia about Soviet encir-
I'llement and "hegemony", took a
..n view of Afghan events; like In-

6ia's leaders, they desperately seek
+rs of peace in Asia to permit
^^ternal economic development.

It did not take long for the

°vlet advisers, to revive the idea

-nely Afghan Government, with its

of a tribal homeland for Pushtus
living in Pakistan's Northwest Fron-
tier Province as well on both sides
of the Kabul Gorge. Fresh Afghan
enticements to Baluchis living in
both: Pakistan and Iran may have
even more farreaching potential for
instability. Pakistan's bleak, un-
certain political picture did not
show signs of the cohesion of its
"four pieces" at the beginning of
1979. If Mrs Gandhi had still been
in power, India might well have
seized the opportunity presented by
the Afghan coup to try to break up
Pakistan altogether. Desai's Gov-
ernment followed the Soviet lead in
immediately recognizing the new Af-
ghan regime, stimulating old Pak-
istani fears. It is difficult to escape
the conclusion that the Soviet
Union, through Afghanistan, is
tempting its old friend India to do
just that. If India took the bait;
its revived dedication to democratic
development would be sidetracked
and perhaps crippled.. But the Jana-
ta Government is actively exploring
instead the chances of close regional
co-operation with Pakistan, Turkey,
Iran (when and if Iran gets on a
new track) and even Afghanistan.
This is part of what can be called a
new Indian good-neighbour policy,
and is rooted partly in deep, if not
openly, expressed, concern over So-
viet ambitions.

Characteristically, General Zia
and Pakistan are more direct in
warning of the implications of the
Soviet border's finally extending, in
effect, to Peshawar. To keep it from
reaching Amritsar, India's north-
western city on the line with Pak-
istan, and to help protect Iran, Zia
has proposed acceptance of his coun-
try as a buffer against further Soviet
advances. Pakistan would replace
Afghanistan, the traditional, buffer
state in the region, now that the
Russians have won the Great Game.
International measures are neces-
sary, in Zia's blunt view, to prevent
the Russians from ' now attaining
"their dream of reaching warm wa-
ter," possibly at Karachi. For Pak-
istan, in its weakened state to play
any role in such arrangements, un-

derstandings would be needed with
India, with China and with the
United States, which under the
Carter Administration has ` blocked
sale of 100 A-7 aircraft to the Pak-
istanis.

U.S. Strategy
If U.S. strategic considerations have
always put the Indian subcontinent
to one side, this is not true of Iran
and the oil lifelines. If the impor-
tance of a warm-water port seems
archaic in the last quarter of the
twentieth century, a Soviet naval
base athwart the tanker routes
through the Strait of Hormuz to
Western Europe and Japan would
have major modern impact.

Moreover, while China's leader-
ship is painfully aware of its dis-
tance from the region - though a
Chinese road has been built through
Pakistan's northern mountain
reaches -, its view of Soviet policies
in Asia helps to put the seemingly
remote Afghanistan coup into a pos-
sible pattern.

In this view, the Soviet leader-
ship is using client Communist
powers to advance Moscow's aim
of "hegemony" in Asia. The most
dramatic exemple of this is Viet-
nam's swift military takeover of
Cambodia - Hanoi had extended its
control over most of Laos earlier -
through what the Chinese call "re-
gional hegemony". This was a major
setback to China itself. It brought
the Vietnamese military machine,
supplied and fuelled by the Soviets,
to the borders of Thailand, the
front-line non-Communist South-
east Asian nation. But there is an
even more encompassing danger,
and the possibility of its coming to
pass penetrates to the core of the
Greater Game.

Having helped Vietnam extend
its sway in Indochina, the Soviets
may be closer to the prize of the
U.S.-built, deep-water base at Cam
Ranh Bay on the South China Sea
for their powerful Pacific fleet, which
has been largely bottled up in the
Sea of Japan because of dependence
on its home base of Vladivostok.
With such a base in southern Viet-
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the Soviet fleet could range
at will through the Western Pacific
Ocean into the Indian Ocean. And
with a similar Indian Ocean base
west of India, reached through Pak-
istan, Iran and/or Ethiopia, a huge
Soviet naval are would be complete,
bringing constant pressure on Ja-

pan, China, non-Communist South-
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be forgetten and new friendl_
east Asia, India and the oil lifelines.

The Afghan salient, especially
with the internal disruptions in Pak-
istan and Iran, is a two-edged
sword. To turn it aside, and to foil
the entire scheme of which it may
be a part, old enmities will have to

forged, not only among the U
States, China and Japan - an
sociation" already developing r
ly - but also India and Pakistat

Then, and only then, will ^il,
possible to exclaim with Kim:
is the Game called great!"

Editor's note: The following three articles on Asia were written before the outbreak of war between China
vaetnam.

By Robert and Stephanie Reford
KNTao T
ï ti4)tes

Not so over in National Defence headquarters.
The American decision not, for the time being, to
deploy ERW provoked a determined defence of their
military and political merits in the face of public
and Parliamentary criticism. Civilian experts in the
Department of National ` Defence concluded that,
"given reductions in indiscriminate effects and the
potential for a more resilient deterrent posture, it is
likely that the enhanced-radiation warheads would be
a positive addition to NATO's nuclear inventory".
Then the Chief of Defence Staff bluntly supported
ERW, timing his pronouncement perfectly to contra-
dict the thrust of a major speech the Prime Minister
gave before the UN special session on disarmament.

The Prime Minister was predictably statesman-
like and developed his long-standing dislike of things
military in an eloquent plea for disarmament by a
"strategy of suffocation" of new-weapons develop-
ment, praising President Carter's "farsighted post-
ponen-ient" of a decision to produce ERW. Exactly
how far President Carter had seen became less certain
when, after six months, he decided to authorize pro-
duction (but not deployment) of ERW components.

Mr Reford was, for seven years, Executive Director
of the GanadianInstitute of International Affairs.
Mrs Beford's work has been in the field of interna-
tional education. Both have served on the staff of the
United Nations. They nowopérateReford-McCardless
International Consultants Corporation in Toronto.
The views expressed here are those of the authors.

Aspects of Asia

China: an ancient land
catching up with the world
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wilI;;urij,6sed isolation, a process highlighted by°the deci-
am: sionltoestablish diplomatic relations with the United

,l,a^s. its leaders, Chairman Hua Kuo-feng and
4^rice-Chairman Teng Hsiao-ping, have already started

---^p3ying state visits to other countries and the roster
af.very important people travelling to Peking will grow

^`hin¢ ^ r and more illustrious. China 'seems to have
^a.ccpted the fact that one cannot be in the world
«1tÎ  out being part of it. Its emergence into the inter-

^nai;onal arena may not make the task of achieving
pr' I aI e and development easier, but it was an illusion
to Uelieve that, in the long run, this could be accom-
pIished without China.

day in 1979, and this year is likely to prove
9, the momentous of its history. On a recent visit,

ere left with the impression of an ancient land
^ing to catch up with the rest of.'the world.

[Poqulation currently estimated to be some 900 million.
bThis appears to have been done. In addition, China
h4survived the passing of its two principal architects,

iady, it is beginning to emerge from its self-

The time of inward-looking may have been neces-
if the Government was to achieve the extra-

nary feat of feeding, housing and clothing a

Tse-tung and Chou En-lai. There have been
es when it seemed about to lapse into chaos - as
the heydayof the cultural revolution - and times
!en there have been setbacks rather than great leaps

ard: There have been occasions when democracy -
)n-bor ?*ht appear to threaten the centralized control of
that [li country, such as the recent parade of wall-posters.

cy is ^^t the Government in Peking still appears to have
all. F f,t^ings well inhand and is determined to bring China
n pub !n^o the twentieth century. Looking at what has been

srell A.omplished in the first 29 years, one cannot shrug
a abo 11_^

the prospect of success. Yet one must ask what
ied f'Ll to price may be.
line i' , Chinese society is tightly organized; people are
eactiu apparently sent. wherever their services are required.
undei{ 0 ne of our interpreters was working in a different city

libers,
ms tA
vever,
iecidQ
ettet•
vould
i less
ihole,
,tietb

ir m her husband, and another had only recently been
r nited with his wife after several years apart. When
v^)ung men and women have finished training, their
jlb assignments are not usually a matter of preference.

Canadian would find this lack of choice an intoler-
le infringement of his freedom, but it is designed to
ake an efficient allocation of human resources, as
ell as being one method of preventing unemployment.

Chairman Hua Kuo-feng told the Fifth National
eople's Congress in Peking, on February 26, 1978:
In order to make China a modern, powerful so-
cialist country by the end of the century, we must
work and fight hard in the political, economic, culm
tural, military and diplomatic spheres, but in the
final analysis what is of decisive importance is the
rapid development of our socialist economy.
At the third National People's Congress and again
at the fourth, Premier Chou, acting on Chairman

Mao's instructions, put forward a grand conception
for the development of our national economy, which
calls for the all-round modernization of agriculture,
industry, national defence and science and tech-
nology by the end of the century so that our
economy can take its place in the front ranks of
the world . . . .
The socialist modernization of our agriculture,
industry, national defence and science and tech-
nology is a great and unprecented undertaking and
a profound revolution, too.

Ambitious program

This is an ambitious rprogram, and the first reaction
of a Western observer is to wonder whether it can
possibly be carried out. In 1958, Mao introduced what
became known as the "Great Leap Forward". It has
not succeeded in making China the equal of the West,
and some observers have described it as a disastrous
failure. One can also recall Nikita Khrushchov's claim
that the Soviet Union would surpass the United
States by the end of the century, which seems as much
an impossible dream today as it did at the time.

Perhaps the Government in Peking has learnt
from the mistakes of the past and the failures of the
Soviet Union. If it is to succeed, however, there are
likely to be side effects that will transform China.

In the field of agriculture, Chairman Hua called
specifically for "the highest possible degree of mech-
anization, electrification and irrigation".

China is still an agricultural country. Wherever
one travels, the amount of land under cultivation is
impressive. Equally impressive is the fact that, at least
in the parts we have visited, farming is still done by
hand. Rice seedlings, for example, were being trans-
planted from the seed-beds to the paddies where they
grow to maturity. In an industrial exhibit in Shanghai,
we saw tractors designed to plant, transplant and
harvest rice, but we did not see them being used in
the fields. We cannot be sure, therefore, whether they
are as efficient as they look or. how many are being
produced and used. If mechanization is carried out on
the scale apparently envisaged, many country people
are likely to find themselves out of work, and no alter-
native employment program has yet been outlined.

Industry

For industry, Hua said "there will be automation in
the main industrial processes, a major increase in
rapid transport and communications services and' a
considerable rise in labour productivity". Industry
was not included in our program on any substantial
scale. What we saw indicated that China was capable-
of manufacturing high-quality goods, though we did
not learn whether they were produced in quantity.
Nor were we able to judge the efficiency of servicing
and maintenance. We have been told by people better
qualified than ourselves that this has been a problem.
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At the factories we did visit -makir:g machine-
tools, textiles and carpets -, we were told that what-
ever troubles there have been in recent years were
the fault of the "Gang of Four". This is the name
givn to Chiang Ching, Mao's widow, and the three
"Politburo" members from Shanghai who were dis-
missed and disgraced in October 1976. Indeed, every-
thing that has gone wrong in China is blamed on the
Gang, whether it be the failure to reach a production
target, the banning of traditional Chinese art forms,
or even the firing of the chef at a leading hotel in
Shanghai because he cooked "Peking duck". One could
not get through a briefing or a conversation without
hearing the Gang of Four taken to task for something.

To the Chinese, the modernization of defence is
essential because, as they see it, war with the Soviet
Union is inevitable. The Russians, we were told over
and over again, are aggressors and it is impossible to
change the nature of an aggressor. Sooner or later, he
will become blinded by self-confidence and will launch
an attack. This can be postponed but not prevented.
"We shall not attack unless we are attacked," said
Chairman Hua to the eleventh National Congress of
the Communist Party of China. "If we are attacked,
we shall certainly counterattack." On another occa-
sion, he expressed the attitude towards a world war
as: "First, we are against it; second, we are not afraid
of it". A visitor is told that, if the Russians enter
China, they will never be allowed to leave. It is ap-
parent that defence strategy is based on a relentless
guerrilla war in which large parts of China's territory
and millions of lives might be sacrifiéed. But, in the
long run, China is confident of victory.

To a Canadian, the chances of a Soviet invasion
seem unlikely. The U.S.S.R. has shown itself to be
more concerned with holding what it has than gaining
additional territory, and ruling an occupied China
would appear a virtually impossible task. However,
we do not have an army of a million men stationed
on our border.

Canada is accustomed to détente and the search
for peace through agreements acceptable to both
parties. To the Chinese, this smacks of appeasement.
They maintained that President Carter's decision to
scrap the B-1 bomber and postpone production of the
neutron bomb were acts of appeasement that would
only tempt the Kremlin. We were told that the Soviet
Union was trying to gain a, foothold in the Middle
East and along the coast of North Africa so that it
could encircle Western Europe. This strategic deploy-
ment must be "smashed". Did this imply the use of
force? The answer we were given was that Soviet
influence in Egypt and Somalia had been smashed
(we might say "exposed") and the same must hap-
pen to their designs against Europe. Thus, one finds
China supporting a strong North Atlantic Treaty
Organization.

Our visit did not take us to military establish-
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ments, though some of the airfields on which we lan
were used by both civil and military aircraft. Mein^,
of the People's Liberation Army could be seen on

Cle c
crea

streets of every place we visited, though they did r̂

a

carry arms.

In the light of their belief about the inevitn,, Zg
of war, it was hardly surprising to find active pr;-; ,In^nt
tions for survival. At a middle school in ShangKi^
were shown with pride the tunnel, or air-raid sl p#^the
as we might call it. We were told it was dug t
students and finished by the workers. Walking ued
some 30 steps, we passed through - double conci ` re
doors each one foot thick into a central chamberE^ 0.
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rounded by corridors and a number of smaller roo lt n
It is used today as a recreation centre for studel' ti?^
As justification for this construction, a rather curi
dictum of Mao Tse-tung was cited: "Dig tunnels de
store grain everywhere, and never seek hegemon 1
This was quoted by Hua Kuo-feng in his address,
the eleventh Party Congress. He continued by sayn
"We shall never seek hegemony or strive to be a sup Asp

power. In our international relations we should get
of great-nation chauvinism resolutely, thoroug}`'
whollyand completely."

The key

Science and technology is, perhaps, the key mol
ization among the four listed by Hua Kuo-fer.
Without it, the other three may prove impossible
achieve; at the ,saine time, it is here that China mal
have fallen farthest behind. During the decade br
tween the start of the cultural revolution and th^
downfall of the Gang of Four, the educational syste,^
was virtually ata standstill. Manyschoôls were ciosuj
and only recently have , they returned to what n
should call normal operation. The:.universities are st'^
recovering and enrolment is, by our standards, ve,
small. However, the emphasis in admission today is o
ability rather than party qualifications or an equitabl
geographical and professional distribution. The Ga
ernment has apparently recognized the shortcoming
of the universities in the aftermath of the Gang v
Four era by deciding that it must send thousands o
young men and women to universities in the West foi
their education.

The emphasis on excellence and on learning from
others is likely to have repercussions that will affecf
the structure of sbciety, the system of _government,
and perhaps even the purity of Mao Tse-tung's revolu•
tion, which has been so jealously guarded.Already tbe
conception of material compensation for better work
has been supported by the People's Daily. "The dif-
ference in skilland work should be reflected in the
pay of the workers, with those making outsiandinB
achievements given extra materialrewards," said an
editorial that appeared while we were in China. New
perquisites can also be introduced, as they have been
in other Communist societies. The encouragement of
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ce and technology involves the encouragement.
rereative thought and invention. Will it, in turn, lead

dependence of thought, which is virtually impos-
to control? Freedom of this kind carries with it

seeds of danger and dissent for a highly-organized

^
vitabi society such as China's. This is a chance the Govern-
prep^ment. is apparently willing to take.
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ing do^ ed that such an experience should never be
ated. China could not find itself relying on others.
This stand has now been modified. "China should

éarn everything that is advanced from other coun-
tn^ ," Chairman Hua told a conference on finance and
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Until recently, self-reliance was the watchword
be People's Republic. -After the Soviet Union
ptly withdrew all aid in 1960, Peking was deter-
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reality is a duality all of whose aspects are inter-

the person presenting it is American or Chinese, the

the American nation; never to show more than one

cfangeable. This interchangeability applies both to
the motives underlying the reality and to the objective
rtialityitself:

The normalizâtion of relations between Washing-
tnn and Peking is a two-sided reality. The so-called
China card" is much like a magician's trick card with
different face on either side; depending on whether

1^rne card will be spoken of as the "China card" or
the "Ikmerica card".
; In other words, the "China card" is politically,

,patially chronologically and strategically the same
s the "America card" played by Peking; the cards

àre much like two sides of the same coin.
If wetâke the comparison with the magician one

step turther, a determined effort has been made, since
}he famous evening of December 15, 1978, when
Pr,.4i<lent Carter made his dramatic announcement to

!ace of this master card at a time. Witness the fact
that, in the official announcement itself, most Amer-
ican commentators omitted or ignored the striking

By Georges Vigny

-trade in Peking in July. "Theory, politics, economics,
management, science and technology - all need to be
studied and the general education level raised."

China, then, is launched in new directions that
may radically change its society as well as its economy.
The task it has set itself is formidable, and it remains
to be seen whether this new Great Leap Forward
can be accomplished. When one looks back on what
has been achieved during the past 29 years, the record
indicates that one should never underestimate the
capacity of the Chinese people. By the end of this
century, China may have become what it claims it
doesn't want to be - a global super-power in the true
sense of that phrase.

element of the joint statement, and it was left to
Moscow to mention it before it was finally discussed
"on the rebound", as it were.

Thus, in the communiqué read by President
Carter, there were five clearly-defined principles, the
second of which was the most important in this con-
tegt, since it went far beyond bilateralism, giving this
normalization its specific flavour. The principle was
that neither party "should seek hegemony in the Asia-
Pacific region or any other region of the world" and
that both were "opposed to efforts by any other coun-
try or group of countries to establish such hegemony".
Neither hegemony nor "hegemonism"! If the com-
muniqué had contained no more than these passages,
it would still have constituted an affront to Moscow,

Mr Vigny was formerly assistant senior editor and
editorialist of Montreal's Le Devoir. Recently he has
been working on an essay on human rights and
development; a second essay,dealing with American
foreign policy, is under way. The opinions expressed
in this article are those of Mr Vigny.
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since, in official Chinese jargon, "hegemonism" stands
for Soviet "social imperialism".

The few times this principle - reduced to a single
word - was quoted, it was out of context, or it was
mentioned briefly to illustrate another point placed
in a "linkage" situation. Such discretion on the part
of the Americans was suspicious; it was almost as if
they were seeking to deny the obvious fact that this
normalization was a move against the Soviet Union
and its attitudes towards China and the rest of the
world. Either discretion or simple clumsiness was
behind the subsequent incident involving the American
President, who misinterpreted_..- or slanted - the
message of his Sovietcolleague and prompted a clar-
ification from the Tass news agency.

Are we to,believe that the White House does not
know the political, meaning of the word "hegemony"
as the Chinese use it, and sees in the word only a
refined expression for the desire to dominate? Such
a reading would make the paragraph in the join com-
muniqué a pious generality, like the claim to be in
favour of virtue and opposed to vice.

This would certainly be surprising - and'neither
Peking nor Moscow (especially not Moscow? )= un-
derstands it in such a sense.

The counterweight
The thaw in relations caught theAmericans unawares,
while Cyrus Vance was in the Near East and, curiously
enough, during' the assessment of the chances for a
Carter-Brezhnev summit meeting. However, the mat-
ter had been a long time germinating, and the surprise
consists only in the final state of the Sino-American
negotiations, which cannot, in any case, be understood
without the Chinese internal context.

This crucial phase can readily be dated trom
June 25, I978, not because itbegan on that precise
day but rather because on that day the Soviet Union
issued a public warning against the temptation to play
Peking off against Moscow. The expression "China
card" originated with Leonid Brezhnev himself. Speak-
ing on- June 25 in Minsk during an official tour, the
Soviet President, without naming names, attacked
those American politicians who sought to play the
China card against the Soviet Union. Condemning
this policy as shortsighted, the Soviet leader expressed
the hope that those taking such a step would not have
to repent bitterly of their error.

Whom was, he talking about? Clearly, it was
President Carter's appointed adviser Zbigniew Brze-
zinski, who had, said, on his return from a trip to
China in May, that a strong and secure China was in
the interests of the United States.

This public warning to the United States has
turned out to be an error in judgment on the part of
the Soviets; it was just what was needed to encourage
the Americans, and even more the Chinese, to com-
plete the normalization process.

Ottawa, December 29, 1978
In force December 29, 1978
With effect from February 1, 1979

The next day, June 26, in a press conferer
President Carter denied the Soviet accusation, sa5 = off
that the Americans were not trying, and never W `fav ur,
try, to play the Soviets off against the Republi, r^
China, or vice versa. The denial is clear, but the c},,' ilIu
of -words and the allusion to a possible and imf r f:; the
"Soviet card" ("play the Soviets against the Rept''^^ It
of Chinâ') constituted a shift of language and', 1an lie s
conception; the denial does not cover the same grot` };nit Ivl
as the accusation. To begin with, President Carter ^; ^^ cl; ;
not merely refute the accusation but, adding insult' It
injury, he made it clear that China and the Uni an Chi
States shared common hopes throughout the woi ha
and that, Sino-American relations, by reason of tb

c
„Chin

very extent, needed to be developed. The object, ^am
tinued Jimmy Carter, was to live. in peace with a(^ergy
people nearly 'one-billion strong. Is itnecessary inst
point out that at that time China was provid^^ â^ainst.
unequivocal support to theanti-Soviet camp both é ér, an
Zaire and in the Horn of Africa? ihc :'Lnae

In undeniable continuity of purpose, the Wlu{ ti re un
House announced next day, June-27, a visit to Peleo^ h wh
on July 6 by American scientists,- at the very t,^ to li
China was voicing more and more, plainly its gre At
desire for Western technology. Colloquially speakin (at.hs o
the warning was answered by "one-upmanship". 1,61'P 1ers,

We need not go over the history of the diplomat ossic
exchanges between Washington and Peking or betwe reintegrE
Moscow and Washington, but need only locate th )1e resp(
key stage in order to comprehend it. decis:

The context of the summer of '78 was that of th 11mly d:
stalling of SALT, of an outbreak of espionage, of an(,, lier,
creased Soviet repression against "dissidents"; ando- ;oernal
the "destabilization" of Africa already referred to,l ap),arec
was a context aggravated by the impossible "linkage' n'ueial^3
and the selectivity of détente. ^^nse, PE

Washington's overtures to China, at a time whefl üp Taiw
Leonid Brezhnev in person was visiting the Sovie Fiétween
Chinese border to reassure his own people and pie I.ûrry to
sumably to disturb the Chinese, were already a sort ol of the pr
countErweight. The theory that, in order to conduct Yet
successful negotiations with the Soviets ( that is, te s-ateme
force them to a compromise), the U.S. must improv a hur:
its relations with China.has always had its advocatO merica
in Washington. hinese

All this did not take into account - at least not vanta
sufficiently - the Chinese domestic crisis;in which the posint
indefatigable Teng Hsiao-ping was daily erasing from d, eve
Chinese life all traces of the Gang of Four -^whid! Y inter
in the end became the "Gang of Five", once it was To
realized that the first member was not Mao's widow ould _h
but Mao himself. t,ake

In the meantime, Peking was launching an all-out ontrol }
offensive ( offering a little comfort to Don Jamieson; f the rl
who was swiftly overtaken by the Europeans in the Th(
race for the Chinese . market), negotiating the agree' ragmaf
ment of the century with Japan and even sendin6 ways
President Hua to the Balkans to defy the Soviets 19.keir su;
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illusion

by internal developments.

the preceding goes to show where Brezhnev's error
It was as if he were solemnly admitting on the
ic square that Sino-American normalization would

= grou` }a"Tt ?vloscow, or that the Soviet Union was taken
irter . "a cl; by such a thaw in relations.
cnsultl It is easy to see that the heads of the American

Bm 1-1
Chinese offices, Messrs Woodcock and Chai Tse-

' worll nïu had an eventful fall season, and clear indication
of tl`' ;;f^('hina's impatience can be detected in the warm
^ct, c! 14e , ome given in October to James Schlesinger, U.S.
1th t G^ ,,_y Secretary and champion of the hard line
sary ^^^ inst Moscow, But, as always, these efforts came up
ovrd^ ^^g^ inst. the obstacle of Taiwan. On this point, how-
both` ever. an essential clarification must be made, which

mericans, caught up in their own set of problems,
rr unable to understand - tlie obstacle of Taiwan,
h which Washington is slowly and painfully learn-
to live, is an illusion!
At various times, and in particular after the

aths of Chou En-lai and Mao Tse-tung, the Chinese
ders, caught in the infernal spiral of the battle for

c sion, clearly announced that the "liberation" or
^ ntegration of Formosa with the mother country was

rësponsibility of Peking alone, which was reserving
14
iGi rlocision for the proper place and time. It is cer-
tainiy difficult, in translation from one language to
another, to render all its subtleties, but the Chinese
^ternal situation was such that this language, which

,cared hard, meant the opposite of what the West
neially thought it meant.' Although, in the literal

jnse, Peking's statement meant that it was not giving
üp Taiwan and was threatening reconquest, reading
6étween the lines showed that Peking was not in a
tirry to recoverthe island, which reduced the urgency

of the problem.
Yet this was not the sense in which the Chinese

stateiuent was read in Washington. Nor was Peking
it a hurry toprovide the key to the code. Relying on
merican myopia, which was cunningly sustained by

(1hinese ambiguity, the leaders in Peking took full
arlvantage of the Taiwan problem for the purpose of -
?^nposing their own perspective on the negotiations
ind, even more obviously, their own rhythm, dictated

To reveal the Taiwan problem in its true light
^ould have been not only a strategic and ideological
nzistake but also, concretely, a surrender of Chinese
ontrol over the negotiations and, even more obvious,

,^f the rhythm already referred to.
The Chinese have often been praised for their

ragmatism, and justly. But another gift that has
lways been ignored is their refined use of illusion,
heir sure control of ambiguity and false appearances.
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r own backyard. On the way, Enver Hodja was
off like an old shoe and Tito came back into

ur.

Never look-at the emptyhand held out by themagi-
cian; the action is taking place in the other hand,-
between the bent fingers, shielded from everyone's
attention. We know who Rameses II was, but what
about President Hua - do we know his real name?
Do we even know whether or not Hua and Teng,
rather than being opponents, support each other in a
constant battle against extreme elements pressuring
them from both right and left? How many people
understood, when Teng met his political downfall for
the second time after the death of Chou En-lai, that
his ouster was not the end of a process but rather
the beginning of an upheaval that is now in the
"boomerang" stage?

All this is to say t^at the Taiwan illusion worked
marvellously, attracting great attention to a stake
that, in the final analysis, concerned only the Amer-
icans. It is the United States that is linked to Taipeh
by a defence treaty, and Washington has incurred all -
the odium of the rejection of this document now that
the American leaders have become convinced of the
inevitability of the change in direction that must be
made. The masses of angry Taiwanese reviled the
American representatives and insulted Carter, not
Hua or Mao.

And this despite the fact that Peking has never
had, and still does not have, the means to capture the
island of Formosa by storm, or the intention of doing
so. It can even be said, in the celebrated Chinese spirit
of pragmatism, that it is in Peking's interests to leave
Taiwan as it is indefinitely, since the island is a bigger,
richer version of Hong Kong. It can more profitably
be left as an autonomous entity than swallowed up in
China's insufficiencies.

The "America card"
In an interview with Walter Cronkite of the Columbia
Broadcasting System on December 31, 1978, Jimmy
Carter said that Leonid Brezhnev's message concern-
ing the Sino-American normalization was "very pos-
itive" in its general tone. He even commented on the
"understanding" of the Soviet leader, according to
whom the new Sino-American relations would con-
tribute to world peace.

And Carter added, when Teng's trip had already
been announced for January 29, 1979, that he hoped
Brezhnev would go to Washington before the visit of
the Chinese Foreign Minister. This was shown to be
a false hope when the subsequent meeting between
Vance and Gromyko on SALT did not produce the
desired breakthrough. All the same, Tass took the
initiative of offering a clarification that, though mod-
erate in tone, was still a denial of Carter's claim.
According to the Soviet agency, Brezhnev's message
noted the development and, while admitting that it
was quite legitimate for sovereign states to establish
normal relations, inquired about the object being
sought in this particular. case. Did Jimmy Carter
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misinterpret Brezhnev's message? Or did he deliber-
-ately read it selectively in order to force the Soviets
to express themselves openly for or against? Normal-
ization is one question, but "on what basis the
normalization takes place, and what aims are pursued
by the parties" is quite another.

The Soviets did not miss the references to hege-
mony and hegemonism. According to Tass, the joint
communiqué contained "expressions whose direction
is beyond doubt, if one bears in mind the usual
vocabulary of the Chinese leaders". Moscow would,
therefore, follow closely the development of the new
relations between Washington and Peking to see what
tney would be like in practice, and would "draw
appropriate conclusions for Soviet policy".

It can be inferred that, even before the eco=
nomic impact of normalization with Washington can
be evaluated, Peking is reaping political and strategic
dividends from its "America card". Washington grat-
ified Peking more by including in the communiqué the
very word that calls up for Moscow the disconcerting
spectre of "encirclement" than it did by renouncing
the "two-Chinas" position.

The question now is not how many bottles of
Coca-Cola will sell in China, how many tourists and
businessmen will visit Peking, how many American
tractors will be sold or how many hotels will be built.
All of this constitutes the corollary of the fundamental
question, which can be. egpressed- as follows: is the
Sino-American rapprochement irreversible,.as is the
countervailing Sino-Soviet divorce?

Until now, it has been the fashion to speak of
"objective alliances" between. China and the United
States and between China and the North Atlantic
Treaty Organization, particularly in a "containment"
approach to what has been called; "Soviet expansion-
ism". Peking bas been a thoroughgoing debunker of
the idea of détente, and has never hesitated to take
the side of the West against the Warsaw Pact coun-
tries, in either the European or theAfrican theatres.
As for the entry of Vietnam into Comecon, it can even
be maintained that this creates more problems for
Moscow than it solves, since Peking considers the
development a direct threatto itsborders.

In other words, Sino-American normalization had
been in the realm ofpossibility. for a long time. The
current rapprochement is much more significant in
view of itstiming; at:the height of Teng's power and
of his specific line, this normalization means that
China has overcome its instability and found a form
of internal , stability that makesit possible for the
masses to accept this major event. Preceded by a vast
campaign of conditioning through the dazibaos, nor-
malization has coincided with a; challenge to the
legacy of Mao himself.

Ottawa, December 29, 1978
In force December 29, 1978
With effect from February 1, 1979

The "Great Helmsman" is quoted as saying tl
while all men are no doubt mortal, some of the d
weigh more than Mount Taishan and others are li;
than a feather. Could he have imagined that
would be applied to himself, and in both senses -
as Mount Taishan and then as a feather?

Dissuasion and influence

Peking knows very well that it cannot
Moscow by itself, and so it is trying to succeed in
effort by turning to the colossal American potent^
The question is not so much whether the Um{i ;.
States alone is able to provide the quantity and q^ p
ity of technology Peking needs aswhether any ot1°
power except the U.S. is capable of lending Ch^ ^ 1978,
credibility. ^^on the s

With the obstacle of Taiwan behind them ar ti al p
with full normalization established, it can be clai¢ inlhe F
that, in all probability, the Sino-American rapproch ^Ijip tre
men t is irreversible and thât Moscow must give tlï anno
its dream of an Asian security treaty. b^ween

Even if it is granted that the Americans will a4the v
day recover from the Indochinese trauma, Peluk tr',4aty b

^mhod
ofl iaLs'
U
^^an

knows full well that friendship with the United Sta1 her 3, t
and the objective rapprochement under way cam
seriously threaten its own priorities.,

Through Western glasses (particularly Amene
dark ones), the interchangeable duality disappea a N
The fact is that repudiation of the man Mao and !
thought has never meant, nor will it ever mu
repudiation of China, 's .past, its tradition or its h
itage. The truth is that China aspires to achiff,
power; if it succeeded, with American, European a^.
Japanese help,in getting itsindustrialization off fi,
ground (which, needless to say, is its chief priorityj
the country would become the spiritual beacon it Is
been aspiring to become once again after centurie
Its prosperity would attract the covetous, while h
influence of its thought and the image of its pow
would rebuff them.

This is not a poet's dream; it is a'pallid refia
tion of the - Chinese spirit, an image maintained b,
millennia of tradition to which Mao only added &
new page. It is no coincidence that the Great Helms
man, the equivalent of a Celestial Emperor of China
was simultaneously the greatest revolutionary ^
Chinese history and a poet. It is the intersecting ^
these two dimensions: that makes it possible to at
tain, with or without Mao, government by WnkM'
men with a social conscience.

'Contrary to what is believed in the West, th^
attitude does not produce' a nation of dreamers; it

induces in the Chinese a sharp perception of reality
that its Western partners confuse with pragmatism
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Japan, China and the U.S.-
the new trilateralism of Asia

By F. Quei Quo

1978, while the attention of the world was focused

post _F st and compels the U.S.S.R. to search elsewhere

on^ the situation in the Middle East, a new interna-
em jinnnl power configuration was quietly in the making
claim in^ i w Far East. The ratification of a peace and friend-
oproch^ ;[> i reaty between< China and Japan on_ October 23,
give i thÈ ^innouncement of official normalization of relations

f hëj en China and the United States, to take place
will Ii E very outset of.1979, the signing of a friendship
Pek tt between Vietnam and the U.S.S.R. on Novem-

t Sta the increased hostilities between Vietnam and
cam t;âmhodia, and the successive visits by high-ranking

r►̂ -ii ia's and politicians of China, Vietnam and the
nerie U:S.S.R. to the ASEAN (Association of Southeast
ppea^ Aiian Nations) countries were not an accidental ac-
and f clmulation of isolated events. Viewed together, these

mea èvents signify the coming of a new era in the inter-
ts hE nâtional politics of Asia.
rchre The "new trilateralism" consists of the United
an ai tes as the prime mover, China as the balancer and
Off tl J pan as the follower. The coalition among these
ority. t ree nations now creates a supreme force - in
it bt n''tary strength, human resources and techno-

:turie ]ô5ical and economic powers. The "new trilateralism"
ile It 4,, w effectively controls Soviet ambitions in the Far
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Nearly half a decade has elapsed since Prime
Tnister r Tanaka shook hands with the late Chairman
an and Premier Choû _En-lai, indicating to the

C'hiiiese that Japan would not fall behind the United
lates (though his visit was a few months after the
`,Vixon shock") in the degree of its interest in devel-
°Ping friendship with China. The negotiation of a
peace and friendship treaty, however, had been pro-
inged because of interrupting events and some basic
ifferences in principles insisted upon by the parties
V)1^'ed. The turn of events late in 1978 was, there-
r, hardly predictable, and the Russians were the

mo t urprised of all. There were, however, a number of
`r'a'0114 for the rapid emergence , of the new scheme
T things in the Far East. These included the failure of
qétente, the internal conflicts within the two major
deological camps and, in particular, the changes in

political leadership of the nations involved.
To begin with, the détente of the Sixties and"

Seventies had very little impact on the Asian front,
where the problem was more among allies than
between enemies. To the Russians, the Chinese
appeared to have become more Communistic and
revolutionary than themselves. To the Americans, the
Japanese seemed to have become more capitalistic
and peace-loving than Americans had ever wanted
them to be. Moscow found itself branded as the
capital of the "revisionists" and the New York money
market became the trade centre for Jananese yen.

The conflict in the socialist camp was both
intensive and extensive. It involved ideological dis-
agreement, border skirmishes, struggle for leadership
within the camp and competition to win allies among
the new nations.

The economic warfare between Japan and the
United States was more real than it appeared to be.
It became such a highly-politicized issue that a special
Cabinet post was created and a former diplomat was
appointed for the purpose of smoothing Japan's trade
relations with the United States and the countries of
the European Economic Community. The economic
competition launched by "Japan Inc." was, to many
Americans, as unfair as the attack on Pearl Harbor by
Imperial Japan in 1941. Criticism of Japan's getting
a "free ride" in its journey towards "peace and pros-
perity" placed Japanese leaders in an untenable
position, for the nation's political climate was not yet
ready for a "right turn". At an international meeting,
Prime Minister Fukuda lamented that the situation
reminded him of the Thirties, leaving his Western
colleagues to speculate on the implications of his
remarks. Somehow a new international order had to
be crea`téd so that each of these Asian powers - the

Dr Quo is Prof essor and Chairman of the Department
of Political Science at Simon Fraser University.
He has written extensively on Asian affairs and his
current teaching and research areas are the theories
of international politics and Japanese politics. The
views expressed in this article are those of the author.
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U.S., the U.S.S.R., China and Japan - could find its
proper place.

The diplomatic offensive was initiated by the
United States as soon as its internal political in-
stability was settled by the election of Mr Carter as
the thirty-ninth President. In Far Eastern policy,
two general principles were to be applied - first, to
make the Asians responsible for their own security
and prosperity and secondly to neutralize the Russian
ambition for Asian power. The timing was perfect.
l'he new Chinese regime had just rid itself of the
fanatical "Gang of Four", under whose leadership
any rational policy had been impossible. The 1978
Uonstitution inspired by Chairman Hua now pro-.
claims China's desire to become "modern" in its
military and socio-economic development. Zbigniew
Brzézinski flew to Peking to pave the way for eventual
normalization of relations between the two nations,
but also stopped in Japan before he returned to the
United States. The scheme was to cultivate China
and Japan as an effective check against the Russian
threat.

To accomplish this purpose, both an American un-
derstanding with China and the exertion of pressure
on Japan were required. The proposed withdrawal
of troops from South Korea also called for co-opera-
tion with both China and Japan, since the former
exercised a persuasive influence over the North Kore-
an Government and the latter over the Government
of South Korea. The tie between Kim's North Korean
Government and Peking is a close one. North Korea
owes a great debt to China, without whose military
intervention the Government could have been chased
out of Korea in 1951. In the south, Park's regime is
indebted to the Japanese for its industrialization and
its economic prosperity. The conservative Liberal-
Democratic -Government of Japan even helped Park
by voicing a. minor plea against the withdrawal. of
U.S. troops. It was not.dif&cult for both China and
Japan to convince their Korean friends that the
status quo in the Korean peninsula had to be pre-
served, at least, for the time being. The difficulty lay,
however, in- Japan's own decision to take part in the
new scheme, which would have such serious political
implications. The instinct of the political animal was
to shy away, if possible, from any serious political
involvement.

Partnership with China, though economically
desirable, is politically unwise in the eyes of some
Japanese politicians, including- former Premier Fu-
kuda. It offends the - U.S.S.R., with which a peace
treaty has not yet been signed. The Soviet Union
remains in occupation of the islands north of Hok-
kaido, which it took over in 1945 and which are still
claimed by Tokyo as Japanese territory. In spite of
repeated efforts on the part of Japan, the Soviet
Union is not prepared to talk peace while U.S. bases
continue to exist in Japan. The Japanese were warned
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officially that the "anti-hegemony" clause in
proposed Sino-Japanese Treaty implied hostilitlv. tme
wards the U.S.S.R. However, the issue became ampn.'
non-partisan day by day. All the opposition par ust
joined the majority of the ruling Liberal Demo( ,, g^st
in urging normalization of relations with China ^^^ reat
only objection came from the pro-Taiwan factios ous
the Liberal Democratic Party itself. Especially nt
portant was the upcoming presidential election ^s ,Ja
LDP, in which.the_main opponentto Premier }±uIEP^ ort
would be Masayoshi Ohira, Minister of Foreign Ai^ E^I y,
in the Tanaka Cabinet, who championed`the ca,^ iegplo
of normalizing Sino-Japanese relations. To dep?, u stan
Ohira of an issue favourable to his candidacy, ^ The
kuda finally approved thesigning of the treaty. ,as^ , mp

There was, of course, the prospect of the Chm 5{^j ; i
market as a solution to the problem of current sta^ tQAme
tion in Japan's heavy industries. Japan's technoloos In, the
skill and plants could be exchanged for Chinese ^ n B
sources. Facing mounting problems in the Amer,t^.^i if 1
and European markets, Japan might find China, Jjocra
most suitable partner in economic affairs. Thus he ga
economic pressure from the" West increased, the is of
dustrial leaders of Japan exerted political pressu^e ^icans
on the Government for an early normalization , tn entra
relations with China. Without an alternative i anti-1
ket, it was argued, Japan's heavy industries would, fin bei:
forced to move towards military production: .se urity.

For the first time since 1945, voices urging .]an in
Government to _ relag the limitation on the exportu a^ew sp
of military products were heard among indust^ S^tes he
leaders. The shipbuilding industry said that it co u as an inti
have produced battleships and submarines for h^ve reeE
which had recently placed a$500-milliom order s^tution
West Germany. This was also the cage with the au6 tjMing
mobile, industry, which could convert its truck-p ant faci
duction line to the production of armoured vehid islan
for Middle East nations. Indeed, Japan could al s reco;
increase its own defence expenditure by enlarging ' dnminan
armament, which would be more in line with w^ The
the United States and the right-wing political fon Asia ui7L
of Japan wanted. With the memory of the Secou nom(
World War fading and the pressure of economic a nomic
pediency rising, it looked as if the revival of "Impe' ificial
Japan" was imminent. nding

For the majority of the Japanese populatiai pan's
however, the treaty with China has more sentimen tionali
than military or economic value. Historically, nonec s. T
the other. three nations had been "friends" of'Jap rity 81
The Sino-Japanese War of 1894-5, the Russo-Ja e last
ane War of 1904-5 and the Second World War thout
1941-5 indicate thé inevitability of conflict with oth rtuna-
whenever Japan contemplates its own expansioü tle po:
However, China stands alone as a nation that suffe% ce-pre
from Japanese impe"rialism without indemnity. U an N
there are any guilt feelings about the war rema' orce, c
in the Japanese mind, they must be towards C`^okyo 1
-first. For the United States, appreciation of its gel' t^ .elinbarra
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ample reasons for the Japanese to hate and
ust the Russians. The Soviet declaration of war

nt military manoeuvre exemplify its attitude to-

^ds Japan. Japan's defence efforts are today direct-
1,)r.th - against the U.S.S.R., the only possible

The new trilateral arrangement, therefore, is
exploitation of the historical and economic cir-

dep { ^stances of Japan by the United States.
acy, The scheme conceived by Brzezinski, however,

also implies the decli ning political role of the United
chi Sites in the Far East. Under the new arrangement,

Americans think it possible for them to manipulateL sta thJ
aologE{ p„m the vertex of the triangle. The price to be paid
mese r ^Brzezinski's own words,; "to nurture Japan",
anen t e V e , l i f it includes the remilitarization of a "fragile"
hinaid^,ucratic Japan. The_fight by proxy is the new rule
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he game. As the Cubans fight in Africa under the
is of the Russians, sothe Chinese are advising the

^fiicans with American blessing. At the global level,
entrance of China into international politics with
anti-U.S.S.R. policy relieves the United States

being the "lone ranger", policing international
urity. At the " regional level, the participation of

4an in Far Eastern affairs means the creation of
ew sphere of influence. Both Japan and the United
tes have received notice that China claims Taiwan

!Vtan integral part of its territory; in fact, the Chinese
h^^e recently made this legal through their new Con-
titkution. Privately, however, the Chinese agree that

ming and international circumstances" are impor-
taini factors in the assumption of sovereignty over
t}iE island. Japan's special concern for South Korea

cognized in exchange for acceptance of China'sS'
L

w
ance over North Korea.

The agreement can be extended to Southeast
Asia unlyif Japan is willing. Already there is heavy
eçonomic involvement. But Japan still prefers to keep
ecronomics and politics separate. The separation is
0'ificial and;.can serve only as a temporary measure

nding definite, political policies. Conflict between
pan's economic expansionism and Southeast Asian
tionalism has already been witnessed from time to
e. The gospel of the "Great East Asia Co-pros-
ity Sphere" advocated by Japan before and during

e last war may be resurrected as a new policy
hout objection from the United States or China.
rtunately, Japan's entry into the new alliance had
tle political reason or global strategic significance.
e-Premier Teng Hsiao-ping's blessing .on the U.S.-

pan Mutual Security Act and Japan's Self-Defence
^orce, conferred in his interviews while he was in
Tikyo to exchange letters of ratification, actually
;Ëivharrassed many enthusiastic supporters of the

treaty, especially the Japanese Socialists
Communists.

Needless tosay, for the United States the "new
trilateralism" in Asia is a link in its global strategy of
containing the Russians as well as of stabilizing poten-
tially-troublesome areas so that it can avoid being
drawn into unnecessary direct confrontation with
others, as in the case of Vietnam. The difficulties
with the SALT II talks, the increased Russian in-
fluence in Africa and the aging of Brezhnev have
Washington worried. The "new trilateralism" will,
the United States seems to expect, force the Russians
to become closer and friendlier in their dealings with
Washington.

But the Russian leaders have more to be uneasy
about than their counterparts in Washington. Their
influence in Europe has diminished and now they are
denied any role in Asia. Their repeated gestures to-
wards mending the fence with China have met only
with discourteous rebuffs. Furthermore, the Carter
Administration's position on human rights interferes
with the domestic affairs of the U.S.S.R. The feeling
of being encircled is running high again in Moscow
for the first time since the days of Stalin.

Examined from the viewpoint of the politics of
the balance of power, the Russian strategy has been
wrong. In the first place, the Russians should realize
that reconciliation with China is most unlikely in the
foreseeable future. The "liberalization" of China will
bring it closer to the capitalist U.S. than to its
-fellow "revisionist" the U.S.S.R. The weakest link in
the "new trilateralism" of Asia is Japan. One should
not minimize the possibility of neutralizing Japan.
Were the Soviet Union to return the northern islands
to Japan, extend generous fishing rights to the Jap-
anese and make possible joint ventures in natural-
resource development, Japan might be prompted to
clean up the anti-U.S.S.R. atmosphere surrounding
the new trilateral agreement. In fact, it is the U.S.S.R.
itself that has deprived the Japanese left wing poli-
ticians and intellectuals of evidence of a friendly
relation with the Russians. There is no effective link
for the Russians in Japan. Neither the Japanese Com-
munist Party nor the Japanese Socialist Party iden-
tifies itself with the U.S.S.R., though both are critical
of Japan's becoming a surrogate for the United States.

Outlook and problems
In the immediate future, the "new trilateralism" will
create peace and stability in the Far East. The ten-
sion over divided Korea has already been relaxed
considerably, through the recognition of Kim's regime
in the North by Japan and the United States in
return for recognition of Park's Government in the
South by China is - still on the short-term agenda.
At least, establishment of some cultural and economic
relations between Japan and North Korea is con-
ceivable. Across the Strait of Formosa, Teng Hsia-



ping ismaking all kinds of-gestizres in his wooing of
the regime and people on the island. With the as-
surance of preserving the capitalistic socio-economic,
structure of Taiwan, Peking hopes for a peaceful set-
tlement with the island through talks with the Kuo-
mintang officials. What remains to be seen is the
determination of the 16 million people of the island,
who may not accept the transition easily. However,
China's insistence on its sovereignty over Taiwan and
simultaneous acceptance of the real state of affairs
suggests the possibility of some sort of association
between the two - a sovereignstate and an associate
state or an autonomous region with a considerable
degree of independence.

In spite of the long historical association between
Japan and Taiwan, the former considers the issue a
political taboo in its relations with China. For Japan,
the hottest local issue in the Far East is the return
of its northern islands by the U.S.S.R. A recent sug-
gestion is that Japan should ask for the return of
the two nearby islands of Kunashiri and Etorofu
only and settle for the non-fortification of the others.
The compromise may have some appeal to the Soviet
Union should the U.S.-Japan Mutual Security Act
be abandoned. The new Government under Prime
Minister Ohira is not, however, prepared for an ex-
pansion of its own military capabilities. The course
of "Nippon Maru" requires economic prosperity first.
More attention will be paid to improvement of do-
mestic living conditions such as housing, health and
welfare.

Nevertheless, the pressure for a more indepen-
dent and positive role by Japan in international af-
fairs is there. The "hawk" candidate, Nakosone, polled
a surprising 15 per cent among the LDP supporters
at the party's recent presidential eletion. Nakasone
campaigned with slogans such as "Amend the Con-
stitution; legitimate the Self-Defence Force" and
also argued for the need of "legislation for emergency",
meaning delegation of powers to the military in order
to meet any unexpected attack or crisis. Next to the
urge for establishment of effective anti-submarine
forces, the Japanese Government will also face pres-
sure to develop a security system for its "supply-
line" to Southeast Asia.

Southeast Asia thus becomes the theatre of strug-
gle for domination among the superpowers. What-
ever the Russians have lost in the Far East, they
intend to regain, at least partially, in Southeast Asia.
The accelerated aid to Vietnam and 'the latest fall
of Phnom Penh seem to have turned the tide against
China. In addition to worry about border conflict
with the "Northern Bear", China will probably face
problems at its south gate. The Russian version of
a collective-security system for Southeast Asia now
finds a partner in Vietnam, which subscribes to the
idea of a "Great Indochina" under its own hegemony.

Any tension at the border will disrupt the internal

progress to which China is now fully committed
China, however, the "four modernizations" - defe
industry, agriculture, science and technology -
go ahead at full speed. In the long run, the U
States may be most instrumental in the modern!:
tion of Chinese defence capabilities, while Japan
comes the major helper in China's industrializal^
Should Canada be interested in becoming a parï
ipant in this "Western consortium" of China he11
it would have to be in the'.field of, agriculture, -
perhaps jointly with others too in the areas of sciei!

'and technology - especially the often-talked-of Cf,
than supremacy in oil-exploration. Competition ria
the Western industrialized nations, as well as AN'
in- the China market is inevitable. Already there l k i^e yeâ
been warnings by specialists against the optim line in
use of China as a solution to the problems of {^,,

(renE , a.
dustrial nations. After all, Japan probably will t^e ^,urr
the winner in most of these competitions for
torical, geographical and economic reasons.

At the end of January, Chinese Vice-Premier Teng
Hsiao-ping made his historic visit to Washington.
Following his third meeting with U.S. President
Jimmy Carter, Teng and the President stepped out
of the Oval Office for a public appearance on the
lawns of the White House.
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ere Lk l, ^;^e years of effort are now on the
inin the trade negotiations in

s of }{^neva. Launched in Tokyo in 1973,
will f ij

for 1 liA approximately 97 nations partic-
ting under the auspices of the
eral Agreement on Tariffs and
de (GATT). Canada, an ôrig-

1 signatory of the agreement, is
icipating fully in the current

okyo Round", and senior Cana-
n officials claim a successful con-
sion will produce substantial
efits for Canada's ailing econo-
But success is far from certain.
The timetable for the Tokyo

und is rapidly running up against
y real deadlines. As inpast trade
otia Lions, an export-oriented
ited States has taken a leading
e in this round, offering an at-
ctive package of concessions to
trading partners, and demanding
h in return. But U.S. authority

negotiate is limited by Congres-
nal legislation: The present legis-
on expires on January 4, 1980,

us fixing the early spring of 1979
a practical working deadline. The
rrent economic downturn, and
otectionist sentiment in Congress,
th ensure that no extension of
thority would be forthcoming for
S. negotiators. Without the

nited States, there would be little
actical reason or political impetus
continue.

The Tokyo Round comes in a
)16torical context. There have been

rounds of previous negotiations
he first was in 1947, and the sixth,
e "Kennedy Round", concluded
1967), and they were mostly

t'Pncerned with: reducing tariffs on

By Gilbert R. Winham

industrial products. The current
Tokyo Round is tariff negotiation,
but it also includes discussions on
non-tariff trade barriers and on im-
provements in the structure of the
international trading system. Most
nations, with the possible exception
of Canada, view these latter issues
as relatively more important than
tariffs in current trading practices.
Ironically, these issues may be more
important in an absolute sense as
well, for, as tariffs are lowered, pro-
tectionist forces tend to be man-
ifested in trade restrictions other
than tariffs.

Canada's traditional concern in
international trade has been two-
fold. As a producer of primary
products and semi-processed goods,
Canada has pursued internationalist
policies (and supported institutions)
designed to encourage a healthy
export trade. On the other hand,
Canada has been a relatively pro-
tectionist nation so far as imports
were concerned (particularly im-
ports of industrial and finished
products) in an effort to develop
the manufacturing sector of the Ca-
nadian economy. The latter policy
has long-standing political roots,
dating back to the National Policy
of 1879, when the tariff was used to
help foster economic and political
integration in Canada. Todây the
imperatives appear to be more ex-
port-oriented. It is necessary for
Canada to maintain its exports of
semi-processed goods, while at the
same time boosting employment-
producing exports of manufactured
goods, an area where the Canadian
economy does not perform well. To

manage this requires reducing the
restrictions of other nations on Can-
ada's products, which in turn means
that the Canadian Government's
offer on its own restrictions must be
attractive. So far, in these negotia-
tions, Canadian -policy has worked
from the premise that a big deal,
meaning greater reciprocal liberal-
ization for more products, is better
for Canada than a little deal. One
gives more but gets more in return.

Tariffs
The tariff negotiations at the Tokyo
Round have been especially impor-
tant for Canada, since it is generally
recognized that Canada relies more
on tariffs than non-tariff measures
to protect domestic industry. In the
Kennedy Round, which consisted
principally of industrial-tariff nego-
tiations, nations evolved an across-
the-board (or formula) approach
to tarifE-cutting. The formula cut_
agreed on at the Kennedy Round -

Professor Winham is Director of the
Centre for Foreign Policy Studies
at Dalhousie University. He has
written on the theory and practice
of international negotiation, and
has consulted on study sessions on
negotiation at the Department of
External Affairs and the U.S.
Department of State. An account of
internal Canadian decision-making
in the Tokyo Round appears as
"Bureaucratic Politics in Canadian
Trade Negotiation", International
Journal, Vol. 34 (Winter 1978-79).
The views expressed in this articlé
are those of Professor Winham.
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namely 50 percent fewer exceptions stantial 20 per cent, thus inhibiting cent of the products now tt4
- was not subscribed to by Canada, industrial development in the ex- being non-dutiable. Assumin
on the ground that its exports were porting country. These concerns led cessful bilateral package ^t ac ev
largely primary products, on which Canada initially to propose a "sector Tokyo Round, the number of co ple

foreign tariffs were low, while its approach" to negotiation, which dutiable items would rise to ^*•
"inputs" were industrial products would have dealt with certain re- 80 per cent, with correspondink, ° fa

on which tariffs. were much higher source-based sectors in integrated ductions in the tariffs of those e
in all countries. Hence 50 percent ran p«^ pletpackages , ging from raw mate- remaining dutiable.

i1it^,rnacuts across the board could have rials to finished products, and would
produced inequities for Canada. have keyed on eliminating small Non-tariff measures e•
This negotiating position was se- foreign tariffs on semi-processed The negotiations over non t ^Th
verely criticized abroad, and served goods. This -approach was not ac- measures are also of importanc t^
to increase pressure for Canada to ceptable to Canada's trading part- Canada. Such barriers are extreli^ ^ tta
accept a formula approach in the ners; leav'vng the Government the varied, ranging from simple qu` ^
Tokyo Round. task of realizing its sector concerns, titative restrictions like quotafi^1Q nec

Nations devised a formula ap- especially in forest products and complex customs-valuation pn^^ disto
proach in the current negotiations, nôn-ferrous metals, through the dures or government-procurer ^ ugh
based on a "Swiss formula" that rnechanism of formula cuts. policies that restrict . access to !

Prac

called for across-the-board cuts of eign markets. The main objecf;'.^^ ctic
about 40 per cent, with a harmo- Most important element ply

p the Tokyo Round in the non ta
nizing principle that provided for Canada's position in the tariff nego- area is to remove the trade-distil hqd^aredeeper cuts in high tariffs than in tiation:with the United States, its ing effects of such barriers, andI
low ones. After substantial deliber- lar est tradin f 4Y ing g partner, is the most bring them under more effeci 1C'jnadaation over the winter of 1977-78, important element in the negotia- international scrutiny and conrt gàsur
the Federal Government accepted fions as a whole. There are now The emphasis in the negotiat F, h
the formula, recognizing that Can- prospects of substantial agreement has been on reducing the um
ada's goals in the negotiations could in this area that will accommodate tainty exporters face in selling ttI ^9 tnelll
not be met without accepting the most of the Federal Government's

ti^^ l th
products abroad and stabilizingi

implications of what had become a objectives. The main task as the ternational trading patterns' taie in
general negotiating practice among negotiations wind up will be to keep removing the unilateral right of
industrialized countries. The Gov-. an attractive U.S. offer "on the tions to restrict movement of goot @ q ,rnai
ernment did attach certain condi- table". Canada has made exceptions The non-tariff negotiations c ^rn rease
tions to its acceptance, however, in to the formula tariff cut that will stitute one of the most interestu com.eof

multilateral negotiaf

tF ted
tion

â ts wi
p g data on the non-tai

'An-tar
"value-a" processing in the pro- peting industries such as textiles, as nations. With the help of the GAZ
d ti f al , P Poin r4trfied

fact h
r^tifica
,4 et Col

ding 1 I f ta 'ff protection mt diff and further li t^ortuni

in the roduct with the result that
^at wi

p , problems of balancing regional eco- ment in the importing coun , f^i secu
small tariffs, and small tariff differ- nomic interests that go to the core should take. This information ^a f r froi
entials, can have a large impact on of the Canadian national existence. brought together in a non-t r nt
a nation seeking to diversify its Regardless of the outcome of measure inventory that identifi& ; Con
exports. Consider one hypothetical -the Tokyo Round as multilateral ne= the nation making the complaa 3
comparison: metal exported in in- gotiations, a large Canadian-Amer- the practice in question, and Çod

esgots at $1 .00/lb. over a tariff of ican package is likely, since there is nations aga' st which the complaia

order to ensure
sectors o f f

Canada's goals have to be reassessed as the nego- examples of t^m is
in certain resource-based tiations conclude, and the decisions occurring today. Faced with a 01
goods would be reached. remaining will be as difficult as the gering variety of traderestrictio

Canada's concern in resource- decision to accept formula cuts in GATT members began the procP
based sectors springs from a policy the first place. At stake is the of com ilin data on the non-tu
of seeking to increase the amount of possible loss of jobs in import-com- ms taken by various tradU
"

a^y agi

ion-ta:

uc on o raw materis. The con- opposed to access in foreign.markets Secretariat nations intt
nection with tariffs comes from the for export-oriented industries such those practices that adversely I.

t at most nations maintain an as petrochemicals. Since provincial fected the access of their export a
ascen eve o n erests er sharply on these to foreign markets,
related to the amount of processing issues, the negotiations will present dicated what action the gove

2 per cent riersusmetal exported in between these_nations a large bilat- was made. Further work rédu^ rour
rolled bars at $1.10/lb. over a tariff eral trade in many products that the inventory to categories, 0heTo
of 4 per cent. In either case, the does not involve third countries. It then draft codes of conduct wen •nical E
tariff on the product itself is prob- is estimated that Canada and the drawn up in each category, )o redi
ably insignificant but the tariff on United States are approaching a served as a basis for further nega lechnii
the value-added portion is a sub- free-trade position now, 70-75 per tiation. The entire operation is lest n
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effeci A( nada, many identified non-tariff
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otiati' ,,A:, has obliged the Federal Gov-
e uni^ ^^t,lent to maintain close liaison
mg t^ ^dh the provinces throughout the
.izing i:^^,^,o Round, and it will necessi-
erns bac in some cases agreement by
at of ncial governments on any final
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`eresh c me of the negotiations. The prob-
;otiah ^t. is even more severe in the
i a st^^ ^ted States. Whereas in the nego-
rlctx
pror 4-{s with full authorization from

on-tu jGongress, its authority to negotiate
tradir An-tariff issues is only partial, and

^ GAZ ^ny agreements of this sort must be
)oint( ratified by Congress. By law, this
sely e''Titrfication must be all or nothing,
cporte at Congress does not have the op-
ther iortunity to propose amendments
gove tiat will undoubtedly make it easier
count^ ih secure approval. And approval is
on r4E ^ from certain in view of the cur-
`1 ta4 ^nt protectionist mood prevailing
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The process of negotiating the
-tariff codes has been more dif-
t than negotiating tariffs. Un-

tariffs, non-tariff barriers - are
necessarily intended to restrict

distort international trade, even
ugh they may have that effect
practice. They often represent

r°^actices or institutions that are
ply entrenched, such as provin-
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our codes of conduct regulating
on-tariff measures have evolved in
he Tokyo Round. One is the "Tech-
^ica1 Barriers to Trade", which aims
^O reduce trade obstacles caused by
echnical requirements, standards,
est mèthods or certification sys-

tems. This draft code is nearly in
final form, and attention is turning,
at least in Canada, to the question
of what legislation or mechanisms
willbe necessary to implement the
code. A second code attempts to
establish an international procedure
for customs valuation.' Canadian val-
uation procedures are significantly
different from those of other coun-
tries, and Canada has not to date
been substantially involved in these
negotiations. Whether this position
will change depends on consulta-
tions taking place with provincial
governments and private-sector
interests.

The third code deals with gov-
ernment procurement. The object
here is to regulate the purchasing
policies of governments, which are
increasingly large consumers of
goods and services, and in particular
to prevent governments from legis-
lating against the purchase of com-
petitive goods coming from foreign
countries. Legislation such as the
Buy America Act, and certain pro-
tectionistic practices in Canada
concerning bidding and tendering,
would be regulated under this code
as it has been framed thus far
during negotiation. The code is,
however, far from complete, and its
precise scope and coverage will have
to be spelt out in greater detail if it
is to be effective. For example, there
is no agreement on what specific
purchasing entities will be affected
by the agreement (Air Canada, the
provincial governments?) and there
is no commonly-understood thresh-
old value below which preferential
government purchasing would be
tolerated. This code is important,
and the trade values in the area are
significant. As one example, the U.S.
Government recently passed an Ur-
ban Mass Transit Act containing a
"Buy American" component that
has a heavy impact on Canadian ex-
ports of transportation equipment.
If the government procurement
code were fully realized, enabling
legislation or amendments to laws
such as the Mass Transit Act would
be necessary, which indicates the

amount of work remaining to be

done in the Tokyo Round.
The fourth code, concerning

subsidies and countervail duties,
has been one of the most hotly-
contested subjects of the Tokyo
Round, and is shaping up as a major
obstacle to any general agreement.
On one side are nations, principally
those of the European Economic
Community, that use government
subsidies in part as a means of en-
couraging exports; the code would
seek to provide redress for other
nations affected by these subsidies.
On the other side is the use of
couritervail duties (principally by
the United States) to offset any
advantages that might be gained
through export -subsidies; the code
would provide an injury testto de-
monstrate that economic disruption
had actually resulted from subsi-
dized exports. Were the matter lim-
ited to export subsidies, it would'be
more easily solved, but the issue
cuts deeper than that. Export sub-
sidies cannot be distinguished in
practice from regional-development
policies practised by many countries,
such as the operation of Canada's
Department of Regional Economic
Expansion ( DREE ) . Hence, coun-
tervail duties, which can appear in
some cases as a justifiable means
of offsetting a government-induced
advantage in the exporting country,
can appear in other cases as an un-
justifiable tampering with regional-
development policies in the export-
ing country. Canada finds itself in
the middle on this issue, between the
EEC and the United States. It sup-
ports international guidelines that
would restrict EEC domestic-sub-
sidy programs, particularly those
related to agricultural products,
where Canadian interests are at
stake. Canada is however, opposed
to_ current U.S. countervail proce-
dures, and has strongly pressed the
United States to adopt an injury
test that would more fairly deter-
mine the need for countervail ac-
tions. This issue has exacerbated
bilateral trade relations with the
United States in the past, notably
over the export of tires from the
DREE-supported Michelin plant in
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Nova Scotia, and more recently over
the export of fish products. It would
be helpful if the problem could be
resolved in the context of a multi-
lateral settlement.

The prospects are not promis-
ing for the subsidies/countervail
code, however. The issue has become
symbolic, with the Europeans on
one side refusing to admit that the
EEC's agricultural-export restitu-
tion system constitutes export sub-.

gAmericans are maintaining the right ing patterns. What may evolve from major participants in the Tolj g 'fl,,m
to countervail with no evidence of the negotiations on agriculture is a Round to conclude né oti t'

sz y, while, on the orner side, the serious change in international trad- agreement was reached arnon
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other exporting countries have is against such countries that
pressed for a substantial agreement should be taken. The EEC ,^osi
on agricultural products, involving is unacceptable to most oth,r,
in particular improved access to the tries, and it can he expe(. i:,l
EEC and Japan. As with the Ken- there will be strong pressin
nedy Round, however, it is not corporate non-discrimination,
expected much will materialize in least notification and consultai:
this area. The Japanese have been procedures in the draft text
untortncoming in agriculture, and safeguards.
the EEC is much too absorbed in-
ternally in working out its Common Prospects
Agricultural Policy to contemplate At the Bonn "summit" last sum

'd

g a lons^ nnnuc i^^injury to U.S. industry. Much ire- new forum within GATT where the December 1978. This target is p oû l i;riesmains to be negotiated in the, code, relations` between internal agricul- ticûlarly important to U S n-j ^or`̂^

entirely
,

possible that this rlicnntp rathar t.han aQa;,,o+ ^n +,. ., ,,.a +^.:^ L__ _ ^_• _xi 'a,

ravenes GATT obligations. It is ports were actually' causing injury ment to unravel Negotiators w ed f

n. is p
threat of a U.S. law, it feels con- against those countries whose ex- issues could cause the entire agr ,Jan it

Y nei,y p
ward one. Congress has insisted it Article XIX of GATT, under which advanced much in 1980. Hower
will not change U.S. countervail law imports that cause serious injury to the early months of 1980 will pi l "ü1iiy a;
without a completed package on domestic producers can be tempo- sent more serious deadlines. Mulfecor
subsidy/countervail as a quid pro rarily restricted. Amajor problem lateral negotiations inevitably ll,A;ag 1
quo, while the EEC has declared here -has been the "selectivity" idea volve trade-offs and interlocki ecô„orid
that it will not negotiate a subsidy/ introduced by the EEC. This would issues, and there comes - a pu I&
countervail package under, the allow a country totake action only where failure toresolve a few stid th

h th^^E) p1,first nevertheless remains an awk- attempts to clarify the provisions of the end of 1979 will probabi not

uties, but the problem of who goes The safeguard issue arises over will be that work not com leted
d P p n n, h6 rner

e omiyunlikely actually to collect these agricultural trade. itive and its main im licatio

, g ^h ogic,obligatory. The Administration - is effective mechanism for liberalizing important but probably not dd

a as no generally been an deadlines the, December tar e

until January 2, 1979, after whxch dures, since the trade-negotiating gress to take action. As with r cï ze tthe duties automatically become form t h t

q y aw or i^én ns
er of EEC products is being waived improvement over present proce- ing days re uired b 1 f G

q mrg coun ervai duties on a num- comprehensiveway. This may be an Congress in addition to the 60 woR
b

s,and the question is complicated by tural programsand external agricul- tiators, who must give 90 days noii t^}^ y
the fact that U.S. legislation re- tural trade might be examined in a of impending trade legislation ^, . ,^r
ui 1

.......^, ^^.......v......a>.t, w

will run out the clock on the nego- the product in question. Selectivity momentum for an agreement in ti
tiations over subsidy/countervail. represents an exception to the gen- coming months. The best guess na

eral GATT rule of non-discrimina- is that a significant agreement .7Agriculture and safeguards tion, and is defended by the EEC be reached, but with extreme 0
Remaining areas of importance in on the ground that, in today's culty. ,It is hard to imagine a wo_
the Tokyo Round include agricul- market, disruption is most usually economic climate in which to cor
ture and safeguards. As to the first, caused by identifiable large ship- clude a major initiative in tra^
the United States, Canada and ments from single countries and it liberalization.

Sorry we're late! A combination of having to wait for the award of a new printing con-
tract followed by delays in the delivery of paper for the presses, has made the appearance
of this issue later than usual. We apologize for any inconvenience.
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by Ulf Lantzke

e Tol^'^,M oin during the postwar period have world eco-
ationsi11;^ic prospects been so uncertain. Though industrial
)t is ^{;^ tries have managed to weather the recent reces-
S. ne^
ysnF`i
ation
60 woi

;iô , difficult economic problems persist, whose scale
beyond the normal cyclical pattern of the post-

years.
While there is a complex set of causes that has

for k,:ién rise to these problems, it is important to rec-
Tith

,
p1o^ize that energy is both an objective and a psy-

targei ical factor underlying the present uncertain
A de erc„^nr,nic climate. It is an objective factor because
;ion n, jji^ rnergy situation contributes directly to some of
letedl^the problems - for example, inflation due to higher
y not
lowev
vill P.
Mu]
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ë^flér; Y prices or the large energycomponent in trade

^d one cannot afford to ignore the general context.

lë^ its. It is a'-psychological factor because inse-
ciïiabout energyundermines confidence in plans
fqi^ (.-onomic expansion and reduces expectations

both investors and consumers about general
eëônomicprospects.

I do noi-, want to overeinphasize the role of energy
irit6his process. Nevertheless, one cannot treat energy
i5 an isolated issue. The energy problem has trig-

ed far wider economic, and even political, problems,f

14ture crisis
1^number of commentators .have recently made rather
*imistic statements on the near-term energy situa-
i^,n, largely because of the current surplus in thet .
Prld oil-market.

I cannot, however, share the view that the pre-
^nt oil-market surplus solves the energy problem.

F^rst, we must remember that we have paid a heavy
ice in reduced economic growth for the reduction

Iat has taken place in oil demand. Secondly, we
past recognize that prospective new supplies are
Tÿlatively insignificant compared to incremental oil
^^^mand each year, though we have, at the same time,
!en fortunate that earlier investments in new sup-

i)^ies from the North Sea and Alaska have given us
ditional breathing space on the supply side.

Thirdly, the industrial nations continue to be
tremely vulnerable to decisions by the Organization

f Petroleum-Exporting Countries on supply and
! rices. Fourthly, there is the danger that the current

nergy : an international problem :

temporary oil-market surplus could mislead public
opinion into believing that the energy problem does
not exist, and thus undermine political support for
the strong energy-policy measures that are necessary.

For the reality, underlined by a wide range of
expert analysis, is that, if the industrial democracies
do not strengthen their energy policies, then mount-
ing oil demand will reach the limit of available sup-
plies perhaps as soon as the mid-1980s, creating crisis:
conditions in world energy-markets, with severe eco-
nomic and political consequences for all nations. It
must be emphasized that, though such a crisis is very
possible, it is not inevitable. It can be avoided if we
act now, while we have a relatively calm energy
environment, to initiate the necessary energy-policy
measures that have long "lead times".

Consequences of doing nothing
If we do not strengthen our energy policies sufficient-
ly, the gap between potential demand and available
supply will be closed forcibly for us. In the short
term, energy uncertainty would only continue to
frustrate efforts to achieve non-inflationary economic
recovery. Indeed, at the present time, one is constantly
struck by the number of business people who point
to energy uncertainty as a major element in their
lack of confidence in the general economy; In the
medium-to-long term, by not doing enough about
energy we should be inviting steep and sudden price
increases and chronic supply shortages.

In all the industrial democracies, energy prob-
lems would spill over into general economic difficulties
by adding to inflationarypressures, larger balance-of-
payments deficits, increasing trade restrictions, and
monetary instability. As a result of these pressures,
erosion of business and the confidence of investors

Dr Ulf Lantzke is the Executive Director of the
International Energy Agencyin Paris. This article
is based on his presentation to the Canadian Institute
of International Affairs Jubilee Year Study Con-
ference, held in Toronto from June 8 to 10, 1978.
The views expressed here are those of Dr Lantzke.
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could still further reduce economic activity and in-
crease unemployment. Our economies would be faced
with the task of trying to accomplish within a very
short time major energy-induced structural changes
under conditions of intolerably low economic growth.

It is hard to see how our societies could avoid
the serious social and political unrest that might
result from such general economic deterioration. The
internal political stability of many countries could be
gravely weakened.

Competition among nations for access to scarce
oil-supplies could be particularly divisive. In such a
situation of chronic shortage, the stronger economies
may come off best in the short term, but this will
mean that other nations may not have enough energy
to meet their essential economic needs. The weaker
economies might feel obliged to take severe defla-
tionary and protectionist measures, which would,
though a "feed-back" process, result in lower world
economic growth and reduced trade and would, in
the long run, adversely affect all countries.

Nor could it be ruled out that nations, either
individually or collectively, would seek,through mea-
sures going beyond the usual forms of commercial
competition, to develop preferential supply relations
with oil-producing states. To the extent that these
succeeded, they would threaten the flexibility of the
world oil-trading system. Moreover, such arrange-
ments could extend into politically sensitive areas
such as arms sales, the supplying of sensitive nuclear
technology without adequate safeguards, or -fresh
political complications in the settlement of-the Middle
East dispute. All these developments would have a
negative effect on the interests of the Western in-
dustrial nations. And, indeed, they could create an
atmosphere of confrontation that would be harmful
to global relations. No one wants this situation to
arise. Everyone realizes how. inadequate such short-
term responses would be..But we must ensure through
action and co-operation - on energy that conditions
will not develop in the future that could give rise to
such tendencies.

I believe, therefore, that, if we allow present
energy trends to continue, if we do nothing about the
energy situation, we can expect growing energy in-
security to have an increasingly negative effect on
relations among the industrial nations - which would
be disastrous for everyone.

Lengthy transition.

We must recognize that the world faces a lengthy

transition from primary reliance on relatively low-
cost oil to. greater reliance on other, more plentiful,
energy resources and, later, to reliance on renewable
energy systems. Although it will be a long process, if
it is begun now it can be managed smoothly.. If, on
the other hand, the necessary changes have to be
made suddenly the result will be costly disruption.

Market forces alone will not bring about such a
sition. The investments required are of such IT
tude and the strategic importance of energy
great that the political responsibility of governn
must be brought into play.

I do not underestimate the difficulties poser'
many people by stronger energy; programs. 1
measures required involve significant changes in
mode of living we have grown used to, and they
also affect traditional interests. For example, 6„
penalties -aimed at encouraging the production of 6^ } 1,^
efficient cars or at improving :energy efficiencÿ '
buildings may be quite painful. But the inconveni
of adapting to these changes is far less than the,
sequences of allowing the energy situation to ww,
Similarly, some energy-development projects may
fect certain visual amenities - or even interfere
the mating habits of the caribou! Even though
environmental aspects are not important, they shc
be kept in the proper perspective - and the pm
perspective as I have already described it is one
serious damage to vital economic and -^political
terests unless we act rapidly to improve the enr
situation.

In view of the global nature of the energy p
lem, what sort of action is required and who she
take it? On the demand side, we shall have to laiera
the ef&ciency;of ènergy use and change the strucf
of energy consumption to match the new "mix"
energy supplies that will be available in the fu
On the supply side,;;we need to maintain oil and
production, greatly expand the role of coal and
clear power and support vigorous programs to devel

new energy technology.

International co-operation
In principle, it is individual governments that r^
have to decide on energy policies and implem^
them. The energy circumstances of the industrializ
countries vary widely, and in countries such as Cana
there are important regional differences that have
be reconciled. But, though policy must be implemen
ed on a national scale, international co-ordination
vital, too. Energy interdependence .is a reality,
the energy problem is an international. one that c
only be solved on an internationally. co-ordinat
basis. No nation can solve the problem on its o
If any major industrial nation attempts to "go
alone" irrespective of the plans or policies of ot
nations, it risks,making the wrong decisions, ma
inefficient investments and jeopardizing not only
own economic prosperity but also that of its econo
partners and political allies. Only through the
ordinated efforts of all nations can we hope to guaa
antee sufficient energy supplies to meet future neeâs,

'Each nation must make a contribution accordiu
to its ability. Among the industrial countries, '`
United States stands out as the country with ,
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test capability of reducing its oil imports, im-
ing energy efficiency and expanding supplies. Per-

urgentthe most urgent task of U.S. energy policy is
ise its energy prices closer to world levels, since
n on p ricing would have a major positive impact

posea^ à'rv he domestic and international aspects of energy
is. Nl Ea j^Q cy. The potential `of the other medium-sized
es rn^ eiXnomies, such as Japan, Germany, Britain and Can-
they
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s one };m„cl tant effect on the opportunities available to
tical 6-iter countries. Considerable attention has been paid

en( d( ;,nada to energy policy since the 1973-74 energy
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is also significant, for, in the aggregate, they
iü ld make a contribution as important as that of
t:a United States. Because of the relatively poorer
én rgy-resource base of the European nations and
j pan, their contribution will differ from that of

th America. Nevertheless, they too must make a
ermined effort to adapt their energy-consuming
ustries to a new energy structure.

ada's role

(;âqada's role is an important one, not least because
Cân^^dian leadership in energy matters will have an

^ i. Many improvements have been made that will
ullünately have a beneficial impact on the domestic

mate to be well endowed with energy sources -

en ,i,_-,, situation. Specific energy goals have been
i;:ti^hlished. A pricing schedule for oil and gas has
6érn adopted that should in time allow energy to be
1:Tced at more realistic levels. Energy conservation is

en seriously. But twhat about the international
plications of Canadian energy policy? Canada is

th deposits of conventional and non-conventional
hydrocarbons, with large coal and uranium reserves,

at r t^ an improved worldwide energy situation. What

a nd with proved nuclear technology. Canadian energy-
pply policies could make a significant contribution

)lem eractlyshould Canada do, and why?
rrahz Canadian coal policy, along, with that of the
Cana C^nited States and Australia, could greatly affect the
havef energyalternatives open to Europe and Japan. If the
lemeat t^uropeans and Japanese are to succeed in displacing
rtion oi1 in electricity-generation and in industry, they will
tY^ qu^e large quantities of imported coal. For Canada
iat c d other coal-producers, an enormous export poten-
iinatÉ aI exists in the long term. Co-operative international.
S o lions to tap this potential could be aimed at large-
"go ^cale expansion of a world coal-trading network, which
ot 4ould need stable trading conditions. Major infra-

na ^ructure investments would be required in mining,
nly i F land and marine transportation and port facilities
)DO nd would bring substantial economic benefits to all
he oncerned.

guu On a similar basis, international co-operation
neeâs oul.d provide the right conditions for expanded ex-
)rdID orts of Canadian uranium and nuclear know-how
s, o countries whose energy requirements over the re-
h tt ^aining decades of this century cannot be met with-

out nuclear power. Again, assured supplies would be
necessary to encourage Europe-and Japan to develop
adequate nuclear-generating capacity.

Canadian efforts to develop oil and gas in frontier
areas could also make a significant contribution to the
energy situation as a whole. First, expanded domestic
oil-production would reduce the Canadian need to
'increase oil imports and would ease conditions in the
world oil-market for countries poor in resources. Sec-
ondly, expanded -gas exports to the United States
could similarly help to reduce the U.S. need for in-
creasing supplies of imported oil.

The point about all of these efforts is that,
though they must be implemented on a national level
(or, in Canada, often at the provincial level), they
are part of a broader international effort. They re-
quire other countries to undertake complementary
efforts; thus the European countries and Japan should
be prepared- to substitute imported coal for imported
oil and to embark on the necessary structural changes
in their energy economies. Canada would be required
to adopt a more open attitude towards international
investment and trade in energy.

World energy body

The International Energy Agency has been estab-
lished as a framework within which such efforts can
be organized internationally on a co-ordinated basis.

Canada's experience to date in the IEA is that
closer consultation among member countries re-
duces their uncertainty concerning one another's plans
and policies. International agreement on a broad
policy approach on areas such as coal and nuclear
policy can help to crystallize the decisions and direc-
tions each country must take in the light of its
individual energy circumstances. Energy co-operation
does not limit but rather enlarges the range of energy-
policy options open to each country. Moreover, co-
operation among industrial nations sets the stage for
coherent forms of broader co-operation on a global
scale with the oil-producing and other developing
nations.

How can we ensure that this co-operation will be
effective enough to match the nature and scale of the
energy problem? How can we ensure that stronger
policies. are being implemented and that they are
mutually consistent, so that they reinforce each other?
Again, our experience within the IEA points to its
usefulness as an instrument, by means of which such
co-operation can be assessed and intensified as neces-
sary. Most important, it has established a policy
framework in which long-term energy aims have been
clearly defined and means are available to assess, on
a continuing basis, the progress made in achieving
those aims.

At a meeting in Paris last October, chaired by
Alastair Gillespie, Canadian Minister of Energy,
Mines and Resources, ministers from IEA countries
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agreed on the basic elements that should be contained
in each country's energy policy. Recognizing that
onlylimited quantities of oil would be available from
the world oil-market in the mid-to-late 1980s, they
decided to establish a group objective of holding their
oil imports in 1985 to no more than 26 mb/d. They
also agreed upon 12 principles of energy policy that
would serve as guidelines for the implementation of
national policy efforts. These principles include the
basic policy issues for North America, Europe and
Japan I have already described.

Finally, they agreed that the International En-:
ergy Agency should conduct regular systematic re-
views of each country's energy policy. These reviews
are for the purpose of ensuring that the contribution
of each country will be sufficientto achieve the group
objective, as well as to indicate scope for improve-
ments and the strengthening of energy policies.

Our country reviews have drawn attention to the
fact that each country faces difficult issues in im-
plementing stronger energy policies. Canada is no
exception. For example, the decision on the Trans-
Canadian gas pipeline did raise difficult issues for
Canada - issues concerned with environmental im-
pact and the rights of-the Eskimo people. But one
must remember too that this decision not only affected
Canadian and U.S. energy prospects but was followed
closely by othercountries throughout the world. Sim-
ilarly, the question of sovereignty over natural re-
sources, whether federal or provincial, has been raised
in the context of foreign investment and access to en-
ergy resources. But, again, these concerns must be set
against the global energy problem and, indeed, its ulti-
mate impact on the Canadian and Western economies.

With regard to nuclear policy, too, it is right that
Canadians should be concerned about the spread of
nuclear technology.

But this must be balanced against the fact that
nuclear power is the only hope for some countries of
meeting their energy requirements. Canada must ac-
cept the fact that other countries have real need of
nuclear supplies and must ensure that they have access
to such supplies so that nuclear power can be devel-
oped in a controlled way. Otherwise, countries will
seek to satisfy their nuclear needs in whatever way
they can, which may ultimately mean fewer controls
over nuclear development.

Our most recent review of energy programs con-
cluded that existing efforts in all IEA countries were
insufficient to achieve the Agency's aims. In conse-
quence, each country will have to implement stronger
energy policies and take into account IEA recommen-
dations such as those I have already discussed.

Benefits
Thus the IEA provides a forum in which the industrial
democracies can work together to shape energy poli-
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cies that respond to the needs of all groups of cou ^
tries. The benefits of undertaking such co-operati:
and implementing stronger policies are considerabl^

A leading benefit, would be that all nations co '<
look forward to an energy future of great security,
would be available in adequate quantities througho
the transition to alternative energy sources. Gas coij
make an increasingly important contribution a^
natural-gas infrastructures could be developed in sa'
a way that they could also be used at a;later sta
for manufactured gas. Coal and nuclear power wo
increase their share of total energy supply and the
would be enough time to develop the new eues
technology that will be needed in the negt`century,

For a country likeCanada, there would be signf
cant benefits in the. form of,increased investments
energy production and enlarged secure egport.mark
There would be benefits too for thegeneral economi
First, all nations would escape the severe econonv
consequences that would otherwise result from fut
imbalances between potential energy demand
available supply. Secondly, greater- certainty on en.
ergy prospects would help to restore confidence. More
over, the investment required to increase enerp
efficiency and to expand new supplies would give ai
important stimulus to economies. Many of the energ,
policy actions that are necessary, such as insulationifl
buildings, manufâcturing an entire new generation a'.
fuel-efficient cars, and construction of port facilitig
or railroads for coal transport, could increase the
demand for goods and services- in, other key parts al
the economy. Many , are also labour-intensive ai
could help relieve persistent unemployment. Instea
of being; a constraint on growth in generâl econonie
activity, energy could serve as a means of giving
renewed dynamism to the economies of IEA countries.

Finally, in political terms, the industrial nations
could look forward to revitalized relations. Strength•
ened energy co-operation would remove a source of
political weakness and instability. Success with energ5
would act as a powerful example of what could be
done in other areas. The industrial nations would he
in a stronger position to tackle difficult- problems in
various parts of the world - areas. such as Easy-1Vest
relations, the Middle East, African problems and co-
operation with the developing countries on econow
and political issues.

Energy is a major , challenge for all of the in'
dustrial nations, though it is a difficult one bécause
it requires a continuing political commitment and
strong and sustained action to meet it. The couse
quences of doing nothing threaten the vital interests
of all regions. This means that we cannot afford tR
fail. On the other hand, the benefits ofstrong politiral
leadership and action on energy would greatly enrlch
the relations among the industrial democracies. V
opportunity should not be lost.
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ter to the Editor

Lament for Third Option . . .

y two years ago I was still taking comfort from the knowledge that Canadians are.fair-weather nationalists;
irvoulo cease to be so stupidly obsessed by the threat of United States domination, I told myself, as soon as

Jvere again confronted with problems of real substance. Now my worry is that the Government, apparently
i broad popular support, has swung much too far towards the other extreme. Concern about independence
faded into insignificance. How can we expect the world to take Canada seriously when our moods and

g^ policies are so erratic?

I
n^ "^ The Third Option, we are assured.from on high, is still official doctrine, and the "special relationship" with
rke "shrngton has not been formally revived. But, on reading the speeches of the Honourable Don Jamieson, and
nomi ire especially excerpts from the cloying dialogue between "Don" and "Cy", one really must wonder.
noiffl
ut Admittedly, the Third Option was never intended to be anti-American. While seeking to strengthen Canada's

ibtinctiveness, and to diminish its vulnerability to policy changes and other developments south of the border,
n e° é Government promised to maintain the substance of existing relations with the United States, and to conduct

on~'" êm in a co-operative spirit. If the Third Option means anything, however, we should be striving to augment ties
ner^ h other countries and shunning new measures that would lock -Canada more firmly into the American embrace.
ve
ergl

I
The Northern pipeline appears to make economic sense, but could well be more integrati.ve in its conse-

ionifl ,^ences than any changes in the regulations governing the continental flow of goods. Our one concern, to judge
on the Parliamentary and public debate, has been "jobs for the boys", a determination to see that Canadians
ilitia get their full share of the new employment opportunities.
e thé
rrsu a Sunilarly, the Government is to be applauded for not rejecting out of hand the Senate report endorsing

à 1ltinental free trade. Canada would not only prosper fromsuch a reform but could strengthen As indepen-
stea ce as well. I am startled, however, that the Senate committee has not been widely criticized for dismissing,

10niI ^ h almost no explanation, the possible political implications of bilateral free trade. Conceivably the committee
FIVng
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inftuenced by the study of these implications that I wrote for the Economic Council of Canada.
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Mure plausibly, it considered that extended comment was superfluous in view of the rapid decline in public
d governmental concern about national independence.- It is to be regretted, moreover, that Canada, were it to
cept the .Senate committee's, advice, would now need to negotiate free trade from a weaker position than in
75, when the Economic Council offered similar recommendations, or in 1947, when the initiative last came

j ni Washington.

Thedecision not to buy the Tornado, the European candidate in the competition for ,a new fighter-recon-
issance aircraft for the Canadian forces, is another setback for the Third Option. Its purchase would have
stered a shift in trade and corporate structures from North America to transatlantic, and impressed foreign
vernrnents with our determination to diversify. I'm told that it was more suitable for the European theatre
an the Canadian. Arctic, and that we could not afford two different aircraft. One would have more confidence
the Government's decision, however, had it displayed greater support for the Third Option in other contexts,
d if it were not so obvious that the Canadian brass have become homogenized into the North American édite.

Peyton V. Lyon,
Professor of Political Science
and International Affairs

M
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alégander Solzhenitsyn's indictment of the West for
lo^ I ing its courage provides a-good introduction to an

é.^' mination of Canada's role in the world community
it enters the 1980s. The Russian exile declared at
rvard that the fight for the planet, physical and

^irituaI, had already started, adding that were never-
^eless oblivious to new dangers, spiritually exhausted

land content to see the media reflect our "prescribed
^niiles and raised glasses".

What kind of world is Solzhenitsyn talking about?
It is a world of multidimensional dangers:

thh, escalation of nuclear arsenals and conventional
7apons, imbalances of food and population, viola-

ions of human rights, depletion of resources, eco-
mic disorder, an upsurge in violence and terrorism.
iese are the critical problems of our time that
mand political solutions. Long-range survivalist
licies are imperative to protect the next generation,
d the one after that, from even greater global

'dWorder.
Yet there is no sense of urgency, or even priority,

; Canada concerning global problems: On any list
the ten most important problems Canada faces,

reign policy is usually eleventh. The debates on
tional unity and the domestic economy have so

àesmerized Canadians that they have forgetten that
11 .7 per cent of the world's -land and 99.5 per cent

its people exist outside Canada. Saturday Night
s described the situation as the "decline and fall
Canada's foreign policy".- Certainly the optimistic

(I generous spirit of Canada in the 1950s and 1960s
s been replaced by a defensive and restrictive mood

d the 1970s. A self-serving inwardness is the new
aracteristic of our society. Solzhenitsyn could have
d Canada in mind.

It is ironic that this new insularity has occurred
^ precisely the moment when the conjunction of
o great trends ought to be awakening us to new

lallenges. First, the gravity of the global problems
weals an' unprecedented crisis of social organiza-
011, and of civilization itself. Secondly, with the
mtastic advances of science and technology that
)ald ensure a life of human dignity for - everyone,
uman development has reached a turning-point.

A geopolitical movement of historic proportions

is taking place in the world today. Changes and
developments in the world economy, in political insti-
tutions, in the environment, and in science,_itself
have combined to produce a world that, though com-
posed of independent and sovereign states, is be-
coming more interdependent. Thus we are entering
a totally new period in our planet's history. As-the
Club of Rome points out in Goals for Mankind:

Through the birth of a spirit of world sol-
idarity . . . the world would change. from an
arena of marginal security and economic and
political conflict to a global society of undimin-
ished diversity but firm collective self-reliance,
greater security and more equity.

Fundamental unity

For a long time, of course, we have known of the
inescapable physical unity of the planet, the inter-
dependence of winds, tides and climates. International
systems of trade and commerce reflect this physical
interdependence. Now I sense a new recognition of
the fundamental unity of mankind.

Last summer I travelled round the world on a
foreign-policy mission for the Progressive Conservative
Party. One cannot make such a journey round
McLuhan's "global village" without being profoundly
impressed with a new sense of human creativity. As
I travelled through several countries, seeing people
in their own surroundings, I was aware of the deep
common desires that link the human family. People
everywhere want to live in an atmosphere of security,
economic progress and human dignity. The wide dis-
crepancies in the ability to attain these goals jolt
the traveller, but the desire to have decent, happy,
peaceful, orderly, satisfying human relations is now
universal.,

Mr Roche is the Progressive Conservative Member
of Parliament for Edmonton Strathcona. A former
journalist, he is the author of several bookson inter-
national economic development. This article was
written by Mr Roche in 1978 and has not been
revised by him since then. The views expressed are
those of the author.
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I remember vividly: the native Anglican priest
from the Solomon Islands proudly carrying his coun-
try's flag down the aisle of Westminster Abbey during
a service marking the entry of the Solomons into the
Commonwealth; the widow in an Indian village, grate-
ful for a dairy co-operative that bought the milk from
the buffalo tethered to her hut; the rich Japanese
businessman telling what legislative improvements
were needed in Canada to make our country more
attractive to Japanese capital. These incidents reveal
the very human qualities that màke up a world of
instant communication and rapid transportation.

All this is a new sign of_,hope that the world,
amid its griefs and anxieties, can attain a more
balanced and stable development. The problem is,how
to make sensible international arrangements that will
promote the new creativity possible in the technolo-
gical age.

The task, therefore, for -Canadian foreign policy
in the 1980s is to reconcile independence with inter-
dependence. To do so it must be flexible enough to
take an enlarged view of the opportunities thatunite
and the problems that divid,e mankind. UnfortunatelSr,
we lack the drive to act in accordance with this en-
larged view.

Weak image

Time and again, in meetings held during my trip, the.
message was conveyed to me, sometimes indirectly,
sometimes directly, that Canada was not regarded as
playing its full and proper role in world affairs. De-
spite the presence of competent officers in its foreign
service, Canada's image abroad is weak and its per-
formance mediocre. The inadequacies of political
direction in Ottawa result in confusion, poor morale
in the field and a sense of diminished stature for
Canada.

In the 197$ cutbacks, the Government slashed
the budget of the Departinent of External Affairs by
$20.9 million and froze the budget of the Canadian
International Development Agency (CIDA) by with-
holding an anticipated $133-million increase as part
of Ottawa's desperate restrainst program. Although a
vigorous external policy does not depend on money
alone, these cuts are not likely to improve Canada's
performance abroad. How can we meet the demand
for Canadian participation in the UN peacekeeping
forces when $150 million is cut from the defence
budget? How can we reach the declared goal of .7
per cent of the gross national product in official
development assistance when CIDA's budget is frozen?
How can we improve the Canadian presence abroad
when we areclosing embassies?

Indeed, the inability to manage the federal bud-
get in a systematic way hasprevented Canada from
fulfilling its" responsibility in the international com-
munity - and this at a time when we should be more,
not less, active in the world.

4 International Perspectives May/June, July/August 1979

Ottawa, December 29, 1978
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I am not arguing that a country of 23 0
people could or should remake the world in its in,
But it is in our own interests, as the second-latz;
country in the world, possessing enormous resonr^
land and technology, to play a leading role in buil^
the planetary conditions for peace. Canadians,
among the most privileged and fortunate peope
the world. If we want to preserve the security, fi;
dom and progress that we enjoy, Canadian fo
policy should be pursued with more vigour.

Some say that we cannot focus on foreign pei
until weget our own house in ordér until our ti
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unity and domestic-economy problems are solved-
shortsighted view.- The world is changing rapidly ^
will not wait for Canada. Moreover, a new un E
standing; of Canada's role in a world . se,eking m
5ecun>y, -craae ana aevelopment would itself be
important element in the internal struggle to pres
national unity. In short, planning and explaining
the public a constructive role for Canada in the wo
community during the next decade can help us ren
the sense of purpose and direction in this country.

Y'hat sense of purpose; is found in John Holm
phrase "enlightened internationalism". By this
mean that we stop separating the traditional
of war and peace from the new global questions'
justice, equity and human rights. The new issues
foreign policy include the esca.lating arms race, nuçl
proliferation, food and energy shortages, the. probl^
of international development, and world-wide i
tion and unemployment.
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voice and action in the world community. Only
world community canbring about practical soluti
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the next ten years, to provide every, human being wi
clean water by 1990, to introduce a housing prog
that will provide a decent_ shelter for. every fanul;
in the world.

In an interdependent world, Canada's futui
depends as much on the solution of problems caus
by the unequal distribution of the world's,_ resour
as it does on the search for détente; in such a wort^
developments in the Middle East and in southe
Africa can be of no less concern to us than our o
relations with the United States and Europe. In tb
name of our common humanity, we must seek
ensure that human rights are universally respected.

Total review

Canada cannot, of course, be a major player in ever
arena. Nor should we try to make policy overnighl
reacting to the latest headlines. The careful. Con
struction of a foreign policy for the 1980s , that ^
be both realistic and productive. demânds a
review of present Canadian policy.
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11 enable it to relate systematically to an inter-

Jul n felt. The price spiral started by the Organization
ts in

id^lar, o
etroieum-Exporting Countries, Soviet military ex-
sion, China's westward orientation, the North-

Sou th development imbalance, recession in; the West
wning protectionism, and a new demand'for hunian

üans
!eople e magnitude of the new , pproblems, and, the new
ity, h` 4 ortunities, requires a new Canadian approach.
1 for' This does not mean throwing out all the old

^icies. In fact, the preparation for the 1980s ought to
flirm Canada's traditional, and necessarily strong,
s with the United States, its defence alliances and

Commonwealth. The biggest foreign=policy mis-
e the Government made in the Seventies was to
é the impression that we were downgrading these
s. This impression had serious repercussions abroad

^rd upset andconfused the Canadian public.
It is précisely, because of the dramatic changes

the world that, to be supported by the electorate,
I ponsive foreign policy needs to be presented in

ms that are reassuring as well as challenging. To
knock over the sign-posts of the past ,is not only one
Orther aggravation in the age of discontinuity but
^d policy organization as well. A sense of our own

tory must inspire each new step forward.
That is why I am proposing that the formulation

a new policy to ineet the demands of the Eighties
done in terms that are both important and un-

rstandable. There are three areas - security, trade
d development - through which the old and the new
rrents flow. By . approaching a reconstituted foreign
licy in thelight of what ought to be done, by Canada
security, what ought to be done on trade, and what
ght to be done on development, Canada will find
possible to develop a comprehensive policy that

èpendent world: Only by recognizing the. interrela-
ons between the security, trade and development
pects of our foreign policy can we establish cohesion,
arity'and conviction - and show the Canadian peo-
le why it is in our interest to become more active in
reign policy.
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anadiansecurity is of primary importance. Despite
he human movement forward, the world remains an
creasingly dangerous place. All the briefings I have
eceived from : security experts have convinced me

at strong and expensive defence commitments must
e maintained, especially while Soviet expansionism
n Eastern Europe and Africa is so pronounced. The
st requirement for any government is to maintain

trength against attack and to work for nuclear con-
ol to prevent expansionists and revolutionaries from
laughtering humanity and blowing up the planet in
he process.

Far from undermining the North Atlantic Treaty
rganïzation (as Canada did in the early Seventies),

we should reaffirm our commitment to that organiza-
tion as the key alliance maintaining stability between
the superpowers. This entails broadening Canada's
participation in the joint international efforts of
NATO in the areas of strategic and economic study, as
well as political exchange, while maintaining and
improving the present level of commitment to the
Alliance in Europe. NATO - and the North American`
Air Defence Command as well - provide the only as-
surance Canada has against aggression, besides making
possible a certain degree of influence on the main-
tenance of â semblance of order and security in a
crisis-ridden world.

Security, however, demands more than a military
presence. One of the paradoxes. of the modern world
is that, though arms are necessary, the arms race
itself is a threat to security. The arms race, aside from
being.potentially fatal to the world, siphons off untold
quantities of resources and.scientific expertise needed
for world development.

Canada, as a member of the United Nations.
Security Council, should work more diligently to create
the conditions for peace. A willing participation in
workable UN peacekeeping arrangements is part of
this task. In his latest report, UN Secretary-General °
Kurt Waldheim appealed again for governments to.
bring their problems to the Security Council, declaring
that, if the Council had the will and means to deal
with them on merit, "we would have made a decisive
step towards world order". Used properly, the United
Nations can be the instrument for overcoming much
of the mistrust and insecurity that make so many
international problems insoluble.

Human rights
One of the conditions for peace is universal respect
for human rights. The widespread practice .of torture,
degradation of the human spirit and suppression of
basic political and civil rights lead to further violence.

Amnesty International, which was awarded the
Nobel Peace Prize last year, emphasizes the fact that
becoming aware of the need for international rules
to safeguard the individual's rights is the first step
towards achieving international machinery for main-
taining them. Action by individual governments will.
never be sufficient. International responsibility in this
field is increasingly recognized.

The argùment,that the treatment of its citizens
by a state is strictly an internal matter and should
not be subjected to foreign intervention is no longer
valid. The shared commitment to the United Nations
Charter and other human-rights documents has irre-
vocably placed human rights on the agenda of subjects
of common international concern.

That is -perhaps the chief lesson of the Belgrade
Conference, where 35 nations, including Canada, re-
viewed all aspects of the Helsinki Final Act. Although
this conference could not provide a substantive docu-
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ment on human rights, the very fact that the whole
issue, is today a central factor in East-West relations
is itself a sign of progress. Western pressure is bring-
ing some slight improvement to civil rights in the
Soviet Union - e.g., on reunification of families - but
this amelioration has been accompanied by tougher
Kremlin action against internal dissent. It is thus,
as the Christian Science Monitor remarked, "a del-
icate line the West treads in pressing the Soviets
to be more humane without inviting even harsher
policies".

Acknowledging the delicacy, the Canadian Gov-
ernment needs to take a more forthright and active
role in those international bodies that are charged
with the safeguarding of human rights - in particular,
to press for the appointment of a UN Commissioner
for Human Rights. We need to give more than lip
service to the principle of human dignity. Where
religious and ethnic communities are denied civil and
political rights, or are refused social, economic or
cultural justice, Canadians ought to declare their
active support for these communities when they de-
mand freedom for their members - notably freedom
of emigration and equality of political expression.
Further, the reunification of families and persecution
of non-violent dissidents should beraised on all pos-
sible occasions by the Canadian Government in its
relations with foreign govèrnments.

In view of the lack of progress at Belgrade,
Canada should look elsewhere for ways in which its
foreign policy might more effectively work towards
the end of human-rights violations. One such area is
external aid. The Government of Canada should
reduce to a minimum its material assistance to, and
symbolic approval of, governments that commit gross
violations of human rights. Necessary food aid should
be exemptedfrom such a policy.

The year 1978, the thirtieth anniversary of the
adoption by the UN of the Universal Declaration on
Human Rights, was de,dicated to the theme of educa-
tion about human rights. A'Canadian foreign policy
vigorously directed against human-rights violations
could increase the awareness by Canadians of this
fundamental issue.

Trade
When we consider Canada's trade position, it is easily
understood why the maintenance of a strong and
productive relation with the United States is essential.
The U.S. accounts for 72 per cent of Canada's exports,
and the trading relation with the U.S. continues to
grow despite the "Third Option" and the "contractual
link" with the European Economic Community.

The Senate Committee on Foreign Affairs, which
advocated in 1973 the development of closer trade
links and a contractual link with Europe, presented
a new report this summer advocating bilateral free
trade with the United States.. In short, the committee
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said that the Third Option was unrealistic; bilater
free trade was essential to the stimulation of indust
development in Canada. With trade blocs grov,;,

,and non-tariff barriers being raised against thr
countries, the committee concluded that Canada coL
not remain "odd man out".

The response to this recommendation will depll
in part on the outcome of the General AgreementP
Tariffs and Trade negotiations. But already the reps
has served to focus on Canada-U.S. trade as a bao
component of foreign policy. If the free-trade idea$
advanced, dislocations in Canadian industry arè it
evitable. Is the price of these dislocations acceptable'
the naine of a stronger Canadian economy in }É
Eighties? And is not an economically-strong Canai
a prerequisite to preserving our cultural and politic>
identity?

This question is, of course, closely linked to thÉ
larger issue of trade-liberalization. The protection
Canadian industries from the exports of rapidly
industrializing nations is becoming increasingly costlT
as we see in thé textile and footwear industries.

Arguments:against trade-liberalization have fo-
cused on the unemployment that would result io
Canada. Yet the Economic Council of Canada, a
well as the World Bank, maintain that open tradé
fosters a more rational division of labour, provido
products. at lower prices, and thus reduces in$ationary
pressures and encourages expansion in markets for
Canada's own exports. Of course, liberalization mus
be accompanied by a domestic program of adjustment
and stimulus in industries where Canada has a com•
parative advantage.

In the words of the EconomicCouncil:
The best policy for Canada will, be one thal

enables industrial capability to arise whereva

there is an actual or potential comparative ad
vantage - including indeveloping countries -sa
that factors of production at home may be con-
centrated in areas where Canadian efficiencY is

greatest.

Some of the most rapid rates of growth ar
projected in manufacturing, especially wood and pap
products, mixed fertilizers, non-industrial chemic4
non-metallic mineral products, aircraft and parts, an
electrical industrial equipment, including communies
tions equipment. The Canadian private sector should
become involved in the implementation of foreigo
policy through joint ventures in these and other aren

I have seen the vast new opportunities for eca
nomic co-operation and trade that exist in seve^l
countries in the Middle East and Asia. The develo'I

ment of Canadian business opportunities abroad ought
to be just as much an aim of foreign policy as aa'
equate diplomatic representation.

International economic co-operation - as much

as security - is a prerequisite for peace and stabilitY+,
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e we grasp fully that low productivity, in both the
eloped and developing worlds, is at the heart of
sent economic instability, it becomes easier to
e a systematic approach to Canada's role in world
elopment.

It is in the interest of both rich and poor to boost
oductivity all over the world, and this can best be

ô e by stabilizing commodity prices, lowering tariff
qriers, increasing the flow of capital. into the devel-

ng world, and improving the transfer of technology.
of this constitutes the North-South dialogue,

ich, unfortunately, has lost sight of the interde-
dence of global interests.
There are important gains: to be made by forging

^ tronger North-South partnership. Most of the in-
trial countries are today afflicted by high unem-
yment, slow growth and continuing inflation.

!arly, the developing countries, particularly the
orer unes, suffer directly from the repercussions of
recession - and even those that have gained from
rise in oil prices or exports of manufactures have

t out to inflation and protectionist pressures in the
ustrial economies.
To move towards a more dynamic global eco-

my could thus be in the mutual interest of both
rth and South: By raising the purchasing power
ong the greatly-expanding populations of the
uth, releasing new resources and developing new
kets for both poor and rich, higher levels of

de can be created within and among all countries.
effect, the developing countries of the South could
ome one of the engines of growth of resumed

ogress in the industrial world.
My argument is thus that economic growth in the

orth demands progress in the South.

dge-building

is idea ought to permeate a new Canadian strategy
r international development co-operation as the
hird Development Decade- starts in 1980. Here is
here Canada can play a major bridge-building role
the international community. It is time to offer

moderate yet constructive solution to world poverty
at avoids the extremes of utopian solutions and
transigence or structural change. As Maurice J.
illiams, chairman of the Development Assistance
ommittee of the Organization for Economic Co-
eration and Development, notes:

Broad international support is more likely to
be mobilized,for evolutionary changes which re-
move unjust constraints in the, international eco-
nomic order, facilitate an on-going process of
structural change, and encourage a concerted
effort to help weak and vulnerable people.

Canada is better suited to lead than to be a
grudging participant in the search for new order in
the world.-

The goal of improved economic relations should
be to bring about equality of opportunity, both within

and among nations, rich as well as poor, without dis-

crimination as to race, colour, religion or sex. - Con-

sequently, it should be a matter of priority for national

and international efforts to meet the basic human

needs of the vast majority of mankind by the turn

of this century, by enabling the poorest sections of

society to increase their productivity and to par-

ticipate in economic development on an equal footing
and on the basis of selfsreliance.

The complex North-South question can be boiled
down to a two-pronged approach: the provision of
basic needsand the mutuality of North-South trading
interests.

Committed Canadian leadership could help sig-

nificantly to develop better" negotiating attitudes in

international forums searching for new arrangements
in the fields of trade, commodities and credit. The
struggle in the United Nations Conference on Trade-
and Development over the Common Fund for. Com-
modities is a case in point.

It is no longer enough to think that aid (partic-
ularly when it is tied so tightly to Canadian benefit)`
is a sufficient response to the challenge of world devel-
opment. A more realistic Canadian policy would com-
prise such multiple steps as: more emphasis on
water-management and soil-conservation and the

notion of self-reliance in -our aid program; intensified

and continuous technical co-operation with developing

countries; and domestic industrial-adjustment stra-

tegies to enable Canada to produce more of the high-

technology goods needed on world markets.
To restore the Canadian public's confidence in

the $1.2-billion CIDA operation, it will be necessary
to make public an independent management study
of the Agency. Only in this way can Parliament decide
whether aid is as effectively administered as it might
be and whether it really helps the poorest people
whom Canadians wish to help. This move, coupled
with the establishment of a Canadian Advisory Coun-
cil on International Development to provide sys-
tematic consultation between business, labour and
government, would stimulate public support for a
renewed development effort in the 1980s.

Finally, we are left with Solzhenitsyn's call to
rise to a new height of vision in the global community.
If a nation as blessed as Canada cannot respond to
such a challenge, what hope is there for humanity?
We must ask ourselves if we have the courage to
bring peace and hope to a world in conflict.
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Is External Affairs a central agency
-a question of leadership controls

by W. M. Dobell

agency, or à central policy-sup
organization is a central agency.

Deputy ministers do not deliver minutes later that "there is no doubt
speeches to gain partisan political that the Government 'regards the
exposure. They may speak more Department as a central agency."
today than a generation ago, yet To understand the implications of
as a group they still do not talk very this statement, some knowledge of
much to public audiences. It may what constitutes a central agency
occasionally be neeessary, , to rep- is required. What -units within the
resent a department at a senior level Federal Government are accepted
when its minister is unavailable and as central agencies? Which of their
the parliamentary assistant too in- responsibilities make them central
experienced. Nevertheless a deputy agencies?
ministerial address remains a rare The term "central agency" -has
occurrence. It usually means not gained increasing currency through-
that an occasion requires a speech out the 1970s, but has yet to find a
but that selling an idea demands an regular place in the table of con-
audience. A deputy minister who tents or index of standard works
has been the senior civil servant in on the Canadian Federal Govern-
three departments over ten years ment or Canadian public adminis-
may well have perspectives worthy I tration. Since some phrases that
of reflection. Thus, when the Under- sound similar are not synonymous
Secretary of State for External Af- while others are, a necessarystep is
fairs delivers a public lecture on the the clarification of terminology. The
role of his department within the Post Office, which is supposed to
fabric of government, his message supply a service to the Canadian
should be studied. Yet, as a shrewd public, is an example of a central-
practitioner of bureaucratic politics, service agency. It is not a central
he would be the last to expect his agency, and even its performance
words to be taken as Holy Writ. of a service efficiently would not

"The Government considers the make it one.
Department of External Affairs to Crown corporations are some-
be a central agency," the Under- times called Crown "agencies", and
Secretary boldly declared in Toronto are then subdivided into three cat-
on February 15, reasserting a few egories, one of which is the "agency

corporation". Examples of the latter
Professor pobell teaches in the - are Atomic Energy of Canada Lim-
Department of Political Science at ited and the National Harbours
the University of Western Ontario. Board, which have considerable au-
Frorrc 1970 to 1972, while on leave thority but within a limited juris-

from the university, he served in diction. Neither the umbrella Crown

Ottawa as executive assistant to the agency nor the more specific"agency
Honourable Paul Martin. The views corporation is analogous to a central

expressed in this article are those agency. On the other hand, a cen-

of Professor Dobell. tral control agency, a central policy
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. No one would fail to list th
Privy Council Office as a key centr
agency. It is : responsible to i
President, who has also sesved i
Deputy Prime Minister for near

Minthree years, and to the Prime
ister. Some would list the Prim
Minister's Office as a separate ces
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tral agency, but its limited size an
capacity make this questionable
without the co-operation and snp 1
port of the PCO, it. could no
adequately perform central-agenG
functions. The two complement eau
other in what has become a clich
of the Seventies - the PCO is non'
partisan, operationally-oriented Ye1
politically-sensiti've, whereas tbE
PMO is partisan, politically-orienW
yet operationally-sensitive. No dTO
legislation on any subject can reacf
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tiny of the PCO; every proposal ^
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ecked to ensure that the requisite monetary questions. In the Under- central=agency principles, and listed

if h, e -1,
----.- Z---°-----^^^-^ - ii-uKU-,r, - 110.uC qjju l,viulnerce, ro ensure that this is understood

ordination has been undertaken Secretary's February lecture, Fi- the candidates mentioned in the^d the probable consequences nance was the only other depart- debate, what is the rationale for
gsessed. ment listed as a central agency. including External Affairs? Looking

Since the era of the Glassco The Board of Economic Devel- back to 1977, when he took up his
^ommission on Government Organ- opment's jurisdiction might appear post, the Under-Secretary was'con-

ation, the Treasury Board has on paper to have the breadth, co- vinced that the Department must
& en the other indisputable central ordination and leadership attributes become "a modern central-policy
gency. That term was used by its associated with a central agency. agency". So apparently it was not a

cretary ten years ago, at least in Such a generous interpretation central agency two years ago. Yet,
negative sense of denying that would ne contingent on asupport in Februarÿ of this year,- he stâted

a^ central agency was like Kafka's role on the part of Finance, the that it was one, together with the.
stle-amorphous, inaccessible and Treasury Board and the Deputy PCO, the Treasury Board and Fi-

ü^owerful. But it was expected to Prime Minister. The full participa- nance. How other departments or
=aluate the effectiveness of pro- tion of all three in the new board foreign-service officers had failed to

3uP ams, to ascertain the relations of is less than formalized, and indeed adjust to the situation was not made
lcy mpeting programs to government the whole board may prove to have clear, but the fact that External

^ als, and to ensure that funding enjoyed an ephemeral existence. Affairs was a central agency wasas consistent with predetermined. Many of its responsibilities and staff "less appreciated" than it shouldagen, iorities. have, however, moved over from have been: "It is part of my purpose

om al agency is the Public Service leaving the latter much weakened. and that the Department actsna1 ommission. After ihe Glassco re- Traditionally, I, T and C has been accordingly."
arm J.some of the old Civil Service the department most resistant to The Under-Secretary acknowl-le dd ommission's hiring functions were any imperial pretensions on the part edged having posed four basic ques-;omp en over by departments, and its of External Affairs. At the moment, tions in 1977: What did the Govern-,
,ove y-research functions fell to the it is no worthy adversary, any cen- ment expect of the Department?ngro reasury Board. Even "pre- tral-agency pretensions having lain What authority did the Departments; aq lassco", `the CSC's control" func- dormant throughoutthe winter. need? What structural changes hadto ons were in too narrow an area to A final department to be con- to be made at headquarters andient ake it a convincing central agency, sidered is Justice, which is charged abroad? And what personnel policieshe ad the term been in vogue. The _44-1, drafting bills for the entire were required? His answer to thehori resent PSC possesses broad staffing Federal Government prior to their first was a strong foreign-affairs role,ershi sponsibilities and advisory duties submission to Parliament. That is more analysis of international issues,

organization and management an internal Government service, not and awareness of competing policy
at th' nalysis; but makes almost no contri- a substantive policy "input". Its objectives and provincial interests:entr ution to substantive public policy. liaison with the provinces on legal This expression of generality could;o i ^

and consbsLuL^onai maLLers, nowever, hardly be criticized. It was in an-ed ^nance
and its responsibility for the Gov- swering the second question thatiearl nlarging the central-agency cat- ernment's legal position, give Justice the plan for central-agency statusMin gory beyond the PCO and the a major policy role. It could readily became most apparent.

Prim reasury Board involves consider- enough manage Canada's interna- "Central agencies not only co-cenIFg particular government depart- tional legal position as well, further ordinate and- consult, they lead one an ents whose responsibilities might consolidating its own case for cen- key issues of national policy." Ex-iable e thought to involve the equivalent tral-agency status, should External ternal Affairs had "a responsibilitysup f central-agency status. Of these, Affairs cease to discharge that to provide other departments withno hé department with the largest function. That option enjoys little coherent policy and priorit
ene, perating budget is Finance, which support at External Affairs, even ance"; each central agency had iseac responsible for the Federal Gov- among diplomats indifferent,to the task, and External's was to be the
Rb rnment's fiscal and economic policy. central-agency argument. To the "central foreign-policy-managementnon inance has a clear co-ordinating diplomatic central-agency en --s- agency". The Under-Secretary did1 Ye d leadership role in all areas of iasts such a transfer would be un- not precisely state what authorityth overnment expenditure; other de- thinkable, for the international legal was needed - but leaders do expectn artments are well11 aware that they. mandate is an integral part of to be followed, priorities involve an3r annot spend money Finance has External's case. established order, and managementeac ot raised. External Affairs has not It is now time to examine that implies control. When he had begunscru ought to compete with it for leader- case. Having defined such common his career 22 years earlier, theal, Np in internatio a1 fi 1 dn nancia an agreement as exrsts on the import; of speaker recalled, the Department -
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clarify the role and reaffirm the
authority of the head of post, the
dual accountability of the head of
post to Ottawa went beyond that.

had a clear mandate to lead and service officers independently con- that could affect behaviour
to manage. A reinforced mandate trolled by their respective depart- image. Rotational deceleration

r;

S
ittee i
^EA owas evidently being sought, albeit ments. particular, was intended to:enhar^

through depicting a central-agency The new procedure agreed to the level of effectiveness, of
role that incorporated directional in 1978 involved, assigning "line mats in Ottawa by reducing tho
powers. The difficulty here is that authority" to the head of post over disadvantage of unfamiliarity it
the speaker was suggesting some- all operations within the scope of issues in the "interdepartmenh
thing beyond an Under-Secretary's approved programs. The individual game". When playing bureaucrali
capacity to command. program manager was not to treat politics for central-agency stat^l

Part of the Under-Secretary's his hoine department as his sole the Under-Secretary obviously saF
third question was within the De- controlling authority, but he was no point in playing under
partment's control - i.e., what tobe responsible as well to his head handicap.
changes had to be -made at head- of post for approval of the planning
quarters. The changes specified - and implementation of all program Credentials
establishing a new level of Deputy objectives. The_;practicé of imper- In addition to posing his four qua,
Under-Secretaries capable of acting fectly informing the head of post tions, the Under-Secretary spoked
as surrogate Under-Secretaries, ap- was "no longer acceptable". The the Department's authority to ad
pointing special co-ordinators for ICER departments and CIDA had as a central agency in matters ol
disarmament and development pol- established "`unequivocally that the formal credentials, particularlf
icy, and establishing ad hoc task head of post is accountable`both to those of the Minister, and of infor.
forces - had already occurred. Apart the Secretary of State for Egternal mal arrangements, including his o
from demonstrating a willingness Affairs, and to the relevant deputy role. Under formal credentials,
and ability to take charge, the intra- ministers, for all post activities in briefly listed legislation, Orders•in
Departmental changes do not appear their respective jurisdictions".
to do very much to establish Exter- Although the obligation on the
nal's interdepartmental mandate. program manager was intended to

New procedures

The other part of that third ques-
tion (i.e., what changes had to be
made at posts) was back in the
realm of matters beyond the De-
partment's unilateral control. But in
this instance the Under-Secretary
was able to announce that new pro-
cedures had been agreed on by the
Interdepartmental Committee on
External Relations. In 1970 a confi-
dential task force had recommended
a single comprehensive system for an
integrated foreign-operations pro-
gram. Full structural. integration
(or unification, as it was called)
would have absorbed I, T and C's
Trade Commissioner Service, Man-
power and Immigration's Foreign
Service Branch, and the Canadian
International Development Agen-
cy's development officers into a sin-
gle unified foreign service in which
the influence of External Affairs
would have been predominant.
Because of interdepartmental re-
sistance, only the lower-level or
support-staff integration. was intro-
duced in 1971. The system was a
hybrid, with administrative. service
under External Affairs and foreign-

Council, Cabinet directives and caa
tom-and precedents, specifying th
SSEA's authority to sign all sub,
missions to Cabinet concerning io,
ternational agreements and the in
and composition of delegations t
international conferences. The con

It was, well short of unification, but tent of these formal credentials WE
it was a further step beyond the evidently somewhat less than con•
integration process of 1971. Where pelling. In its efforts to exercise th
the head of post is a diplomat, authority, according to the Under•
External Affairs acquires a post- Secretary, the Department ran into
program responsibility for the pro- problems that compelled it to reli
grams of other departments; where
the head of post is from another
department, he is still accountable
to the Secretary of State for Exter-
nal Affairs. This : innovation did
lend some additional support to the
central-agency claim, dovetailing
thereby with the Under-Secretary's
second question about what author-
ity the Department needed.

His fourth question - what per-
sonnel policies were required - was
réminiscent of his approach to
changes at headquarters. His em-
phasis was on quality, semi-specialist
training, much-increased two-way
secondment, some lateral entry, and
a slowdown in the process of rota-
tion. Like the headquarters changes,
there was little direct relevance to

largely on informal arrangements,
It is an accepted principle that

even the humblest department sup;
ports its minister to the full. Never•II

Ottawa, December 29, 1978
In force December 29, 1978
With effect from February 1, 1979

theless, the Under-Secretary cho
to include constant support for the
Minister as an informal device to
consolidate and enhance the Depart
ment's role as a central agency.
citation of the SSEA's chairmanshiP
of the Cabinet Committee on Exter•
nal Affairs and National Defen
ignores the fact that all the major
relevant studies of the 1970s -6
foreign-policy review, the develop•
ment-assistance review, the long•
range patrol-aircraft' decision and
the European-sector battle-tan'
purchase - bypassed this comnrittee•

Perhaps for this reason the
External's mandate, but an under- participation of the Minister in th
taking of largely internal initiatives key Priorities and Planning Com•
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Mitteé is also mentioned. But the other step was taken in the third stipulated has the power to ensure

ter may not be included. Central- include the head of post's line au- direction and leadership, then its

EA only happens to be a member committee he -chairsICER - the compliance, not merely with the
the latter committee; he is not move already described to take outward forms of co-ordination but
automatically, and the next Min- support-staff integration forward to with the policy implications of its

agency status would seem logically thority over all programs, and dual formal obligations and responsibility
require that relevant policy deci- accountability to the SSEA and to with respect to other departments
ns for Cabinet approvalbe han- the home-program department. may be purely nominal

staki
sly saF
ider, l

ed by a committee in which the A possible third step towards The Under-Secretary affirms

Jres advantage, the leverage of prior to the Under-Secretary's as- exercising its authority distinguishes

tore political than departmental, to the SSEA of the authority to the budget expenditures for all

epartment enjoys a primus inter central-agency status, one taken that the Department's means of

ç airmanship. In Priorities and sumption of office, has also been External Affairs from other central
H anning, the 1VIinister's -"clout" is mentioned. This was the allocation agencies. Treasury Board controls

r que+ ï^hich does little to support the approve and make recommendations Govérnment departments; it estab=
)oked ntral-agency claim. to Cabinet on the size and compo- lishes the administrative policies of
to at Regarding his own role, the sition of delegations to international the Government as an employer:ters ol der Secretary believes that his conferences. The Cabinet directive "Government departments and;ularlf ost important responsibility is that did not cover technical meetings, agencies do not have a choicef infor• making recommendations for general official travel or unofficial whether to go through Treasuryris o ds of post. Although assisted by deliberations, otherwise known in Board." The USSEA might haveals, ER, he alone has that responsi- Orwellian jargon as non-conferences. said the same of the PCO, thelers•i4 lity, he avers, and some of the As for meetings in Canada, other guardian of the gates to Cabinet.

id cu^ sts, are the equal of deputy minis- departments are more likely to re- No department can circumvent thetng rships in scope. The problem about veal that they are expecting over- Treasury Board and the PCO, butll s6 is assertion is that it focuses on seas visitors, who may well not pass departments can extend minimal
ng h commendation, not nomination, unnoticed, but the same does not co-operation to External Affairs
ie s' d Prime Ministerial appointment apply to visiting American officials. without following its leadership. and)ns f^ the occasional political colleague In 1972, External Affairs was without suffering severe conse-e coIl r an overseas post detracts from assigned responsibility for ensuring quences as a result. The TreasuryIs WE e central-agency argument. co-ordination of the external aspects Board and the PCO have somethingcom and applications of national policy. to offer or hold back that is con-;e this ommittees The functionally-originating depart- sidered valuable to regular depart-Jnder he Under-Secretary is chairman ment was supposed to notify Exter- ments; External does not.
ninta threeinterdepartmental commit- nal of any program with external All three are concerned with ao relp es. The one concerned with Third content or aspects, but, inadver- spectrum of policy issues broad
snts orld relations, the Interdepart- tently or otherwise, sometimes failed enough to qualify them as centrala that ental Committee on Economic to do so. Since the most frequent agencies; all three have the requisite_
t sup elations with Developing Coun- omissions were in the . area of co-ordinative responsibilities; butJever ies, has existed for five years in Canadian-American relations, a fur- only two enjoy the powers of con-cho omparative obscurity. A 1978 cre- ther and more specific Government trol necessary to ensure successful)r the tion, the Committee of Deputy guideline was issued in 1974 to try discharge of those responsibilities.
ce #Q inisters on Foreign Policy, is much to stop issues with Canadian-Amer- The power to control is a crucial'pad roader in scope, and is a forum for ican implications from reaching lever in the weaponry of a central
^• cussing almost any policy issue Cabinet without _prior consultation agency. What distinguishes Exter-nshiP th international implications. If with External Affairs. Throughout nal Affairs is not the difference in;xter' committee becomes a channel much of the decade, therefore, the methods of exercising central-agencyfen r resolving interdepartmental dif- Department was obviously not authority but the absence of thenajoi erences in a manner consistent with viewed as a central agency , from authority required to ensure that it-th gternal's perceptions, it will cer- which other departments had to seek consistently acts as a central agency.elop ly enhance the central-agency clearance before carrying through External Affairs falls comfort-long ase. But, if, on the tough issues, those functional programs that hap- ably into that slightly larger groupand he ke d
tan
ittee.

the
ith
,00?•

y, epar ments continue to go pened to have mcidental external of departments and agencies known

teps the Under-Secretary has taken dependent on co-operation and per- owing to the frequency of their

heir own ways, the central-agency aspects. as the traditional "horizontal co-
laim will not have been forwarded. The limitation of co-ordination ordinative portfolios". These depart-
t is, however, one of the two real as a central-agency tool is that it is ments have high policy influence

wards central-agency status. The - suasion. Unless the responsible body opportunities to intervene in policy
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issues. Each deals with basic hori- international legal policy, its au- a looser definition of central agenc,
zontal, or cross-cutting, dimensions thority will have been sufficiently will not satisfy its aspirants. Th,of Government policy. If External consolidated for it to move into the central-agency debate is not rea âsAffairs obtains leadership control central-agency category. If it does a semantic one - it concerns leadFr.of, say, international commercial not obtain enhanced powers, use of ship controls.
policy, and maintains its sway over
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United Nations

Ambassador Barton recalls
term on Security Council

A personal reminiscence
by W. H. Barton
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Just as the League of Nations was conceived as a
response to the horrors of the First World War, the
founders of the United Nations were motivated pri-
marily by the need to provide mankind with an
institution to prevent the recurrence of the madness
of the Second World War. It was for this reason also
that the drafters of the Charter of the United Nations
listed as the first of its purposes the maintenance
of international peace and security. Moreover, the
Charter conferred on thé Security Council, as the
organ primarily responsible for the achievement of
this aim, exceptional powers to act on behalf of all
members of the organization.

The record of the Security Council in fulfilling
its responsibilities during the past 33 years has been
a mixed one, reflecting the reality of relations between
the nations, particitlarly the major powers. But, for
better or worse, the Council has been, and remains,
the focus of power and centre of attention at the
United Nations, and, indeed, in the eyes of the world,
on those issues of peace or war that nations are pre-
pared to have come before the world body.

ltfr Barton is Canadian Permanent Representative
to the United Nations in New York. In that capacity,
hé sat on the Security Council during Canada's most
recent two-year term on that body. The views ex-
pressed here are the personal views of Mr Barton.
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For this reason,,and because service on the
Council carries with it the assumption of special
responsibilities by those governments selected for the
assignment, it also confers on them the opportunity
to play a particularly influential role in negotiations
aimed at resolving some of the most threatening issues
facing the world today.

The five permanent members of the Council.carrs
this mantle of responsibility and influence as a mat
of course, but for the 146 other members of th
United Nations the opportunity to serve a two-yea
term can at best arise only at infrequent intervals
and competition for the assignment is fierce.
Canada's case, notwithstanding its active participa
tion in the UN and its leading role in peacekeeping
it has served on the Council only four times. At that
Canada is the first member of our geographical grou
to have served so often.

Responsibilities

The responsibilities and the distinction of member
ship on the Security Council Are, of course, assume(
by member governments, and in particular by the'v
foreign ministers. But it is only rarely that minister:
attend meetings of the Council, so that, although th
Permanent Representative in New York is guide
by instructions from his home office, a considerab]
burden devolves on him. George Ignatieff, who W
Permanent Representative during Canada's last pre
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ous term of office called it "the hot seat". I did not
ave lies experience ot being involved in a warsitua-
ion (the Six-day War of 1967), but I was very

he honour and privilege of serving on the Council,
çonscious of being the fourth Canadian to have had

nd of the obligation to try tolive up to the standards

mal meetings are normally held only when a course

et by General McNaughton, Charles Ritchie, and
George Ignatipff before me.

To one who is used to working in the unwieldy
V,eneral Assembly of today, where it is rare to find
ejrn an intersessional committee with fewer than 40
r members,, there is a real "culture shock" in

13arning to operate in the clubby atmosphere of the
Çotmcil, limited as it is to 15 members and with the
ieality of the veto lying behind every negotiation. I
iave described the atmosphere as clubby with réason.
During its early years, the Council was notorious for
onfrontations between East, and West and for the

succession of Soviet vétoes. As time has gone by, the
Çold War hâs moderated, the influence of Third
^Vorld nations has grown, and a new atmosphere of co-
peration, within the limits imposed by basic national
ositions; has emerged. Nowadays most differences
e argûed out in closed informal consultations and

f action .and a script for what is to happen have been
irked out behind the scenes. Because the Council
small, the members get to know each other really

ell and work togetherwith good humour in an effort
itbé achieve the widest possible agreement.
)ecial During our tenure of office, the Council met
r the ormally 125, times, 73 in 1977 and 52 in 1978. But
unity ehind these statistics lay countless hours of informal
tions nsultation and negotiation between delegations, at
ssu times of the day, and night, and all too often on

ek-ends.
carrs The Council has a long-established practice of
at eacting only. responsively to situations that are re-

th erred to it by governments. In the last two years,
.yea he principal substantive areas of concern have been
.vals uthern Africa, including Rhodesia, Namibia and

cipa
ping
that
rou

he apartheid policies of the South African Govern-
ent, the Middle East; including the problems of
ebanon, and Cyprus. The Council also gave some
ttention to problems in other parts of Africa, notably

mercenary raid on Benin in January 1977 and
he differences between Chad and Libya over support

[ber
me
,he
;ter.
th

ide
ab

egedly given by the latter to Chad rebels. The

pro eginning might be made towards trying to head off

ounçil did not take up the situation in the Horn of
aca or in the Sahara, nor did it deal in any way
ith issues in other parts of the world.

Although the Security Council has not evolved
the way envisaged in the Charter, as a body watch-
over the peace of the world, and, given the present

state of relations between the great powers, is unlikely
P do so in the foreseeable future, at the outset of our

w term Mr Jamieson advanced the idea that a modest

troublerather than wait for it to happen before doing
anything. He suggested that, from time to time,. when
foreign ministers represented on the Security 'Council
were in New York,they should take advantage of the
opportunity to have informal consultations on the
state of the world. When we attempted- to follow up on
this idea, we found that, while Western members of
the Council and those familiar with the traditions of
the Commonwealth were receptive, some of the others
found it difficult to grasp the idea of a free and -in-
formal- exchange of ideas - without publicity or com-
mitment, and the Eastern European and Chinese
members were resolutely opposed. Even if our efforts
were unsuccessful, I bplieve they were worth trying.
But changes along the lines we were working for will
not occur until the permanent members of the Coun-
cil are prepared to espouse them and work actively
for their adoption.

It was evident at the, outset of our term of office
that the Council would be actively involved in the
problems of the Middle East and Cyprus and, because
Canada was playing a major role in the UN peace-
keeping activities in both of these areas, I arranged,
together with the Mission's Military Adviser Lieu-
tenant-Colonel Bob Gallagher, to visit the Canadiân
and other peacekeeping forces in the Sinai, on the
Golan Heights and in Cyprus. It proved to be an
invaluable experience, and added enormously to my
understanding of the issues and of the problems of
the peacekeepers who serve with selfless dedication
in conditions that are difficult and often dangerous..
With benefit of hindsight, I only wish that I had
arranged a familiarization tour of southern Africa,
the other principal area of UN preoccupation. My
advice to my successor as Permanent Representative,
even though he will not be on the Seçurity Council,
is that, at an early stage in his tour of duty, he should
press to make visits to both areas unless he is already-
familiar with them.

Southern Africa.

During 1977 and 1978, the, problems of southern
Africa were unquestionably the major preoccupation
of the Security Council. The African members of the
Council, actively backed by their regional group and
with the support of the whole of the Third World,
pressed vigorously for action to resolve the situation
in Rhodesiâ and Namibia, and for punitive measures
against Sôuth Africa unless it abandoned itsapartheid
policy. In African eyes, these were all aspects of the
same problem, because it was South African involve-
ment and support that made it possible for Ian Smith
to cling to power and South African refusal to ter-
minate its illegal mandate over Namibia that pre-
vented the UN's Council for Namibia from taking
over the administration of the territory and establish-
ing a truly independent government with SWAPO
at the helm.
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In the early months of 1977, the African members
of the Council launched a major initiative consisting
of four draft resolutions focused on the problems of
southern Africa, including Rhodesia, apartheid in
South Africa, and Namibia. These resolutions em-
bodied a number of provisions - particularly man-
datory sanctions against South Africa - that the
Western members were simply not prepared to con-
template, not least because of the extremely painful
effect such _measures would have on their own
economies.

At that moment, the Western members of the
Council (the Federal' Republic of Germany, Britain,
France, the United States And Canada) had a private
meeting at the Canadian mission to discuss: what. we
should do. This was the first occasion on which
Andrew Young, as a black,had been faced .with the
prospect of public confrontation on an issue of deep
emotional significance -to him. His response to this
challenge was imaginative and courageous, and though
it did not work out egactly , as he had hoped, it has
served as the most important single element in the
Western plan of action in the Council since then.

Two-pronged approach
Ambassador Young suggested that we should follow
a two-pronged approach. First, we should suggest to
the Africans that, instead of following the route of
confrontation in the Council, with the inevitable
vetoes that would follow,, we should try collectively
to draft a declaration asserting affirmatively the wide
areas of agreement on southern African issues. Such
a declaration, as a considered expression of the con-
victions of the Council, would have an important
impact on world opinion. Secondly, the five Western
members of the Council would use their good offices,
as major trading nations dealing with South Africa,
to see if they could persuade South Africa to accept
a plan, consistent with guidelines laid down by the
Security Council, to hold free elections at an early
date in Namibia, leading to its establishment as an
independent state recognized as such by the UN.

It was acknowledged that this approach rested on
pretty shaky foundations, but at least it meant that
we should be taking the initiative rather than remain-
ing in a negative position of inaction. The five govern-
ments were, therefore, pleased to endorse it. From the
outset, the Africans were doubtful about the feasi-
bility of our approach, but they agreed to hold off
pushing their resolutions until we could test the water.

We spent a busy spring preparing what we thought
was an affirmative declaration on southern Africa
and then trying it on our African colleagues. We made
some progress, but in the end, as I suppose was pre-
dictable, there were simply too many questions of
principle where the maximum distance we could go
fell short of the minimum positions that the Africans
could contemplate, and by June this particular fire
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had spluttered out. Things were quiet during th,
summer, but then the build-up of detentions and
prison deaths, culminatingin the death ofSteve Biko
and the suppression of the anti-apartheid press stirred
the Africans to demand that the Council deal with
their proposals.

The Western members of the Council shared the
general repugnance against the directionaffairs were
taking in South Africa, and looked hard for something
to be done that would express the universal sense o1
indignation but, at.the same time, could be tolerated
economically, particularly by Britain. The most
obvious target was a compulsory arms :embargo, to b^
implemented in accordance with Chapter VII of the
UN Charter. It would be the first time that com-
puisory sanctions had been invoked against a membe,
state, and even that limited measure produced doubt;
and tensions within the Western group.

There - was an intense period of internal diseus.
sions, which involved extended consultations with ou
governments, before we finally reacheda decision tc
go ahead. Unfortunately, the resulting delay led to
a highly-charged debate in the Council, in which thE
Western countries wereaccused of negotiating in bai
faith. The outcome was that the Western memberf
went along with one of the African-sponsored resolu.
tions but voted against the other three, which meani
that they were vetoed by the negative votes of Britainl
the U.S.A. and France. We then brought forward th(
Western proposal for a compulsory arms embargo
The angry Africans at first spurned it but, after ^
cooling-off period of a day or so, they accepted ar
Indian re-write of the text, which was essentially th^
same as the one we had proposed. This landmart
resolution was adopted on November 4, 1977.

Namibia

While all this was going on, the Western Five hac
also been working on the other element of their plan
of action, Namibia. As it turned out, -this initiati.v{
proved to be, on all counts, their major preoccupation
during 1977 and 1978. At this moment, it also look
as if it may prove to be a major accomplishment o,
the Security Council.

The situation at the beginning of 1977 was tha
the South African Government had announced
program to give Namibia its independence - SoutÎ
African style. Our first move was to propose to th
South African Government that, if it would halt tH
process, the Five would use their good offices to tr
to obtain UN acceptance of a plan, based on fre
elections with universal franchise, that would res
in a truly independent Namibia, rather than anoth
unrecognized Transkei. At the same - time, it w^
made clear that, if South Africa persisted in go^
ahead on its own, the Western governments could no
be expected to keep on resisting retaliatory action b
the Security Council.
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the There then began a 16-month balancing act,
and

3iko
irted

hich was threatened with collapse on an average of

orties concerned that their vital interests were taken

all as the support of the Front-Line States, the

posais into effect.

ce every three weeks. We had to come up with a
an that would insure: that the guerilla warfare
ong the frontier between Namibia and Angola and
ambia would come to a halt; that the blacks who

i th ad fled the country would feel safe to return; that
wer he 20,000 to 30,000 South African troops would be
hin educed to, a minimum.so that there could be no pos-
se o ibility of intimidation during the voting process;
ate hat the possibilities of intimidation by the police and
mos 'vil administration would also be neutralized; and,
;o b ally, that the electoral and constitutional measures

th ould be carried out to the satisfaction of all that
om hey were fair.

nb To carry out the negotiations we established a
ubt ontact Group consisting of the deputy representa-

ves of the five missions. .The Canadian member was
>cus aul Lapointe, who has recently moved to Ottawa as
i ou irector-General of the UN bureau of the Depart-
n ent of EgternalAffairs. The main elements of our

lan were agreed on at an early stage, but it required
onths of fine-tiining the language, modifying details,
d"hard selling" by both sides to convince the

e of. The Western Contact Group made five trips
a Africa. Sam Nujoma, the head of the South West

can People's Organization ,- the liberation move-
ent recognized by the UN - came to New York for
nsultations three times. The South African Foreign

ster came twice: The five Western foreign min-
rs had lengthy joint consultations with both sides,

d with the Front-Line States (Angola, Zambia,
otswana, Tanzania and Mozambique).

estern plan

April 1978, South Africa announced acceptance
the Western plan but, while we were concen-

.ting on trying to. get SWAPO's acceptance as

outh Africans launched a fierce raid on SWAPO
adquarters in Angola. Nujoma went home at once
anger and consternation and our talks broke off.

t tôok a month for the situation to cool off to the
int where talks could be resumed. We found that
e Front-Line States were anxious to get a negotiated
Olution and, with their strong support, SWAPO ac-
epted the Western plan on July 12. As a result, at
eend of July we were able to get a resolution
ough the Security Council authorizing the Sec-

etary-Generai to send a special representative to
amibia to devise an operation plan to put our

It was a historic Council meeting, with five
Wwreign ministers present, and I had the honour to

eside in the absence of Mr Jamieson, who had to
eturn from New York to Newfoundland to be with
e Queen, who was visiting that province at the time.
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Then, just when success seemed within our grasp,
new difficulties arose that necessitated the Western
foreign ministers visiting South. Africa, and a sub-
sequent condemnation by the Security Council of the
South African decision to go ahead with internally-.
conducted elections in Namibia, notwithstanding its
expressed " willingness to see the subsequent imple-
mentation of the UN plan. However, once again the
seemingly-intractable obstacles were overcome and,
at the end of 1978, when Canada left the Council,
the prospects for getting a UN presence in Namibia
and beginning the electoral process by. February_
looked very encouraging.

Middle East

Contrary to our initial expectations, the Security
Council was not actively concerned with Middle East
matters in 1977-78, except for the situation in Leba-
non, which took a critical turn in March -1978, when
Israel reacted to the turmoil, and in particular the
fighting between the Palestinian and Lebanese Chris-
tian elements in the southern part of the country, by
occupying Lebanon south of the Litani River. The
situation was highly charged and politically compleg,
including great-power differences over the conduct of
Middle East negotiations, Arab-Israeli hostility, and
strong inter-Arab differences.

What happened showed the Council at its best.
There were intensive day-and-night negotiations over
a period of about 72 hours, which produced a resolu-
tion calling for strict respect for the territorial in-
tegrity, sovereignty and political independence of
Lebanon and the immediate withdrawal of Israeli
forces, and providing for the establishment at once of
a United Nations interim force for Southern Lebanon
(UNIFIL) to confirm the Israeli withdrawal, restore
peace and security, and assist Lebanon in the. re-
establishment of its effective authority in the area.

The prompt action of the Council defused the
immediate situation, but Lebanon has remained a
troubled country. In October 1978, a resolution that
was adopted calling for a cessation of fighting in
Beirut was helpful in arranging for a cease-fire, and
in December the Council met again to call on all
parties not fully co-operating with UNIFIL, partic-
ularly Israel, to stop at once interfering with UNIFIL's
operations.

Apart from its deliberations on Lebanon and one
or two meetings of a general nature on the rights
of the Palestinian people, the Council's only business
with the Middle East was the renewal of the man-
dates, when required, for the UN Emergency Force
in 'the Sinai and the UN Disengagement Observer
Force on the Golan Heights. Debate on these renewals
was, without exception, brief and low-keyed.

If the involvement of the Council in Middle East
affairs proved less difficult than we had expected,the
exact opposite can be said for the situation in Cyprus.
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The sorry tale of events on that unhappy island is
too long to be recounted here. Suffice it to say that
the presence of the UN Force in Cyprus (UNFICYP)
plays a vital role in preventing a renewal of fighting
between the Greek and Turkish Cypriot communities.
The Security Council mandate for the Force comes
up for renewal every six months, on June 15 and
December 15, and the debate on the enabling resolu-
tion serves as a platform on which both sides can
ventilate their views on the situation and on what
should be done about it. Up to now, for varying rea-
sons, both sides have wanted UNFICYP maintained
but, because in principle their consent to the renewal
of the mandate is required, they have attempted to
use this as a means of obtaining changes in the text
of the resolutions in their favour.

It so happened that, in accordance with the
Council's practice of monthly rotation of the pres-
idency, Canada was in the chair in June 1977. In my
innocence, I thought that, after one or two private
consultations with the parties concerned a few days
prior to the expiration of the mandate, we could
obtain agreement on the text of a resolution, similar
to the one that had been adopted six months earlier,
and have the Council approve it in ample time. How
wrong I was! Both sides advanced claims as to what
should be in the resolution, and neither would budge.

As the deadline of midnight June 15 drew closer,
I enlisted the aid of the Secretary-General and several
members of the Council to attempt to influence the
parties, but late that evening we were still locked
in informal consultation in a small conference room
in the basement of the UN Building. We finally got
agreement on a text at 11:45 p.m., and-raced upstairs
to the Council Chamber to adopt the resolution
formally at 10 seconds to-midnight. My colleague, the
Bolivian Ambassador, who presided over the Council
this last June, was even less fortunate than I was.
We had to "stop the clock" at midnight and it, took
until 5:00 a.m. before the Council was able to act.

The Council took up the subject of Cyprus again
in November 1978 at the request of the Government
of Cyprus, which wished to have "a political debate"
without the constraints imposed by the time-limit for
renewal of the mandate for UNFICYP. The goal of
the Cypriots was to have the Council set a deadline
for the withdrawal of the Turkish Army from Cyprus,
failing which the Council would take - appropriate
action, presumably under Chapter VII of the United
Nations Charter. This goal was -unrealistic, and the
climate for the debate was,made more difficult by
some by-play behind the scenes over who should be
allowed to participate in the debate and under what
auspices. In .the end, the Council adopted a simple
resolution calling on all concerned to work towards
a solution of the problem in accordance with prin-
ciples previously laid down bythe Council and asking
the Secretary-General to report on progress next May.
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It is easy for those of us not.caught up in tbEl
Cyprus dispute to say that the two communities mp,i;
learn to live with each other in peace, and to be im
patient with their failure to do so. But there are ver^
great problems for them to overcome - problems com.
pounded by cultural, social and economic differenes
and, though renewed efforts are being made to get
negotiations going again, there is no general air of
confidence in success. Instead there is a current of
opinion, particularly among the main contributors to
UNFICYP, that, instead of providing an incentive
to peace, the Force is serving as a shelter, for the two
sides to take intransigent positions. The views of
UNFICYP contributors are also influenced by the
failure of some countries that have an active interest
in peace in Europe to share in carrying the financial
burden. It will be interesting to see if this sense of con•
cern is given tangible expression when the UNFICYP
mandate comes before the Security Council'agair, next
June.

Personalities

Inevitably the personalities and capacities of the in.
dividual delegates significantly affect - the way the
Council works. There were a few "weak sisters", but
most were fine men, who, while advocating and de-
fending the positions of their governments with great
skill and energy, at the same time were conscious of
their obligationto do their best to contribute to the
reputation and effectiveness of the Council.

The representatives of the five permanent mem•
bers of the Council have the'advantage of. continuity
of service, but in fact all were strong personalities and
effective representatives of their governments. I shail
never forget the blunt, undiplomatic candour of Andy
Young, the gentle but firm interventions of Jacques
Leprette, the razor-sharp wit of Ivor Richard, the
cheerful friendliness of Oleg Troyanovsky, and the
dialectical talents of Chen Chu when. the opportunity
arose to point the finger at, some of his colleagues.

The non-permanent members have : the disad•
vantage of transient status, and positions that most
or all of them may favour can be blocked by a veto
from one or another of the permanent members, but,
by the same token, their support is essential to any
agreement on a course of action. The non-aligned
(that is to say, the members from Africa, Latin
America and Asia, except for China) caucus on everp
issue, and participate actively in the drafting of tegts.
During our period on the Council, the contribution Of
Rikhi Jaipal, the Indian representative, was particu-
larly noteworthy in this regard:

Finally, I should like to say a word about the
role of the two Western non-permanent delegations,
the Federal Republic of Germany and -Canada. We
were both angious to demonstrate that, while we couid
be expected to share a general identity of views with
the permanent Western members, we should be acting
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n our own assessment of situations and reaching our
iim decisions. On the whole, I think we accomplished

aie our public positions were preceded by intense

this purpose. The Western votes were not monolithic,
ud there were numerous occasions when we per-
uaded our permanent colleagues to modifytheir posi-

'ions in directions we .thought were'right. The one
,irea where we did operate as a united group was in
pursuit of our initiative on Namibia, but even in that

gumentation and agreement in the Contact Group
'as to the best approach to pursue.

The Ambassador of the Federal Republic of
ermany, "Rudi" von Wechmar, was-a cheerful and

jvery able colleague in all these negotiations and, if
e is successful in his campaign to be President of

;the General Assembly in 1980, I am sure he will fill
that important post with great distinction.

Inevitably, the quality of the Security Council
,,varies from year to year depending on the quality
pnd character of its non-permanent members. Nearly
every member nation wants a turn on the Council,
ut the fact is that some are in a much better position

by J. F. Tanguay .

The United Nations, the most universal of interna-

to membership has tripled in 33 years. In 1978, the
tional organizations, continues to grow and develop;

Solomon Islands and Dominica joined the UN, in-
reasing its membership to 151 states. The UN budget
has now passed the $1 billion-mark, and totals $2.5
billion when the UN Specialized Agencies are added.
he heavy agenda of the thirty-third General Assem-

bly contained 129 questions. To finish its work, the
Assembly had to hold a resumed session after the
Christmas and New Year's holidays. It adopted 205
resolutio,ns and 70 decisions, which were published in
a 512-page book.

Canadians have recently shown a renewed inter-
est in UN activities because of, Canada's two-year
membership in the Security Council and its highly-
visible participation in the initiative, together with the
United States, Britain, France and the Federal Re-
Public of Germany (the "Western Five"), to bring

to' make an effective contribution than others. For
this reason, I believe that the Canadian Government,
as one of those that can be expected to be an ef-
fective contributor, is right in pursuing the consistent
policy, over the years, of standing for election to the
Council whenever the situation is propitious. Looking
back on our most recent term, we have received many
expressions of appreciation from friendly delegations,
and some even from delegations whose views on what
the Security Council should and should not do are
opposed to ours. The one disappointment has been
that events. subsequent to our departure from the
Council have seemingly brought to naught our efforts

. to have free elections take place in Namibia under
United Nations supervision. Nevertheless, it is our
conviction that the great efforts made by the Security
Council - and in particular the five Western members
- will, in the final analysis, prove to have made an
important contribution to the resolution of the prob-
lems of southern Africa, thereby earning for the mem-
bership of the Council for 1977-78 a place in the
history of the United Nations.

Recap of Canada's activities
at thirty4hird General Assembly ,

about an internationally-acceptable settlement in
Namibia. During the thirty-third session of the Gen-
eral Assembly, Jamaica, Norway, Zambia, Bangladesh
and Portugal were elected as non-permanent members
of the Security Council to begin two-year terms in
January 1979. Norway and Portugal replaced Canada
and the Federal Republic of Germany, whose man-
dates ended on December 31, 1978.

During the general debate of the session, Secre-
tary of ;State for External Affairs Don Jamieson

Mr Tanguay is Director of the United Nations Political
and Institutional Affairs Division of the Department
of External Affairs. He joined the Department in 1963
and has served on postings to Moscow and Bonn. In
Ottawa, he served for a time as Assistant Secretary
to the Cabinet. The views expressed in this article
are those of Mr Tanguay.
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stresed three key international issues: the unresolved
Middle East crisis, decolonization in southern Africa
and human-rights violations. He deplored the lack of
progress towards a durable peace in the Middle East
and total decolonization in southern Africa. On human
rights, Mr Jamieson noted that it was "not a matter
of laying down to governments how they should
fashion their political or economic systems". "It is
simply," he declared, "a matter of making certain that
all governments observe the fundamental decencies of
civilized life to which they have all pledged allegiance."
He called for a UN investigation into the human-
rights situation in Democratic Kampuchea, and urged
all states to take action to alleviate the plight of
Indochinese refugees.

In the Third Committee of the Assembly (Social
and Humanitarian Questions), the Canadian delega-
tion drafted and co-sponsored an important. resolution
urging governments to investigate and account for
cases of disappeared persons, and called- on the
Secretary-General and the Commission on Human
Rights to investigate reports of involuntary disap-
pearances. This resolution was adopted by the General
Assembly and was referred to the Commission on
Human Rights for follow-up action. Canada also co-
sponsored resolutions dealing with national human-
rights institutions and regional arrangements for the
effective promotion and protection of human rights.
Other resolutions focused on equal opportunity for
women, youth matters, the elderly, trade-union de-
tainees, and the UN Yearbook on Human Rights:- In
general, the session was notable for the enhanced
dialogue that took placé between the West and the
Third World on human-rights and social-development
issues.

On December 11, 1978, the UN General Assembly
commemorated the thirtieth anniversary of the Declar-
ation of Human Rights and bestowed several prizes
on individuals and organizations for human-rights
accomplishments. Professor John P. Humphrey, Spe-
cial Adviser to the Canadian delegation, addressed the
General. Assembly. A well-known figure in North
America, the Reverend Martin Luther King Jr.,
American civil-rights leader and 1964 Nobel Price
winner, was among those who received a posthumous
human-rights award. The organizations that received
the prizes included the International Committee of
the Red Cross and Amnesty International.

Middle East
On the political scene, despite dramatic events outside
the UN, such as the Camp David agreements, Middle
East resolutions at the thirty-third session of the
General Assembly, with one or two exceptions, closely
resembled those of previous years. One of these resolu-
tions contained a clause directed against the frame-
work for peace negotiations agreed to at Camp David
because of which Canada changed its vote on the
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resolution from positive in 1977 to negative. Canada
the United States, Israel and most West European
nations voted against three resolutions on the question
of Palestine.

An entirely new resolution was introduced on the
issue of co-operation between the United. Nations
Development Program (UNDP) and the Palestiniaa
people. It called on the UNDP to establish and finance
projects to improve the social and economic conditions
of the Palestinian people. Canada, the U.S., Israel,
Australia And Malawi voted against this resolution on
the ground that the UN Relief and Works Agency
(UNRWA) was clearly responsible for providing as.
sistance to the Palestinian people and a duplication of
efforts could occur with UNDP involvement in such
assistance.

Canada maintained its negative vote on the res-
olution conçerning the situation in the Middle East.
This year's resolution referred to à resumption of tlië
Geneva peace talks and the participation in the peace
conference of the Palestinian Liberation Organization.
It also called for an Israeli withdrawal from all Arab
territories occupied since 1967. Canada, the United
States, Israel and Guatemala voted against this resolu•
tion because it exceeded the framework established
by Security Council Resolutions 242 and 338, and
because the reconvening of the Geneva peace talks
would prejudice the negotiations startedby the Camp
David agreements. Canada, the U.S. and the West
Europeans supported,.however, a resolution criticizing
Israel for establishing settlements in the occupied
Arab territories because such settlements :reduced the
prospects for peace.

The thirty-third General Assembly deliberations
did not, in fact, satisfy initial hopes of progress
towards peace in. the Middle East. Many of the de-
bates were acrimonious and repetitious.

Southern Africa
The problems of southern Africa have increasingly
affected the whole UN system. The,drive of various
liberation movements for international recognition
has raised political and legal questions in almost all
UN agencies and subsidiary : bodies. The General
Assembly, frustrated by many years of,adopting res-
olutions that have failed to bring social justice and
racial equality to southern Africa, now routinely en-
dorses "armed struggle" as a legitimate method of
achieving social and political change. The invidious
definition in 1975 of Zionism as a form of racism has
led to the linking of two intractable problem areas,
the Middle East and southern Africa, and in turn has
undermined the consensus that existed previously on
questions of racism and racial discrimination.

The Zionism-racism issue re-surfaced at the
World Conference to Combat Racism and Racial
Discrimination in Geneva last August and caused the'
withdrawal of Canada and '11 other Western nationsl
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rom the conference. General Assembly debate on

acial discrimination and the Decade against Racism
ook place against the background of the results of the
nference, which was the subject of two resolutions.

Ghana's strong attempt to minimize the damage
o the Decade against Racism, a resolution of the
nference that could have been adopted by consensus,

ailed to win African support. The sponsors of a com-
eiing resolution, which egplicitly endorsed the world
onference's results and thereby made the resolution
^acceptable to most Western countries, then decided.

offer contentious amendments to the Ghanaian
as-' aft. These amendments were ultimately voted on
rof d incorporated in the text. The Canadian delegation
uch trongly criticized such tactics as"divisive". Not only

d certain delegations promoted their own resolu-
res- ons, they had also prevented the adoption of a con-
ut. ensus resolution that could have provided the basis
the or continued Western support of the Decade against
ace acism. The Canadian delegation voted against both
ion. esolutions, and many other delegations also voted
rab against them or abstained. Canada later abstained on
ted a resolution on the Decade against Racism, the
)lu- objective of which had been compromised by the
hed world-conference resolutions.
ind The debate on Rhodesia was marked by increas-
[Iks "g frustration over the apparent ineffectiveness of
mp ternational pressure on the white minority regime,
'est the lack of clear results from the Anglo-American
;ing initiative for majority rule, and Ian Smith's success-
iied ful manoeuvering to ` retain effective control of the
the Rhodesian Government. This frustration was reflected

a further .hardening of the language of the two
ons fraditional resolutions. on Rhodesia.
ess The first resolution on the situation in Rhodesia,
de- which had been adopted by consensus in the three

previous years, drew ten abstentions, mostly by
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Western nations: Canada abstained because the res-
olution's implicit endorsement of armed struggle was
ot consistent with the fundamental principles of the

and because the resolution incorporated aliega-
iüons against unspecified Western states about support
or the illegal Rhodesian regime. The second resolu-
tion dealt mainly with sanctions and suffered from
bmilar defects. It also called for measures against
Rhodesia that would place restrictions on the basic
rights of Canadians to enjoy freedom of travel and
information. Canada and 12 other countries abstained.

The final act of the regular session of the thirty-
hird General Assembly was to adopt three resolutions
on Namibia; which studiously avoided any mention
of the Western Five's initiative to bring about a
oegotiated settlement. This silence reflected much
cepticism and impatience over the Western Five's
oitiative. After 20 months of negotiations, it had not
let led to a clear South African acceptance of the
UN Plan for Namibia's independence. However, as
he Five thought their initiative could still succeed,

they chose not to complicate it at a crucial stage by
taking a position. on the substance of the resolution,
and abstained on procedural grounds. South Africa's
later acceptance of UN-supervised elections in Nâmi-
bia kept alive hopes at that time that a successful
conclusion to the Western initiative was still possible.

Apartheid
The debate on the agenda item "Policies of apartheid
of the Government of South Africa" resulted in 15
draft resolutions, the same number as last year. This
item was not assigned to a committee for considera-
tion, for the somewhat illusory reason that it gained
in importance by having the substantive debate take
place in plenary. The. item came up towards the end
of the session, and the long list of speakers and com-
peting priorities meant that it could not be completed
during the regular session.

In the resumed session, resolutions on the UN
Trust Fund for South Africa and on political prisoners
were adopted without.a vote. Furthermore, a resolu-
tion on tributes to the memory of leaders and out=
standing personalities who worked for opressed peo-
ples and a resolution on the dissemination' of informa-
tion on apartheid were adopted unanimously. Canada
voted for resolutions on the international mobilization
against apartheid, the work program of the Special
Committee on Apartheid and apartheid in sports.

Although Canada supported the resolution on the
international mobilization against apartheid, the. Ca-
nadian delegation stressed its disagreement with the
preambular paragraph, which sought to reaffirm the
General Assembly's full commitment to "the elimina-
tion of the threat to_ international peace and security
caused by the. apartheid regime". Canada argued that
such a determination could only be made by the.
Security Council and that the General Assembly
should not prejudge such an important decision using
a casual reference in a preambular paragraph.

Canada abstained on resolutions concerning an
oil embargo against South Africa, nuclear co-operation
and military collaboration with South Africa. The-
other members of the Western Five voted against
these resolutions, except West Germany, which also
abstained on the resolution on military collaboration.
Canada and other Western countries voted against
resolutions on relations between Israel and South
Africa, economic collaboration with South Africa and
the situation in South Africa, and abstained on resolu-
tions concerning investments in South Africa and as-
sistance to oppressed peoples.

Regarding Canada's abstention on the resolution
calling for a total end of all nuclear co-operation:with
South Africa and the resolution on military collabora-"
tion with South Africa, the Canadian delegation ex-,
plained that these resolutions might weaken incentives
for South Africa to become a full adherent to inter-
national nuclear safeguards. Canada abstained on the
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oil-embargo resolution and the new-investments ques-
tion because the action called for could only be im-
plemented effectively through mandatory decisions of
the Security Council.

Canada's vote against the resolution on relations
between Israel and South Africa reflected again its
objection to singling-out Israel. On economic col-
laboration with South Africa, Canada explained that
one of the implications of implementing the resolution
would be severance of diplomatic relations with South
Africa, a self-defeating measure. As it did last year,
Canada voted against the resolution on the situation
in South Africa, primarily because of a general hard-
ening of the language, including the affirmation of the
legitimacy of armed struggle.

Continuing tensions

The debate on Cyprus in plenary did little, unfortu-
nately, to ease the continuing political tension 14
years after initial UN intervention. The Canadian
delegation emphasized that "peacemaking" should ac-
company "peacekeeping". Canada's Permanent Rep-
resentative, AmbassadorBarton, said:

We think it reasonable to expect that the parties
will bend their efforts to finding an accomodation
that enables the UN Peacekeeping Force to leave
Cyprus rather than keep the Peacekeeping Force as
guardian of the status quo.

The resolution adopted atthe thirty-third session
called for an urgent resumption of negotiations be-
tween the Cypriot communities and asked the parties
to co-operate with the Secretary-General and the UN
peacekeeping force. Canada supported this resolution
but abstained on a clause that recommended that
the Security Council examine the - implementation
of its relevant resolutions and' adopt; if necessary,
appropriate and practical measures to ensure such
implementation. In Canada's view, this clause was
unnecessary; negotiations-between the two communi-
ties were the most "appropriate and practical" way to
resolve the question of Cyprus.

The continuing dispute in plenary unfortunately
spilt over into the Third Committee's discussion of
missing persons in Cyprus. The parties, unable to
agree on the terms of a single text, produced a resolu-
tion whose implementation is doubtful. Canada ab-
stained on all voting on this item on the ground that
the resolution could not solve the Cyprus problem
and mightexacerbà.te an already serious situation.

The debate on peacekeeping was highlighted by
a European Community initiative, a draft resolution
appealing to member states to support and strengthen
UN peacekeeping operations. Members were invited,
for the first time, to consider the possibility of train-
ing their military personnel for UN peacekeeping
operations. They were asked to provide supplementary
assistance to peacekeeping operations through logistic
support or any other peacekeeping potential. They
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were also invited to supply the Secretary-General with
up-to-date information on possible standby capacitie,,,
Canada, the largest contributor to UN pe,acekeeping
operations, vigorously supported this resolution.

The debate did not resolve the past and present
differences of view among members of the Spécial
Committee on Peacekeeping Operations, especially on
guidelines to govern the establishment, financing and
day-to-day control of such operations. Despite its dis•
appointing lack of progress over the years, the com-
mittee has :done some useful work , by identifying
important issues. The General Assembly nrged it to
complete its work soon on acceptable guidelines and
devote attention to specific questions of the practical
implementation of peacekeeping operations.

Disarmament

The disarmament debate capitalized , on the spirit of
comprornise that evolved from the special session on
disarmament held from May 23 to July 1, 1978. Of
the 41 resolutionsadopted, 18 passed by consensus.
The various aspects of the special session's program
of action dealt with included resolutions on the suc•
cessful conclusion of SALT I, an agreement on a com-
prehensive test ban and the prohibition of chemical
weapons.

Canada's representative on the First Committee,
the newly-appointed External Affairs Adviser on Dis-
armament and Arms Control, Geoffrey Pearson, urged
the General Assembly to request the Committee on
Disarmament to consider urgently an adequate ces-
sation and prohibition of the production of fissionable
material for nuclear weapons. The General Assembly
adopted the proposal. This Canadian initiative was
one of four elements of the "strategy of suffocation"
proposed by Prime Minister Trudeau during the spe-
cial session to arrest the arms race. The other elements
were a comprehensive test ban, an agreement to stop
the flight-testing of all.new strategic delivery vehicles
and an agreement to limit and progressively reduce
inilitary spending on new strategic nuclear-weapon
systems.

The General Assembly session produced a plod-
ding debate on economic and financial matters and
managed to avoid serious problems despite the frustra-
tions of the Third World members. They were en-
couraged, for instance, by some progress on the
Common Fund, a clarification of the mandate of, the
Committee of the Whole and the adoption of guide-
lines for an international development strategy (IDS)•
During January's resumed session, many important
items from the Second Committee were adopted
without vote. UNmemberstates are now looking
ahead to the fifth UN Conference on Trade and
Development (UNCTAD V).

The Second Committee adopted 68 resolutions
(56 by consensus) : The first part .of its session was
spent working out the mandate of the committee of
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he Whole, whose future remains in doubt. The Group
!of 77's review of all texts also caused a backlog of work -

d delayed the activities of the committee. Resolu-
tions on an IDS and an international conference on
ew and renewable sources of energy were adopted
; consensus. Non-controversial texts on UNCTAD
the resumed negotiations on the Common Fund

and the UN Conference on Science and Technology
_̂ or Development also appeared. The imminence of
hese meetings led to the "mark-time" character of
lie thirty-third session as far as North-South issues
ere concerned. A hardening of the Group of 77's
osition was somewhat impeded by the apparent
exibility of the United States and West Germany.

The Nordic countries and the Netherlands consis-
tently pressed for progress on North-South issues.
Few political aspects were introduced into the debate.

The Canadian delegation was pleased with the
Second Committee's deliberations. Canada had worked
for sound decisions on human settlements, operational
activities and the energy conference. The Canadian
vice-chairman of the Second Committee, Jeremy
Kinsman, helped promote Canadian objectives, which
were shared by a large group of member states, and
mediated successfully,on several occasions. This latter
work showed that Canada should adopt a mediating
role whenever possible.

The UN, like many international organizations,
faces financial difficulties. Canada's Permanent Rep-
resentative, Ambassador Barton, criticized the UN
supplementary estimates in a January 26 statement
just before the resumed session ended. The supple-
mentary proposals increased the UN net biennial
budgetafter only one year by 39 per cent as com-
pared to 1976-77. The Secretary-General had also in-
dicated that member states could expect further
financial requests by the end of 1979. Mr. Barton
maintained that the approval of these expenditures
was "a testament to the inability of this Assembly to
control the budget and the management of the UN",.
particularly when many member states were strug-
gling with serious economic difficulties and implement-
ing domestic programs of restraint. Ambassador Barton
urged: theSecretary-General to include controls over
budget and programs in his forthcoming report to
the General Assembly on improvements in procedures
and UN effectiveness. He also warned that some gov-
ernments would be forced to act unilaterally if the
UN members failed to demonstrate their collective
ability to control the budgetary process. Canada, Aus-
tralia, the Federal Republic of Germany, Japan,
Portugal and Turkey abstained on the vote on the
sqpplementary estimates. Even countries that voted
infavour mentioned the absolute necessity for greater
budgetary discipline and restraints.

The Assembly noted with satisfaction that the

UN University's program was progressing in three
Prïoritÿ areas: global hunger, human and social devel-

opment, and the utilization and management of na-
tural resources. The Assembly also adopted without
vote a.resolution on the establishment of a university
of peace proposed by the President of Costa Rica. The
proposal was passed to UNESCO and to the UN mem-
ber states for consideration. A resolution on the rights
of children was presented to be studied at the thirty-
fourth session of the UN General Assembly. It is
hoped that it will be adopted during 1979, the Inter-
national Year of the Child. The General Assembly
also adopted by consensus a resolution on the draft
convention on the elimination of all forms of dis=
crimination against women. Canada helped to ensure
that the mandate for the Outer Space Committee
provided adequately for the consideration of the ques-
tion of nuclear-power sources.

The thirty-third session of the General Assembly
could be described as a productive one. The Assembly
has worked reasonably well, adopting a growing num-
ber of resolutions by consensus. The Canadian delega-
tion took several constructive^initiatives, such as the
resolution on the prohibition of the production of
fissionable materials for weapons purposes, the resolu-
tion on disappeared persons and the resolution to help
solve the immediate financial problems of UN peace-
keeping operations. Many member states have asked'
the Secretary-General to develop new procedures so
that the General Assembly might better cope with
its growing membership and agenda. Canada remains
cômmitted to the UN system's continuing quest to
respond effectively to the complex -and changing global
environment.

Our mistake !
' In our March/April issue, the concluding

paragraphs of Hugh Macdonald's article "Can-
ada, NATO and the neutron bomb", were
accidentally placed on page 16 as the opening
paragraphs to Robert and Stephanie Reford's
article on China. The Reford article should
have begun with the last line on page 16. We
apologize for any inconvenience our mistake
may have caused to either readers or authors.
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Long-standing obsession style,: appealed in his turn to the
A mood of idealism marked the conscience of America in committing
founding of the American nation. his country to "bear any burden,
The early American settlers believed pay any price" for the defence of

President Carter and human rights:
the contradiction of American policy

by Louis Balthazar

It is not surprising that President
Carter has had to tone down his
campaign on international human
rights. There are so many obstacles
standing in the way of such a policy
and it is so inconsistent with the ex-
igencies of American diplomacy that
it is difficult to see it as anything but
a self-indulgent declaration of prin-
ciple more appropriate for less crisis-
filled times or for the early months
of a President's administration.

However, it would not be cor-
rect to conclude that this direction
in American foreign policy is merely
a chance event: Neither the left, in
vociferously denouncing its "hypo-
crisy", northe right, in laying em-
phasis upon its lackof realism, really
defined the true nature of America's
foreign policy. Grand statements of
principle on foreign policy tend to
be generally somewhat hypocritical.
This is true for most countries. On
the other hand, the United States
does not have a monopoly on un-
realistic policies. But idealism in
foreign policy is a characteristically
American trait, a sort of given con-
stant of theAmerican style. Carter's
policy on human rights is an expres-
sion of this national style.

Pro fessor Balthazar teaches at
Laval University and is engaged in
a study of Canadian-American rela-
tions. Although he is a co-editor of
International Perspectives, the
views expressed in this article are
purely his own and arenot intended
to reflect the policy of the Depart-
ment or to state an editorial
position for this magazine.

that they, had found the conditions the "free world". ",
for an ideal kind of life, and this After the dreadful ordeal of
conviction was a principal factor in long and humiliating war in Viet•
their triumphant emancipation from nam, the stigma of the Watergate
British rule. scandal and an interlude of Real-

This belief was soon translated politik with Kissinger, Jimmy Car•
into a foreign policy characterized ter, candidate and President, was
by stubborn isolationism. As early guaranteed domestic success with
as 1796, Washington, in his fare- his,promise to inject a new morality
well address, urged his countrymen into foreign policy. The man who
toremain aloof from the vagaries of had not travelled in Washington's
European diplomacy, which were
considered immoral.

When Presidents William
McKinley and Theodore Roosevelt
defended a more interventionist pol-
icy a century later, they did so in
the name of a sacred mission that
consisted in extending the notion of
"Manifest Destiny" overseas. Their
successor, Woodrow Wilson, justi-
fied American participation in the
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political circles, the self-made man
from Georgia, was going to come to
the defence of human rights through-
out the world. Despite all the prob-
lems and contradictions inherent in
this policy, it was welcomed almost
everywhere in the United States
with open arms. "It is so refreshing,"
people were saying in 1977. At last
the nation could have a clear Con-
science again and its former idealism

First World War on the basis that could be restored. It is as if the
there was a moral obligation "to United States cannot survive long
make the world safe for democracy". without a moralistic policy. Even
The same was true for Franklin so, the contradictions are quite
D. Roosevelt during the Second obvious: this moralism does not in
World War. any way eliminate the pursuit of

: Secretary of State John Foster very real interests that are more
Dulles, the great proponent of hard- self-centred than charitable, if not
line anti-Communism in the 1950s, at timeq rather sordid.
was still motivated by moralism
when he. became the self-styled pro-
moter of a philosophy that saw
the world in strict black-and-white
terms and of a dream (never re-
alized) of freeing the captives of
Eastern Europe.

John F. Kennedy, in a new

Conditions

Is this American moral will there•
fore an illusion, nn ideological super'
structure that helps persuade the
American people to accept the in',
moralities of a foreign policy centred
on capitalist 'exploitation? Not
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:entirely.
Jimmy Carter seems to be sin-

cere, as were those who-spoke about
1l1e "New Frontier" and as were
1John Foster Dulles and Woodrow
Wilson. WhenAmericans talk about

eedom, they believe in it; when
hey sing the praises of their , moral
r,haracter, they believe in that too,
r,o the point where they can bring
!ibuut the resignation of a President.
3ut, at,the same time, they believe
I in the virtues of unbridled accumu-
lation of wealth in a world of rank

K
nequalities.

This inveterate ambiguity per-
eates the entire history of the
nited States, for Americans have

always preserved the legacies of
^oth Hamilton and Jefferson. His
espect for individuals and the will

of the people made Thomas Jeffer-
on, according to whom "every man
a potential ruler", the champion

of democracy. As the author of the
eclaration of Independence, he
elieved so strongly in this democ-
atic virtue that, for a time, he
as opposed to industrial growth.

The Jeffersonian tradition is still an
essential component of the American
system. Both the great purge follow-
ing Watergate and the generous
intentions of Jimmy Carter and
Andrew Young are living testimony
to this fact.

On the other hand, Alexander
Hamilton, architect of the federalist
Constitution of 1787, was the de-
fender of economic liberalism and
law and order in the interests of
capitalism. He felt that, if the eco-
nomic interests of the landowners
had to come into conflict with de-
mocracy, it was democracy that
must be sacrificed, since America's
llnportance and power depended,
above all, on private property and
the economic strength of large in-
dustry. Those who were later to
maintain , that "what is good for
General Motors is good for America"
were only restating the Hamiltonian
argument.

The American miracle consists
in thefact that these two traditions
have been able to survive side by
side without their inherent contra-

dictions resulting in total chaos. But
there is some question whether this
ambiguity is not basically detri-
mental to American foreign policy,
or at least to those at whom it is
directed.

The use of the term "freedom"
is at the very heart of this: ambi-
guity. Americans may call them-
selves defenders of freedom and at
the same time support authoritarian
regimes in many parts of the world.
For, in American terms, freedom
means essentially freedom of trade,
the freedom to carry on business, as
much as individual freedom. But the
word is sometimes defined differ-
ently elsewhere. For many people,
freedom can only be envisaged real-
istically and meaningfully in collec-
tive terms. From this point ofview,
"equality of opportunity" is much
less important than equality of re-
sult. In this case, economic and
social rights, rather than political
and individual rights, have to be
emphasized.

President Carter might well be
sincere in stating, as he did in his
inaugural address of January 1977:
"Because we are free, we can never
be indifferent to the fate of freedom
elsewhere." But his words remain
hollow to those who see the ap-
proaches of Hamilton and Jefferson
as basically irreconcilable: For such
people freedom for some means,
essentially, less freedom for others.
This attitude does not make it easy
to develop a true international pol-
icy on human rights.

Responsibilities

Moreover, by defining freedom over
the past 30 years as the opposite of
Communism, American policy has
produced catastrophic results (to
use the expression of an American
commentator) from the point of
view of human rights. On more than
one occasion, it has been responsible
for perpetuating what it now seeks
to prevent. I

In the name of anti-Commu-
nism, Americans have often set up,
or at least supported, regimes that
violated human rights. In Latin
America (consider Chile, where the

United States preferred Pinochet to „
Allende, who was democratically
elected, or Brazil), in Asia (South
Korea and the Philippines, to men-
tion only two examples), and even
in Europe (Greece under the col-
onels, Spain under Franco, Portugal
under Salazar), in the name of con-
tainment or the Pax Americana,
Washington had no compunction
about aligning itself with those who
maintained themselves in power
from day to day by means that
clearly flouted the most basic free-
doms. Indeed, it seems that the
defence of American freedom has
often involved indirect support for
the violation of freedom elsewhere.
How can the United States criticize
the Soviet Union for its treatment
of dissidents when it is itself respon-
sible for so many violations in other
parts of the world?

Furthermore, thanks to an an-
nual budget of approximately -$7
billion never yet subjected to real
scrutiny by Congress (which never-
theless examines in microscopic de-
tail much smaller sums of money
allocated in aid to developing coun-
tries), the intelligence-gathering
agencies of the United States carry
out covert operations whose pur-
pose, it has been learnt recently, is
to destabilize popular governments,
and even to assassinate foreign
leaders, not to mention the many
illegal activities they have carried
out in the United States itself. It is
enough to set Jefferson's statue
aquiver in his memorial, which is
still the pride of the American
capital!

It is, to say the least, dis-
turbing for the victims of these
operations to hear the new moral
message of American foreign policy!

Constraints

As if this were not enough to make
Carter's human-rights policy appear
meaningless, there are a number of
factors that stand in the way of
such a policy, arising from the very,;
nature of the international system.

The rules that relate to the
sovereignty of states and the notion
that still prevails regarding the
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legitimacy of governments mean Should Washington, therefore,
that a regime's treatment of its entirely abandon the idea of a hu-
population cannot become a genuine man-rights policy? Despite all that
object of international concern. The has been said, the answer is still no.
intervention of one state in, the Given certain conditions, the first
affairs of another and subversion of which is more modest ambitions,
(even though both practices are, in an American position in favour of
fact, widespread) are still consid- human rights may still be mean-
ered reprehensible. Despite the fact ingful.
that it is increasingly difficult to In order to avoid setting them-
distinguish between domestic and selves up as the champions of human
foreign policy, countries continue to rights and inevitably appearing hyp-
protect what they have defined as ocritical, Americans might first agree
domestic politics from foreign diplo- to submit to the same criteria they
matic incursions. seek to impose on others. In order

Moreover, certain American to accomplish this, it would be
priorities with respect to foreign highly preferable if they concen-
policy, such as nuclear non-prolifer- trated their efforts, as has already
ation, the safeguarding of alliances been suggested, within the frame-
and strategic-arms limitation, are work of multilateral institutions
difficult to reconcile with firm posi- such as the Helsinki: agreements
tions on human rights. Thus the and the United Nations. At the very
withdrawal of credit from Argentina least, a human-rights policy would
because of its poor record on human have -much more chance of success
rights will not help curb the nuclear if it were seen as a strategy of the
ambitions of that country. Other Western countries in general.
countries have agreed to a sort of, Next, it follows that Washing-
trade-off with the United States; ton should take immediate action
in exchange for American bases or with respect to regimes that are in
for protection of strategic American power by virtue of American sup-
interests, authoritarian regimes re- port. President Carter has already.
ceive American support. And, no taken some hesitant steps in this
matter what is said, it is not easy direction in Latin America.: But
to disassociate American positions these were still very minor in com-
on dissidents in the Soviet Union parison with everything that had'
from negotiations over the SALT been done in the past (and is prob-
agreements. ably still being done) to support

authoritarian regimes. Would Amer-
Position still meaningful ican policy not have more credibility
Finally, America's desire to encour- if it were aimed at South Korea or
age governments to improve the the Philippines rather than at .its
lot of their populations may be longtime rival the Soviet Union?
totally counter-productive. A gov- A further condition is that the
vernment under stress as a result of American Government, Congress
indictment as repressive withdraws and people would have to be coura-
into itself, protects itself and may geous enough to admit that human
become even more repressive. Pres- rights can sometimes be better
ident Carter has been criticized" for served by left-wing regimes than by
harming détente by his crusades for pro-American ones. Objectively
human rights, and thus contributing speaking, it is very difficult to be-
to strengthening the stranglehold of lieve that Batista had more respect
the Warsaw Pact, which will not for human rights than Castro or
promote the liberalization of policy, - that Pinochet is a better' protector
in the East European countries. of freedom than Allende was, regard-
Some Soviet dissidents have even less of the value judgments which
accused the President of harming may be made of the Cuban revolu-
their cause by provoking drastic tion or the Popular Unity Govern-
reactions on the part of the Kremlin: ment of Chile.
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As a result, the notion of right
must be expanded to include collec.
tive - economic and social - rights
Can we believe that Washington
will ever progress to this position?
Can we still believe that American
officials will one day agree to open
contemplation of a new world eco-
nomic order? Answering these ques•
tions in the affirmative requires a
great deal of optimism. Be that as
it may, it does appear , that this is
the direction a genuine universal
human-rights policy will have to
take.

Meanwhile, all thatcan be eg•
pected is that the American Govern-
ment will take action one step at a
time, in a way that is not too con•
tradictory - satisfying, One might
hope,. some of these conditions,
achieving partial and, one rnight
again hope, positive results. Mr
Carter- may:;look like the heir of
Jefferson, but it cannot be denied
that the spirit of Hamilton is alive
around him and within himself. The
odds are that the legacy of Hamilton
will succeed in greatly reducing
Carter's grand aspirations, if this
has not already, happened. The

-American contradiction; is nowhere
close to being resolved.

Note to subscribers;
Production delays have made
it desirable to combine the
May/June and July/Augustis
sues. Subscription expiry dates
will be adjusted to provide sub-
scribers with six separate issues.
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by C. V. Svoboda

Canadian provincial interest in international aid has
a long history. Substantively, much of it, such as
direct "people-to-people" assistance through voluntary
organizations, has been in the form of matching grants
from provincial authorities and in emergency-relief
ventures by way of food and cash. It was not until the
mid-1960s, however, that the Federal Cabinet con-
cluded that, in the context of Canada's general
external-aid effort, the provinces could make unique
and necessary contributions, particularly in human
resources that could be enlisted in support of the
program. Thus, in 1965, the Cabinet decided, first, to
take steps to facilitate co-operation between the
Federal Government and the government of Quebec
in implementing Canada's external-aid program and,
secondly, to begin consultations with other provinces
for the samé purpose.

In 1967, a series of propositions and principles
on the provincial aspect of foreign aid, _ subsequently
termed the "Pearson Doctrine", were set out in
communications to the provinces. The two main fea-
tures of the proposals were:
(1) Foreign aid was to remain an integral part of

Canada's relations with other countries and there-
fore a federal responsibility.

(2) The consequences for the provinces of using their
resources in the development and execution of
external-aid projects, which might have been
heavy, _ particularly in the field of education,
needed to be fully considered.
With regard to the first point, there were con-

comitantconsiderations, the most important of which
were: that only the Federal Government, in this case
the External Aid Office (which later became the Ca-
nadian International Development Agency (CIDA) )
and Canadian missions abroad, would serve as inter-
mediary with the government of a country where
Projects were undertaken, and also that, in the in-
stance of an aid project or projects that a provincial
government might wish to finance or otherwise sup-
port, the only line of formal communication between
the recipient country's government and provincial
authorities would be through federal services. Purely

Federal-provincial èo-operation10
in development assistance

administrative local communications between pro-
vincial personnel in the field and recipient-country
authorities (necessary for project-execution, for ex-
ample) could take place under this proposal -once
projects involving provinces were set in motion under
the necessary covering agreements.

Largely in response to the active interest in
international affairs shown by Quebec at that time,
which was, by contrast with most other provinces,
being pursued vigorously, the Federal Cabinet held
discussions on this question and, as a result, in 1968
the Government issued Federalism and International
Relations, a background paper that stated, inter alia:

"In addition to participation in federal programs,
a'number of provinces have indicated an interest in
providing assistance directly to developing countries,
particularly in the field of education and other
spheres of provincial jurisdiction.. . .

"The Federal Government welcomes provincial
contributions as consistent with the objectives of
increasing Canada's aid effort to the greatest extent
possible. The Government nevertheless considers it
essential that the Canadian contribution as a whole
be maintained and developed in a coherent manner.
As a result, the Federal Government has put forward
a number of suggestions to the provincial authorities
which would permit fuller consultation and more ef-
fective arrangements with the provinces . . . . it is
intended that procedures should be established to
provide for consultations with the Federal Govern-
ment with regard to aid projects financed or supported
by the provinces. . . ."

Mr Svôboda is an officer of External Affairs currently
on secondment to CIDA as Co-ordinator, Federal-
Provincial Relations. A graduate of the Universities of
Saskatchewan, Dalhousie and Carleton, he entered
the Department in 1963 and has served abroad in
Cuba, New Zealand and on several Canadian.delega-
tions to United Nations General Assemblies and
conferences. He also served on loan with the Federal-
Provincial Relations Office during 1977-78. The. views
and conclusions in this article are those of Mr Svoboda.



In the decade or so since this paper was issued,
certain of its recommendations regarding greater
federal-provincial co-operation in overseas develop-
ment have been implemented. Individual provinces
have responded in varying degree to the proposals
outlined in 1967 and 1968 and, though there have
indeed been problems, the general attitude of both
levels of government to co-operation in pursuing
common goals of international assistance has been
positive. Federal assistance to provincial councils con-
cerned with international co-operation, provincial
non-governmental organizations and provincial agri-
cultural-aid ventures, through the Voluntary and
Agricultural Development Aid Program (VADA), es-
tablished in 1975, as well as the conclusion of individual
federal-provincial agreements on projects and other
co-operative-development matters, manifest them-
selves as milestones in this progress, encouraged by
the policies outlined notonly in the 1968 background
paper but also in the 1970 set of pamphlets Foreign
Policy for Canadian and the 1975-80 Strategy for

International Development Co-operation (Point 21).

Still valid
The aims set out in these documents with regard to
federal-provincial co-operation in dispensing external
aid retain their validity, and recent discussions be-
tween federal and provincial officials suggest that
the matter is receiving serious consideration. 'It has
become increasingly clear that several provinces desire
greater opportunity for participation in matters of
international development.. From the perspective of
the Federal Government, external aid is seen as an

international development: Although there are a

integral part of foreign 'policy, and must therefore
be retained under the authority of the Central Gov-
ernment. However, the effectiveness of Canada's aid
policy and programs continues to depend in important
respects on the co-operation of the provinces. New
kinds of co-ordination and co-operation are under
current consideration (for example, in VADA and with
individual provinces). These changes would not only
meet to some extent the growing interest of the prov-
inces in taking part but would give CIDA an op-
portunity to involve them in the attempt to enlist
the support of the people of Canada in responding to
the rising economic expectations of the Third World.
At the same time, the legitimate interests of the prov-
inces can be encouraged in directions consistent with
CIDA's priorities and co-ordinated development-

planning processes.
Thus there exists considerable interest in, and

scope for, continued co-operation between the Federal
Government and provincial authorities in the field of

number of areas ' in CIDA's current programs that
involve federal-provincial interaction, it is fair to say
that the full potential for involvement has not yet
been reached. Organizationally, significant progress in
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these directions appears to be developing as tho^
CIDA activities that involve the provinces, as a con•
sequence of a thorough review of the matter in 1977,
no longer remain unco-ordinated, ad hoc and largely
responsive in nature.

At present, federal-provincial contact-points in.
volve a number of areas within --CIDA. - Primarily
these are:

- the Policy Branch, which, throûgh the Co.
ordinator, Federal-Provincial ' Relations, hay
the responsibility for general co-ordination of
activities involving the provinces;

- the Voluntary Agricultural Development Aid
Program, under the Multilateral Branch;

- the Bilateral Programs Branch, which uses
provincial governmènt organizations as egec•
uting agencies;

- the -. Special Programs Branch, which works
closely, through the Non-Governmental Qrgani-
zation Division, with certain provincial govern•
ments and provincial councils of international
co-operation, in _support of NGO endeavours,
which it often finances. (Through the Industrial
Co-operation Division, this branch also main-
tains contact with provincial governments- in
the development and management of its pro•
gram of co-operation with business and in•
dustrial concerns in Canada and the Third
World) ;

- the Resources Branch, which has entered into
agreements with individual provinces in order®sôphistia
to obtain the services of. qualified individuals,
consultants and experts in the context of CIDA
projects abroad, and which arranges for the
placing of students and trainees in support of
several programs and projects;

- the Communications Branch, whose public in-
formation programs involve liaison with Pro-

"vincial governments, including departments o
education, in order to bring the aid program
closer to Canadians.

On the provincial side, the governments approach
intergovernmental and international questions, in
cluding involvement in the aid program, in different
ways. Alberta, Quebec and Ontario have established
ministries of intergovernmental affairs and Saskat-
chewan will do so once current legislation is passed.
Ôther provinces deal with these matters through
secretariats or units established under the premier's
authority. Because of VADA's agricultural basis, prov-
incial departments of agriculture have long been
involved and, in the case of Alberta, which makes
some $4 million a year available for non-go vernmental
organizations engaged in development assi„tance, the
Department of Culture bears a major responsibilitY
in this field. Saskatchewan has this year, in its new
Agricultural Development Corporation, also estab•

ished a
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Among the provinces, Quebec has, over the years,
een involved (usually as executing agent) in by far
he largest number , (20-odd) of Canadian aid projects

abroad, largely in francophone Africa.and the coun-
es of the Maghreb. That province has also provided

he most significant number of technical advisers (co-
opérants) to CIDA projects - their numbers running
to the hundreds. Other provinces, however, have

esponded to similar requests in various ways with the
active encouragement of the Federal Government.

In many cases, provincial government depart-
ents or agencies under contract with CIDA have10

undertaken the execution of projects and have directly
taffed them. In other instances, provincial adminis-
trations have supplied consultants at the feasibility
and planning stages in order to develop programs
and projects already identified and agreed upon bilat-
rally - ie., betweenCanada and the recipient coun-
ry. Thus provincial administrations themselves have
dded significantly to Canada's human-resources base
in expertise and in the capacity to develop, under-
ake and execute aid projects and programs in the
Third World. This has been specially true in educa-
tion, public health and rural development, though
the focus shifted in recent years towards more
technical areas, such as natural-resource exploration
and development, communications, hydro-electric
construction and railroad-building, as well as other
infrastructure projects in line with increasingly-
sophisticated requirements.

Difficailties
Provincial involvement in the aid program has not
been without administrative and other difficulties.
But by and large, it can be argued that these have
not been quantitatively or qualitatively of a different
order from relations in this regard with the private
ector. Special sensitivity has been required, however,

to ensure that the implementation of aid projects
was not affected by differing views in Canada on the
role of the provinces in this field. It is beyond the
scope of this article to consider this matter in any
detail. (Readers who wish to pursue the question,
however, might begin by looking at the article by
Claude Morin, Quebec Minister of Intergovernmental
Affairs, dealing with the Quebec viewpoint, which
aPpeared in the November 1977 issue of Jeune Afrique,
and at the March-April 1977 issue of International
Perspectives for articles on the provinces and foreign
affairs.)

Without entering into the constitutional "the-
ology" of the matter, it is nevertheless instructive to
review in greater depth Quebec's sustained efforts
to establish an identifiable role within the frame-
work of Canada's external-aid efforts. Quite apart
from an evident and positive interest in aiding Third

World states, Quebec has in this way strengthened its
international presence and experience.

This province's interest and involvement in aid
matters also lent special impetus to the Federal Gov-
ernment's consideration of provincial interests in this
area; and the direction given to federal actions to
facilitate co-operation between the Central and prov-
incial governments thus owes much to Quebec. Per-
haps as a consequence, Canada,, among the world's
federal states, has the singular distinction of en-
couraging and facilitating the interest of its consti-
tuent entities in this way. CIDA has received the
benefits of active co-operation, including access to
provincial departmentys and agencies for special ex-
pertise in areas not under federal jurisdiction, such
as education, and has been able to integrate and
maximize the development impact of provincial
contributions.

Human resources
Provincial contributions have, in the main, been in
the realm of human resources. For example, over the
years hundreds of provincial public servants have
been made available for special studies, consultant
work and roles in project execution. Quebec has sup-
plied several hundred teachers and technical-assistance
coopérants for service abroad, normally in developing
francophone states. Provincial governments have rë-
sponded positively to such requests where this has
been possible, recognizing, in part, the staff-develop-
ment value inherent in such functions, as distinct
from the important service provided in support of
Canada's external-aid efforts. These services cannot
readily have a dollar value assigned to them.

Other provincial governments, notably those of
the four Western provinces, have provided funds to
non-governmental organizations, including church
groups, charitable institutions and voluntary bodies-,
to an approximate total in 1978 of some $6 million:
Late in April, Quebec announced a special grant of
$100,000 to the Office of the UN High Commissioner
for Refugees to finance health and educational aid
projects in Angola, Burundi and Zaire.- The Atlantic
Provinces have co-operated with CIDA in such ven-
tures as an international small-farms conference and
the training of fishermen from Belize and elsewhere.
The provinces have co-operated in making universities
and technical-training facilities available to Third
World s'tûdents and trainees. Ontario has on a number
of occasions responded to requests for emergency food
relief, and all provinces have participated over the
past four years in the federal-provincial Voluntary-
Agricultural Development Aid Program. For 1979-80,
VADA ventures are to receive $1 million in federal
funds, largely for the transport of goods and services
donated by provincial governments. Proposals are
under consideration to increase the scope and funding
of this mechanism, which also provides a useful forum
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Treaty Information

for federal-provincial dialogue on aid _ matters, to
embrace multi-year budgeting and a program com-
mittee to receive, consider and fund international aid
projects identified by the provinces.

In all, therefore, the federal-provincial co-oper-
ation picture in the aid program is a bright one. The
will to co-operate has been clearly in evidence on the
part of both orders of government, and interest has
not only been sustained but has been given practical
effect in the various ways already suggested. While the

Ottawa, December 29, 1978

In force December 29, 1978

With effect from February 1, 1979

letter of the "Pearson Doctrine" has never been gi%,En
formal approval by provincial governments, the spirit
is very much alive. The imperatives of the "Nerr
International Economic Order" and the Third UN
Development Decade will provide new challenges not
only for Canadians but for their governments. The
federal and provincial governments can, through co.
operative leadership, make these challenges better
known to Canadian citizens and more effectively met
by Canada's resources.

Western Europe learns to live
with its guest' . workers

by Thomas Land

An embarrassing resolution by the
United Nations Human Rights
Commission seeking "to promote
the normalization of the family life
of migrant workers . . . by their
reunion" illustrates the anxiety of
Western Europe over , foreign : pov-
erty in its midst. The nine govern-.:
ments of the European Community
privately acknowledge that their
"guest" workers and their families
- an economically-exploited and
culturally-diverse minority of about
13 million people - are here tostay
permanently. But,_ in the present
climate of insecurity caused by grow-
ing unemployment, few governments
have the pôlitical 'courage to admit
that the presence of such a large
permanentcommunity undermines

Mr Land is London correspondent
or the Financial Post of Canada.

He is also associated with The
Times, The Observer and The
Financial Times of London. The
views expressed in, this article are
those of Mr Land.

the essential premises of democracy: The experts had disregarded the
Apart from Britain's Commonwealth economic conditions of: the "guest"
and Irish immigrants, all Western workers' native countries - in
Europe's immigrants lack political Southern Europe, Africa; Asia and
power. the Caribbean -, to which those of

In West Germany, Europe's Western Europe compare favour-
biggest employer of foreign labour, ably, even during a recession.
the population of "guest" workers In Canada, different circum-
and their dependants is a record stances led to a similar situation,
four million - in spite of the coun- The adoption of universal criteria
try's four-year-old - recruiting ban for immigration, combined with the
and its various schemes to encourage increase in the number of potential
the departure of foreigners. In ad- immigrants from the developing
dition to this figure, 1.4 million close countries, has resulted in a signif-
dependants of foreigners already in icantly growing intake of Third
the country are expected from World immigrants. A recent study
abroad. on relations between Canada and

- Originally, these "guest" work- the developing countries records a
ers were expected to stay strictly drastic increase in the proportion of
for the duration of their employ- Third World immigrants, from 8 per
ment, performing- the dirtiest and cent in 1961 to 52 per cent in 1975,
least remunerative jobs, scorned by The study, published by- the Eco-
the natives. Their reluctance to nomic Council of Canada, predicts
leave after the oil crisis,- which that, though the absolute level of
ended a period of unprecedented immigration may be declining, "the
economic growth in Western Europe, proportion of immigrants origin•
has surprised the manpower plan- ating. from the developing nations
ners of the European Coxnmunity: is likely to rèmain significant".
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The big difference is that Euro-

eans still publicly pretend that

eir "guest" workers are likely to
,tay only for a limited time. Eu-
pe's immigrants have become a

e and permanent economic en-
ity constituting a self-generating
opulation. Their children, officially
atives of the countries of their
)iri:h, are statistically likely to in-
erit the poverty and inferior social
nd employment status of their
arents.

aman rights
uncontroversial resolution by

he Human Rights Commission in
Geneva expressing particular con-
cern about "the situation of the
children of migrant workers and the
effects upon their cultural, medical
and psychosocial well-being and the
difficulties of adaptation and separa-
tion to which they , are exposed" has
added impact when one considers
that one-fifth of the school-age chil-
dren of migrant workers are believed
to be receiving no education.

In view of this fact, and in con-
nection with the International Year
of the Child, the Commission asked
al !'UN organizations to give special
attention to improving the lot of
migrant workers and their families.
It has also established a working
group on the human rights of mi-
grant workers to ensure that the
topic receives recurring attention.

Out of this" request have come
a number of projects and directives.
Education pilot projects in many
European cities try to ensure that
he one and a half million migrant
children attending school not only
learn the language of their adopted
country but also retain their original
language and culture. The EC's
Council of Ministers has adopted a
directive to ensurethat school cur-
ricula meet the specific needs of
migrant children. A proposal to com-
bat illegalimmigration and the em-
ployrnent of. illegal immigrants has
been prepared by . the Européan
Commission; and there has been a
gradual co-ordination of the immi-
gration policies of the member states.
Various housing pilot schemes aimed

at the cultural integration of mi-
grants have been started.

These measures, however, hard-
ly meet the actual needs. A com-
prehensive report on the housing of
migrant workers published by the
European Commission proposes the
establishment of a fund to finance
urgent measures to end discrimina-
tion. The report, compiled by 30
specialists throughout the Commu-
nity, including anthropologists, so-
cial geographers, economists, psy-
chologists and sociologists - all of
them independent of both the Euro-
pean Commission and the national
administrations -, treated the issue
as a long-term problem of consider-
able effect on the entire Community.

Canada

Despite political controversy, Can-
ada's record on the integration of
immigrants has been far more suc-
cessful than the European experi-
ence. The reason is probably that
in Canada both the newcomers and
their hosts admit that they must
learn to live with each other per-
manently.

Ottawa's 1978 Immigration Act
gives landed immigrants the same
basic rights as those enjoyed by
Canadian citizens - with the no-
table exception of the right to vote.
Significantly, an immigrant can ap-
ply to bring in his relations as soon
as he reaches Canadian soil. The
reunification of the family is a con-
sistent objective of postwar Cana-
dian immigration policy, and the
present legislation recognizes three
classes of immigrant: sponsored
(close family members), nominated
(more distant relatives) and inde-
pendent (must qualify on the basis
of skills and education).

The European Commission is
promoting some modest p'roposals
for a gradual sharing of political
rights with the resident foreigners.
The Commission also wants them to
have an automatic right to bring in
their families - as in Canada - and
as proposed by the Human Rights
Commission. But these proposals are
doggedly resisted by member coun-
tries, whose governments have been

on the retreat from the vocal ex-
treme-right political movements that
thrive on economic insecurity and
seek the compulsorÿ repatriation of
the foreigners.

Paradoxically, immigration re-
strictions imposed on foreign labour;
are likely, in fact, to increase, rather
than decrease, unemployment
among the natives, according to the
Organization for Economic Co-oper-
ation and Development. It explains
that labour shortages confined to : a
few tsectors of the economy cause a
shortfall of output and therefore
redundancies. Another study,, pub-
lished in Geneva by the UN's Eco-
nomic Commission for Europe,
argues that economic recovery in
Western Europe may well depend
on a fresh influx of foreign labour.

This confirms Canada's egpe--
rience. While it is difficult to assess

of immigration from the Canadian
the economic advantages and costs

perspective, the Economic Council
believes the "immigrants from the
developing nations . . appear to
have contributed positively to the
economic well-being of Canada".
The Council's own calculations,
based on replacement costs, place at
$2.9 billion the sum that Canada
would have to devote to training
its own population from 1966 to
1974 had. it not benefited from im-
migration from_ Third World coun-
tries. Its report establishes that the
economic advantages may be con-
siderable. The undiscounted net
gain for the typical immigrant from
the Phillipines or India is estimated
at close to $400,000 (in 1974 prices).

Even if it were possible - and,
indeed, desirable - to expel the
foreign workers from Western Eu-
rope, their places would soon be
taken by others. Portugal, Spain
and 'Greece are expected to join
the European Community within
the foreseeable future, opening the
door to vast numbers of South Eû-
ropean pre-industrial peasants. The
cherished principle of free circula-
tion of labour within the Com-
munity will thus perpetuate West-
ern Europe's embarrassment over
imported poverty.
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In your January/February issue, you published an article ("Hungarian minority in Romania") by Paul the t
Pilisi on which I must, as a Romanian of Transylvania, cast some light. This article is superposable on one ' gressor,

favour with Mr Pilisi. The following excerpt from one such passage, notably absent from the Pilisi article, say

ihe Express of October 28, 1978, by Edouard Bailby, except for certain passages that apparently did not fin

a great deal about the "restrictions and ethno-cultural genoeide";that Pilisi evokes:

This picture of that part of Transylvania, with all the cities he mentions and for which he fears genocide,manadian ^

unaccep e o e na iona ungarianpoet, Gyula Illyes-.

Gheorge, one feels nothing that conveys a sense of discrimination or the least tension.
Hungarian; in libraries, whole sections of Magyar literature.In Ghiogheni, in Mercuea Ciuc, in Sfantu
In the shops, labels are written in Hungarian as well as Romanian. On news-stands, newspapers in
traveller seems effectively still to be living in Magyar country. In the streetspeople speak Hungarian.

For 500 km inside the Romanian border [Mr. Bailey was coming from Hungary to Romania], the

The Romanian n- f th vil] d f h O th d h hes o e ages an o t e r o ox- c urc es are the only tlungs L& L- seem ^^^^
proclaim the influence and hold of Bucharest. On Romanian territory "these are the self-same thingsthat ar

tabl t th 1 H "

reopening an ancient historical debate to try to convince us that Transylvania belongs to the Hungarians. I admitl, Recen

should normally reassure Pilisi. Instead it exasperates him, and he uses this so-called genocide as a pretext fo

that generations of Hungarians were cradled there; but it was not their cradle, it was mine.

There are 1,700,000 (not 1,900,000) Hungarians in Romania, for the most part established in Transylvania
and representing 7.8 per cent of the population of Romania. They account for 23 per,cent of the population of
Transylvania, compared to the .4,000,000 Romanians who account for some 60 per cent of the Transylvanian
population. These statistics are close to those of 1910, when the area was still under Hungarian domination
At that time, the Romanians formed 50 per cent and the Hungarians 25 per cent of the population.

It was on December, 1, 1918, that Transylvania, acting in accordance with the principle of :auto-
determination demanded by President Wilson at Versailles, linked itself to Romania of, its own free will, as
expressed by the quasi-totality of the Romanian majority in Transylvania. The quotation from Illyes ("The
population of Cluj, the -capital of Transylvania, was totally Magyar when i visited-there in 1930") is doubtful
to me. But, if it is true, he simply admits and confirms the policy of tolerance practised by Romania between
the two World Wars.

In any case, Mr Pilisi knows very well that, under Hungarian domination, the Romanians of Transylvania
did not have the right to inhabit the towns and cities; today the Hungarians account for 40 per cent of the
population of Cluj. As to theother cities, already mentioned, with heavy Hungarian populations, I remember
the half of Transylvania given to Hungary by the Dictate of Vienne of 1940 as repayment for-joining the entourage
of the Berlin-Rome axis as early as 1936. During the 1940-44 occupation, the Rornanians ( especially these in
the towns) were once again terrorized and massacred and driven back to their mother country. Now it seems
that Janos Kadar, fawning on the new Russian masters, wishes to reissue the Dictate.

This part of Transylvania was reintegrated into Romania in 1945. However, because of the complicity
of numerous Hungarian Communists, the then government in Bucharest accorded them an autonomous zone,
in the very heart of Transylvania, that lasted until 1967,- when Mr Ceaucescu put an end to it.

If today the Hungarians of Transylvania can travel to Hungary every two years, they should consider
themselves lucky. For a Romanian it can take a lifetime to get an exit visa. Men and documents, collectivities or
individuals, Hungarians or Romanians, all are at the mercy of the Arbitrar. They are victims of the restrictions
that are part of the very nature of the ruling regime, and not of a policy of ethno-cultural genocide for the
Hungarian minority of Romania.
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Romania has integrated over the centuries (without always assimilating, which is the equivalent;of cultural
hnocide) all who came and remained to become sons of that land. The cultural ethnocide Mr Pilisi talks about
a false issue to bring into our Canadian lives. It pits us one against the other by means of ancient elements
conflicts that 1,000 years of history have not been able to settle. Instead, let us together condemn the absence
liberty in Romania and in.all other countries under Communist rule. Let us condemn the personality cult,
e regirnenting of intellectuals who are given no other choice but jail or exile, the censorship, the Berlin Wall

,d the totalitarianism. But for pity's sake let us, Romanians and Hungarians, unite against the common
gressor, the Soviet Union of ancient and modern Tsars.

eference Section
'anadian Foreign Relations
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anadian Human Rights Commission/Commission canadien-
ne des droits de la personne.
Final report of the National Conference "Human Rights
in Canada ... the years ahead", held in Ottawa, Decem-
ber 8-9-10, 1978/Rapport final de la Conférence «Les
droits: de la personne au Canada ... L'Avenir», tenue à
Ottawa les 8-9-10 décembre 1978. Ottawa: Canadian
Human Rights Commission, 1979.
57 p.
(Conference sponsored by the Cdn. Human Rights Com-
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Ottawa, December 29, 1978
In force December 29, 1978
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dian foreign policy.
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Ottawa:

N 34 (Apri1 16, 1979) Canada.-announces recognition of

No. 35 (April 20, 1979) Çanadian playwrights'promote Ca-
nadian plays in Britain:

No. 36 (April 20, 1979) Seventh Student Commonwealth
Conference -Apri1 24 to 27, 1979.

No. 37 (April 23, 1979) Conference of Ministers of Educa-
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39 (April 25, 1979) Robbery at Alta Vista Post
Ottawa.

40 (May 8, 1979) Notes for opening statement at fif;

session, on May 9, of UN Conference on Trade
Development (UNCTAD V), Manila, by Larry
H. Smith, deputy head and leader of Canadi
delegation.

No. 41 (May 10, 1979) "Canada Days'
May II to 23, 1979.

No. 42 (May 10, 1979) Montreal National Theatre f,
Children (Les Pissenlits) to perform in Soviet Unio
and Switzerland.

No. 43 (May 11, 1979) Expulsion of Mijat Tomic, Vi
Consul, Yugoslav Consulate Gèneral; Torônto,

No. 44 (May 11, 1979) Diplomatic appointments: T.
Bacon as High Commissioner in Zambia; Fred Bil
as Ambassador to Thailand and concurrently
bassador to Lao Peoples]Democratic Republic; G.=
Blouin as Ambassador to the Netherlands; E.
Bobinski as Ambassador to the Philippines; C.-
Charland as .Ambassador to Mexico and Guatemal
Marc Faguy as High Commissioner in Ghana; J.-
Grenon as Ambassador to Peru, with concurrent a
creditation to Bblivia; J. G. Hadwen as High Co
missioner 'to India, with concurrent accreditation
Nepal; D. S. McPhail as Ambassador and Penn
nent Representative to the: United Nations in Gen
va, the General Agreement on Tariffs and Tradé an
the Conference of the Committee on Disarmamen
W. H. Montgomery as Ambassador to Indonesia;
S. Nutt, Consul General in New York, concurrentl
accredited as Commissioner in Bermuda II - R. D. Sir
as Ambassador to Costa Rica; J. S. Stanford as
bassador to Israel, with concurrent accreditation
Cyprus.

45 (May 11, 1979) Canada'studies new Soviet citize
ship legislation.
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79/7 NATO After Thirty Years. A statement issued by
the Prime Minister, the Right Honourable Pierre
Elliott Trudeau, on April 4, 1979, to mark the
thirtieth anniversary of the North Atlantic Treaty
Organization.

79/8 UNCTAD V: The Second Asian Meeting. The
openingstatement at the fifth session of the United
Nations Conference on Trade and Development,
Manila, May 9, 1979,. by the deputy head and
leader of the Canadian delegation, L. A. H. Smith.
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ernment of Canada and the Government of the Argentine
Republic

Buenos Aires, .May.8, 1979
In force provisionally May 8, 1979

nnce

Agreement on Mutual Assistance between Canada and
France for the Prevention, Investigation and Suppres-
sion, by the Customs Administrations of both Countries,
of Customs Offences

Paris, January 9,.1979
In force, May 1,1979
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Exchange of Notes between the Government of Canada

and the Government.:of Japan constituting an Agreement

concerning Textile Restraints

Ottawa, May 15, 1979
In, force May 15, 1979

negal
Foreign Investment.Insûrançe Agreement between the
Government of Canada and the Government of the
Republic of Senegal

Dakar, January 19, 1979
Iri force January 19, 1979

United Nations
Exchange of Notes betweenthe Government of Canada
•and the United Nations amending the Agreement, con-
cerning Third Party Claims arising out of Açts committed
by Membérs of the Canadian Contingency with UNICYP
signed, March 25, 1970

New York, March 30, 1979
In force March 30, 1979
With effect from September 1976

United States
Agreement between the Government of Canada and the
Government of, the United States of America on East
Coast Fishery Resources

VJashington,lVlarch 29, 1979.

Treaty between the Government. of Canada and the
Government of the United States of America to Submit
to Binding Dispute : Settlement the Delimitation of the
Maritime Boundary,in the Gulf of Maine Area

'Washington, March 29, 1979

Special Agreement between the Government of Canada
and theGovernment of the United States of America to
Submit to a Chamber. of the International Court of Jus-
tice the Delimitation of the -Maritime Boundary in the
Gulf of Maine Area

Washington, March 29, 1979

Agreement between the Government of Canada and the
Government of the United. States of America to a Court
of Arbitration the Delimitation of the Maritime Bound-
ary in the Gulf of Maine Area

Washington, March 29, 1979

Protocol amending the Convention between Canada and
the United States of America for the Preservation of the
Halibut Fishery of the Northern Pacific Ocean and
Bering Sea signed at Oitawa, March 2, 1953

Washington, March 29,1979

Exchange of. Notes constituting an Agreement between
the Government of Canada and the Government of the
United States of America concerning amendment of the
Convention between Canada and the United States of
America for the Preservation of the Halibut Fishery of
the Northern Pacific Ocean and Bering Sea signed, at
Ottawa, March 2, 1953

Washington, March 29, 1979
In force March 29;1979

Exchange of Notes between the Government of Canada
and the Government of the United States of America to
supersede the Agreement of July 6, 1970, as amended by
an exchange of. Note's of August 11, 1970, concerning the
Operation of Pilotage Services on the Great Lakes (with
a Memorandum of Arrangements)

Ottawa, August 24, 1978 and March 29, 1979
In force March 29, 1979

Exchange of Notes between the Government of Canada
and the Government of the United States of America
providing for the Construction, Operation and Main-
tenance of a Loran-C Transmitting Station at Port
Hardy, Vancouver Island, B.C.

Ottawa, March 19 and 29, 1979
In force March 29, 1979

Upper Volta
General Agreement between theGovernment of Canada
and. the Government of the Republic of Upper Volta
concerning Development Co-operation

Ouagadougou, November 8, 1977
In force Apri16, 1979

Multilateral

Convention on the International Maritime Satellite Or-
ganization (INMARSAT) '

Done at London, September 3, 1976
Signed by Canada, May 14,1979

Protocols for the Fifth Extension of the International
Wheat Trade and Food Aid Conventions- constituting the
International Wheat Agreement, 1971

Done at Washington, April 25,1979
Signed by Canada May 15, 1979
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In his preface to the first issue of International Perspectives in
1972, my predecessor of the day, the Honourable Mitchell Sharp,
wrote: "The journal is an egperiment ... with risks".

International Perspectives has in fact been that and much
more. It has provided a forum for the expression of a great
variety of individual viewpoints. It has stimulated informed
debate on Canada's foreign policy and public interest in inter-
national affairs.

Today, the Department of External Affairs says farewell to
International Perspectives. After eight years of publication, first
under Murray Goldblatt, E. R. Bellemare and Pierre Ducharme,

then under Alex Inglis and Louis Balthazar, we relinquish the

journal in anticipation of a private sector venture.

To the readers as well as to the editors and contributors to

International Perspectives, thank you for your past -support.

We look with confidence to new ventures.

FLORA 1VIACDONALD

Secretary of State for External Affairs
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by Charles R. Foster and Anne L. Vorce

Even though the Carter Administration has passed
its mid-term point,;its foreign policy remains elusive
to observers at home and abroad. Despite a number
of major well-publicizedforeign policy initiatives, the
Carter stance on foreign policy is seen as fuzzy and
erratic by friend and foe alike. Doubt and uncertainty
about the Administration's leadership in foreign af-
fairs are reflected domestically in its low ratings in
public opinion polls. Confused by its lack of clear
direction in international matters, allies question the
reliability of its commitments to security, to human
rights and to the management of the dollar in terms
of the world economy. The Carter foreign policy is
viewed as a series of disjointed improvisations in,
response to immediate domestic or international
pressures. _

The substance of -the Carter foreign policy, how-
ver, is more impressive than its general image
uggests. The above description of the Carter Admin-
istration is not unique. It is similar to Zbigniew
Brzezinski's assessment of the Nixon foreign policy
after its mid-term point. At that time Mr. Brzezinski
prepared a report card to rate the Nixon performance;
it seems appropriate now to use Mr. Brzezinski's
method to evaluâte this administration's foreign policy.

For a serious assessment of the Carter Adminis-
tration's foreign policy, its substance must be sep-
arated from its style, although they are interrelated.
The popular vie* is that the Administration has
conducted its foreign policy in an amateurish and
ad hoc manner, but actually the over-all approach-
has been a mixture of rather sophisticated global
act.ivism and naive messianic zeal. The theoretical
nnderpinnings are based on earlier Brzezinski writings
and speeches.` Acting within Brzezinski's "architec-
tural" structure, which is built upon the theory of
trilateralism, the Carter Administration has attempted
to localize conflicts through multilateral negotiations
ùma number of areas to prevent military conflict. The
Carter Administration has attempted to regain for
the U.S. its role of world leader in both a moral and
apower sense.

In the early days of the Carter Administration,
the rhetoric flowed freely as the Administration at-

tempted to present its overly ambitious plans for
reshaping the world order. When this agenda did not
correspond exactly - or even roughly - to certain
developments, the Carter Administration was unable
to explain the compromises it had to make in its pro-
grams as essential for the protection of U.S. vital
interests. In many cases, the Administration's rhetoric
was contrary to what was obviously taking place. Its
media style raised false expectations. Coming to
power on a platform of morality, -Carter rose largely
on the basis of his messianic rhetoric in the grand
tradition of American liberal diplomacy. As a result,
Carter's actions have generally been described in
light of his moral stance. This is especially true of
his position on human rights, which was based on
standards, largely for domestic political reasons, that
could never be realistically applied. Although his
human rights stand proved effective in certain cases,
it also alienated some allies. In dealing with certain
countries he was forced to compromise on the issue
to protect other, more vital, U.S. interests.- His
failure to apply such standards in Iran, Korea;
Nicaragua and China - at least publicly - made his
high-sounding rhetoric seem suspicious. He has never'
properly explained the complex nature of negotiations
involving American interests. By defending author-
itarian regimes, he has diminished the positive impact
of his rhetoric.

Another problem of the Carter Administration is
the division within the Administration itself. The
most publicized differences have been those between
Vance and Brzezinski, who have often given speeches
expressing opposing views on the same topic on the
same day. Also, debates within the NSC, partic-
ularly over linkage, have resulted in the departure of
several key members, including Samuel Huntington.

Dr. Foster is Executive Secretary of the Committee
on Atlantic Studies in Washington, D.C. He is also
associated with the U.S. Office of Education.
Ms. Vorce is a graduate student at the Johns Hopkins
School of Advanced International Studiés and works
at the Library of Congress. The views expressedin =
this article are those of the authors.



Recently, the résignation of nearly a quarter of the
staff has been attributed to "mid-term blues". These
internal conflicts, combined with the absence of a
mediator other than the President, who seems to be
more involved in the detailed technical aspects of
events, have led to inconsistent policies, such as the
stance concerning the Soviets. Another factor con-
tributing to the public's confusion over U.S. foreign
policy is its many spokesmen. In the initial days of
the Administration, open
discussion was encour-
aged and publicly wel-
comed as a needed relief
from the secret diplomacy
of the Kissinger years.
The Vance-Brzezinski de-
bates were encouraged
and Andrew Young was
given free rein. Carter has
continued this approach
by using troubleshooters
such as George Ball and
Robert Strauss. As a re-
sult, the Carter Admin-
istration has frequently
lacked a unified voice on
foreign policy.

In spite of its unfor-
tunate style, the Carter
Administrationhas had a
number of notable for-
eign-policy achievements.
Building upon the efforts
of previous ' administra-
tions, it has made suc-
cessful policy decisions
involving China, the Pan-
ama Canal and, appar-
ently, SALT II. The
Camp David agreement
between Egypt and Israel
was a much-needed break-
through, but it requires
expansion. Carter has, in
general, succeeded in re-
establishing friendly re-
lations with traditional
allies and lesser developed

Africa

The successes and most glaring failures of the Carter
foreign policy can be discerned in its approach to
Africa, which has assumed a surprisingly signiîicant
position in its foreign policy. In contrast to the neglect
of African affairs by the preceding administration,
Carter has acknowledged African:affairs as a top
priority: In spite of a pronounced tendency-at first to
analyze African problems in terms of the American

The Carter Report Card
GEOGRAPHIC Comment Grade

1. Africa B
initially appealing approachundermined by failure
to resolve some intractable problems

2. China
normalization followed by appropriately cautious
optimism

3. Europe
generally healthy climate, though much tension
from particular issues

4. Japan
continuing trade problems, despite efforts

5. Latin America
business as usual: rhetoric without substance

6. Middle East
still fluid: success, butalso failures

7. South and East Asia
neglect; mixed on human rights

8. Soviet Union
ambiguous, until recently

TOPICAL

1. Arms Control
mixed record on arms sales, non-proliferation;
good on SALT

2. Defence
unclear approach

3. Foreign Aid
neglect

4. Human Rights
mixed: positive thrust, notable failures

5. Z`rade and Economic Policies
good on trade, mixed on monetary policies

OVERALL
Style and consistency poor, substance impressive

countries that had been
relatively ignored during the Nixon-Kissinger years.
It is misleading to see Carter as having had an easier
role to play in foreign affairs than his predecessor
because the U.S. is not involved in any military
conflict. The Carter emphasis has been mainly on
economic and political activity, rather than on mil-
itary effort. Because of the Soviet arms buildup,
however, the Carter Administration appears to be
modifying its policy of avoiding military responses..

B+

B-

D+

I

B

B-

C-}-

B

B-{-

B

civil rights experience,
the Carter Administra-
tion has approached Afri-
can affairs more broadly,
namely in terms of "Afri-
can solutions to African
problems". Within this
framework, the U.S. has
sought to co-sponsor ne "-
gotiations with Western
European countries to
settle regional conflicts
among African nations
such as in Rhodesia/
Zimbabwe, Namibia, and
Zaire.

China
Despite a slow start,
partly to avoid antagoniz-
ing the Soviet Union, the
Carter Administration
has moved carefully, yet
rapidly, to normalize re-
lations with China. The
timing of the announce-
ment came as a surprise,
but the Administration
had carefully made be-
hind-the-scenes prepara-
tions that were built upon
the groundwork laid by
preceding administra-
tions. The Administra-
tion has limited the play-
ing of the questionable
"China Card" to the nor-
malization announcement
and a joint communique
with Deng Xiaoping'con'

demning Asian "hegemony".

Europe
In contrast to the Kissinger era, the Carter Adminis'
tration has actively sought political and economic
partnerships with various European nations for the
solution of global and regional concerns. Reflecting
Brzezinski's initial trilateral "architectural" approach
to foreign affairs, the Administration has acknowl
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cdged Europe as a cornerstone of its foreign policy.
The U.S. and Europe are joining in political discus-
sions on a number of. areas, most notably on Africa,
and on global economic problems. The Carter Admin-
istration has also pursued human rights objectives in
Eastern Europe, with some success. However, Carter
Administration policies have irritated European
hiends. Until late 1978 the U.S. allowed the dollar to
deteriorate to" a point alarmingto its allies. Carter
finally undertook massive rescue efforts in November,
but it seems likely that management of the dollar,
as well as the management of the U.S. economy in
general, will continue to be a source of tension be-
tween the U.S. and Europe. The Administration has
also angered several countries, most notably France
and Germany, by its approach to the energy problem.
Overall, the relationship between the U.S. and Europe
appears to be healthy, but there is a danger of in-
creasingtension as the. energy problems continue and
the U.S. economy worsens.

Japan

Although Carter has repeatedly declared that Japan
is the cornerstone of his Asian policy and has made
important security concessions to the Japanese in
order to demonstrate his commitment, tension exists
between the two countries because of the trade issue.
The Administration has thus far been successful in
insulating the security arrangements from the trade
conilict: Continued strained relations, however, over
the increasingly important _trade issues may affect
other areas. The Administration is devoting a great
deal of effort to solving the trade problems and has
achieved several agreements recently, but they may
be limited by the complexity of the situation in both
coüntries. Domestic factors are significant in both
Japan and the U.S. The Administration must inform
the public that the trade negotiations can only prog-
ress slowly and, at the same time, it must demonstrate

a strong interest in securing agreements.

Latin America
Latin America provides the most striking illustration
of the divergence between rhetoric and substance.

The Carter Administration began its Latin American
policy efforts with a flurry of activity directed toward

improving relations dramatically with the long-

neglected Latin American countries. The high priority
that was initially accorded to Latin America was
indicated by the unprecedented number of Carter
Speeches on Latin America, the widespread travel
throughout Latin America by the Carter entourage,

and numerous other symbolic gestures. Yet by 1978
it was clear that Carter's Latin American policy had
clear limitations. The Administration's human rights

Policy became eroded in light of his support of the
Somoza regime. Although Carter initially felt that his

human rights philosophy could have its greatest im-
pact on Latin America because of the widespread
existence there of authoritarian regimes and the
absence of vital U.S. interests, the Administration
discovered that it did,indeed, have important inter-
ests there. The Administration did create a distance
between itself and the repressive Pinochet regime in
Chile, but has mishandled the carrot and stick ap-
proach in aid to Brazil, Argentina, El Salvador and
Guatemala. As a result, these countries have become
alienated without much having been accomplished in
the human rights area. The Administration's early
initiatives in Cuba appeared to be appropriate until
it was confronted with Cuban adventurism elsewhere.
Despite more laudable intentions than its predeces-
sors, the Carter Administration has not fared well in
its relationship with Mexico, which has assumed in-
creasing importance. Apart from the legacy of bad
relations that any administration would have to over-
come, the Carter Administration has created its own
problems. The mishandling of the oil deal, the-embar-
rassing comments made by Carter during his recent
trip to Mexico, and the failure to settle the alien
problem have hurt relations. Finally, the Carter
Administration must be congratulated on its Panama
Canal efforts. The Panama treaty was initially defined
as a priority issue, and the Administration followed
through.

Middle East
Although the Carter Administration has had an am-
bitious, relatively sensitive and, to an extent, in-
novative approach to Middle Eastern affairs resulting
in several important àccomplishments, U.S. interests
there have been seriously undermined by recent ùn-
foreseen events. However different the Carter Admin-
istration may have been from its predecessor in its
more even-handed approach to Arab-Israeli issues, its
strategy continued to rest ultimately on the two

"pillars" of Iran and Saudi Arabia. The significance
of the collapse of Iran and the cooling of the Saudi
friendship as a result of the Camp David settlement
cannot be underestimated. It seems that the founda-
tions for protecting the oil supply through regional
security arrangements have been weakened. The U.S.
apparently intends to change its approach from a
relatively passive one to a more active "Carter Doc-
trine for the Middle East" with the Middle Eastern
visit of Defence Secretary Harold Brown last winter,
the training of Saudi military by the U.S., the dis-,
patch of an aircraft carrier to the Arabian Sea in
February in response to the Yemen conflict, and the
possible separation of the U.S. Middle Eastern Com-
mand from the European Command. Thus, the Ad-
ministration recently has recognized that a different
strategy is necessary to protect American interests in
the Middle East.
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South and East Asia

Highly sensitive to previous U.S. involvement in
South-east Asia, the Carter Administration initially
sought to de-emphasize the U.S. presence there. In
fulfillment of his campaign pledge, Carter immediately
began to withdraw troops from South Korea until the
Japanese indicated their displeasure. Also, ASEAN
indicated to the Administration that it needed the
commitment of U.S. presence in Asia. As a result, the
Carter Administration found itself faced with respon-
sibilities in Asia that Carter had strongly criticized
during the presidential campaign. This inconsistency,
although primarily due to the realities of power,
damaged the Carter image. In addition, the lack of
forceful human rights criticism of the Asian countries,
including allies, hurt the Administration's credibility.
Apart from the military assurances, the Carter Ad-
ministration had paid little attention to South and
East Asia.

Soviet Union
The Carter Administration's policy towards the Soviet
Union has generally been unfortunate, despite the
recent SALT II agreement. The Administration
started with a misperception of the Soviet world role
and, as a result, misread Soviet intentions. Beginning
with a false sense of strength.and superiority vis-a-vis
the Soviet Union as a result of the legacy of détente,
the Administration virtually ignored it except to make
periodic human rights pronouncements and to settle
the major issues through the comprehensive SALT
negotiations. Yet problems in Soviet-American rela-
tions have occurred apart from the. SALT negotia-
tions, in various African, Middle Eastern and Asian
areas. Because the Carter Administration's world
order policy for matters other than strategic ones was
based on a doctrine of trilateralism, the SALT issue
was seen as a goal in itself without immediate rel-
evance to other events.,The Soviet image held by the
Carter Administration and conveyed to the American
public - and to the Soviet Union - indicated the con-
fusion in attitudes towards the Soviets within the
Administration. On one hand, the Soviet Union was
considered the major partner in building a strategic
world order through the SALT agreements. On the
other hand, it was seen as a perpetrator of gross
human rights violations. There is no doubt that the
accusations of human rights violations have had some
influence on the recent increase in numbers allowed
to emigrate. However, the over-all effect of this dual
policy has been to give an impression of inconsistency.

The Carter Administration has recovered in part from
this shaky beginning; and Carter's'tough Annapolis
speech in Juine,' 1978, can be seen as a watershed.

Amis Control

The Carter Administration ' has a mixed record on
arms control. Its greatest success is the SALT II
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agreement, which offers sufficient advantage to cer-
tain American interests. The Administration jeopar-
dized the negotiations at first by sending Vance to
Moscow immediately with major new proposals, which
the Russians refused. It recovered rapidly; howevér,
from this mistake and has since proceeded more
cautiously. The Administration has expressed lofty
sentiments regarding non-proliferation, but the re-
sults of its initiatives in this area have. been poor.
The Germans and Brazilians, in particular, have been
greatly alienated by the Administration's approach.
The Carter Administration has also had a mixed
record on arms sales. In contrast to previous admin-
istrations, they linked arms sales to the purchaser
country's stand on human rights. To an extent they
achieved some positive results, but their:inconsistency
in carrying out this policy was unfortunate.

Defence
The Carter Administration has generally sought to
exercise U.S: leadership through political and eco-
nomic initiatives rather than through military threats.
It has maintained traditional global military com-
mitments,. but: created some confusion because it
lacked a clear definition of vital interests. In response
to what was perceived to be the "lesson of Vietnam,"
the Administration drew back from global military
involvement at first and then began to restructure its
defence commitments interms of more limited objec-
tives. However, it has become clear that the con-
tinued existence of certain vital strategic interests
limits any radical changes in defence policy. The
failure to consider the strategié implications of a
total withdrawal from Korea and,the zig-zag decision
on the deployment of neutron bombs in Europe have
contributed to an image of confusion.

Foreign Aid
The Carter Administration has proclaimed extremely
high standards. for its foreign-aid program, but has
not lived up to them. Despite its declared intent to
establish a foreign-aid program that would further
American moral interests; the Administration has yet
to come up with concrete criteria and objectives for
foreign aid. Continuing traditional U.S. policy, the
Carter Administration has not changed the proportion
of aid to the poorer nations as opposed to that given
a few developed ones. It has made little effort to sell
foreign-aid programs to Congress and the public.

Human Rights
President Carter must be given credit for the in-
fluence he has had on the worldwide interest in
human rights, merely° by publicizing the issue. It is
difficult to assess the precise impact of the Carter
rhetoric, but lit is clear that the.level of awareness of
the issue of human rights has increased. The Admin-
istration has undoubtedly had a positive influence on
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emigration from the Soviet Union and the release of
political prisoners.

The Administration has, however, limited the
impact of its efforts by its hyperbole and its failure
to establish adequate criteria for implementing its
pwn human rights policy. Its initial verbal activism
without sufficient consideration of the effect on other
important U.S. priorities hurt the Carter image. The
Administration did not recognize that there are a
number of other vital U.S. interests as well as human
rights. Rather; it spoke of human rights issues as
though they were the overriding interest in U.S.
foreign policy.

Trade and Economic Relations
In contrast to the preceding administration,- Carter
has pursued a consistent and generally successful
free-trade policy. The Administration has achieved
favorable terms for the U.S. with the GATT agree-
ment and has improved its global economic relations.
The two major problem areas are Europe and Japan.
The apparentlack of attention to the declining dollar
has angered some European allies. They relate this
failure to the weak domestic energy policy and the
resulting increase in oil imports which wrought havoc

with U.S. balance of payments. Although the Admin-
istration is attempting to solve the Japanese trade
problem, it is limited by institutional and domestic
forces in both countries. Overall, the Carter Admin-
istration has made substantial progresson both these
issues.

The Balance Sheet
Why is the Carter report card so uneven? Given
global,=complegities, the Carter Administration has
performed well on most issues. Its inconsistency is,
in part, a result of the management of inevitable con-
tradictions in any foreign policy. When it has faltered,
however, the Carter Administration has too often
been a prisoner of its own rhetoric.

Why is the Administration's foreign policy so
little understood? Without a clear crisis, and without
clear domestic mandates on any issues, it is difficult
for any administration to define its foreign policy.
But the Carter style has unnecessarily obfuscated
the substance of its foreign policy. As Brzezinski
cogently argued in 1971, there was no Nixon doctrine.
Similarly, today, there is no Carter doctrine, , and the
President's chief task ought to be a lucid explanation
of his goals and strategies.

International trade environment
in the post-MTN period

by Robert G. Clark
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The Tokyo Round may have been the last and most
ambitious multilateral trade and tariff negotiations
(MTN)- to be conducted on a comprehensive and
global basis. The initialling of the results also marks
the first time that any major GATT trade negotia-
tion has been concluded during a protracted period
of slow growth in the world economy. At the four
economic Summits held from 1975 through 1978,
leaders sought to give impetus to an early and satis-
factory conclusion of the GATT negotiations then in
Progress. At the Tokyo Summit leaders drew atten-
tion to the MTN achievement, and pledged commit-
ment to the "early and faithful implementation" of
the MTN agreements. Now, attention can be focused
still more closely on the fundamental medium-term
structural issues which will condition the interna-
tional trading environment in the post-MTN period,

9

and on the major trade-policy issues which flow
from them.

Slow growth
The advanced industrial economies are having to ad-
just to sharp increases in the cost of energy, persistent
inflationary pressures and reduced growth rates. In

Mr. Clark is a foreign service officer in the
Department of External A f fairs, currently with the
Department's Commercial and Economic Policÿ
Division. Since he joined the Departmentin 1972, his
responsibilities have focused on Canada-U.S. affairs,
and more recently on trade policy development.
He has served in Washington, D.C. The views
expressed here are those of Mr. Clark.
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these circumstances. industrial economies are having
to cope with slow productivity growth, fundamental
demographic shifts, significant changes in demand
and supply trends, technological changes, the effects
of aging capital stock and the emergence of competi-
tion in some sectors from a number of developing
countries. These structural phenomena (which have
been exacerbated by cyclical overcapacity in some
sectors) have been reflected in lagging domestic in-
vestment, unsatisfactory rates of unemployment
and, externally, in large international-payments dise-
quilibria and attendant periods of disorderly exchange
market conditions. Domestically, these developments
have led to pressures for increased government inter-
vention, aimed particularly at stimulating investment
and export earnings and protecting threatened in-
dustries from import competition.

While there has been a moderate economic re-
covery since the 1974-75 recession, current prospects
are for little appreciable rate of increase in world
trade or production for 1979 over 1978, and in par-
ticular little change is projected for real GNP growth
in the industrial countries as a.group (which averaged
about 3.5 per cent in 1978). Looking further ahead,
whether one accepts the "slow-growth" scenario or a
more optimistic estimate, it seems generally agreed
that the world will not soon return to the sustained
growth rates characteristic of the pre-1973 quarter
century. Among : the many factors cited for this, is
that tariffs have now been reduced in the West to
the point where further reductions beyond those
agreed in the iVITN would be unlikely to lead to a
significant expansion in in trade.

Thus, while constituting a signal success in
present economic circumstances - a world-wide re-
duction in tariffs ôfabout one-third, agreement on a
series of significant non-tariff codes, and strengthened
procedures for surveillance, consultation and dispute
settlement - the MTN achievement is unfinished.
It will be important to carry out the implementation
of the MTN results through a) bringing domestic
legislation and regulatory practices into conformity
with the newly negotiated codes where necessary, and
b) giving force to the codes through their effective
administration in GATT. This will entail an enhanced
management and administrative capacity for GATT.
It will also likely require the development of a trade-
policy role for the organization, possibly evolving
from the existing Consultative Group of 18, which
might be given a mandate to ensure that the spirit
and intent of the MTN codes are fulfilled and trade-
policy issues are addressed in a timely and coherent
manner. Without determined follow-through, the
MTN results might not be rigorously applied, increas-
ing the risk of escalating trade-restrictive measures
which the last six years of MTN negotiations have
helped to avoid.

While the MTN result that has emerged is better
than could reasonably have been expected under the
circumstances, it can neither substitute nor lessen
the need for fundamental adjustments in the world
economy to the underlying structural changes which
are now taking place. Moreover, given the degree of
structural problems perceived and the lack of public
support for freer trade, pressure to maintain pro.
tective mechanisms may rise in proportion as the pace
of adjustment threatens to exceed domestic tolerance,
Protectionism and adjustment thus confront trade
policy makers with a basic two-edged issue which
must be faced squarely if the MTN results are not
to be endangered by the implementation of more
sophisticated beggar-thy-neighbour policies. To rein.
force. their endorsement of the MTN results and
any'impetus given to their implementation, leaders.
at the Tokyo Summit made public their concern to
manage the medium-term issues of adjustment and
protectionism.

Protectionism
Protective measures, both ongoing and temporary,
are provided for in GATT and axe not regarded per se
as necessarily unwise or undesirable. Judicious appli-
cation of temporary and reasonable protective instru-
ments can be a legitimate response to the injurious
effects-of imports whose disruptive impact overwhelms
the absorptive capacity of the receiving economy at
the time. Legitimate protective measures can be used
to buy time for a domestic industry to adjust to
foreign competition by becoming more competitive,
or to "adjust out" of an industry in a manner which
minimizes hardship on the workforce. As sanctioned
by GATT, they also protect producers from unfair
injurious import competition arising from such mea-
sures as dumping, government subsidization or pred-
atory pricing practices. However, especially in periods
of slow growth, the danger is that protective measures
will be used only as means of deferring adjustment
and safeguarding employment - as palliatives treat-
ing immediate symptoms rather than as remedial
actions aimed at underlying causes.

' While often politically more attractive in the
short term, protective action which does. little more
than prop up weak industriesusually creates vested
interests in continued protection, often attracts I new
investment to the least dynamic sectors of the eco-
nomy, and thus contributes to inflexibilities in the
economy which lock in labour and capital to their
least dynamic uses. In the long run, this will involve
loss of higher-income, higher-productivity jobs in r
those sectors with the most growth potential, More-
over, the real danger that protectionism would spread
through example and retaliation cannot be under-
estimated in a sustained period of slow growth.

It is against this background that the OECll
Trade Pledge (to avoid trade-restrictive measures for
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R'ithin weeks of becoming prime minister of Canada, Joe Clark was off to Tokyo for the fafth in theseries of
economic summit meetings that began at Rambouillet, Frcnce, in 1975. He is pictured here with Margaret
Thatcher, Giscard d'Estaing and Jimmy Carter.

balance of payments purposes) was renewed at the
OECD Ministerial Council Meeting` in Jurie: Artifi-
cially depressed demand in both the developed and
developing economies through restricted market ac-
cess would aggravate existing structural difficulties
and result in a major impediment to any hope of a
sustained world economic recovery. Equally, an
undisciplined proliferation of export subsidies and
investment incentives would lead to exaggerated dis-
tortions in capital and - trade flows in relation to
market signals.

Adjustment

The phenomenon of structural change and adjustment
is not new. The post-war revival of Europe and the
emergence in the 1960s of Japan and Italy were
accompanied by pressures to accommodate new tech-
nologies and new patterns of consumption and trade
flows. The western industrialized system has, by and
large, been receptive to and has benefited from this
dynaniic change, acting from the premise that liberal-
1zed flows of trade and investment and the law of
comparative advantage work to the benefit of the
international community. What is new in current
circumstances is the confluence of slow growth, serious
structural problems and the rapid, export-led emer-

gence of the upper-income developing countries as
highly competitive producers particularly in standard-
technology, labour-intensive industries.

The trade liberalization embodied in the MTN
result will, if anything, accelerate the need for adjust-
ment to structural change. At the same time, increased
competition in domestic and third markets will mean
that conditions are least favourable for positive ad-
justment policies in domestic decision-making. The
time would seem ripe, therefore, for a concerted ap-
proach to the phenomenon of structural adjustment
which will lend some element of predictability and
market confidence with respect to legitimate "pos-
itive" adjustment, and at the same time, minimize
the possibility that the adjustment process will be-
come, transformed into a negative-sum exercise where-
by all governments would manoeuvre to shift the
burden of-adjustment to their trading partners. It is
against this background that the OECD has under
taken an intensive examination into the difficulties
encountered in shifting to more positive adjustment
policies, including a clarification of some of the gen-
eral issues raised, to assist policy-makers in their
consideration of adjustment problems.

The OECD study recognizes that adjustment
policies can be directed towards economic; ends



encouraging the most efficient allocation of capital
and labour) and non-economic ends (encouraging
social goals through regional development and farm
policies, income redistribution programs, etc., or mit-
igating the impact of severe economic dislocation).
Adjustment policies are also viewed as integral to the
achievement of sustained non-inflationary growth.
Hence the OECD study points in the direction of
choosing adjustment policies aimed at accomplishing
the various socio-economic goals of governments with
minimum distortion to the marketplace and by means
that are compatible with economic efficiency.

It may be argued that the central challenge for
policy-makers in the post-MTN environment will be
to create an international climate of confidence -
based on the reasonable expectation of mutual disci-
pline - respecting structural adjustment. Otherwise,
governments around the world, caught up in an
escalating competition involving actions which retard
adjustment, will find themselves running faster to
stay in the same place relative to their trading part-
ners, with each resistance to adjustment doing further.
harm to the cause of genuinely improving domestic
économies. Thus, it was in this light that the Tokyo
Summit leaders drew attention to. the need to im-
prove the long-term productive efficiency and fleg-
ibility of their economies.

Interdependence

A central feature of the trading environment, during
the 1980s will be the evolutionary integration of a
growing number of developing countries into the
international economic system. The -extent to which
Eastern Europe-an centrally-planned economies may
share in this integration, and the impact they may
have, is uncertain. Equally uncertain is whether the
Chinese growth targets are obtainable, and if so, what
will be the implications for the West of a billion
people in that country becoming . moderately more
wealthy by the year 2000. Nevertheless, the principal
issue posed by the emergence of the so-called "newly
industrializing countries" is: what conditions should
govern their entry as full participants into the world
economic system? For it is no longer debated whether
the prospects for accelerated growth in developing
economies are awelcome development from the point

of view of the industrialized economies. There is a
clear marriage of interest in favour of a mutual expan-
sion of trade based on comparative advantage. The
middle-income developing countries provide markets
for the specialized, technologically innovative prod-
ucts and "know-how" ; services - of the developed
economies, while providing consumer goods at lower
cost. Investment capital from industrialized countries
is used to finance development plans in LDC's -
including the development of raw materials and
energy - and in turn, frees up export earnings for
the purchase of imported goods sourced from devel-
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oped countries. In periods of weakened investmen
demand in the developed countries, the developing
countries have also provided a welcome counter-
cyclical outlet for investment. Growth in the devel-
oping world, for example, ameliorated the 1974-75
recession in the developed countries.

However, particularly in the wake of the 1974-75
recession, market penetration by low-cost imports in
sensitive sectors of developed-country economies has
brought pressures for relief for the threatened indus-
tries and a growing, sometimes exaggerated, concern
generally about the implications of import competition
from developing countries. Conversely, the developing
countries perceive the existing international system
as biased against them in terms of trade, accessto
private capital markets and control over resource
development, and accordingly, they have called for
fuller and more effective participation in all decision-
making concerning the international economy. More
particularly, during the Tokyo Round tariff negotia-
tions, the developing countries pressed for special and
differential treatment in the form of deeper-than-
Most-Favoured-Nation formula cuts; faster or slower
staging of tariff reductions, shallower MFN tarif
reductions for items covered by the Generalized Sys-
tem of Preferences (GSP) to minimize the erosion of
their GSP preference; binding of preferential conces-
sions and margins, and various improvements in the
GSP. In the negotiations of non-tariff codes as well,
developing countries sought the incorporation into the
codes of special and. differential provisions. While
MTN negotiations with a-number of LDC's continue,
they have alreadyregistered their dissatisfaction with
the:MTN results and the conduct of the negotiations,
most recently at the UNCTAD V meeting in Manila
in May.

While itis true that progress in meeting a num-
ber of the preoccupations of developing countries fell
short of LDC expectations, the MTN negotiations
provided developing countries with specific gains, in
addition tothe benefits accruing to them on an MFN
basis from the concessions exchanged : in the negotia-
tions. These gains include a ûrmer legal basis for the
GSP and for preferential trade arrangements among
developing countries, the advance implementation of
non-reciprocal tariff concessions on a range of tropical
products, and provisions for special and differential
treatment in the various non-tariff codes. The ! code
provisions are particularly noteworthy, both in thém-
selves and in the sense that they represent a departure
from the : Most-Favoured-Nation principle. of GATT
in order to respond to the interests of developing
countries.

Whatever the perceptions of the MTN outcome,
and its likely impact on trade, one issue which will
be significant in influencing the evolution of trade
relations between developed and developing countries
in the post-MTN period is the need for the more
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ldvanced developing countries to assume greater
obligations and to take measures of liberalization
commensurate with their state of economic develop-

and of prolonging a trading system wherein the bene-

has been market access, without which increased

ment. At issue here are the implications for both the
developed and developing countries of not reaching
agreement on the difficult question of "graduation",

fits of special and differential treatment accrue to
those developing countries which increasingly need
it least.

As the most advanced of the developing countries
continue to gain ineconomic strength, and as others
join their ranks, the impact from their having derived
disproportionate preferential benefits will increase for
developed and developing countries alike. With re-
spect to the latter, the advanced developing countries
R711 likely attract investment away from lesser devel-
oped countries, will dominate intra-LDC trade, and,
to the extent that developing countries maintain their
solidarity in the North-South dialogue, may well have
a dampening effect on the future willingness of the
developed countries to accede to the demands of the
I,DC's as a group. As regards the developed countries,
and especially their need to adjust constructively to
he emergence of the newly industrializing countries,
his will be more difficult politically if domestic inter-
asts perceive themselves as having to adjust not only
to a change in comparative advantage, but to import'
rompetition which unfairly benefits from unwarranted
preferential treatment.

As part of an attempt to encourage business
confidence, and as a signal to both the lesser- and
most-devéloped of the developing . countries that
"differentiation" is an issue with far-reaching implica-
tions, the international community will want to
examine appropriate means of ensuring that all coun-
tries assume international trade obligations commen=
suratewith their state of economic development.

Japan's role
During discussions on structural adjustment and the
alignment, of macro-economic policies at the Tokyo

mit, the role of the Japanese economy came
under implicit scrutiny. Japan's global trade surplus,
exceeding $25 billion, has resulted in strong pres-
sures from both the EC and the U.S. for an increased
contribution from Japan towards the achievement of
âreater bilateral and international equilibrium. The
emphasis has been on securing.more effective Japanese
stimulation of domestic demand, together with greater
6beralization of the Japanese market. While the
Japanese growth rate has fallen short of their under-
taking at the Bonn Summit, the main concern of
Japan's major trading partners, including Canada,

domestic demand in Japan loses its relevance. The
Japanese in turn point to: steps they have already
taken to meet others' concerns; the domestic political

constraints upon the degree of flexibility they can be
expected to show; the tradition of hard work and
sophisticated marketing to which they credit their
success; and (implicitly) the present and future vul-
nerability of their resource-dependent economy to
external forces beyond their control: Although Can-
ada places a high priority on obtaining market access
in Japan for a higher proportion of processed' and
manufactured exports, its over-all trade surplus with
Japan-places it in a different position from the other
Summit participants.

The Tokyo Summit was neither the time nor
place to single out one Summit participant for atten-
tion or to press bilateral matters. It offered an
opportunity, on the other hand, to stress the need for
avoiding basic structural imbalances in the economic
system, to welcome any contributions Summit coun-
tries might make to that end, and to reflect concern
for the international system as a whole if it must
sustain for much longer the maladjustments to which
it is currently subject. It was also an occasion to
recall that unilateral action by a Summit participant
to restrict another's imports would be unfortunate
politically as well as economically for both parties;
and would likely entail adverse consequences for
third parties through trade diversion.

Canadian interests
Given the nature of the Canadian economy, our posi-
tion relative to the "Big Three" trading entities, and
the emergence of newly industrializing countries with
a growing capacity to compete with us domestically
as well as in third markets, Canadian interests are
served by an open international trading environment
characterized by effective multilateral disciplines and
non-discriminatory trade rules which work. This
affords the best means of âdvancing Canada's basic
trade interests, namely: the expansion of export op-
portunities for Canadian high-technology goods and
processed industrial materials; the promotion of long-
term and stable primary export markets on an inter-
nationally competitive basis;'and the development of
a competitive domestic economy with scope for an
appropriate mix of access to and protection from
imports to reflect Canada's particular circumstances.

Consistent with the above trade interests, there
would be advantage for us in a post-MTN interna-
tional'trade environment which included the following
major elements:
(a) implementation of the MTN results through

bringing national legislation and practices where
necessary into conformity with the various
GATT non-tariff codes;

(b) strengthening of the GATT institutional frame-
work to ensure that the letter and intent of the
codes are fulfilled, and that major trade-policy
issues are addressed in a timely and coherent
manner;



a common political conviction that with the MTN
negotiations concluded, protectionism must be
resisted in both developed and developing coun-
tries in the universal interest of continued
economic recovery;

(d) endorsement of a positive approach to structural
adjustment, in both developed and developing
countries, so that socio-economic goals of govern-
ments are achieved with minimum disruption to
the efficient reallocation of resources both domes-
tically and internationally;

the gradual assumption by the more advanced
developing countries of obligations and measures
of liberalization commensurate with their state
of economic development; and,

(f) more generally, engagement of the developing
countries on a broad range of trade-policy issues
subsequent to the MTN and UNCTAD V, in-
volving a coherent approach to the contributions
to be made in discussions in GATT, the OECD

and UNCTAD.
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Industrial policy in Canada

by Roy A. Matthews
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In the last few years, there has been growing insis-
tence in Canadian political debate on the need to
evolve what is referred to as an "industrial strategy".
Less widely known in this country is the fact that
national industrial strategies or policies are also
coming to represent an important topic of discussion
in world councils, such as the Organization for Eco-
nomic Co-operation and Development, where such
arrangements are viewed with some concern.

It seems fitting that attention should be focused
on the matter of governmental support to Canada's
manufacturing sector during 1979, for this year marks
the 100th anniversary of the introduction of the
famous National Policy by Sir John A. Macdonald.
Since 197 9 is also the 40th anniversary of.the start of
the Second World War,.whose origins can be traced
at least in part to the failure of the international
economic system in the 1930s - and most notably to
the stifling of trade through excessive import protec-
tionism -it appears a particularly appropriate year
for examination of an ever-crucial question: the rela-
tionship between the search for industrial expansion

Mr.lVlntthews is an Ottawa economist. The views ex-
pressed here are, the personal views of the author:

at home and the requirements of economic exchange
and efficient international division of labour in the
global context.

Manufacturing
Macdonald's National Policy was not, of course, by
any means entirely an exercise in industrial develop-
ment. Nonetheless, although that ingenious political
construct involved many elements outside the realm
of what we would now call industrial policy - it
included measures promoting railway building, settle-
ment of the western prairie, and large-scale immigra-
tion - probably its most important effect was the
foundation it helped to lay for the establishment of
a broadly-based manufacturing sector in Canada.
One may usefully consider the role of the Natior}a1
Policy in the evolution of the Canadian economy and

policy over the past hundred years, because it had an

underlying, purpose - or set of purposes - that can
be seen as very relevant, still, to the sorts of concerns
motivating our search for industrial strategies today.

The goals that were to be served by the National
Policy - and in particular by the system of import
tariffs that formed a part of its overall design. - are
the eternal objectives of any nation: 'wealth, strength
and unity. Creating a complex of manufacturing in-
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dustries would make Canadians rich by drawing

It would make Canada strong - that is, ensure its

all would benefit.

workers out of traditional activities like agriculture
and fishing into modern spheres of endeavour where
ainore dynamic and innovative atmosphere prevailed.

^dependence as a nation - by providing the basis for
employing a lot of people, both native-born and
immigrant, who would be gathered in great cities
where the elements of a forceful cultural identity
could big forged. It would unite the country by
encouraging the interregional exchange of central-
Canadian finished goods for eastern and western
primary produce, an integrative symbiosis from which

There has been no change in the goals, obviously.
What is more to the point, in the present context, is
whether the requirementsofcontemporary conditions
call for a similar effort by government to guide and
foster industrial development, pursued not only
through conventional import protection but through
additional mechanisms capable of- distorting inter-
national trade, investment, and other exchanges.

Today's goals

Given that the labour force of any developed country
is, by definition, almost entirely employed in the
niodernized sectors of the economy, there is no longer
any significant scope for enhancing efficiency and thus
national wealth by attracting workers into manufac-
turing industry. Instead, efficiency is generally held
to be adversely affected by any attempt to protect or
otherwise sustain secondary industrial enterprises

Lnge that cannot compete in world markets on their own.
the The argument most often heard nowadays in favour

of special policy measures favouring industrial em-
ployment as a means of maximizing wealth - or, at
least, as stimulating the potential for greater wealth

by crration in the futizre - is rather different. It suggests

tort ^ civilization based on scientific and technical excel-

lop- that the rewards of economic endeavour are especially
rcal large in the case of high-technology industries, so that
alm guvernments will be well advised in effect to channel
- it resources saved by the present generation into tech-
;tle- nulogical development that may pay off for the next.
;ra- Thus the industrial policies of this day and age stress
the aid for research and development, tax incentives for
t of high-technology innovations, and comparable devices.
tda. I The importance attached to technological com-
^r}a1 petence is also a prime focus of the modern-day search
and F for national strength and independence. Whereas in
an earlier times it seemed necessary to increase the num-

can ber of Canadians - perhaps, in the ultimate extreme,
rns to provide sheer manpower for an army - today the
[ay. essence of nationhood appears to be a capacity for
nal vuteworthy technological achievement. Ours is a

are il ergo, any self-respecting nation must have its
gth uwn cadres of brainy people able to contribute to the
in- wonders of nuclearphysics or electronic microcircuitry.

Disentangling the mystique of such notions from
the real significance of technological capability for
nation states and their peoples is one of the great
challenges currently facing political economy. The
problem is -egpressed very largely in terms of the role
of highly sophisticated industrial technology in the
growth of . so-called multinational firms, which are
seen as potent instruments for the dissemination of
cultural influences and the perpetuation of unsym-
metrical interdependencies _ between "metropolitan"
countries (where multinationals have their head-
quarters) and "peripheral" ones (where branches and
subsidiaries are located): This perception of affairs.
causes governments in countries like Canada to intro-
duce machinery for the screening of foreign invest-
ments and motivates many people to advocate the
establishment of state corporations in key industries
to keep them under domestic control.

The continuing goal of national unity, as it
presents itself in contemporary Canadian affairs, still
has implications strongly reminiscent of those justify-
ing the National Policy. However, the basis . of the
original position - namely, that Ontario and Quebec
would constitute the nation's industrial heartland ând
the east and west its sources of primary goods - no-
longer seems to be workable. On one hand, Quebec is
falling behind as a manufacturing centre for all except
the more labour-intensive, standard technology prod-
ucts; on the other, western provinces are seeking to
develop their own manufacturing capacity, at least as
it concerns further processing of raw materialsfor ex-
port and possibly with respect to other items of various
kinds. These conflicting trends explain the emergence
of provincially sponsored efforts at industrial policy-

which the federal government is desperately,building,
trying to accommodate in some sort of grand strategy
of its own.

International aspect
Should these national goals, and the industrial-policy
devices engineered to achieve them, be accepted as
legitimate by the international community? In regard
to the goals themselves there can be little quarrel. _
Although, in an interdependent world, there may be a
prima facie implication that human welfare at the
national level is indivisible from peace, progress, and
prosperity among all nations, it is obvious that indi-
vidual,countries do often gain or lose, relative to some
international average, from the outcome of economic
events as-determined by market forces. Because the
citizen inevitably looks to his national government -
and, in federal countries, also to his regional one - for
the management of so many aspects of affairs influ-
encing the milieu in which he lives, it is clear that
such governments must always attempt to further
those interests perceived as benefiting the electorate
as a whole. Pursuit of national goals, therefore, is an
intrinsic part of the nation-state system, which for



all its faults is as yet the only effective scheme we
have found for organizing society at a level of any
complexity.

The question to which students of this subject
have to address themselves, however, is how far the
particular interests of the nation can be pushed before
there is damage to the fragile but substantive inter-
national order of which all states are now integral
components, with the effect that in the end the indi-
vidual nation itself is likely to suffer more loss than
gain. At a time of rising protectionist sentiment,
uncomfortably like the "beggar-my-neighbour" atti-
tudes that helped to precipitate the Great Depression
in the 1930s, there is little need to stressthis danger.
At the same time, though, it is also worth asking
whether too great an insistence on global laissez-faire
might not, under certain circumstances, undermine a
relevant national interest to the ultimate detriment
of international well-being. (For example, might a
refusal by the Canadian government to sustain
import-vulnerable industries in Quebec contribute to
a collapse of employment in that province .so serious
that confederation would be fatally undermined,
causing upheavals in the economy of this part of the
world that would be felt by all our trading partners
for a considerable time to come?)

Criteria

A number of criteria suggest themselves for "gauging
the legitimacy and validity of the devices put in place
as elements of an industrial policy. One is the impor-
tance to the nation - as judged by an impartial
observer rather than a politician or any other citizen
of the country concerned - of readily identifiable
goals evidently fundamental to its people's long-term
welfare. Another is the extent to which the effects of
the policies in question involve damage to interna-

tional interests that can be seen as measurable
even in the broadest sense - and substantial, instead
of merely entailing an internal transfer of benefits and
costs within the national economy. A third is the
length of time the policies may be expected to remain
in force and their consequences to be felt, not onlyat
home but abroad. (To these three principal criteria
might be added some sort of categorization of nations,
the fragility of their economies or even of their
political and social structures, and so on - which is
really an elaboration of the first criterion.)

The implication of such notions must ,be, of
course, that a type of surveillance or "referee" mech-
anism could come to exist, situated outside national
jurisdictions, to rule on the acceptability of measures
introduced by nations in the name of industrial policy.
That is the proposition that lies behind deliberation
of the issue among delegates from naember govern-
ments in the OECD. It is likewise the underlying
theme of an assessment of national industrial.arrange-
ments being fostered this year by the influential
Trilateral Commission, which brings together lumi-
naries from North America, Western Europe, and
Japan to consider: major foreign policy questions
affecting their countries and the world.

Whether, in fact, it will ever prove feasible to
allow supra-national institutions to have so substan-
tial a role in the affairs of individual nations remains
to be seen. But, given Canada's large stake in the
effective operation of the* . international politico-eco-
nomic system, the matter is surely of highest impor-
tance to Canadians. One might hope that the current
popular attention being devoted to the pursuit of
renewed viability for Canadian industry could, there-
fore; take account of such larger concerns, which up
to now have been subject to virtually no public
discussion at all.

The transfer of technology is sometimes conceived as nothing less dramatic than the
secret delivery by an inventor to his associate of a "magic black box." Those who see it
this way may have in mind William Stevenson's description, in A Man Called Intrepid,
of the delivery by the British government to the United States Office of Scientific
Research'and Development of the cavity magnetron which generated short-wave-length
electronic beams and made possible the centimetric radar that was small enough to fit
into destroyers and aircraft. In fact, the transfer of technology is far more prosaic.
Simply put, it is the process of the transfer of knowledge, and of how to use it, by people
to people. And the knowledge transferred is itself the product of innovative thought
and effort by people.

Extract from "The Transfer of Technology:
the need for pragmatism" by E.Hugh Roach,
Public Affairs Adviser, Alcan Aluminum Limited,
Montreal, published by the Canadian Institute
of International Affairs as Volume XXXVII
No. 5 of its Behind the Headlines series.
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Challenging the Economic Council's
view of the new world order

by Jeffrey S. Steeves

If the 1960s represented a period of growing aware-
ness within Third World nations of the complexities
of development programs and directions promoted by
the West, the 1970s have marked the growth of
cynicism and disillusionment with those same policies.
During the 1970s, Third World countries have become
increasingly frustrated in their attempts to "develop"
and have begun to perceive their condition of "under-
development" as emerging from the current structuring
of the international economy. The collective efforts of
OPEC countries in 1973 to determine a common price
structure for oil stimulated the political leadership
within the Third World to speak in unison on eco-
nomic issues which clearly-work to the advantage of
the rich, developed North while systematically weak-
ening the poor, underdeveloped South. Efforts by the
.Group of 77 to secure changes in the conditions of
trade, monetary reform, agreements on commodity
prices and on the transfer of technology have proved
to be difficult, despite a whole array of international
conferences established to work towards a more equi-
taWe international economic system. Meanwhile, the
gap between the developed and the underdeveloped
countries continues to widen. Of far greater signif-
icance; there is even less appreciation of the deteri-
orating condition of poor people - the near-landless,
landless, under-employed and unemployed - who
constitute the majority of the population in Third
World countries.

Canada and the other industrialized countries of
the North. face a changing international environment;
one in which a new policy framework must be devel-
opPd to meet new international conditions. As one
study has suggested, "We are entering an era in inter-
national relations' during which political conflicts are
Widely perceived to be centred in economic relations."

Despite statements of intent and concern ex-
pressed intermittently by our political leaders, the
Canadian response to North-South issues has been
tempered by domestic concerns. Two major preoc-
oupations - a persistently poor economic performance
With high unemployment, inflation and a slow growth
In productivity and the national unity question -
have distracted concerted attention from the need for

a fundamental reorientation of assumptions and
aspirations. Two important effects of our preoccupa-
tions can be perceived, both of which bear directly on
the policy process at the federal level. Firstly, public
awareness of and debate on the difficult choices"which
Canada will have to face over the next several decades
have been inadequate. In part, this represents a
failure of political leadership to alert Canadians to
the important and continuing changes in our external
environment and their potential impact on the coun-
try. Secondly, since the priorities of politicians and
senior public servants lie elsewhere, little hard anal-
ysis of complex North-South issues has been under-
taken or thought given to the alternative courses of
action available, much less to the formulation of an
appropriate policy to guide our relations with under-
developed countries. As a result, the Canadian posi-
tion is one of "suspended animation".

Last year, however, one institution at the pe-
riphery of the policy, process in Ottawa, the Economic
Council of Canada, released a major study entitled,
For A Common Future: A Study of Canada's Rela-
tions with Developing Countries. The prestige: of the .
Economic Council and its ability to draw upon both
official and. academic expertise raises the expectation
that finally we will have a basis for informed debate
and thereby an awakening of political and public
concern.

A critical precondition to the development of a
broad policy framework for Canada is the requirement
for a sound and careful analysis of current reality and
the identification of future trends which will be im-
portant to our relation with Third World countries.
Unfortunately such.an analysis has not been pre-;
sented in For A Common Future. The authors of the
Council's report have been captured by assumptions
and attitudes which may have been relevant to an
earlier period but which are clearly outdated ,now.
In part, the explanation can be traced to the dom-

Professor Steeves teaches political science at the
University of Saskatchewan. The views expressed
here are those of the author.
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inance of economists. The report lacks a political
perspective. It seldom refers to events within un-
derdeveloped countries and exhibits little apprecia-
tion of what is politically tenable in Canada. Of a
much more critical nature is the lack of sensitivity to
political realities, which is reflected in a naive and dan-
gerous tendency to define our external environment
in a way that supports the preferences of the authors
of the report. Canadians are offered a portrait of the
economic, social and political conditions within Third
World countries that is reassuring, one that serves our
interests and aspirations. If Canadian policy is pre-
mised on this analysis and the recommendations
which flow from it, our actions will be misplaced.

Perspective

Not unexpectedly, a fundamental weakness under-
lying the arguments advanced in the report appears
in the introductory remarks. The Economic Council
suggests that the most appropriate theoretical per-
spective on development rests with the neoclassical
growth approach. This approach assumes ". .. that
accumulation of capital and increased trade provide
countries with the wherewithal to develop". In other
words, Third World countries can develop success-
fully along the path suggested in the early 1960s by
Walt W. Rostow in his famous ( some would suggest
infamous) study, The Stages of Economic Growth:
A Non-Commun.ist Manifesto (1960).

What arguments are advanced for this particular
perspective? The authors suggestfirst that develop-
ment economists cannot agree on the nature of the
development process. This is hardly surprising given
the differences that underlie the theoretical divisions
within economics. Secondly, conditions vary between
countries both in the nature of development objec-
tives and in key economic, social and political variables
that affect the process of development. To say the
least, this is stating the obvious. Thirdly, generaliza-
tions are not helpful - surelythe Economic Council
could not be expected to devote the time and re-
sources necessary to complete a thorough study of
individual Third World countries. The Council is
quite correct in claiming that individual country
studies are beyond its resources. However, ignoring
the findings of the research which has been under-
taken cannot be accepted so easily. For these reasons,
the Council has been driven to adopt a simpler ap-
proach - "we have assumed that any developing
nation that looks to this country for assistance wishes
to receive Canadian capital and technology and to
obtain access to Canadian markets for its products"
- without spelling out clearly the inadequacies of
this approach or the premisesupon which it is based.
The simpler approach, moreover, fails to address the
persistent and compelling failure of Third World
countries to break out of a condition of "underdevel-
opment". As the Chairman of the Development As-

sistance Comniittee of the OECD noted in his I911
Report:

In spite of the tremendous economic progress of tb
last twenty years, the promise of effective develop .
ment is dimmed by the fact that very little progr
has been made by the poorest peoples and nations
Also, almost everywhere impressive rates of eco
nomic growth have not been matched by growth i
employment or by improvement in the relativ
distribution of income - as the speeches of Robe
McNamara and others have pointed out. Instead
the tendency has been for increased unemploymen
and polarization of incomes, as development h
failed to provide enough opportunities for pro
ductive employment.

Despite portraying the social divisions which hav
arisen as a result of attenuated growth and despi
recognizing that political elites have been influence
by the premises of "dependency theory", the Economi
Council is content to reaffirm the liberal economi
model. It is the political dimension of "growth withou
development", that is, the potentially explosive resul
of social differentiation between rich and poor, be
tween the modern urban and the traditional rura
areas, between the landed and the landless withi
underdeveloped countries that has led political eli
to demand major reforms in the structure of th
international economy.

The Economic Council bases itsoptimisticassess
ment of the future on two major assumptions. First
the social stratification evident in underdevelope
countries is temporary:, Secondly, where selecte
countries - namely, Hong Kong, Singapore, Taiw
and Korea - which have industrialized are today, th
majority of Thi'rd World countries will be in twent
or thirty years' time.

No evidence is presented for the first assumption;
the second assumption is quite simply an expression
of hope. Moreover, theauthors are incredibly naiv
in assuming that pôlitical consciousness and actio
on the part of the underprivileged majority within
underdevelopedcountries can be overcozneby point-
ing to models that portray some improvement in per
capita income by the year 2000. TheCouncil acknowl-
édges that the concessions it is prepared to advocate
will only benefit the more advanced Third World
countries. Yet, even here, liberalization of trade,
opening the Canadian economy to their products,
". .. is likely to be conditional upon a market im-
provement in such factors as ... (Canada's) ... over-
all employment level. Until that occurs, we cannot in
conscience advocate anything morethan a hold-the-
line policy".. For: the Third World as a whole, the
Economic Council is willing to let international mar-
ket forces make the necessary adjustments:

... the best policy in the area of trade is to let the
forces ofcompetition operate freely, in accord with
the international distribution of comparative ad-
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s 197 , vantages. Thus we believe that, as a rule, it is
preferable to avoid balancing-off development con-

of th cerns against the operation of market forces. In
welop view of the great poverty of a number of Third
`ogr World countries, however, we feel that a minor
ations qualification of the rule might be warranted:
if eco The very mechanism thatis under challenge by the
wth i Group of 77 represents salvation to the Economic
elativ Council of Canada. Thus, although the report claims

obe to deal with our relations with developing countries,
►stead Tather it focuses on a narrow concern with the com-
ymen petitive challenge of exports from- more advanced
it h developing countries.
r pro

Aid program

hav From the Council's perspective, the economic fate of
[espi the remainder of the Third World must continue to
ience Test with the aid program rather than with any fun-
nomi damental change in our economic relationship. The
nomi Economic Council, not surprisingly, affirms the bene-
ithou ficial effects of aid, and argues in favour of the
-esul Canadian government's policy of maintaining a com-
r, be mitment not to let our aid volume fall below .5 per
rura cent of GNP. In addition, it supports the general

withi direction of bilateral aid both in relation to greater
elit concentration on a smaller number of recipient coun-
d th tries and the continuation of aid-tying.

A number of basic elements that affect the Cana-
ssess- dian aid program are either ignored or hastily re-
First, viewed. In - the 1970s, aid donors, international
Jope institutions and academic researchers, concerned with
lecte the tendency for development efforts to benefit the
aiw wealthier strata within underdeveloped countries,
7, th have argued- that greater attention `should be given
vent to the social impact of aid-sponsored projects. This

means not simply a shift away from urban to rural
)tion; development but as well a concern to see that less
%sion privileged strata within rural society gain access to
naiv participation in development.
iction In the past, efforts to promote cash-crop agri-
iithin culture among small farmers have concentrated on
)oint- the progressive farmer and left the bulk of the farming
n per community. outside the distribution of benefits. The
nowl- new approach requires greater effort by aid and gov-
ocate ernment officials to understand the structure of rural
Vorld society and to be able to take account of the social
rade, divisions in project design and selection. Other im-
lucts, portant changes have occurred within aid circles. A

im- "basic human needs" strategy, for example, has been
over- advocated by the Development Assistance Committee
ot in and the World Bank. This strategy represents an
-the- attempt to provide the basics of food, shelter, health,

the education and other social services to the poorest
mar- 40 per cent of the population. In addition, since the

Least Less Developed>_Countries, the poorest 25 on
the the basis of per capita income figures, depend heavily

with on aid to support government efforts, it is conceded
ad- that a greater effort must be made to increase the

aid contributions to- this group of countries. Canada,

tion in recipient countries and at enabling these

in the Strategy for International Development Co-
operation 1975-80, accepted the reorientation in aid
towards a concern for the distributional effects of aid
efforts:

Assistance will be concentrated in those countries
which are _ at the lower end of the development
scale, as measured by a variety of economic and
other social indicators, and which are most severely
affected by current world economic conditions.
Priority will be given to meeting the basic needs
of their populations. Canada will give the. highest
priority to development projects and programs
aimed-at improving the living and working condi-
tions of the least privileged sections of the popula-

people to achieve a reasonable degree of self-
reliance.

A recognition of the significance of the. social impact
of projects and the acceptance of a basic human-
needs strategy requires critical reforms within the aid
programs of donor countries. Bilateral aid; for egam-
ple, must focus on integrated rural development
projects rather than on large-scale infrastructure
projects which utilize Canadian goods and services
as a result of the demand for high levels of Western
technology. Aid must become increasingly untied to
allow local project costs to be funded through aid
-dollars. Projects which serve the rural poor may be
dispersed over a wide number of Third World coun-
tries which will require less emphasis towards con-
centrating Canadian aid on a limited number of pro-
gram countries. In order to facilitate the selection of
projects to meet the new criteria, a stronger emphasis
will have to be placed on developing a larger and
better qualified CIDA field establishment.

Both the reorientation in attitudes towards aid
efforts and the requisite changes which must be intrô-
duced to respond effectively have escaped the atten-
tion of the Economic Council. In the section of the
report devoted to aid, the only reference to the social
impact of aid and the relevance of the social structure-
of Third World countries to development occurs with
the rather bland statement that this is a complex area
about which not much is known. The Council then
presents an overview of the Canadian aid program
that is directly counter to the demands of the new
approaph.

To the authors of the report, one of the central
problems that has hampered the administration of
our aid program has been the inability of CIDA to
spend the funds allocated by Parliament. This "dis-
bursement problem", which affects the bilateral com-
ponent most severely, can be traced to several major
factors. In the Council's assessment, aid-tying con-
tributes to disbursement difficulties because Canadian
products may not be sufficiently competitive or the
economy of the underdeveloped country may not be



capable of absorbing Canadian technology. Secondly,
the best method of committing large sums of money
may be inappropriate. Program aid, which involves
general balance of payments support and funding
over a wide range of government expenditures, is not
as simple to apply or administer as the alternative
mechanism, project aid, which involves financial sup-
port for a very specific development effort such as
road construction. Since project aid becomes the
dominant method of disbursement, the problems as-
sociated with recipient countries' ability to. suggest
good projects coupled with the inability of Canadian
aid personnel to identify and evaluate projects quick-
ly tends to slow down the selection process. As a
result, the time required and the limited range of
relevant projects contributes to our failure to spend
the allocated funds.

Although the authors pinpoint the basic elements
of the disbursement problem, they do not come to
terms with two fundamental points. Firstly, since the
poorest underdeveloped countries require project aid,
given Canada's concern to focus on these recipients,
one would expect a series of recommendations as to
how our aid administrators can overcome the diffi-
culties of project selection. Secondly, and more im-
portantly, if the social effect of development efforts
is to be taken seriously in assessing projectsfor Cana-
dian assistance then the difficulties in spending will
be a less significant consideration. The assumption
that the volume of our aid is the relevant indicator.
of the quality of the Canadian aid program will have
to be abandoned.

The effects of this approach can be seen in the
reforms suggested by the Council. The report suggests
we should work to expand the number of program
countries relative to those which receive project as-
sistance and we should concentrate our assistance on
a manageable number of program countries so that
our aid efforts can be administered more efficiently.
This revised strategy assumes that the efficient ad-
ministration of aid has become pre-eminent. The
provision of useful assistance, defined in relation to
narrowing the social differentiation which has ap-
peared in underdeveloped countries and addressing
the basic needs of the poor majority, is neglected.
Despite a disclaimer to the contrary, the priorities of
the Economic Council have displaced the priorities
defined in the Strategy for International Develop-
ment Co-operation, 1975-1980.

Having argued for a concentration of our aid , on
a select number of countries, the Economic Council
studiously avoids defining criteria which could be
used to guide Canadian policy-makers. Rather, the
authors engage in an unsuccessful attempt to identify
what might have been the key criteria used by policy-
makers some time ago:

From the point of view of eligibility ...(how Cana-
dian authorities choose the recipient countries)

., it appears that a developing country will prob-
ably receive a favourable decision if it is either a
Commonwealth member or a francophone country
if it has a large population, and if its income per
capita is low. On the other band, the value of
Canadian exports to that country and the amount
of aid it receives from other donors do not seem
to have any influence on the eligibility decision.
Note, however, that these results are for the years
preceding the publication of the Canadiangovern-
ment's Strategy for International Development
Co-operation in 1975. We do not know what in-
fluence these factors have had on the eligibility
decision after that year.

Although the Council has recognized the adverse
effects of aid-tying on our ability to spend aid alloca-
tions and the far greater need for aid finance to sup-
port local costs in development projects, the authors
are very hesitant to advocate untying. This must be
deferred until a time when the effects on the Cana-
dian economy will be negligible.

With this decision, the Economic Council of
Canada has come full circle. Major changes in the
tariff structure, which impedes âccess to the Canadian
market by underdeveloped countries, fundamental re-
forms in the Canadian aid program to meet the Cana-
dian government's new aid priorities, untying of pro-
curement to meet the needs ofrecipient countries and
an increase in the volume of our aid disbursements
must await a revitalization of the Canadian economy.
The authors use phrases which suggest action and
reform but which on inspection merelyjustify the
continuation of policies defined in and only relevant
to an earlier period. A selection from the concluding
comments on Canadian aid serves to illustrate the
point that the Council is not prepared to come to
terms with its own recommendations:

All of our policy reçommendations except the last,
are in the nature " ôf improvements in either the
developmental quality of Canadian aid or the ef-
fectiveness with which it is administered. But the
implementation of these measures will take time.
In the interim, it would be unreasonable to plan for
the immediate continuation of the same growth in
aid volume that Canada has achieved in the past.
This conclusion is reinforced by the current state of
the Canadian economy and the future requirement
to accommodate the fiscal needs of alarge-scale
domestic adjustment and redeployment progranf.

Domestic adjustment
The central thrust of the report is found in the domes-
tic adjustment and redeployment program designed
to alter Canadian employment and production in
industrial sectors most seriously threatened by the
competitive challenge of the advanced developing
countries - Singapore, Hong Kong, Taiwan and

Korea. Six major manufacturing sectors were iden-
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tified as being under challenge: textiles, clothing,
wood products, electrical apparatus, leather goods
and footwear, toys and sporting goods. The-Council
estimates that 250,000 workers in Canada in 1971
were employed in the affected industries, which repre-
sented 15 per cent of all manufacturing jobs or 3 per
cent of Canada's total employment. Most crucial in
political terms, by far the largest concentration of the
hey affected industries is in Ontario and Quebec.
Ruling out the possibility that workers in Central
Canada could adopt the "Maritime" solution for seek-
ing employment, that is, to move further west to seek
new occupations in expanding industrial and resource
development in Western Canada, the Economic Coun-
cil suggests there are only two alternative courses of
action-worth consideration:

The practical question is :.. whether efforts to
maintain . . . (the regional political balance) .
should take the form of an increasingly difficult,
and perhaps ultimately hopeless, attempt to save
jobs by import protection or ... that of determined
strategy to revitalize the vulnerable regions - and
replace the present noncompetitive activities -
through programs of industrial adjustment and
redeployment.

The Economic Council decided to opt for the
latter response. A major concern, however, is that the
industrial adjustment and redeployment plan, which
requires federal planning and a national consensus to
create and- support a $4 billion fund for "regional
renaissance", must be tied closely to a timetable for
liberalization of trade. In addition, this package ap-
proach requires an advance agreement on a date for,
". .. the reduction of import barriers in the vulnerable
sectors ...." The "release point" that the Council
envisages would occur in approximately 15 years and
it would be premised on ". . . a lower national rate of
unemployment .:. indicative of a condition of overall
economic buoyancy and employment growth". This
sets out not only the time when the program of trade
.liberalization would begin, but also the earliest date
that the Council is prepared to advocate any untying
of bilateral aid. There are several general comments
which should be made. Firstly, the Economic Council
assumes that the political will exists in Canada, at the
federal, regional and provincial levels, to support such
an expensive and elaborate strategy. Let us take just
one example of what is required in terms of political
conunitment. The Council suggests that one possible
structure to implement the strategy ". . . might be a
development corporation - at least for the Central
9uebec/Easteern Ontario region - that could imple-
tnent`an integrated design developed through federal-
provincial co-operation." Given the presence of a Parti
Quebecois government in Quebec and the more gen-
eral sensitivity of Quebecers to federal intrusion in
Quebec's affairs, the evolution of a political will for
joint action between Ottawa and Quebec is hardly

likely. Secondly, it is conceded by the authors of the
Report that the advanced developing countries will be
the primary beneficiaries of the strategy. In the
interim and beyond, the majority of underdeveloped
countries will not receive the tariff reductions so
essential to their ability to overcome "underdevelop-
ment". Thirdly, since the poorest. underdeveloped
countries depend so heavily on aid, the possibility of
our bilateral program becoming untied, and therefore
more relevant to their needs, will be delayed for a
further fifteen years at least until the magical`release
point is achieved. Fourthly, the continuation over the
short term of protectionist policies by Canada -in the
face of increasinglÿ vociferous demands by Third
World countries for meaningful reforms willnot assist
the promotion of Canadian exports beyond our tradi-
tional markets. Finally, but of no less significance,
the Council assumes away the problems of "under-
development" which Canada itself faces. There is no
consideration of the extent to which key decisions on
the future of our vulnerable industries are centered
in Head Offices located outside Canada.

Conclusion

For A Common Future portrays the economic position
of Third World countries from a simplistic perspec-
tive. The Economic Council's analysis is based on a
false -belief in the relevance of the liberaleconomic-
model of development. The authors have failed to
appreciate that the political demands in the move-
ment for a new international economic order derive
from the persistence of a condition of underdevelop-
ment in the majority of Third World countries.
Although the shift in emphasis in aid theory towards _
a concern for the social impact of development
projects and the basic-needs strategy represents a
more appropriate basis for assistance, fundamental
reforms in trade, monetary and investment patterns
and the transfer of technology are required. The
Economic Council, given its initial assumptions, never
reaches the stage of identifying and assessing the
central issues facing Canada. How can we account for
the inadequacies of For A Common Future?

Three factors can be isolated in attempting` to
explain its shortcomings. The first is the overwhelm-
ing dependence by the Economic Council on econo-
mists schooled in and committed to liberal economic
theory. Policy advice, such as that advanced by the
Council, must be broadened to include more wide-
ranging perspectives. This requires not only a broader
outlook on the part of economists, but also the in-
volvement of other disciplines which share an interest
in the study of underdevelopment. Beyond this
obvious criticism is the failure of the report to seek
and assimilate the criticisms and recommendations of
aid recipients.

Secondly, it is apparent that the authors have
concerned themselves to a large degree with antic-
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Treaty Information

ipating the preferences of government officials rather
than with carefully examining recent events and
offering critical analysis in an effort to come to terms
withinternational political realities.

Following upon this point is the absence of a
sense of history evident in the report. The authors
seem incapable of envisioning the long-term national
interest - a fundamental prerequisite to providing a
solution to the problems of underdevelopment and

Ottawa, December 29, 1978

In force December 29, 1978

With effect from February 1, 1979

world stability. Although the consequences of accept-
ing such a proposition appear enormous, a new world
order may demand a reduction in our standard of
living and in our economic growth. Instead of con-
fronting this possibility, the Economic Council has
ignored i t entirely. In turn, the Council has sacrificed
its credibility as an organization established to con-
sider and recommend appropriate strategies for policy-

mahers.

Islam and the "crescent of crisis"
exploding the myth of homogeneity
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When, in connection with the Middle East, we speak

of a "crescent of crisis", do we mean that these coun-

tries, whose geographical distribution suggests the

shape of a crescent, are abreeding; ground for crisis?
Or do we mean, on the contrary, that these coun-

tries are the victims of crisis?
Or are both of these interpretations correct?
Could it be that we are mistaking the effect for

the cause? More precisely, are these "sensitive" coun-
tries merely reacting more violently to external factors,
namely world events, just as the weak parts of a
structure are more liable to collapse under pressure?

This expression, which American specialists -
and non-specialists - employ with a certain affected-
ness, as their own wonderfully incisive invention, is
rather inappropriate and clumsy. How many of those
who use it àttach to it the same meaning and apply it
in the same context? The expression makes a gross

generalization, leads to misunderstanding and is,

besides, sterile in that having become a sort of "buzz-
word", it seems to cast a negative light on all the
events that take place in the area in question.

Moreover, the term is, at best, a plagiarism: what
in the forties, in the excitement over the burgeoning
Arab identity, was called the "fertile crescent", in
reference to Hashemite federal projects, seems to

Mr Vigny is Editor-in-Chief of the monthly magazine
Informag and former Associate Editor of Le Devoir.

The uiews expressed in this article are those of
the author.

have provided a semantic basis for this ill-advised
expression, which owes its popularity to that of its
predecessor.

The expression, representative of a certain kind
of political thinking, perpetuates through its first
word, "crescent", a serious error: the crescent is'the
symbol of Islam, and in the expression "crescent of
crisis" it has the immediate effect of homogenizing
.the fundamental differences which exist not only
between the countries that compose it, but also within
the Islamic religion itself.

Dangers :
Our sole purpose in attacking this popular expression
is to warn against the dangers of what is termed the
"buzzword pattern", which, by giving rise to the as-
sumption. that one has understood the situation,
results in serious distortions of the truth, both in-
tentionally and unintentionally. When such a process
provides the framework or basis of political thinking
within a government, it generally leads to political
decisions which are based on an erroneous though
accepted view of reality.

In the case of the "crescent of crisis" and the
homogenization mentioned above, we are led to be-
lieve that the area described contains: similar, if not
identical, entities. A common denominator is held up
in support of this claim: Islam and everything it
represents as a dynamic and a static force. And to
the extent that this subject has - been studied within
a single country, extrapolation does the rest, resulting
in a dangerous and arbitrary generalization. The
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most blatant example is no doubt Iran, where the
Peacock Throne occupied by the Pahlavis has been
swept away by the liberating tide of Islam. More and
more one is led to believe that what was true for Iran
is also true for other. countries, starting with Turkey.
Trapped in this seemingly logical . reasoning, one
begins to speculate on the cloudy-future of Saudi
Arabia and, at theother end of thé crescent, on that
of Pakistan, Afghanistan, and so on, so that the
effects of the "buzzword" are now combined with
those of political generalization.

This is an absurd egercise" which takes into ac-
count neither the true nature of Islam nor its internal
differences. After minimizing this potential force for
decades we are now trying to compensate by com-
mitting a, second historical error. We were first guilty
of default; now we are guilty of excess.

The truth is that Islam is not a monolithic reli-
gion, and that each of its sects has a cultural heritage
distinctly: different from the others - not to mention
the fact that each ethnic and national entity endows
its moral values with a specific set of aspirations
and taboos.

To speak of Islam as an over-all common denom-
inator is like speaking of Christianity as a monolithic
whole. This would mean that the Huguenots and
Catholics should never have been opposed for the
simple reason that they belonged to the same religion.

Caught in a geopolitical situation where the
search for national identity requires the rejection of
Western objectives imposed by force or established
through now-disgraced dictators, the masses are re-
leasing a potential repressed for decades and, as is
the case in Iran, are still in a state of general con-
fusion. Through an understandable process of identifi-
cation, they see the overthrown dictator as a Western
presence, and by replacing a monarchy with a republic
they believe they are rejecting Western-type govern-
ment. In what way is a republic a less Western type
of government, and in what way are parliamentary

structures less Western than the overthrown empire
and the government of one man? The opposite would
no doubt be more true; otherwise history should be
rewritten: the Sublime Porte and its government
,i.ructure were Western inventions, the Ottoman
Empire was a scheme of the Infidel, the caliphate
ff)llowing Mu'awiya was a heresy,, and the history of
Islam was a long succession of heresies until the estab-
lishment of the Islamic Republic of Ayatollah Rou-
hallah Khomeini.

In other words, what we should examine in the
expression "Islamic Republic" is not the concept of
"republic" but that of "Islamic". Thus, when we
Westerners assume that every monarchy, such as the
Wahhabite in Saudi Arabia, is necessarily threatened
by the religious force released in Iran, we are like
wide-eyed spectators watching an illusionist.

Islam has always been governed by men who

hold in their hands both secular political power and
the religious moral authority suggested by their title,
`commander of believers". Thus, if developments in
Iran constitute a threat to pro-Western regimes, i

' is not with regard to their political structure. A
regime is endangered insofar as it follows the Western
example and sacrifices its Islamic character to its
ambitions and objectives. In this respect, a republic
is threatened just as much as a monarchy, especially
since nothing resembles a monarchy more than an
authoritarian "republic" ruled with an iron hand and
without opposition by a faction which is usually
military.

Although today, by a coincidence - such as the
one that provided the basis for the homogenization
implied in the term "crescent of crisis" - the objec-
tives are confused and Arab is considered the equiv-
alent of Islam, it is important that a distinction be
made not only between the, categories of Islam, but
also be,tween what is Arab and what is not Arab in
the context of the internal diversity of the Arab
world.

Thus it would be just as reasonable to argue that
Iraq and Syria have strengthened their ties in defence
against a threat resulting from the traumatic eg-
perience of Iran as it would be to place this rap-.
prochement in the context of the Egyptian-Israeli
peace treaty. For even though Egypt, because of its
pro-American policy and its decision to recognize
Israel, seems to provide an ideal target, the Kurdish
problem in Iraq and the resulting Sunnite-Shiite ri-
valry, and the minority Alid government in Syria,
which is primarily Sunnite, make these two countries
ideal breeding grounds for an Islamic crisis.

It should also be pointed out that the `40-odd
countries that take part in Islamic assemblies are
more concerned with the problem of Islamic holy
places in Jerusalem than with the threat that Pres-
ident Sadat represents to so-called Arab "solidarity",
and that Saudi Arabia owes its position as leader not
so much to its wealth as to its status as guardian of
the holy places at Mecca, and Medina, and for this
reason claims the right to defend the mosques of
Al-Aqsa and Omar in Jerusalem.

Roughly speaking, the question is. which country
wishes to remain faithful to Dar al-I'slam and which
country has given its allegiance to Dar al-Harb?

Sects 'and identities
Two errors mark our perception of the Islamic reli-
gion. First of all, we generally confuse Arab and
Moslem, since we discovered one at the same time as
we discovered the other. The confusion is all the more
understandable since the Arabs themselves have pro-
pagated the belief that the only Moslems are Arabs.
Secondly, our mental picture of Islam is that _ of a
vague, indistinct whole which contains a reality. What
we forget is that the reality has no internal unity.



The Ayatollah Khomeini is silent and alone aboard
a chartered plane that flew him back to Iran from
France on February l to end fourteen years of exile.

The first error corrects itself ' when we realize
that Indonesia and Pakistan alone account for more
Moslems than all the Arab countries combined, or
that some of the most devoutly religious Islamic com-
munities are to be found among black African coun-
tries. It is not very flattering to WesternEuropeans,
but some of the racist terms they employ are based
on this misunderstanding. To state, therefore, that
Arabs are Moslems, is to state a fact that serves as
a basis for Arab nationalism itself, but to say a
Moslem is of necessity an Arab is absurd.

At this point we encounter the weakness of the
Islamic religion, which, integrating with amazing ease
different cultures, languages and traditions, often
envelops them superficially, adapting itself to local
rituals and celebration, of wlùch the Iranian Nowrouz
is a good example.

Since Arabic is the language of the revealed
book, one can understand how the Arab speaker
should be considered a Moslem. , But is the language
of the revelation meant to be understood, or is it
merely a ritual to be memorized? In other words, is
this language a means of communication between non-
Arab Moslems? It is interesting to note in this regard .
that Mustafa Kemal, wanting to secularize Turkey,

.instituted a Latin alphabet.
The point we are trying to make is that by calling

themselves "Islamic", Moslems no doubt reinforce

the Westerner's second error regarding Islam, but

also give rise to a second question: what kind
Islam? For although religion serves as a major
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ing force in relations with the outside world, the
world of the Infidel, or Dar al-Harb, the differences
that divide it and the irresistible currents that run
through it make it, in the longer term, a divisive
element which surfaces at the political level.

True, in order for someone to call himself a
Moslem he need only profess that there is no God but
Allah and that Mohammed is his Prophet (La Ilaha

illa Allah Mouhammad Rassoul Illah) ; accept the
Kelem Allah, or Koran, as the undisputable word of
God revealed to Mohammed by the angel Gabriel;
recite the five daily prayers and participate in the
special congregational prayer on Friday; fast at
Ramadan; perform the pilgrimage to Mecca and give
alms; celebrate the feasts of Islam (the Mawled, the
Id as-Saghir and the Id al-Kabir, and the Achoura);
and fight, when necessary, a holy war, or "Jihad".
But here the differences begin.

For example, the teachings and works of Moham-
med as witnessed by his first disciples were collected
as a supplement to the Koran. These "hadith'', which
constitute the "Sunna", were rejected by the Shiites,
but accepted by the Sunnites, who acquired their
name from :these writings.

Since this is not a course on Islam, I will limit
myself to mentioning the four major schoôls of
thought: the Maliki, Hanbali, Shafii and Hanafi.

As for theorigin of the Shiite sedition (the word
"shi'a". means "sedition") let us recall that after the

death of Mohammed, All, the Prophet's son-in-laR,,
cousin and heir, had the caliphate taken away fram
him by Mu'awiya, the prefect of Damascus. The par-
tisans of Ali, a martyr, went on to form- three main
dissentingbranches, and agreed that the first three
caliphs who had succeeded Mohammed, namely Abu
Bakr, Omar and Uthman, were usurpers, since the

quality of "imam" couldonly be found in the family

of All. They moreover considered Ali equal to Moham-
med in holiness. Lastly, they rejected the Sunna as a
supplement to the Koran.

Although one should be wary of extreme gener-
alizations,it should be noted that "Shiism" is,a sort
of poor cousin within Islam. In strictlypolitical terms,
this means that in a given Arab society, the middle
class is of the .Sunnite faith, while the poor masses
are Shiite.

_ This is the case, for example, in the Moslem
society of Lebanon, although in a predominantly
Shiite-societythe situation would obviously be dif-
ferent. I would also point out that this insurmountable
religious difference is also rooted in ethnic differences,
and that in the case of Iran - which, though not an
Arab: society, does provide us with an example of
Shiism which is typical in its Iranian form and zealous
practice - it dramatizes the problem of Kurdish and

Turkoman minorities.
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As for the Ismailians, they are an esoteric sect
vith their own interpretation of the Koran. They
believe that the principles of the soul and universal
reason are accessible only to prophets and imams.
This transmigration is supposed to climax with the-
coming of the Mahdi, or Messiah, an incarnation to
be hoped for by the faithful and feared by their
dppressor. The Ismailians limit to seven the number
of legitimate imams, inheritors of the Prophet's
9uthority. The seventh, Ismail, however, died at the
end of the eighth century without being able to trans-
mit his divine quality. His followers therefore refused
to believe in his death and insisted that he had merely
disappeared, and formed this sect (whose leader, the
Aga Khan, is known to the world for an entirely dif-
ferent reason) which claims that Ismail will return as
the Mahdi.

The Druzes, who are concéntrated . in Lebanon,
Syria and Israel, form a branch of .Ismailism.

and jOnce back in Iran the silence is over for Khomeini. He is pictured here engulfed by supporters on arrival at

Tehran's Mehrabad airport f rom Paris.

Another dissident sect, smaller but with a zealous

following, is that of the Kharijites, who are often

compared to the Quakers. They are especially con-

centrated in Oman, Muscat, Djerba, Zanzibar and

Tripolitania.

There are- also other sects, such as the Najarite,
the Mutazilite, the Jabrite, and so forth.

This division of Islam into sects goes hand in
hand with the influence of the monastic orders, of
whose:' structure we know little, but whose power is
undeniable. Today we hear most often about the
"Akhuan al-Muslimin", or Moslem Brothers ofEgypt,
yet these "Khuans" (literally "brothers") are spread
throughout the Islamic territory, and their order, the
Sufi, has undertaken to call all believers to the truth.

In North Africa it is Maraboutism (the Marabout
is a descendant of the sherif and is considered to
belong to the family of the Prophet) which has pros-



pered and assumed the leading role. The head of the
brotherhood expects, and receives, total submission
from his faithful, being considered divine.

There are, moreover, five basic religious orders:
the Qadiriyah, the Khelwatiyah, Sliadhiliyah, Naqsh-
bandiyah and Suhrawardiyah, and their branches
are numerous.

Lastly, it was not surprising that the proliferation
of sects and dissident groups should lead to the
appearance of reform movements advocating a return
to the sources of tradition and, in particular, the
re-establishment of theocratic authority. At the head
of these reform movements was the Wahhabi sect, to
which belongs the royal family of Saudi Arabia, whose
founder, Mohamed Ibn Sa'ud, embraced this doctrine.
The common factor in these reform movements is
perhaps the encouragement they gave to national
emancipation - what we could call today national
"liberation".

Driving force

The purpose of this brief glance at Islam is to establish
by disproving the homogeneity of the phenomenon -
namely the religion, its practice, and the values it
represents - that Islam, both in the Arab and non-Arab
world, serves as the seed of nationalism and, once
this nationalism has been awakened, becomes its
driving force.

Although the doctrinal controversies and "sedi-
tious" interpretations within Islam are insurmount-
able, religion is nevertheless a unifying element in the
face of Western intrusion. It should also be noted-that
according to Islam, Marxist-Leninist ideology is also
a pernicious Western invention and, more than that,
the product of what today is still referred to as
"international Jewry". This paradox maybe found in
yet another context: the designation "Zionist-impe-
rialist" supposedly applies to Israel and the United
States, yet some Islamic countries are allied to the
Soviet Union, whose ideology is an "invention of the
Jews" for the purpose of world domination. What is
even more noteworthy is the fact that atheist Marxist-
Leninist ideology is, according to Islam, a form of
influence to be fought even more vigorously than the
infidel and materialistic, but nevertheless monothe-
istic, capitalist forces. Infidel does not mean unbe-
lieving, which explains Egyptian President Anwar
Sadat's statement that the area should, be rid of
atheists, namely the Soviets; for Arabs, Jews and
Americans - especially Jimmy Carter - have a com-
mon belief, if not a common religion.

In oîder to combat the intrusive and degrading
influence of the. West, whose exactions have been
accompanied by a weakening of religious practice in
Dar al-Islam, one must return to the unchanging
values andprinciples of the Koran, which is not only
a religious book, but also the inviolable sum of all
social rules. It was this that led the Moslem Brothers

in Egypt to state well before the proclamation of an
Islamic republic by the Ayatollah Khomeini, that
"the Koran is our constitution".

In other words, and contrary to the claims of
some, the anti-Western movement and the repudiation
of its values is due to a return to Islamic sources,
that is, an attempt to revive the dream of Arab
greatness through conservative religious zeal.

In the final analysis, this means two things: that
this nationalism will inevitably comeinto conflict with
another nationalism, also inspired by Islam but
grounded in a different, if not opposite, tradition; and
that two anti-Western Islamic movements will not
necessarily converge, but may, at a future date, find

South

themselves radically opposed and attempting to renew[ "I Revoluti
ties with the West, whose influence would have been alt.hougli
curtailed in the preceding periodc- rienced

Thus one may turn to Mustafa Kemal for an violence
example and conclude that, after 60 years, this ,; progress
"absurd theology", which should be eradicated, is (coups)
more alive than ever, and if Sunnite Turkey is threat- -'' liDnary.
ened by instability, it is certainly not because of a i barrack
disease contracted from the virus that attacked Shiite ü' to anotl
Iran. Turkey has been carrying the painful seeds of peasants
an identity crisis for 60 years. = uainful 7

The bloody conflicts in Afghanistan, which is now rr!volutic
a Marxist country, are an indication of the fact that Nicaragi
this ideologycomes into conflict with religious author- aitered.
ities and principles, and that, from one ethnic group ienderec
to another, the rejection of this imported prototype Nicaragi
begins with heightened religious feeling. the viole

On;, the other hand, to return to our previous Anastasi
argument, the threat is not to a particular kind of bers of h
regime, but is inversely proportionàl to the intensity ` far beyo
of Islamic practice. This clearly egplains - and here,; continu(
it is the surprise of the "observers" which is surprising Th
- why, after Egypt and Israel had made peace, it was approxir
Saudi Arabia that took over the leadership of the 11ee thei
states hostile to this "betrayal" of Arab Islam. The siid: citi
very concept of moderation when one speaks of Islamic husiness
regimes is a pitifully self-centred one, and it leads to political
a chain of errors. For although a given country May, America
in a given matter, adoptthe American point of view, rienced
this so-called moderation affects only a superficial peasanb
detail, and has little bearing on that regime's phi- prisoner
losophy..Thus, the more "nioderate" of two régimes of civil
is not necessarily the one that refuses to increase the kideliblE
price of its oil while proclaiming its religious leader- thathas
ship, but perhaps the one that increases the price itarianis
while proclaiming its indifference to religious faith.. some ti
A Wahhabite reformist is a nationalist in the full transitic
sense of the word,. since his nationalism is based on certain i
Islam, whereas, a supposedly extreme nationalist k t.utions
socialist is in a precarious position and no doubt sees achievec
socialism as a rapid means of attaining his ends. If ntil rE

of Y g, Y
of Islam.
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In these circumstances, if the crescent is a symbol ",<,litic,
an thin it is the s mbol of the crescent moon sas the
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by James Guy

Revolution is very much acatchword in Latin America,
although few of the republics have actually expe-
rienced one. In an area of the world where political
violence is one of the only means of accelerating
progress towards modernity, frequent golpes de estado`
(coups) are often erroneously considered as revolu-
tionary. In most cases these golpes and cuartelazos
(barracks revolts) merely shift power from one elite
to another without affecting .the daily lives of the
peasants and urban dwellers. However, Nicaragua's
painful 1979 upheaval has all the indications of a real
revolution: the political, social: and economic fabric of
Nicaraguan society appears to have been irrevocably
altered. Out of 'this revolutionary holocaust, which
rendered all "Nicas" equally superfluous, emerged a
Nicaragua that will never be the same again. Indeed
the violent and chaotic events that led to the exile of
Anastasio ("Tachito") Somoza Debrayle and mem-
bers of his family in July have traumatized this nation
far beyond any other experience in its history:and will
continue to do so for many years to come.

The immediate human costs are enormous, with
approximately 15,000 people killed, 600,000 forced to
flee their homes, the destruction of villages, towns,-
and: cities, and the termination and ruin of many
businesses. In spite of the victory of the Sandinistas,
political nihilism is rampant in this largest of Central
American republics. People have witnessed and expe-
rienced the mass execution of infants, children,
ueâsants and soldiers, the brutal torture of political
prisoners, arbitrary murder,,detentions and the denial
of civil liberties. All of these atrocities have left an

indelible mark on the collective psyche of a nation
thathas moved from a ruthless personalistic author-
iiarianism to an amorphous totalitarianism. It may be
some time before any positive attributes of this
transition can be isolated and analyzed. But what is
certain is that Nicaragua has not developed the insti-
wtions and traditions of democratic rule since it
achieved independence as a separate state in 1838.
Until recently the only detectable characteristic of
"political stability" in the Nicaraguan political system
was the mere fact that one family had been able to
maintain control for more than four decades. The

important question now is what institutions, if any,
will emerge to fill the political vacuum left by the
demise of the Somoza family.

The Dynasty

United States Marines intermittently occupied Nic-
aragua for about 19 years between 1912 and 1933 in
order to "restore order" and "protect American lives
and property". Six years before the final departure of
the Marines the U.S. created the National Guard and
approached a jovial pro-American Liberal, Anastasio
"Tacho" Somoza Garcia to take charge. One--of
"Tacho's" first acts in consolidating his command of
the guard would prove to sow the seeds of destruction
for himself and for his son "Tachito" some 45 years
later. On February 21, 1934, he ordered the execution
of the charismatic Augusto Cesar Sandino who led
peasant troops against the Marines during the second
occupation. More than 20 years later, on September
21, 1956, a young Nicaraguan poet and follower of
Sandino, Rigoberto Lopez Perez, assasinated Somoza
Sr. during his fourth bid for re-election as president.
After another 20-odd years the Marxist guerrilla
movement which formed the major ground swell of
opposition to "Tachito" Somoza also took its inspira-
tion from Sandino and rallied around the Sandinist
Front of National Liberation (FSLN) which had been
formed in 1962.

The decade after the death of "Tacho" saw his
two sons, Luis and Anastasio, run Nicaragua., Luis
had been president of the Congress and constitution-
ally designated to fill the presidency at the time of his
father's death. He had received his formal education
at the Universities of California, Louisiana State and
Maryland; his democratic reformism irritated his
younger brother, Anastasio, a graduate of West Point,
by nature a tough-minded authoritarian, who feared
the ramifications of Luis'. liberal politics. As com-

Dr. Guy is an Associate Professor of Political Science
and a founder of the Centre for International Studies
at the College of Cape Breton. He teaches courses
on Latin American Politics and Canadian Foreign
Policy. The views expressed here are those of Dr. Guy.
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Ousted f rom power in Nicaragua, Anastasio Sombza holds a press conference in July at his Miami Beach
residence. His son Julio Somoza (standing) listens in.,

mander of the National Guard, Anastasio had the
power to prevent his brother from continuing to im-
plement his policies of democratization and modern=
ization. Thus as a compromise between the two, from
1963 to 1967 two puppet presidents succeeded one
another as "moderate liberal reformers" and adminis-
trators of the policies and programs of Luis Somoza.
Dr. Rene Schick Gutierrez was elected president in
1963 and his vice-president, Lorenzo Guerrero, suc-
ceeded Shick upon his death in 1966. Luis died uneg-
pectedly of a heart attack in 1967 and "Tachito" -
after athoroughly riggedelection - ascended to the
presidency. Commenting on his electoral victory, two
Los Angeles Times columnists prophetically referred
to "Tachito" Somoza as "the worst of the dynasty".

Somoza's tendency to use police brutality and
military power to quell opposition to his government
did not win him much popularity. This, coupled with
his exploitation for personal profit of the 1972 earth-
quake that struck Managua by selling international
relief supplies and land to the dispossessed, did little
to endear him to the people.

National Guard
The five-star-general cum president began to en-
counter violent opposition to his government and his

AP Photo

dictatorial ways quite early in the 1970s. The powerful
12,000-man Nicaraguan NationalGuard (a combina-
tion army and national police force) was atthe heart
of the crisis. Commanded-by`both "Tachito":and his
half-brother Colonel José Somoza, the Guardsmen
were one of the most modern, best-trained military
forces in all of Latin America. On a per capita basis,
the numbers of Nicaraguan recruits the U.S. trained
in the Canal Zone and at Rio Hato were greater than
those of any other military or police force in the
Western Hemisphere.

Reports of human rights violations by the Guards-
men emerged almost from the first day "Tachito"
took office. Any declared opposition to the regime was
threatened by the National Guard. The conclusions
of the OAS Inter-American Commission on Human
Rights were definitive about the commission'sfindings
on the use of torture and execution by the Guards
men. Notwithstanding the toned-down nature of its
resolution, the United Natiôns General Assembly
condemned human rights violations in Nicaragua in
December 1978, even though the U.S. abstained on
the resolution. The Nicaraguan Permanent Com-
mission on Human Rights constantly reported the
disappearance of people. Many of the. most obvious
violations of human rights were conveyed by the
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Nicaraguan Red Cross which often witnessed these
atrocities. The Washington office on Latin America
flhich had been monitoring human rights violations in
ts publication Update: Latin. America wrote that
almost every single human rights violation reported

from Nicaragua has been attributed to the National
Guard".

Historically the Somozas had been;quite success-
hil in governing Nicaragua by operating under three
facades: they claimedto be the allies of competitive
organized labour; they pretented to be progressive
and liberal; and they projected the image of them-
selves as statesmen who were devoted to the socio-
economic independence of Nicaragua.

In actual fact, peasant and urban labour had
progressed only marginally since the Somozas came
to power in the early 1930s. Like most groups that
tried to organize under the tight scrutiny of the
regime, they acquired no political anchorage in the
system. The ubiquitous presence of the Somozas in
the businessesof Nicaragua made labour an important
asset to the family. It has been estimated that over
one-sixth of the Nicaraguan economy was directly
controlled by family businesses; the national jet air-
line, shipping companies, two. seaports, construction
and cement_: companies, import franchises and impor-
tant agricultural-export concerns. The awesome eco-
oomic power of the Somozas went beyond the borders
of Nicaragua with large holdings in the United States
and Europe. But domestically, all roads led to a
Somoza enterprise. It;is not surprising then that the
political system worked to discourage organized activ-
ities which may have threatened the regime, thus
ostering ignorance and defencelessness.

When the Alliance for Progress was transferring
funds to Latin American nations that took on the
trappings of democracy, the Somozas paid lip service
to peasant needs. However, the monies never funded
peasant initiatives because the family blocked alloca-
fions and redirected them to their own interests. So in
1964 a non-governmental organization, the Institute
fôr Human Promotion (IMPRHU) was started. to
raise the consciousness of the peasants by educa-
+innal programs and occupational incentives. But the
Somozas sabotaged its activities whenever they coûld
and set up legal road blocks in its operations. In
1975 the Somozas, with the assistance of the United
States, established the Institute of, Peasant Welfare
(INVIERNO) to improve the lot of the rural poor.
Many of the work projects undertaken by INVIERNO
were strategically placed in areas of major guerrilla
activity and were designed to neutralize and dis-
mantle guerrilla influence. The organization, however,
proved ineffective.

Opposition .
Nicaragtia's urban labour force is barely distinguish-
able by advantage when compared with its rural

cousin. Ideologically, labour has tended to be inter-
nally fragmented by extreme right- and left-wing
factionalism. The Somozas constantly monitored the
30,000-member workers' movement in order to detect

any dangerous cohesions in its organization. But dis-

unity was built into the organizations that comprised

AP 1,>>,to

Sandinista guerillas raise their weapons in a victory
salute on the Leon highway outside Managua after
the fall of General Somoza.
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the movement.. For example, the Marxist Independent
General Confederation of Labour (CGTI) with its
12,000 members could not come to terms with the
government-patronized General Confederation of La=
bour (CGT) whose 10,000 members openly supported
the Somozas. Thus a monolithic opposition against
the Somozas from this sector of the economy was
impossible.

The position of the Church was also relatively
weak as an opposing force. Historically the Church
tended to take a permissive stance on all govern-
mental activities. The Church came to accept the
Somozas and the Liberals as defenders of the status
quo. Monsenor Alejandro Gonzalez y Robleto wasnot
respected by Nicaraguans as a result of his open sup-
port of the, Somozas. Since the early 1970s, "howevér,
the Church has manifested a reversal of its crucially
conservative image. A newer and more progressive
clergy challenged the government on a number of
issues. It refused to endorse Somoza's "continualismo";
his determination to remain in power even though his
constitutionally designated term of office had expired.
The new Archbishop of Managua, Monsenor Miguel
Olando Bravo, openly denounced the regime in a
number of pastoral letters and by- boycotting official
ceremonies. By 1979 the Church was committed to
the overthrow of the president.

Effective opposition to Somoza first materialized
in 1974 when the Democratic Union of Liberation
(UDEL) was formed. Initially UDEL included all
opposition parties and labour unions but was grad-
ually joined by business, the Churchand many other
groups which reflected an almost universal cross-
section of Nicaraguan society. Somoza's grip on
Nicaragua was not seriously threatened, however,
until after the assassination of the outspoken pub-
lisher of La Prensa, Pedro Joaquin Chamorro, in
January 1978. Chamorro was a prominent political
leader who only three months before his death had
received the Columbia University Cabot Award for
his journalistic contributions to the promotion of
Inter-American co-operation. His assassination was
the result of his declared intentions to "end the
Somoza dictatorship and establish a regime in which
pluralism would fit". The demise of Chamorro gave
the Sandinistas the incentive they needed to speed up
their militant activities and to galvanize all opposition
groups against Somoza and the National Guard. They
began by organizing a two-week general strike which
virtually paralyzed Nicaragua and generated increas-
ing support from the business communities. This
activity gave the Sandinistas international visibility
and focused world attention on the growing vulner-
ability of the Somoza regime.

One of the most successful "actions" undertaken
by the Sandinistas resulted from President Carter's
congratulation of the Somoza regime for its "improve-
ment of local human rights." The guerrillas attacked

and occupied the National Legislative Palace in th
centre of Managua, holding over a thousand bureau
crats and legislators hostage. Among the hostage
were Somoza's cousin, Luis Pallais Debrayle, who wa
the deputy speaker of the Chamber of Deputies, an
the president's nephew, José Samoza Abrego, the so
of the former acting commander of the Nationa
Guard. Somoza conceded to a list of demands whic
further demonstrated the erodïng-strength of his gov
ernment. This, in turn triggered a longer general strik
and uprisings in most Nicaraguan towns and citie
which ultimately forced Somoza to flee for his life.

Revolution
Interesting similarities-can be isolated in the :Cuban
and Nicaraguan revolutions. First, in both cases th
guerrilla forces remained small in number, defeatin
aformidable military dictatorship protected by
large'contingency of combat-ready troops well arme
by the United States. Even the military strategi
developed during the two revolutions reveal strikin
resemblances. The basic strategy of the rebels was t
harass isolated army positions, withdrawing imme
diately and then preparing ambushes for the pursuin
troops. During this period the guerrillas establishe
friendly relations'with the peasants and urban dwell
ers to acquire food and supplies and to make certai
that the location of the guerrillas would not b
divulged to the enemy troops. As with the case o
Batista, the brutality of Somoza and the Nation
Guard led to increased alienation of previously neu
tral citizens.

There are important differences as. well. In th
Nicaraguan insurrection the emphasis of the struggI
was on urban terrorism, the guerrillas in the country
side playing only asecondary role. Castro, on th
other hand, saw the priorities in the opposite orde
with the urban resistance supporting the rural guer-
rillas through financing, recruitment and supply
Secondly, the Nicaraguan revolution ensued in th
absence of a charismatic-leader; while in the case o
Cuba the personal magnetism of Fidel resulted in the
people's following him.

International effects
What is significant about the Nicaraguan. revolution!
from an international perspective is the example tol
other nations of yet another successful guerrilla strat-;
egy as an efficacious way to achieve political change
and modernization. In Latin America this is perhaps
a result of the intransigent position taken by the
United States vis.à vis reformist governments of the
leftist variety. In. all cases where left-wing govern-
ments have emerged in Latin America bydemocratic
- Guatemala, 1954, Chile 1970 - or nondemocratic
means - Cuba, 1959 - the U.S. has intervened in
the internal affairs of the country and attempted to
overthrow the government. While President Carter
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ias publicly committed the United States to non=
ntervention in Nicaragua, his Administration hasalso
dopted a wait-and-see position on the question of
'normal relations" with theSandinista junta. Cer-
inly it is not in the interests of the 'U.S. to have

other Cuba in the Western Hemisphere. Thus
xternal intervention will continue to be within the
ealrn of possibility, as either a-multilateral effort led

the U.S. in the Organization of the American
itates or as a simple unilateral action. .

Increasingly Latin American nations are showing
heir support for the new Sandinista government
eaded by Sergio Ramirez Mercado. The five members
f the Andean Pact were particularly supportive
uring the insurrectionary stage of the revolution.
One of its members, Venezuela, openly denounced
omoza and demonstrated its determination to help
iing an end tothe government. Venezuela also signed
Defence Pact with Costa Rica on September 15,

978, to defend the sovereignty of Costa Rica and
dually sent an arsenal-of planes that were stationed
ear San José for a short time in order to disuade
omoza from taking any military action against its
eighbour.

A supportive OAS will be important to the fledg-
ng Nicaraguan government in order for it to survive.
twill also have to demonstrate its credibility to the
ther members of the Central American Common
arl:et (CACM), the Central American Monetary
nion (CAMU) and the Organization of Central

American States (ODECA).
It is also.expected that the foreign policy posi-

'ons of the new Nicaraguan government will call for
in end to dependence on the United States. This
eans that Nicaragua will seek to diversify its exter-
al relations by developing ties with nations like Cuba
nd the Soviet Union. It may also mean that Nicara-

gua will turn to Canada should the U.S. develop trade
difficulties with thenew government overthe question
of nationalizing U.S. business interests. Canadarec-
ognized the government in July 1979 and is in a good
position to help in the reconstruction of Nicaragua.
Canada can provide Nicaragua with many of its pre-
sent needs in -the area of non-durable consumer goods,
durable consumer goods, raw materials for industry
and construction materials.

Development and technical assistance would im-
mediately benefit some capital projects that were
under way before the revolution, such as expansion of
the water-supply system in Managua, reconstruction
of Managua's Las Mercedes International Airport
and the geothermal-energy development project at
Momotombo.

Prior to the Revolution, between 1975 and 1977,
Canada's trade with Nicaragua more than doubled.
Imports grew from $6,061 millions, in 1975 to $14,436
millions in 1977 and consisted mainly of bananas,
cotton, fish and coffee. Exports increased from $4,045:
millions in 1975 to $9.178 millions in 1977. most of
which was newsprint, telecommunications equipment,
cereals and motor vehicles. If a socialist Nicaragua is
here to stay, Canada may discover that the trade bene-
fits with this country are as abundant as with Cuba.

The Nicaraguan Revolution shows that a small
nation can break out of its past and establish a new
order. But this battered nation has many fundamental
economic problems to solve; inflation now in excess of
25 per cent, food shortages, no growth expected from
a Gross Domestic Product of $2.1 billion, and depen-
dence on a primary-product monoculture subject to
the vicissitudes of the world market. No caudillo or
junta - socialist or capitalist - can solve these prob-
lems in the short term; perhaps not even the long term.

Letter to the Editor

Epstein erred . . .
Dear Sir,

Mr William Epstein's interesting article in the March/April edition of International Perspectivesabout
Canada's Disarmament Initiatives at the 33rd Session of the UN General Assembly contains one serious
error of fact. He gives the voting figures for the Mexican resolution on SALT (33/91C) and says that the
10 abstentions included the U.S., U.S.S.R., U.K. and France. This is quite untrue. The only abstainers were
the East European group of countries (less Romania) and Malawi.

Terry Empson
British High Commission
Ottawa



South of the border

by Gordon Mace

In 1966, in response to a call sent out by Presidents
Eduardo Frei of Chile and Carlos Lieras Restrepo of
Colombia, the heads of state and government of the
Andean countries - with the exception of Bolivia -
met in Bogota to discuss problems connected with
regional integration in Latin America. Three years
after what came to be called the Little Summit of the
Five Nations, Bolivia, Chile, Colombia, Ecuador and
Peru signed the Cartagena Agreement, which set in
motion the process of Andean sub-regional integra-
tion. Venezuela did not join the group until 1973.

On May 26, 1979, exactly ten years after the
signing of the Cartagena Agreement, the heads of
state of the member countries = egcept Chile, which
withdrew from the Agreement in 1976 - met again in
Cartagena to take stock and, in particular, to-affirm
the desire of each of the participating countries. to
speed up the integration process. It is, therefore, an
appropriate time to look at the results of the first
decade of integration in the Andean:. region, and at
the same time to consider the future of the integra-
tion plan.

Bogota to Cartagena

The Bogota Declaration, signed on August 16, 1966,
provided for the setting up of a Joint Commission
whose purpose was to create a general framework for
a sub-regional integration agreement in which the
Andean countries were, to take part. The countries
concerned were not forming a clique at Bogota and
withdrawing from the Latin American Free Trade
Association. They were merely criticizing the LAFTA
scheme of things, whichthey felt was geared too much
to liberalization of trade and thus brought dispropor-

Dr. Mace stüdied at the Institut universitaire des
hautes études internationales in Geneva. The Andean
Group is the subject of his thesis, to be published
shortly. Dr. Macehas-done research and conducted
interviews in Mexico City and the Andean countries.
He is, at present, professor of political science at
Laval University. This article reflects the author's
personal opinions.
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In the Joint Commission discussions, which wen
on from 1967 to the signing of the Cartagena Agre é oblig
ment, there were two main schools of thought. Th amewor]
first, championed by Chile and Colombia, put priorit} ^perienct
on the use of inechanisms for liberalization of trade , tter luni
This was an entirely logical position for these tw mportanc
countries since, being the most developed countries' soon a:
the region, they would derive greatest benefit fro on has s
liberalization of trade. The other countries; however o so, bul
especially Peru, opposed this concept and champione ates that
an integration process geared to mechanisms designe ecessary
to promote the economic develôpment of each countr
so that gradually_ a balance could be establishe
between the countries in the region. As often happen
in such circumstances, negotiations resulted in a com
promise satisfactory to, all parties. The Constitutiv
Treaty, a faithful copy of the final compromise, wa
seen, however, to give a slight edge to the free trad
aspect, since liberalization would be achieved auto
matically but member countries would have to decid
on the schedule for implementation of the mechanism
relating specifically to economic development.
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The Andean Group's first four years were very fruitf onal la:^
from the point of view both of the setting up o erican
central institutions and of the general development o Qan oper,
the integration process. At the beginning, observer
made very positive statements about the promisin acilitatinhe memk
future of the Andean Group. This optimism seen^e carried o
justified at the time, although it was based only o riority i:
analyses of the economic aspects of the integration The
process. The future of, the Andean Group, in fact, the Econ
seemed more assured than that of any previous inte- Consultai
gration experiments attempted in,the Third World, are advisi
The most astute observers noted that the reality o e said t
the Andean Group went far beyond that ; of the been unal
Cartagena Agreement. The integration process would Fina.
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e based in fact on four pillars which, although of
nequal strength, still constituted the four foundation
ones of regional integration. These four pillars are:
the economic sphere, the Cartagena Agreement; in
e cultural sphere, the Andres Bello Agreement; and
the social sphere, the Hipolito Unanue'and Simon

odriguez agreements.
In the field of economics, the Cartagena Agree-

ent provided for the setting up of a Commission
hich would be the key organ in the community
stitutional structure. Made upof one principal rep-
sentative from each member country, the Commis-
on is responsible for formulating the main economic
olicies,. and is chiefly responsible for supervising
roper-implementation of the Agreement. Its decisions
equire a two-thirds majority or, for important ques-
ons, unanimity. It. is the Commission that assigns
rork projects to the Junta and, in the absence of a
ommunity court of justice, it acts as the organ for
onitoring the legal aspects of the Cartagena Agree-
ent and ensures"that the member countries respect
e obligations they have undertaken within the

ework of the Agreement. The growing difficulties
xperienced by the Commission in carrying out the
tter function have demonstrated to the members the

nportance of setting up a community court of justice
soon as possible. For various reasons the Commis-

on has so far been unable to come to a decision to
o so, but a recent work program of the Junta indi-
ates thatthey will decide in favour of setting up the
ecessary mechanism by the end of 1979.

The Cartagena Agreement provided for the
unding of a technical body, the Junta, which would
e composed of three members to whom the Constitu-
ve Treaty guaranteed total independence of action.

ihe technical body also.plays an important adminis-
ative and executive role, since besides performing
the functions of a permanent secretariat, the Junta

onducts studies requested by the Commission and
upervises implementation of the Agreement as well
s of the Commission's decisions. The Andean Devel-
pment Corporation was founded by a separate treaty,
nd it too, constitutes an important community orga-
zation in the economic sphere. Subject to interna-
onal law, the ADC is the first exclusively Latin

erican international financial organization. It be-
an operation in 1970 with the primary object of
acilitating the economic and social development of
he member countries. Its activities in this sphere are
arried out through technical and financial assistance;
riority is given to industrial development.

The other organs of the Cartagena Agreement -
he Economic and Social Advisory Committee, the
Consultative Committee and the various councils -
re advisory bodies, as their names indicate. It must
e said thatfor various reasons they have to date

been unable to play the full role expected of them.
Finally, other community institutions have also

been set up for cultural and social activities. The
Andres Bello Agreement, signed by the representatives
of all the Andean countries at the beginning of 1970,
governs community relations in the fields of education,
science and culture. Article 34 of the Agreement
stipulates that all regional educational, scientific and
cultural activities will be co-ordinated by a number
of permanent community agencies.. The most im.-
portant of. these is the Conference of Ministers of
Education, which plays a role similar to that of the
Commission of the Cartagena Agreement. This
"Council of Ministers" is backed by a co=ordination
office, a committee of national directors of planning -
and a number of joint commissions. In the health and-
labour sectors, the Hipolito Unanue and Simon
Rodriguez agreements provide for çommunity struc-
tures, similar to that of the Andres Bello Agreement,
for everything relating to co-ordination of regional
activities in these spheres.

Chief mechanisms
Although the priorities of the region. have forced the
Andean countries to devote most of their efforts to
economic activities, the member countries have still
considered it necessary, from the beginning of the
integration process, to take an interest in educational
and cultural matters. The leaders of these "countries
soon learned that education and culture could perform
an important role in establishing regional solidarity
and at the same time play a significant part in the
transformation of economic structures. That is why,
despite the shortage of funds available to them for`
this purpose, the governments of the member coun-
tries did not hesitate to carry out programs in each
of these fields. An effort at harmonizing school sys-
tems has been made, which has made possible the
establishment of a system of diplomas valid in all
member countries, and has promoted the use of com-
mon textbooks in various subjects at the primary
level. An International Integration Institute and an
Andean Entrepreneurs' School have also been founded.
It should be noted, further, that there is already close
co-operation between the various cultural institutes
and that the member countries have implemented à
training and research program in social communica- :
tions. Lastly, a Commission of Higher Education has
been set up for the en tire region and, following the
signing of the University Compromise of Trujillo in
1974, an Andean Association of Universities has also

been established. Naturally these steps are only a
beginning, but to realize their full importance we have
to remember that the Andean countries have never
really been associated in the past and that animosity
still persists in the region as a.result of the scars of
border conflicts. Much remains to be done on the
cultural level, but the efforts already made deserve
high praise in a venture so complex that the results



are hard to quantify, and whose impact will only be
felt in the long term.

The governments of the Andean countries have
also resolved to co-ordinate their efforts in the fields
of labour and health. Although their activity in these
sectors has been on a smaller scale, they have agreed
to give special attention to problems of co-ordinating
labour and social security policies, to measures de-
signed to facilitate manpower mobility and to occupa-
tional training systems. These intentions, first set
forth in the Quito Declaration, have been followed
through in the Lima Program of Action adopted in
1975 by the Third Conference of Labour Ministers.
In the field of community health, the Hipolito Unanue
Agreement has already given rise to interesting devel-
opments such as the formulation of health legislation
applicable to all of the Andean region and the adop-
tion of a common policy on pharmaceutical products.
Close co-operation has also been developed in the field
of assistance to disaster areas, and the member coun-
tries have agreed to exchange information and to
co-operate closely in the repression of use and, more
especially, traffic of narcotics.

Although the above measures are being carried
out, it is natural that the member countries have
considered it necessary to devote most of their inte-
gration efforts to the economic sphere. In this area, the
basic community model, as defined in 1969, reflected
quite faithfully the approach of the Economic_Com-
mission for Latin America. The thinking of the ECLA,
strongly influenced by economist Raul Prebisch,
stressed the necessity for Latin America th concen-
trate its efforts on industrial development through
substitution of imports and a gradual increase in-
exports of finished and semi-finished products. In
keeping with this line of economic thought, the leaders
of the Andean countries devised a community model
of economic development which was termed in Lima
"rationalization of capitalism", in that the play of the
free market was to go hand in hand with intervention
by the State as chief agent in the assignment of
resources.

This model was put into action by the adoption
of a number of basic mechanisms. The first of these
is the regional trade liberalization program, to be
applied automatically and accordingto schedules set
by the Constitutive Treaty. It covers about 6,000
products groupedunder various headings and due to
be liberated according to the appropriate schedule
for each of the categories.In this regard liberalization
of trade is surely the most successful mechanism of
the Andean Group to date. In 1976, Colombia, Chile
and Peru had already achieved five annual ten-per-
cent tariff reductions. This made possible an increase
in regional trade from $143 million in 1969 to $817
million in 1974. Of course, the total of regional sales
is still low, but the action is interesting and promising
in that it has made possible a diversification of regional
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trade. This has made more room for manufacture
products and non-traditional export goods, a signif
icant change if we look at the total trade of th
Andean countries with non-member countries, 95 per
cent of which is still in primary commodities an
traditional exports.

A second important mechanism of the Cartagen
Agreement is the adoption of a common external tari
In the beginning, it was planned that thiscommo
tariff would not be applied before 1980, because o
the enormous difficulties in harmonizing the tari
structures of the various member countries. That i
why the Commission, through its Decision 30, decide
on the adoption of a minimum common external tari
which was applied by Colombia, Chile and Peru
1970. This egercise was to serve as a dry runfor futur
application of the real. common external tariff. It ha
limited success, however, although the measure di
not impose any real constraints on the member coun
tries. Application of the common externaltariff wa
postponed several years by theLimaProtocol of 1976
because some participating countries objected to th
proposed tariff structure and level. The Commissio
resumed discussion on this subject a few months ago
and it is possible that it will soon make a statemen
on the.matter.

No doubt the mostimportant mechanism of the
Cartagena Agreement, and certainly the most original
is industrial programming. This is the instrument b
which the Andeancountries plan jointly the industri
development of the region. The seven major sector
reserved for industrial programming are primary met

allurgy and non-metallic minerals, chemistry an
petrochemistry, timber„pulp and paper, metal-work
ing, the electrical and electronic industry and lastl,
the food industry: Two major types: of programs ar
implemented in each of these sectors. Industrial ra
tionalization programs are aimed, as their name sug
gests, at rationalizing the production of existin
industriesin these sectors: Somewhat neglected in th
beginning, theseprograms have been growing in ian
portance in the last few years, as evidenced recentl
by the setting up of a departmentof industrial ratio
nalization in the Junta. Sectoral programming, for
part, deals with future production, and its ma
objective is to lay the foundations for an industrial
specialization in which all the member countries will
be able to participate equally.

By no means all the objectives of industrial pro-
gramming have been reached. Only three sectdral
programs had been approved at the time of writing,
for example. This delay cannot really be blamed on
the member countries themselves, but appears to be
due rather to the novelty and complexity of a mech-
anism that has never; been tried before in any other
regional integration scheme. Itis certainly too early
to speak of failure in this area.

Another; original mechanism has to do with the
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referential treatment given the relatively less-devel-
ped countries, that is, Bolivia and Ecuador. Because
s scope is so extensive, this mechanism involves the
ndean Group in an integration process entirely dif-
rent from any before it. The preferential treatment
ects most elements of the Cartagena Agreement,
d to date it seems to have been implemented suc-
ssfully by the member countries. The recent Deci-
on 119, which instituted a special program of support

o Bolivia, is a good example of the vitalityof this
easure. However, implementation of preferential
eatment has. not been ' a complete success in all
elds: the Bolivian representatives on the Commission
ave noted negligence on the part of certain par-
cipating countries in isolated sectors such as regional
de and sectoral programming.

The last major mechanism is the harmonization
economic and social policies. Important steps have

een taken inthis area, in particular in the fields of
dustrial property and development, tariff nomen-
ature and export financing, agricultural product
arketing, physical infrastructure and communica-
ons. The best known measure in this, field of policy
armonization must be the adoption of a regional code
f foreign investment and technology transfer. This
ction aroused comment and criticism which has only
een quieted with the gradual dilution of the principal
easures of the code. It is evident, however, that the
echanism of économic and - social policy harmoniza-
on has no__t been a priority during the first years of
xistence of the Andean Group. This is to be expected
t:frrst, but it is certain that if progress is to be made

this area in future, an effort: will have to be made
o produce greater homogeneity of social and eco-
omic structures in each of the member countries.

fiicult years

he first four years of the Andean Group's activity
aw spectacular progress in the movement towards
ntegration. It is quite usual for such a plan to move
ull speed ahead in the setting-up stage. The founding
f community institutions and the rapid adoption of
ertain important measures helped to create a climate
f optimism and unbounded confidence in the future
f the Andean Group. This attitude also prevailed
mong the Andean technocrats, that is, all the regional
officials and national negotiators who were involved,
losely or remotely, in the integration process and
ho shared a common willingness to ensure the suc-
ess of the venture. Lastly, the fairly strong similarity
etween the political intentions of the governments of
olivia (until 1972), Chile and Peru also explains the
uccess of this initial stage of the Andean Group.

Beginning in early 1974, however, the situation
hecame more complicated. In fact, it can be said that
the.integration process came to a standstill from 1974
to 1976. The first reason for this situation was a tech-
nical one involving Venezuela's entry into the Andean

Group. This entry, which the Government of Caracas
had been obliged to delay under the pressure of the
powerful Fedecamaras, had forced the Junta, in 1972,
to devotea significant proportion of its time to study-
ing and adapting existing regional programs. The new
membership involved the reworking of several of the
Cartagena Agreement mechanisms, and this prevented
the .Junta from concentrating on analysis of the pro-
posals it was expected to make before the 1975dead-
lines, in particular concerning the common external
tariff and industrial programming.

The second reason was the serious deterioration
of the international economy, beginning in 1973. The
Andean countries, particularly those who were oil
importers, were bard hit by the crisis. But they were
not alone; all the underdeveloped countries were suf-
fering from the situation - petroleum derivatives rep-
resent a large proportion of these countries' imports.
Most of the Andean countries became more cautious
in view of the economic situation and they hesitated
to continue supporting integration mechanisms that
might make the region less attractive to foreign in-
vestors who had, it was said, become more selective in
their investments because of the scarcity of capital.
However, the most important factor in the crisis came
from within the Andean region itself. The Andean
Group's image had deteriorated badly since the early
seventies. At that time, three countries made up'whàt
could be called the driving force behind the integra=,
tion process. These three - Bolivia under the Torres
government, Chile under President Allende and
Velasco's Peru - had, in varying degrees, come to
adopt strongly nationalistic economic policies and had
thus wanted to shape the regional economic model in
line with their concerns. Thus it was the delegations
of these countries on the Commission, andchiefly the
delegation from Peru, that insisted on and obtained
a decision in favour of control of foreign investments
and transfers of technology.

The situation soon changed, however, with the
coming to power of General Banzer's reactionary
government in Bolivia at the end of 1971. Later, in
September 1973, came General Pinochet's coup d'état
in Chile. Thus, at the beginning of 1974, there were
only two nationalist governments remaining in the
Andean Group, those of Venezuela and Peru, while
the latter was becoming increasingly entangled in an
extremely difficult economic situation.

In1972, the new Bolivian government had begun
to call for a softening of some of the provisions of the
Cartagena Agreement. Bolivia said, with justification,
that it had not benefited as much as its partners from
the first sectoral program relating to the metal-
working industry. It also demanded profound changes
to the foreign investment code, which was in opposi-
tion to an economic policy the new government was
then trying out and which was subsequently adopted
through that government's acceptance of the Musgrave
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report. The new Chilean government, for its part, had
taken pains at the beginning to make known its
enthusiasm for the regional integration process. How-
ever, as 1974 wore on and more especially in 1975, it
became clear that Chile's new economic development
model was fundamentally incompatible with the re-
gional model as defined in 1970.

The passing of the deadline, at the end of 1975,
for adoption of the common-egternal tariff and the
entire industrial program served as a pretext for Chile,
supported. by Colombia, to challenge the entire com-
munity economic model followed to that point. The
situation, which had begun to grow worse in mid-1974,
now became critical for the future of integration.
Chile, inspired by the "Chicago Boys", demanded no
less than the abolition of the foreign investment code,
an average common tariff protection not exceeding
10 to 20 percent in general, and the elimination of the
State's role as an agent of economic development.

Although some countries, in particular Bolivia
and Colombia, wanted to see a softening of the
Constitutive Treaty,: none of the member countries
could share Chile's extreme position. All were pre-
pared to make certain concessions so that Chile could
remain in the Andean Group and thus make more
flexible the elements of the regional model that, from
the outside, appeared too nationalistic. After several
months of intensive but fruitless negotiation, the Five
resolved in to put pressure on Chile by signing the
Additional Protocol of Lima, which had been provided
for by Commission Decision 100. The rea$irmation of
the intentions of the Five in the Bocaya Declaration
of August 1976 did not succeed in shaking the Chilean
government's firm stand. There was no choice but to
draw the appropriate inferences, and it was decided
that Chile would withdraw from the Cartagena Agree-
ment. Thus, more than technical difficulties, and more
than the effects of the difficult international economic
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